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ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
OF THE IMPORTANT LIBRARY OF THE LATE

SAMUEL H. AUSTIN, of Philadelphia

BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, DRAWINGS
UNIQUE AND NOTABLE CRU1KSHANKIANA

FAMOUS DICKENS AND THACKERAY ITEMS

TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERVE OR RESTRICTION

BY ORDER OF LOUISE SUVDAM AUSTIN, EMILIE AUSTIN JONES, AND THE

GIRARD TRUST COMPANY, OF PHILADELPHIA, EXECUTORS

ON MONDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING, APRIL 23,

AND TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 24th, 1917

AT 3:00 IN THE AFTERNOON AND 8:00 IN THE EVENINGS

THE SALE TO BE CONDUCTED BY

MR. THOMAS E. KIRBY AND HIS ASSISTANTS, OF

THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, Managers

NEW YORK CITY





INTRODUCTORY NOTICE REGARDING THE LIBRARY
OF THE LATE SAMUEL H. AUSTIN OF PHILADELPHIA

THE LIBRARY OF THE LATE SAMUEL II. AUSTIN IS WITH-
OUT EXCEPTION' THE MOST IMPORTANT PRIVATE COLLECTION
OF LITERARY PROPERTY TO BE OFFERED IN RECENT YEA Its

AT PUBLIC SALE IN AMERICA. IT COMPRISES MANY REMARK-
ABLY EIXE COPIES OF THE MOST IMPORTANT AND NOTE-
WORTHY FIRST EDITIONS OF THE 'WORKS OF CRUIKSHANK,
THACKERAY AND DICKENS. INCLUDING THE WORLD FAMOUS
CAPTAIN R. J. H. DOUGLAS COPIES OF DICKENS'S "PICKWICK
PAPERS'" AND GRIMM'S "GERMAN POPULAR STORIES.'- WITH
THE ILLUSTRATIONS BY GEORGE CRUIKSHAXK; ONE OF THE
FINEST COPIES OF THACKERAY'S "VANITY FAIR" EXTANT:
AND THE CELEBRATED COLLECTION OF CRUIKSHAXK I ANA
FORMED BY JOHN B. GOUGH, THE XOTED TEMPERANCE LEC-
TURER, WHICH LATER WAS OWXED BY THE LATE M. C. D.

BORDEX, WHOSE LIBRARY WAS DISPERSED BY THE ASSOCIA-
TIOX IN FEBRUARY, 1913.

Besides the above, the library comprises an unusually large number of

Signed Original Drawings of the Delightful Sketches by Cruikshank, Thack-
eray, Aiken. Leech, and other artists, including original and finished sketches

for etchings for important published works, and a few sketches which have

never been reproduced.

The Manuscript portion forms an important section in Mr. Austin's

Library, comprising published and unpublished writings of eminent authors,

and signed autograph letters by American and British Celebrities, including

a Manuscript poem by Eugene Field, holograph manuscript by Edgar Allan

Poe. Autograph Manuscript and Signed Autograph Letter by Abraham Lin-

coln, Autograph Manuscript and Signed Letter by George Washington. Auto-

graph Document Signed by William Perm; Choice Autograph Letters by John
Adams. Aaron Burr, Robert Browning, Lord Byron, Samuel Clemens. Marquis

of Cornwallis, Ulysses S. Grant, Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson,

Lafayette, Mary Todd Lincoln, James Madison, James Monroe, Horatio

Nelson and Sir Walter Scott; also, letters or documents by the Kings and

Queens of England,—George I, II, III and IV, James I and II, and Queen
Elizabeth ; etc.

THE COLLECTION" OF CltUIKSHAKIANA Is WITH OCT DOUBT THE FINEST

EVEB OFFERED AT PUBLIC SALE IN AMERICA, COMPRISING OVER 100 ORIGINAL

DRAWINGS, AND NEARLY ALL OF THE MORE IMPORTANT ILLUSTRATED BOOKS OF

THIS NOTED ARTIST, INCLUDING SEVERAL PRESENTATION COPIES, WITH INSCRIP-

TION BY THE ARTIST ! AMONG THE MORE NOTEWORTHY ITEMS BEING THE FOL-

LOWING,
Caricature Magazine. 2 vols. 1807. [X"o. 123]



Collection of 15 Song Heads, Colored. 1807-1821. [No. 125]

Dibdin's "Hull in ;i China Shop, 1808," Presentation inscription by Cruik-

shank. | No. 126]

Triumphs of the Sons of Belial. First Edition, 1810. Presentation inscrip-

tion by Cruikshank. | No. 128]

Odd Fellow- Son- Book, 1812. First Edition. [No. 131]

Moose's Annals of Gallantry. First Edition, 1814-1815. [No. 133]

Combe's Life of Napoleon, First Edition, 1815
|
No. lot]

; also the Series of

16 Original Drawings Eor the same. [Xo. 135]

Power of Conscience. 1815, an apparently unknown item. | Xo. 136]

MudforD's Campaign in the Netherlands. First Edition, 1817. [No. 137]

Bank Restriction Note. 1818. [Xo. 140]

English Mentor. First Edition, 1819. [No. 143]

Carey's Life in Paris. First Edition. 1822. [Xo. loo]

Northern* Excursions of Geordie, 1822. [No. 154]

Ireland's Life of Napoleon. First Edition. Extra-Illustrated, 1823-1828

[Xo. 156]

Der Freischutz TRAVESTIE. First Edition. 1824. Inscription by Cruik-

shank. [No. 161]

Wight's Mornings in Bow Street and More Mornings. First Edition, 1824-

1827. [No. 164]

Phrenological [llustbatioxs. First Edition, 1826. [inscription by Cruik-

shank. [No. 1«0]

Comic Almanac. Complete set of the Original lssue>. [No. 193]

Omnibus. In the Original Parts and Wrappers. [No. 206]

Maxwell's Irish Rebellion. First Edition, 1845. [No. 212]

Fairy Library. First Edition, 1853. [No. 226]

Bands in the Park, with three original drawings by Cruikshank, L856. [No.

229]

John" B. GOUGH Collection of Cruikshankiana. comprising item 171 (with the

exception of Vol. 25) in the Borden Catalogue. |
No. 248]

John B. Gough Collection of Original Signed Drawings by Cruikshank. com-
prising Vol. 25 id' item No. 171 in the Borden Catalogue. [Nos. 249-

385]

John B. Gough Collection <>\' autograph letters by Cruikshank, comprising
those letters formerly hound in Vol. 25 of item number 171 in the Borden
Catalogue. |

Nos. 386 to 399]

Among the works i:y Charles 1>u kens, the world famous Captain
Douglas copy already mentioned is associated with the following
I \! PORTANT I IT. Ms.

—

Sketches bj "Boz." First Issue of the First Edition, 1836-1837. [No. 124]

Strange Gentleman, is.!;. [No. 429]
Nicholas NlCKLEBY. First Issue. 1838-1839. [No. 134]

Master Humphrey's Clock. First Edition, 1840-1841. [No. 136]

Tale of Two Cities. Firsl Edition, L 859, In the Original Part. [No. 154]

Great Expectations. Firsl Edition, with blue cloth covers, 1861. [No. 457]
Frozen heap. With corrections in the Autograpb of "\Vilkie Collins, istiti.

[
No. 171]



The Works b> William Makepeaui Thackeray, besides mil befori

mentioned cop! of "vanity fair," [n'clude 1 iii: following jcotewobtiil

I I EMS,

Three Important Original Drawings for "Vanity Fair."
|
So. 631

|

Original Manuscript of a portion of an Cnpublished Play, 13pp. circa 1840.

[No. 632]

Original Manuscript of the "Lord's Prayer," in Thackeray's Microscopic pen

manship. | N"o. 633
]

Autograph Letter, Signed, with mention of Charles Dickens. [No. 634]

The Famous Postage Stamp Original Drawing. [No. 634]

\n,l other important drawings.

Besides the foregoing, the library includes important colored-plate books

In Henry Aiken, among the more noteworthy being the following,

—

Keal Life in Ireland. First Edition, 1821. [No. 78]

i;<>i\<; to Epsom Races, 1825. [No. 84]

Apperley's Life of a Sportsman. First Edition, 1842.
|
So. 81

\

Surtees' Jorrocks's Jaunts, 1843. [No. 88]

Surtees' Analysis of the Hunting Field. First Edition, 1846. [No. 89]

Funeral Procession of Arthur Duke of Wellington. Panoramic plate, 1855.

|
No. 90]

Original Drawings in watercolors. |
Sos. 92, !»•'> and !»!|

Among other noteworthy items, the following; bear stecial men-

tion,—
Loan's Life in London. Large Paper copy, in the Original Boards, with

Original Drawing inserted. [No. 476]

Loan's Keal Life in London. First Edition, in the Original Parts. [No.

4T8]

Egan's Finish to the Adventures of Tom Jerry ami Loggic. First Edition,

with four Original Drawings inserted by Eobert Cruikshank. [No. 4S4]

Brandt's Stulifera. First Edition of Locher*s Latin version. 14!*;. [No.

108]

Collection of Chap-Book Literature of Unusual interest. [No. 115]

Colored copy of Mi>s Barney's "Evelina," 1821. [No. 11 ",

|

Cruikshank (Robert). Complete set of the Dandies. 1818-1819. [No;

400]

Cruikshank (Robert). Fashoons and Folly, 1822. [No. 409]

Cruikshank (Robert). London Oddities, 1824. [ Xo. 411]

Egerton (D. T. ). The Necessary Qualification of a Alan of Fashion. Fir>t

Edition, Original Wrappers. [Xo. 483] : also. Fashionable Boars. First

F^dition. Original boards. [
Xo. 484]

Franklin (Benjamin). Garto .Major. 1744. Original marbled hoards.

[Xo. 492]

Gillray (James). Collection of Original Drawings and Caricatures. [Xos.

493 to 507, inclusive]

Horn-Book of Oak. with Original cover of leather, circa 1560, one of the

earliest examples extant. ( Xo. 522
|

Illuminated Manuscripts. Horae of the loth and 17th Century. [Nos.

520-521]



Leech (John). Various works and Original Drawings, including a complete
set in the original parts and wrappers of the "Comic History of Eng-
land,'* and the "Comic History of Pome, and Important Drawings, in-

cluding twenty-four in pencil. [Nos. 531 to 553]
Rowlandson (Thomas). Highly Important Series of Books and Original

Drawings. [Nos. 588 to 613, inclusive], including.

—

Smollett's "Adventures of Roderick Random." 1792. [No. 588]
Cries of London, 1799. [No. 589]
Le Brun, Travested, 1800. [No. 591

]

Combe's English Dance of Death, First Edition, in the Original

twenty-four numbers, with three of the original drawings in-

serted. [No. 604]
Combe's Dance of Life. First Edition, in the Original Boards,

1817. [No. 604]
Combe's "Doctor Syntax Tour." The complete set. with one origi-

nal drawing inserted. [No. 60 7
J

SuRTEES (Pobert S.). Sporting Novels. 5 vols, in the original parts. One
of finest sets extant. [No. 627]

Walton (Izaac). Life of Dr. John Donne, etc. 16T6. Autograph Presen-

tation copy of unusual interest, with corrections in Walton's handwriting.

[No. 643]

.Japanese Colored Prints. [Nos. 648 to 675, inclusive]

All xhe hooks are in exceptionally fine condition and each vol-

r.uK contains Mr. Austin's artistic bookplate.





Conditions of Sale
1. Any bid which is merely a nominal or fractional advance may be rejected by

the auctioneer, if, in his judgment, such bid would be likely to affect the sale in-

juriously.

2. The highest bidder shall he the buyer, and if any dispute arise between
two or more bidders, the auctioneer shall either decide the same or put up for
re-sale the lot so in dispute.

3. Payment shall be made of all or such part of the purchase money as
may be required, and the names and addresses of the purchasers shall he given
immediately on the sale of every lot, in default of which the lot so purchased
shall be immediately put up again and re-sold.

Payment of that part of the purchase money not made at the time of sale.

shall be made within ten days thereafter, in default of which the undersigned may
cither continue to hold the lots at the risk of the purchaser and take such action
as may be necessary for the enforcement of the sale, or may at public or private
sale, and without other than this notice, re-sell the lots for the benefit of such pur-
chaser, and the deficiency (if any) arising from such re-sale, shall be a charge
against such purchaser.

4. Delivery of any purchase will be made only upon payment of the total

amount due for all purchases at the sale.

Deliveries will be made on sales days between the hours of 9 A. M. and 1 P. ML,

and on other days—except holidays—between the hours of 9 A. M. and 5 P. M.
Delivery of any purchase will be made only at the American Art Galleries, or

other place of sale, as the case may be, and only on presenting the bill of purchase.
Delivery may be made, at the discretion of the Association, of any purchase

during the session of the sale at which it was sold.

5. Shipping, boxing or wrapping of purchases is a business in which the
Association is in no wise engaged, and will not be performed by the Association

for purchasers. The Association will, however, afford to purchasers every facility

for employing at current and reasonable rates carriers and packers; doing so, how-
ever, without any assumption of responsibility on its part for the acts and charges
of the parties engaged for such service.

G. Storage of any purchase shall be at the sole risk of the purchaser. Title

passes upon the fall of the auctioneer's hammer, and thereafter, while the Asso-

ciation will exercise due caution in caring for and delivering such purchase, it

will not hold itself responsible if such purchase be lost, stolen, damaged or

destroyed.
Storage charges will be made upon all purchases not removed within ten days

from the date of the sale thereof.

7. Guarantee is not made either by the owner or the Association of the cor-

rectness of the description, genuineness or authenticity of any lot, and no sale will

lie set aside on account of any incorrectness, error of cataloguing, or any imper-
fection not noted. Every lot is on public exhibition one or more days prior to its

sale, after which it is sold "as is" and without recourse.

The Association exercises great care to catalogue every lot correctly, and will

give consideration to the opinion of any trustworthy expert to the effect that any
lot has been Incorrectly catalogued, and, in its judgment, may either sell the
lot as catalogued or make mention of the opinion of such expert, who thereby
would become responsible for such damage as might result were his opinion with-

out proper foundation. SPECIAL NOTICE.
Buying or bidding by the Association for responsible parties on orders trans-

mitted to it by mail, telegraph or telephone, will be faithfully attended to without
charge or commission. Any purchase so made will be subject to the above Condi-
tions of Sale, which cannot in any manner be modified. The Association, however,
in the event of making a purchase of a lot consisting of one or more hooks for a
purchaser who has not, through himself or his agent, been present at the exhibition
or sale, will permit such lot to be returned within ten days from the date of sale,

and the purchase money will be returned, if the lot in any material manner differs

from its catalogue description.

Orders for execution by the Association should be written and given with
such plainness as to leave no room for misunderstanding. Not only should the lot

number be given, but also the title, and bids should be stated to be SO much
for the Jot. and when the lot consists of one or more volumes of books or objects

of art, the bid per volume or pure should also be stated. If the one transmitting
the order is unknown to the Association, a deposit should be sent or reference
submitted. Shipping directions should also lie given.

Priced copies of the catalogue of any sale, or any session thereof, will be
furnished by the Association at a reasonable charge.

AMERICAN AHT ASSOCIATION,
American Art Galleries,

Madison Square South,
New York City.



At The American Art Galleries
MADISON SQUARE SOUTH, NEW YORK

UNRESTRICTED PUBLIC SALE BY ORDER OF
LOUISE SUYDAM AUSTIN, EMILIE AUSTIN JONES, and the

GIRARD TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA, EXECUTORS

First Session, Nos. 1 to 225, inclusive

MONDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 23rd, AT 3:00 O'CLOCK

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS AND MANUSCRIPTS
BY AMERICAN AND BRITISH CELEBRITIES

[Numbers 1 to U>. inclusive]

1. Adams (John—Second President of the United States). A.X.S., lp.

small 8vo, on parchment, X.p., August 17, 1779.

A most interesting personal declaration by Adams against Great-Britain,
written during the Revolutionary War. We quote same in full.

—

"In 1760 and 1761, upon the first appearance of the Design of Great
Britain to deprive us of our Liberties by assorting the Souvereign Au-
thority of Parliament orer us, I took a decided part against her, and have
persevered for Fifty years in opposing and resisting to the utmost of my
power every instance of her Injustice and arbitrary Power towards us.

The accompanying document trill be your guarantee in peril. I am Sir,

with much respect
Your humble Servant

John Adams.
- '

"Aug. 17, 1779."

2. Adams (John—second President of the United States.) A.L.S..

2pp. 4to. Quincy, near Boston, Septemher 12. 1794. To (John)
Stoekdale (the London publisher and Bookseller). With address.

Portrait of Adams accompanies the letter. Together, 2 pieces.

An unusually interesting letter, referring to a new edition of Fer-
gusson's "Roman Republic," and acknowledging the authorship of the
"Discourses on Davila." Reads in part.

—

"7 embrace with pleasure the opportunity l>y my sons of presenting you
many Thanks for your kind Letter and obliging Present of an elegant Lott

of your neic Edition of The History of Rcpublicks.
I know not whether Experience of the Evils physical moral and po-

litical of Simple Governments, will recommend to the public my poor
speculations in favour of viral firms, so as to give you a Profit by the

Sale of the Book: but I know the Devil ought to have Mankind if tiny



First Session, Monday Afternoon, April 23rd

[Xo. 2

—

Continued]
don't noon put a stop to the Progress of Clcons & Clodius's and Wat
Tylers.

I have written, since I came to America Discourses on DavUa. You
may make a fourth Volume of them if you will under the same Title

with the other three."

3. Adams (John* Qvixcy—sixth President of the United States). A.L.S.,

lp. 4to, Quincy. September 5, 1826. To R. Rush, Secretary of

the Treasury; [Also] D.S. lp. oblong 4to. parchment, Washing-
ton, August 12, 1826. Land-Office Patent issued to Robert Parks, of

Harrison County, Ohio, for land in Steubenville, Ohio. With en-

graved portrait of Adams. Together, 3 pieces.

The above letter written while President of the United States relates

to the revenue of the country, rending in part,

—

"/ am rejoiced to find that the prospects of the Revenue for the present

Hear, encourage the expectation that there will be no deficiency to in-

trench upon the annual appropriation of ten Millions, to the discharge

of the principal and interest of the Public Debt—My apprehension hoic-

erer has been that the deficiency would be more considerable the next

than the present year: and I very cordially congratulate you, that the

result, will afford so satisfactory a commentary upon the accuracy of your

fiscal anticipations.

I hare received anonymous complaints against Captain Matthcirs. Com-
mander of the revenue Cutter at Charleston, S. C. who is charged with

wasting his own time and misusing the Vessel. The Collector of the

Port, shares in part of the censure. He is now in this part of the coun-

try; and has visited me—But said nothing to me, nor I to him upon

public business."

4. Alexis (Czar of Russia, founder of the House of Romanoff). D.S., lp.

Ion"' narrow folio, with the official wax seal.

5. Alexander VI. (Pope Bobgia, 1431-1503). Vellum Document, 1492,

with lead papal seal.

6. American Presidents. Autograph Letters, etc., comprising,—Chester

A. Arthur, D.S., February 1, 1884, appointing a commissioner

for the State of Maryland, to the World's Industrial and Cotton

Imposition; James Buchanan, A.L.S., lp. 8vo, Wheatland, De-

cember 26, 1867, to Alfred F. Scars, regarding an article for the

Newark Monthly Magazine, also portrait, and autograph signature

j

U. S. Grant, D.S., April 6, 1871. Warrant appointing J. C. Hep-

burn as Interpreter to the United States Legation in Japan, also

portrait and another signature; Rutherford B. Hayes, A.L.S.,

lp. 8vo, July 9, 1S79, to George Eyster, regarding the removal of a

person from office and the appointment of another in his place.

With portrait, and another signature; Andrew ,1 \ckson, D.S.,

lp. 4to, portrait and signature; Andrew Johnson, Signature

on signed portion of vellum document, 1866; William McKin-

ley, D.S., lp. folio, December 15, 1897. Warrant for Notary Public

of the District of Columbia; James Madison, A.L.S., lp. 4to,

n.p.,n.d., regarding a letter written under a mistake; William

Henry Harrison, A.N.S., lp. 4to, Vimrnnes, March 9, 1810.
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order on the Cashier of the Bank of the United states. With
portrait: Benjamin HARBISON, A.L.S., lp. 4to, Charles City, Ya.,

July 8. 18 11. to A. Lawrence, enclosing signature of his Uncle Ben-
jamin Harrison, the Signer, which signature accompanies this

!. with portrait; William II. Taft, L.S., lp. -lto. Augusta,
Ga., March ^. 1913, to Mr. Austin, with addressed envelope.

Together, 27 pieces.

;. American Statesmen, Naval Officers, etc. A collection of auto-

graphs, letters, signatures, etc., comprising,—George Bancroft,

L.S., 1845; Jefferson Davis, signature; Commodore W. Bradford
Chadwick, A.X.S., 1839; Admiral Dewey, signature; Rear-Admiral
W. S. Schley; Bear-Admiral W. T. Sampson; Commodore James
Biddle, A.L.S., 1845; Captain Charles Sigsbee; Secretary of the

Navy, John D. Long, A.X.S.; John Hay, Secretary of State,

signature; Major-General Fitzhugh Lee; Captain R. D. Evans;
Daniel Webster, D.S., lp. folio, Washington, 1852, passport for

J. Henry Peters, countersigned by other officials of various lega-

tions; George W. Child, the publisher, A.L.S., lp. 4to, 1868;
Signatures of Various Presidents, including, James A. Garfield,

James K. Polk, John Tyler, Benjamin Harrison, Grover Cleveland,

Theodore Roosevelt, and Woodrow Wilson; Signature of Wu Ting
Fang, Chinese Minister to the United States, and others. Together,
40 pieces.
An interesting collection.

8. Axxe (Queen of Great Britain). L.S., lp. folio, Court at St. James,
May 30, 1710. Signed also by the Earl of Godolphin.
Warrant authorizing a sum of money to be paid to Mrs. Rachole

Thomas, for robes.

9. Bisaiarck (German Chancellor). L.S., lp. small 4to, Berlin, December
25, 1864; Bluciier (Prince—Prussian Field-General). D.S., lp.

folio, July 7, 1807; Metterxich (Clemexs W. Prince Vox—
Austrian statesman). L.S., lp. folio, Vienna, October 15, 1842.
Together, 3 pieces.

10. Burr (Aarox—Vice-President of the United States. A.L.S.. 3pp.
4to. (New York), December 10th, 1785. To Simon De Witt,
Surveyor-General, Albany, N. Y. With address.

"Since I parted with you at Albany I have reflected that a number of
the locations which I filed with you and for which I am the Agent, are
not encumbered toith any of the difficulties which induced you to part
from the balloting—/ mean the Locations which are South of the Line
of Cession or line of purchase of 1769. . . .

You will also observe that the Locations ivhich I have filed, have en-
dorsed on them an Acknowledgement taken before a Judge of the Supreme
Court of the actual signing of the persons ichose Xatnes are affixed to

them, which also effectually removes any suspicion of their being fictious
names—of their being signed without the consent of the several persons.
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11. Browning (Robert—English poet). A.L.S., lp. 8vo, 19 Warwick
Crescent, W. March 31, 1884. To (Charles) Kent. In gilt frame.

"I really found it too hard to acknowledge your kind present of the
Book—or the surprise and sorrow that followed my becoming acquainted
with the calamity which has befallen you, and of which I was in complete
ignorance: but. after waiting there two weeks nearly, I find myself still

as incapable as ever of saying mejre than the
'God console you—for man must not even endearour in such a case!'

^Yhy add that you have my deepest sympathy, from your, most truly.

Robert Browning."

12. Byrox (George Goudox, Lord—eminent English poet). A.L.S.. lp.

Svo, September 6, 1815. To Mr. Mann.
•'Will you be so good as to send to Thorogood (/ have forgotten his

address) it is somewhere near the Temple) d desire him to come to me at

7 o'clock on Saturday morning."

13. Byrox (George Gordon, Lord—eminent English poet), A.L.S., 2pp.

8vo, Brunswick Hotel. Jermyn St. St. .lames, October 24. n. y.

To an unknown party.

"1 shall be much obliged to you if you will take a cast from tin In ail

of my friend Mrs. H. Siddons, now at the point of death—There are

reasons to believe that this ought to be done within a few hours after

death— Will you therefore hare the goodness to keep the material ready
d you will be informed of the time when the the <-ast can he taken at

•2U h'iu(/ St. St. James by Major Maso the Son-in-law of Mrs. 11. Siddons.

I lea re Town myself in the afternoon.

Believe me
Yours sincerely

A. <;. Noel Byron."

14. Catherine II. (Empress of liussia). D.S., lp. folio. September

24, 1781. With 5 portraits and several clippings.

15. Catherine De Medicts. (Queen of Eenry 11 of France, instigated the

Massacre of Saint Bartholomew's Day.) L. S., Toulouse, Feb. 18,

L565. To M. de Matignon. Signed also by Claude de Laubespine,

Secretary of State. With a rare early engraved portrait by Jerome

Wierix. Together, 2 pieces.

Very BABE AUTOGRAPH. The Queen states that she will Dot write a long

letter after what the Kins (Charles IX) has written, being assured that

he understands and will forget nothing that tends to sustaining faith,

authority, obedience, etc.. and that the example he sets will be followed

by others.

.Jacques <lc Mati.mmn was then a French General in lower Normandy,
and later distinguished himself in the battles ( .f st. Denis, Jarnac, etc..

against the Huguenots and was made a Marshal. (Maude de Laubespine

was Secretary of State from the time of Francis I to Charles IX.

16. Charles 1. (King of England). D.S., lp. folio, parchment, West-

minster, November 28, 1631. To William. Karl of Denbigh, Master

of the Great Wardrobe. With pari of wax seal. Three portraits.

Together, I pieces.

Warrant for the supply of livery to Edward Kingsley, one of the

Yemen of his Majesty's I'.lackhounds.
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17. Chables II. (King of England). D.S.. Lp. folio, Whitehall, February
L9, 1(5?3. With two portrait*. Together, 3 pieces.

Warrant for "allowance of wages and vlctualls" for the boatswain
of tlic ship. "Armes of Trevoir." Countebsigned m (Samuel) Pepys,
who at this time was Secretary for the Affairs of the Navy. Documents
with both these important signatures are rare.

L8. Chesterfield (Philip Dormeb Stanhope, Eael of—celebrated orator

and statesman, author of the famous "Letters to His Son""). D.S.,

lp. small folio, parchment, n.p., 1769. With portrait. Together,

2 pit

19. Clemens (Samuel Langhoene—"Mark Twain*"). A.L.S., 2pp. Svn.

Villa Paulhof, Kaltenlentgeben, Aug. 20. 1898. To Mr. Walker.

"Dear Mr. Walker:
The second check ($130) has <<>m< . Go on—fire away— / am a firm and

trustworthy target for checks.
The receipt for »><• to sign came also, but in the confusion of packing

the family for an outing among the hikes d mountain*, it mislaid (ont

hates to say lost.) but this letter is my acknowledgment {conditions &
all \ until you send me another blank receipt for signature.

We return home to Kalti nlcutgcben in about 10 days."

20. Cleveland (Gbovbb—Twenty-second President of the United States).

A.L.S.. lp. 8vo. Executive Mansion. Washington, February 6,

1888. To William P>. Webb. With addressed envelope, also por-

trait, and signature. Together, 3 piece.-.

Written while President. Reads.

—

"J desire to contribute the amount of the enclosed check toward the

relief of the poor of the District according to the plan which was to b<

presented to a meeting called for Saturday night which failed for lack of
attendance."

21. Cobnavallis (Charles, Marquis of—celebrated English General of

the American Revolution, surrendered at Yorktown). A.L.S., lp.,

4to, Culford, December 29, 1782. With portraits and clippings

relating to Cornwallis.

-Dear Thomas
In answer to a letter which I received from Mrs Clarke, desiring one

to apply to you in favour of her Husband, who was very desirous of
obtaining a Government at the peace; I told her that I could not possibly
ask you to gin Col. Clarke a Government, but that in justice to his

good services I would assure you that I thought him well qualified for
the station of Governor. & that He conducted himself with such judge-
ment d- propriety, during his command in Georgia, as to obtain the
estt em and respect of all /arsons, civil as well as military, in that

1'voviuci . / am
irith great regard

very sincerely yours
Coenwau ts."

22. Decatub (Stephen—naval officer, father of the commodore). D.S.,

lp. 4to, Philadelphia. October 11. 1792. Clearance papers for

ship Ariel, signed by Sharp Delany, with statement as to delivery

of goods, signed by Decatur and David Williamson.
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23. Disraeli (Benjamin, Earl of Beacoxsfield—English Prime Min-
ister and eminent novelist). A.L.S., 2pp. 12mo. July 11, 1847.

To Mr. Gregory, extending an invitation to join him at a review

in Hyde Park. With the Life of Disraeli [No. 16 of the "Franklin
Square Library," Xew York, 1878.] Woodcut caricatures, etc.

24. Elizabeth (Queen of England). Upper half of a Document, with her

Signature. Fine specimen of the signature.

25. Ferdinand and Isabella (King and Queen of Spain, patrons of Co-
lumbus). D.S., lp. 4to, "Yo el Eey," "Yo el Eeyna." Fine and
RARE.

26. Field (Eugene—popular American poet). Manuscript poem, two
stanzas, eight lines each, lp. 8vo. Gilt frame.

An autograph poem in black and red, written in the poet's own well-
known characteristic style, entitled,

—

"St. Martin's Lane,'' and reading as
follows,

—

"St. Martin's Lane winds up the hill

And trends a derious way:
I walk therein amid the din
Of litis it Landmi day.

I walk where wealth and squalor meet,
And think upon a time

When others trod this saintly sod
And heard St. Martin's chime."

"But when those solemn hells invoke
The midnight's slumbrous grace,

The yhosts of men come hack again
To haunt that curious place;

The yhosts of sages, poets, nits
Come back in floodlit train

And all night long, with mirth and song,

They walk St. Martin's Lane."

27. Fillmore (Millard—thirteenth President of the United States).

A.L.S., 2pp. Svo. Buffalo, February '>:>, 1862. To P. Louis Kepler.

With an additional signature of Fillmore, and an engraved portrait.

Together, 3 pieces.

Interesting letter relating to his retirement to private life.

—

". . . / am happy lo say that I consider my public career at an end.
The highest office in the gift of my country, offers no temptation to me.
I hare enjoyed its honors, borne its burdens, and seek no other reward
than I tin I my friends should look with indulgence upon my errors, and
suffer me to enjoy in peace that retirement which is most congenial to

7ii y taste. ..."

28. Fraxki.ix (I'.ia.i \mi\ ). D.S., 4pp. folio, Paris, March 2, 1779. With
3 portraits of Franklin. Together, 1 pieces.

A document of unusual interest, being :m agreement entered into

between various parties and a firm of ship agents, stating the different

interests of each party on the several ships of the company sailing for

America. The official attestation, seven lines, at foot of document is

signed by Franklin, as Plenipotentiary and Minister of the United States

of America to lus must Christian Majesty (King of France). The names
of Goben and Duterte, Counsellors to the king, which appear in this

paragraph are in the handwriting of Franklin. Ykkv hake.
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29. Frederick II. of Prussia (known a> Frederick the Great). A.L.S.,

ill French, lp., Xeisse, Augusl 23, L?83. To the Abbe I >u \'al.

With 2 portraits. Together, 3 pieces.

He requests the Abbfi not to write to him while he is travelling, and
that they can attend to the matter on his return.

AUTOGRAPB LETTERS OF FREDERICK THE GREAT ARE KAKEI.Y MET WITH.

30. French Kings. Louis XIV. D.S., lp. folio, Paris. September 12,

1665, signed also by DeLorme, an order to arrest a courier between

Lyons and Rome, and send him to the Bastile; Louis VI. D.S.,

lp. folio. February 2, IT88, an order to transfer Joseph Founder,
from Beaucaire to the Paris prison; Louis Philippe D'Orleans
(Comte de Pajis). A.L.S., 1]'. tto o.d., on military matters;

Napoleon III. Portion of A.L., with signature: Eugenie, Em-
press of Fraxce. A.X.S., lp. 8vo, a quotation from Talleyrand;

Portrait of Louis XIV. Together, G pieces.

31. George I. (King- of England). D.S., lp. folio, Court at St. James,
May 31, 1725. With address,—'To Our Trusty and Welbeloved
William Burnett Esqr. Our Captain General and Governor in

Chief in and over Our Province of Xew York in America," etc.

With the official seal. Portrait of George I. accompanies the letter.

Together. 2 pieces.

Warrant appointing Philip Livingston (spelt Levingston, in the docu-
ment) as one of the Councilors for the Province of New York.

Philip Livingston, second lord of the manor, was born in Albany, in

16S6, and died in XewT York. 1749. He was for some time deputy secre-

tary of Indian affairs under his father (the first ancestor of the family
in America), and on the resignation of the latter iu 1722, succeeded to

the secretaryship. In 1709 he was a member of the provincial assembly
from the city and county of Albany, and was appointed a member of
the council, in 172.">. serving until his death.
The above document is in exceptionally fine state of preservation,

showing three embossed revenue stamps on margin, and the countersigned
signature of Robert. I Hike of Newcastle.

32. George II. (King of England). D.S., lp. folio, parchment, Court
of Kensington, August 26, 1739. Countersigned by the Duke of

Devonshire.

Warrant appointing James Lord Tyrawley, Colonel of a Regiment
of Horse in Ireland.
James O'Hara, Baron Kilmaine. and second Lord Tyrawley, for his

services to the crown, was awarded with the Irish peerage, and assumed
the title of Baron of Kilmaine. in 1722, two years later he succeeded
his father as second Lord Tyrawley, and in 172S was made aide-de-camp
to George II.

33. George III. (King of England). D.S.. lp. folio. Court at St. James
July 1, 1T62. To Henry Fox, Paymaster General.

Warrant authorizing the payment of a sum of money to Sir James
Colebrooke, Sir George Colebrooke. Baron Arnold Xesbitt and Moses
Franks, for provisions issued to the army within the Provinces of New
York and Xew Jersey between the 14th of January and the 24th of
February, 1762.
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34. George IV. (King of- England). A.L.S., in French, 2pp. 4to, Brigh-

ton, January 23, 1804. To [Count de Stahremberg] . With 2

portraits. Together, 3 pieces.

Fine specimen. The following is a translation of the same.
"My very dear Friend,—

I am going to (live a grand ball next Wednesday, January the 25th.,

to celebrate the birthday of the Queen, my mother; I cannot tell you
how enchanted I will he to see you at this affair, if the date suits you
and you would like to come, providing you can get away from London for
a while: I hope you will bring with you any member of your family you
desire. I have made no similar invitation to the Countesse of Stahrem-
berg thinking on account of the bad weather she would be loath to take

such a long voyage. But I will beg of you to give her my compliments
and to tell her that I thought of inviting her, and that I hope she will

always do me the honor of paying me a visit, and that by doing so she
will make me very happy to allow me to receive her. In short if you can
come, bring whom you wish. Goodbye my dear Count. I am always,
yours,

Your faithful friend.

George R."

35. Gortchakoff (Alexandeb, Prixce of—Eussian statesman). A.L.S.,

lp. 8vo, April 26, 1831, requesting a draft on Naples, to the order

of General Winspeace. With portrait. Together. 2 pieces.

36. Grant (General Ulysses S.). A.L.S., 2pp. 4to, Head Quarters,

Armies of the United States. City Point, Va., March 9. 1865. To
Maj. General Cantry. New Orleans, via Cairo. Between two sheets

of glass, gold frame.

An important war letter, and a very fine specimen. Mentions Gen-
erals Meigs, Thomas and Sherman, and directs the recipient to take Mo-
bile, destroy rail-road, rolling stock, etc. Owing to the importance of

the communication, it is quoted in full.

"/ am in receipt of a dispatch front Gen. Meigs informing me that you
have made requisition for a construction corpts and material to build TO

miles of rail-road, I hare directed that none be sent. Qen. Thomas army
has been depleted to send a force to you thai they might be when they
could act in the winter and at least detain the force the enemy hail in

the West, If there had been any idea of repairing rail-roads it could hare
been done much better from the North when we already had the troops.

I expected your movements to hate been co-operative with Sherman's
last. This has now entirely failed. I wrote to you long ago urging you
to push forward promptly and to live upon the country and destroy rail-

roads, machine shops and not to build them. Take Mobile and hold it

anil push your forces to the interior to Montgomery and Selma. Destroy

railroad, rolling stock and everything useful for carrying on war and
when you have done this lake such positions as can be Supplied by tvatcv.

By this means alone uou can occupy positions fvom irhieli the enema's

roads in the interior can be kept broken.

"U. s. Gbant,
Lt Gen."
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37. Hamilton (Alexander—first Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States. A.L.s.. 2pp. u,,. Treasury Department, September 28
L791. To Thomas Mifflin (President of the Pennsylvania Council).
\\ ith engraved portrait and colored lithograph. Together, 3 pieces.
Written while Secretary of the Treasury, and relating to claims of

Pennsylvania.

—

•7 (mi very .son// thai the absence of the Comptroller of the Treasury
in consequence of ill health, renders it impossible to complete at this
time the adjustment of the purchase, which is the subject of your
Excellency's litter of the 2i>th instant.
Immediately after his return, which trill probably be in about ten

days, the most particular attention will be paid to the business.
/ observe with pleasure that the opinion of the Attorney General of

Pennsylvania obviates a material part of the question which has existed
between the Comptroller of the Treasury of the United stales ami the
comptroller General of Pensylvania; and / imagine that a rem simple
inquiry on the return of the former to this place will remore ana
remaining difference of construction."

38. Hancock (John—Signer of the Declaration of Independence, President
of the Continental Congress). D.S.. lp. folio (Boston), Feb-
ruary 1, 1785, appointing William Davis and Benjamin Russell,
Commissioners in Divorce Proceedings. With seal. On the obverse
side is the indorsement of William Davis, stating that he has per-
formed the duty required of him. With engraved portrait. To-
gether, 2 pieces.
Issued while Governor of Massachusetts.

39. Holmes (Oliver Wendell—American author). A.L.S 2pp 8vo
Boston. October 21, 1884.

Apparently written to Henry S. Dana, the historian of Woodstock. Vt,
and of unusual interest. Marked "private," and relating to literary
work.

—

'7 hare too much respect for a check for tiro hundred dollars to send
it hack by return mail. But hack it must go, and back it will come,
with thanks and regrets that I cannot oblige you and accept mu forty
guineas.

I hare promised all that I write for the present to the Atlantic
Monthly and of course I must decline all temptations to literary in-
fidelities.

I am pleased to hear of all you are doing for Woodstock, and very
glad that its history is to be written. I hare Miss La raid's History ofWindham County, in which I found a great deal of interesting matter,
and I shall look forward to the history of the town with eiii/er antici-
pation.

You will sec at once why the enclosure of your letter must go back
and appreciate the sentiment which would not allow me to send it to
stare you in the face in this note:'

10. Hone (William—Publisher). A.L.S., 2pp. 8vo, Ludgate Hill, Feb-
ruary 2, 1821. To W. Denley. With portrait. Together, 2 pieces.
"Dear Sir
Pray do me the kindness to feu me who wrote the -Spirit of Despotism'—
/ am reprinting it—the book will he out tonight d- 1 want to attach
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the author's name—Whatever information you can give me will be very
obliging

Yrs truly

W. Hone."
With the following manuscript copy regarding the same,

—

"Knox's 'Spirit of Despotism.'
In 1810 Mr. Rutt bought a copy of this work at a bookstall. It is

without publisher's name, printed in 1795. Mr. Hone having seen it,

set about finding another, & after much trouble succeeded. & published
a reprint therefrom. Mr. Thos. Law, brother of Lord Ellenborough, had
a third copy which he took to America & published an Edition there.

From some circumstances Mr. Hone was led to conclude that Dr Vicesimus
Knox was the author, & the doctor owned to him that he was so, &
informed him (first exacting a promise that it should not be made
public until after his death) that the M.S. was given to his usual pub-
lisher the late Mr Dilly, & by him sent to the late Mr Strahan for
printing. Just as the work had gone through the press Mr Strahan
took fright at some of its anti-courtly passages, & alarmed Mr Dilly,

& and neither would venture his name to it. Under these circumstances
Dr Knox, being unwilling that his book should steal into the world with-
out a printer or publisher's name, destroyed all the impression—1008
copies—saving four only, one of which he kept in his own library, the
second came into the possession of Mr Law, & the third & fourth were
afterwards picked up by Mr Rutt & Mr Hone."

41. Ivan IV. (Czar of Russia, Called "Ivan the Terrible." Established

the first printing press in Russia). D.S., 2pp. folio, 1551. With
embossed red wax seal, attached to document by floss.

Fine and kabe.

42. James I. (King of England). D.S., lp. folio, Hampton Court, Sep-

temper 15, 1606.

Warrant from the king, in behalf of Captain Jamison for a pension;
countersigned, with seven lines in the autograph of the Earl of Not-
tingham, requesting his majesty to sign the document. Rake.

43. James II. (King of England). D.S., lp. 4to, Court at Whitehall,

April 29, 1687. Warrant authorizing the payment of the wages
of the officers and company of the ship Dartmouth. Countersigned

by (Samuel) Pepys, at this time Secretary of the Admiralty.

Very rare. With portrait of James II. Together. 2 pieces.

44. Jefehsox (Thomas—third President of the United States). A.L.S.,

lp. Ito. Washington, July 13, 1807. To I'.. Randolph. With two

engraved portraits. Together, :> pieces.

A\ IMPORTANT HISTORICAL LETTER, WRITTEN WHILE JEFFERSON WAS PRESI-
DENT, AND RELATING TO THE MOVEMENTS OF Till: BRITISH KI.IKI AND TIIKIK

PROBABLE INTENTIONS.

—

". . . Should the British Squadron leave their station in Hampton
road ire might then retire from this place, which trill soon begin to

experience iii<- diseases of the season, the retirement of the squadron
from dames rirer would enable us In join the eight gunboats now at

Norfolk, 4 which arc tit /lampion, a- I in Mockjack bay, these once
brought together might pick up all th< tenders a small vessels, oblige

tin squadron to keep together, and effectually protect the Chesapeake,
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d Sibyllt frigates in New York wt shall havt in tin course of a month
:;•_' gunboats; <( probably effectual batteries along the beach of tht

lit)/. I inclose you a Norfolk paper of the 8th, ic< do not know how
Douglass has received tht Proclamation. Erskint is of opinion they

are unauthorised in their proceedings, if so, their government cannot
hesitate about that ample satisfaction which the case demands but be

this ever so ample, my opinion is that we ought not to suffer another

armed vessel of any notion to enter our waters, they are now in the

constant habit of bringing vessels to as freely in our waters as out of

them. <(• of firing at them, so that our citizens can no longer pass with

safety to their lire*, this is a state of tilings never again to he borne.

but as it is possible their pride mag be stronger than their justice, we are

)naking every preparation for war which the interval between us d- that

uill permit. / suppose our fate will (Upend on the successes or rererses

of Buonaparte, it is hard to be obliged to wish successes so little con-

sonant with our principles. .
."

45. Johnsox (Samuel—lexicographer, author and critic). A..L.S., lp.

- o, n.p., June 7, 1775. To the Reverend Mr. Fisher. Slightly

damp stained.

An interesting specimen.

—

"/ beg the favour of you. that you will remember to give the . . .

hooks with the proper message to the librarian, and enable me to return
his thanks.

I mentioned them yesterday to the Yice-Chancellor
Sir

Your most humble Serrant
Sam. Johnson."

46. Lafayette (Marquis De—celebrated French officer, served in the

American Revolution). A.L.S., lp. 4to, Paris. April 23, 1830.

To Martin Van Buren. Secretary of State, Washington. With 2

portraits. Together, 3 pieces.

Letter in English, introducing a Mr. Yandermaeler. "employed by the
Statistical Geographer in interesting researches throughout the United
States," etc.

47. Lixcolx (Abraham—sixteenth President of the United States). Au-
tograph Manuscript, signed, written on small card. In gold frame.

"Let this boy, John Ehler, have transportation, food, and whatever is

necessary to get him to his Uncle, Dr. Ehler at Cavalry Corps Hospital
at City Point, Ya. Sep. 13, 1864.

A. Lincoln."
President Lincoln found this boy, John Ehler, just outside the White

House, in a most forlorn condition, having walked all the way from
Ohio, to join his uncle at City Point, Ya.
This card authorizing food, shows Lincoln's kindness of heart.

48. Lincoln (Abraham—sixteenth President of the United States).

A.L.S., lp. 8vo, Executive Mansion, Washington. "Sep. 9." 1864.

[To Edwin M. Stanton.]

Written on executive paper while President,

—

"Hon. Secretary of War,
My dear Sir—

/ am appealed to by the proprietors of papers here because they have
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to get telegraphed buck to than from New York, matter which goes from
the War Department. Might not this be avoided without harm or in-

convenience to any?
Yours truly,

A. Lincoln."

49. Lincoln (Abraham—sixteenth President of the United Stat< -

D.S.. lp. folio, Washington, November 7, 1861. Letters Patent, re-

garding the appointment of Friedrich Kuhn, of New York, as

Consul for the Grand Duchy of Saxe-Weimar. With seal, and

countersigned by William H. Seward. Secretary of State. With

portrait. Together. 2 pieces.

50. Lincoln (Mary. Todd—wife of Abraham Lincoln). A.L.S., 4pp. 4to.

May 21, 1870. To James Orne.

Of unusual interest, relating to Congressional action relative to financial
relief for herself and sons. Mentions her youngest son "Tad." The
letter is of such interest, that we quote same in full.

—

"Ef/cr—Bohemia—
May 21st 1S70—

"

"Hon James H. Orne
My dear Sir:

How true it is, that we never know what n day even an hour may
bring forth—% hours after I wrote you my note of thanks yesterday
morning, I found myself sick & weary hearted, en route to Marienbad.
It happened thus— / had accompanied my young son into Frankfurt,
from iiis country school—near the latter place— also to rutin some
instruction from my physician, when a London paper was handed me,
giving me the harassing intelligence—that the Senate Com had decided
adversely—After my expectations being so highly raised by the House.
you can imagine perhaps in a measure my tired feelings—As usual— the
immensely magnified amount of my means was given as an apology—
the false ((• greatly exaggerated statement—passes understanding, it Is

a 'wicked £ cruel invention of the enemy.' Map Our Heavenly Father,
forgive all such, who would by this means endeavor to injure & defraud
the widow ct- orphans of the great it- good man. who loved and served
his country so well. The news overcame me, in my weak state of health
—A dear d- kind German lady friend urged me to go immediately to the
baths /inscribed for me so urgently in/ mil physician this latter person
was sent for my by her- my little baggage was soon packed they drove
with me to the depot placed me in under the cave of some very genteel
a- kind <;<vm«iis (lady a- gentleman strangers to me who were coming
us far as this place Hive I am this morning sick a- miserable Unat-
tended i>n a servant either— for you may mil believe, dear Mr. Orne—
in mil Shattered health if I hade one half of the means attributed to

me l should never be without one— May all those be forgiven who
would so attempt to iiijuvc me. Will the Senate allow it to remain
thus.' Then- arc too many noble men in that body— 1<> have me longer
iii tin very sad state, i find myself. I wish very much you would sec

a letter my good son Robert, wrote Sen Trumbull in reply to one—

-

/k i//-. T. addressed him. You loill there dud some of the reasons

why mi/ means ave insufficient for me to live comfortably as the widow
of the very plainest citizen l should be unable to do so Ifter the death

of mi/ dearly beloved husband just so soon as my shocked senses—
could be regained l nave directions to my son u every one h> coUeci
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together every bill largt d- small—and living as we necessarily had to—
my husband not being rich—you may well believe they were numerous—
/ paid them all <( they were deducted from any thing—that was coming
to me— "// contributions— were thus used up—as well as much else—/*

was our pride to hare it said that there were no debts against the estate—but l can assure you— mi perfect truth that main/ Mnnerless days, have
fallen to my portion, in consequence of all this—Lodging in high £ mean
apartments— where formerly I would not hare placed a favorite ser-

vant, I can say no more—only the picture is not as dark as the reality

has been—Foryire this scrawl <(- the tear stained paper—Phase write &
direct to care Phillip. Xicoll, Schnil as usual—
With many apologies for giving you an exact statement of every

thing, I remain.
Most respectfully yours

May Lincoln."

51. Longfellow (Henry Wadswobth—distinguished American poet and
author). Holograph Manuscript poem, signed. With engraved por-

trait. Together, 2 pieces.

"Lives of great men all remind us

~\Ye can make our lives sublime.

And. departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of Time."

[Signed]

—

"Henry W. Longfellow"

52. Madison (James—fourth President of the United States). L.S., lp.

4to. Department of State. September 28, 1805. To Robert R.

Livingston. With engraved portrait. Together, 2 pieces.

Interesting letter relative to American Commerce, written while Secre-

tary of State in Jefferson's cabinet.

—

"In case of Mr William Lewis, whose vessel was carried into Tobago by
a French Cruizer, as stated and referred to in the letter I had the honor
to write to you on the 27 Oett 1803, has been since renewed to Genl
Armstrong, who returns for answer, that he has neither seen nor heard
anything of it, that none of your papers have been left with him, and
that Mr. Skipicirth's memory does not supply the defect. I therefore
beg the favor of you to forward to me these and any other official papers
respecting unfinished demands which may remain with you and which
you may judge necessary to their furtherance at Paris. As Mr Letcis'

case has taken a peculiar course here, I will thank you for his papers in

particular, as soon as you can make it convenient to forward them."

53. Marlborough (John* Churchill. Duke of—the great English gen-

eral). D.S., 3pp. folio. Bouchain, October 2, 1711. Signed also

by John Selwyn.

Report of the findings of a Court Martial.

54. Mazaein (Giulio—Italian Cardinal). L.S., lp. 8vo, Paris. August
21, 1643. With address to "M. de Hauterive." With silks and
seals. Manuscript biography, etc. The whole mounted on three

folio sheets of paper.

Translation of letter,

—

"You have never ceased to be useful to France by serving her allies

and I have no doubt you will receive recognition of the services you have
rendered."
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55. Moxroe (James—fifth President of the United States). A.L.S., 2pp.
8vo, Richmond, May 22; (17)88. To Larkien Stanard. With
engraved portrait. Together, 2 pieces.

". . .
—ivill you be so kind indeed I must entreat you to get all the

money for me you can & place it immediately with Mrs. Monroe—make
a discount for the money if you cannot get it without for I must place
it the coining week wider the direction of Henderson or lose the oppor-
tunity."

56. Nelson (Horatio, Lord—famous British admiral). L.S.. 2pp. folio,

Palermo, October 2G, 1799. Signed "Bronte Nelson" with a few
corrections in Nelson's autograph. The letter is headed "Dupli-

cate."

An important and exceedingly interesting letter in which Nelson
sets forth, at some length, his fears of the islanders of Malta going over
to the French, and strongly urges his plan for securing their allegiance
to the English Sovereign. Mentioning, among others. General Acton,
General H. E. Fox, and Col. Graham.

"/ am in desperation about Malta. We shall lose it. I am afraid, past
all redemption. . . If Ball can hardly keep the inhabitants in hope of
relief by the 500 men landed from our ships, what must be expected when
400 of them and 4 sail of the line will be withdrawn, and if the islanders

are forced again to join the French we may not find en u landing a very

easy task, much less to get again our present advantageous position. I

therefore entreat for the honour of our King . . . that the garrison of
Messina mag be ordered to hold post in Malta until a sufficient force

can be collected to attack it. . . . this is a great and important moment,
and the only thing to be considered is His Majesty's service and not to

stand still for an instant. . . . May God direct your councils for the

honour of our King and his allies and to the destruction of the French.
..." Etc.

57. Penn (William—Proprietor and Founder of the Province of Penn-

sylvania). A.D.S., 2pp. 4to, 1864. Skilfully repaired with trans-

parent gauze.

A document of great historical importance, relating to the troublesome
times between the provinces of Pennsylvania and Maryland. The two
Provinces being disturbed by Insurrections, caused by opposition to the

feudal supremacy of the proprietor of Maryland. George Calvert (third

Lord Baltimore), at this time sole Proprietor of the colony, sent armed
men into the Province of Pennsylvania ; the Proprietor of the latter

Province, William Penn, issued the above Warrant for their appre-

hension. We quote the same in full,

—

•William Penn, Propricir & Govenr of the Province of Pen Silrania <£•

Terretorys.
To my trusty & lovcing Frds Wm Weloh John Simcock <C- James Har-

rison Greeting
Being crcdebly informed that a party of men, armed, some wth Guns

d- others wth axes, under the command of Col George Talbot hare in a

Riotous manner invaded the Fight of Some of I he inhabitants of New
Castle Countg under pretense of a Commission from Charles Calvert
Proprietary of Maryland, these are to empower you. or atni tiro of you,

to raise ur country to graunt commissions to such as you shall sic ciiuse,

to raise ur country <(- likewise to charge & command both you d them by
the Kings Authority derived to mc liy yr Assignemt of James Duke of

York & Albany to lake all due cure & yt with all possible Speed to Kctp
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d maintain & preserve peace of our Soveraign lord the Una ,i to xui>yress
all Rioutous ((• Rebellious practices, & then to apprehend & imprison whom
you shall so find therein yi thru may be propeeded against according to

hur & for so doing this shall be yr sufficient warrant; given at Pennsberry
this (>i>i of in -ni" m being ye BQth year of ye Kings raign.

Wm. Penn
" as also to secure all such persons ax refusi or neglect t<> assist you in

this service whom you have cause to believe may he unfaithful to ye
Gorernmt"
Commission to Wm. W. Cole dc

to raise ye count ij etc."

58. Peteb Alexiowitz I. (Czar of Russia; called "Peter the Great"). D.S.,

lp. folio. Lembergh, March IT, 1707. Willi portraits and clip-

pings. Fixe and rake.

59. Pierce (Franklin—fourteenth President of the United States.

A.L.S.. 2pp. Svo, Washington, Xovemher 19, 1853. To James
Campbell. P. M. Genetal; D.S., lp. folio, Washington, Novem-
ber 1, 1855. Letters Pattent acknowledging the appointment of

Edward W. De Yoss as Vice Consul of Austria, at Richmond, Va.

;

With engraved portrait. Together, 3 pieces.

The letter is in the interest of George Hoyt of Concord, N. H., and
James Langdon.

60. Proclamations by William McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt, regard-

ing the death of John Sherman, 1900; John Hay, 1905; Grover

Cleveland, 1908; William McKinley, 1901. Printed within mourn-
ing borders. Together, 4 pieces, small folio. The first issued by

President McKinley, the last three by President Roosevelt.

61. Richelieu (Armani)—Jean Du Plessis De—French cardinal and
statesman). L.S., 2pp. folio.

62. Roosevelt (Theodore—President of the United States). A.L.S.,

lp. 8vo, New York, November 11, 1885. To Mr. Palmer. A
request for a ticket for Mrs. Geo. Haven Putnam. With portrait,

an autograph signature on White House paper. Together, 3 pieces.

63. Scott (Sir Walter—author of "Waverley's Novels"). A.L.S., lp.

4to. Abbotsford, n.d. [1824]. With address in his handwriting,

—

"William Hawes, Esq. Black Bull . . . Edinb." With original

wax seal.

"Sir
I am very sorry my absence from here has deprived me of the pleasure

of receiving you in Castle Street, but if you are not afraid of a crowded
house and can do us the pleasure of a visit here for a day or two on your
return to England I would be happy to see you on any day your con-

venience permits. There is a coach called the Blucher which passes
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Melrose-Bridge within, a mile of this place three times a week if you
choose to come that convey, you stop at the end of the Bridge & if I
knew when to expect you I would hare the means uniting of conveying
you to Abbotsford.

I remain Sir
Your obedt Servant

Walter Scott."

64. Stake (John—Brevet Major General in the Revolutionary War, served

with distinction at the Battle of Bunker Hill, and in the French
and Indian War). D.S., lp. 8vo, December 6, 1768. With por-

trait. Together, 2 pieces.

Interesting memento of the French and Indian War. A soldier's dis-

charge papers, signed by Stark as Capt. of one of his Majesty's Companys
of Independent Rangers.

G5. Taylor (Zachary.—twelfth President of the United States). D.S., lp.

folio, New Bedford, Mass., November 26, 184!). With seal. Por-

trait. Together, 2 pieces.

Ship's papers, allowing Captain Aimer Lake of the hark Franklin to

depart from the port of New Bedford. Printed in French. Spanish.
English and German. Of interest as relating to an early Whaling voyage
to the Pacific ocean.

66. TYLEB (JOHN—tenth President of the United States). A.L.S.. lp.

4to, January 6, 1845. To Judge Masson. With portrait. Together.

2 pieees.

"/ have concluded to substitute Lloyd the present superintendant of
Lire Oak in Louisiana, of whom ice hare no tidings, by Albert G.

Southall of Williams Virginia—Mr S is active enterprising, honest and
industrious—Please at once arrange this—

"

('.;. Van Btjren (Martin—eighth President of the United States). A.L.S.,

1]). tto. Department of Stat.', Washington, December 88, 1830. To
Anthony Butler; D.S., lp. folio. Washington, January 13, 1839.

Commission of Samuel Stettenius as .Justice of the Peace, in the

District of Columbia. With engraved portrait. Together. 3 pieces.

The letter reads,

—

"Permit me to introduce to you, Mr George Champlcy. a citizen of New
York who is about to embark for Mexico, on a tour through the Southern
Republics. His view8 are partly commercial & partly scientific, and
any friendly attentions you may have it in gour power to show him will

be esteemed a favor."

68. Wallace (General LEw^-author of "Pen Bur." ) Original Holo-

graph Manuscript of "Ben llur," l()pp. imperial 8vo. Written in

pencil, with the author's comment on lasl page, reading.

—

"Finished

in the old Palace of the Pueblos, December, 1879, New Mexico;

[Also] A.L.S., lp. 8vo, Crawfordsville, Indiana. April 5, 1886.

To Rev. Anson Smyth, Cleveland, requesting him to procure accom-
modations at some hotel, for himself. With leaflet containing ex-

tracts from "Pen llur." Together, :i pieces.

The manuscript comprises the last lo pages only.
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69. W'.w.roi.K (Horace, Eahi of Orfobb). D.s.. ip. 8vo, May -20. 1796.

With portrait. Together, 2 pieces.

"Received of Cha. Bedford one hundred thirty one pound* seven
shillings and sixpt nee upon account. Orford."

70. Washington (George— first President of United States). Autograph
Manuscript Account, lpage. oblong 8vo, signed twice, April 27th,
!".">. Framed and glazed.

Fine specimen.
"Mrs. Bushrod in Acct. with the Honble.

Geo. Wm. Fairfax, Esq., Drs.

1773.

June. To Furniture engaged by Mrs. II <i una
Washington—for you.— viz

:

To a 4 Post Bedstead with yoke d- Morine, etc. £13.13.0

To 2 Window Curtains of Ditto. 3.16.0

To 4 Mat. a- Chairs of ye same with check- covrs. 4.16.0

To a Bacon stand. 17.6

To shovel & tonys 7/- Dogs 15/- Fender 12/6 1.14.6

Yirg. Curry. 24.17.0

An exact copy from
Col. Fairfax's book

by
April 21th. 1775 Go. Washington."

"Reed from Col. Field Lewis for the

use of Col. Fairfax th< interest of the above acct.

Go. Washington."

71. Washington (George— first President of the United States). A.L.S.,

lp. folio. Mount Vernon. August IT. 1799. To Philip Bush.

With address, in Washington's autograph, his signature in corner.

Franked. With 2 portraits, clippings, etc. A small portion of

the address-leaf has been torn away, another piece inserted ;
this

does not affect the address, but damages very slightly, the frank.

We quote letter in full,

—

"Mount Vernon 17th Augt 1799"

"Sir;
Just hearing that Mr Robert Lewis (who manages my business in the

Counties of Frederick t(- ca ) is to he in ^Yinchester on Monday or Tuesday
next, and it being necesary that the enclosed letter should get into his

hands while there, or while he is over the Ridge, you would do me a
kindness in accomplishing this.—

// he should not be in ^Yinchestcr. but you should hear certaitily of

his being in Berkeley. I would hare the letter sent to him by Express—
The expense of which he trill pay.—// he shd be in neither be pleased

to let it go by Post to Fauquier Court House.—
Remember me kindly to Mis Bush, if living—and with esteem

I am Sir
Your very Hblc Servt

-Mr. Philip Bush"
Go Washington."
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72. Wellington (Arthur Wellesley, First Duke of Wellington—
celebrated English general and statesman). A.L.S., 3pp. 4to, Paris,
March 6, 1817. With portrait. Together, 2 pieces.

An unusually interesting letter, recommending his Military Secretary.
Col. Hervey, as a proper person to many Mrs. Caton's daughter,

—

"Dear Madam You will perhaps be surprised at receiving a letter from
a person entirely unknown to you. and I can justify the liberty which
I take in writing to you only l>.u vertuy of the motive which urges me to
it. Mrs. Paterson will inform you by this occasion that my Military
Secretary and Aid de Camp Colonel Hervey has made a proposal of
Marriage to your youngest Daughter, and I conceive that it may be
satisfactory to you to receive from myself some account of this Person,
before you decide whether you will confide to him your daughter's hap-
piness at such a distance as she will probably pass Iter life from yourself.

I hare lenown Colonel Hervey for many years; and he has served with
me since the year 1809; and I hare never known or heard any thing

of him but what was good. He is highly respected d helored by the

World A those who know him; and I must say thai I don't know a

better Man one of more easy temper, or better calculated to make the
person happy who should consent to pass her life with hint. During tin

'War in the Peninsula his Duly kept him generally at a distance from me.
but I had such a regard for him. and his Company was so agreeable to

rne that he passed much of his time with me; and I had ample oppor-

tunities of knowing him; and when my Military Secretary Lord Fitz Roy
was disabled in the Battle of Waterloo I requested Colonel Hcrrey to

take his eituation; notwithstanding that he also had been disabled by

the loss of his Right Arm on a former occasion. I cannot give you a

stronger proof of my confidence in him. nor of my personal Regard for

him; and I repeat that in the whole couse of my acquaintance and inter-

course with him, I hare never known any thing of him hut what was
good. . . .

Believe me Dear Madam Your faithful d obedient Servant Wellington."

r
t'.'>. Wiiittiei! (James Gbeenleaf—American poet). A.X.S.. Ameslmrv,

February 24, 1872.

"/ take pleasure in saying to my young friend who enquires about the

dear little girl in 'School Days' that she will find her answer in tin He

lines of Dr. Holmes :

'Was thy name Mary, maiden fair.'

Such should mcthinks its music be:

'the sat ttesl name that mortals hear
"I'tftre best befitting thee.'

John (J. Whittier."
"Amesburii

•2\tlt~-'2d mo. LSTL'"

74. William T. (Emperor <>f Germany). A.L.S.. lp. 1 to. Berlin. No-

vember 15, ls;:>: [Also] L.S., 2pp. folio. Berlin, January 29,

1895, to the President of Nicaragua, regarding a new Minister

to the "Free State of Nicaragua." Together, "2 pieces.

75. William III (Bang of England, Prince of Orange). D.S., lp. folio,

Com-! at Kensington, March 19, 1700. With portrait. Together, 2

pieces.

Warrant for £500 on account of rents from the Estate of Lord Preston,
forfeited for high treason.
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7<i. William IV. (King of England). A.L.S., Lp. tto, no date, relative

to Charles Willcox, a shipwright in Portsmouth Yard: Alexandra,
Princess of Wales. AJL.S., tpp. 8vo, Sandringham, February
8, 1879, with cabinet photograph, to Miss Gladstone; Edward VII.

(King of England). A.L.S., :i])|>. 8vo, signed "Albert Edward,"
Marlborough Souse, June 2$, 1884, thanking Hobart Pasha for

"A lovely little antique/' and discussing a horse which he wishes

to present to the Sultan of Turkey: Queen Victoria. D.S., tp.

folio. December, 1880, with two portraits; Gladstone (W. E.).

A.L.S.. 2pp. 8vo, October 19, 18ti0, with portrait. Together, 9

pieces.

00. Autograph Letters. For other Autograph Letters and Manuscripts.

S .-.—Cruikshank (George). [Xos. 38G to 401]; Dickens

(Charles). [Xos. 444 and 458]; Napoleon [Xos. 569 to 571];
Poe (Edgar Allan).

|
No. 586] ; Thackeray (William .Makepeace).

[Xos. 631, 632 and 033].

BOOKS, DRAWINGS AND MANUSCRIPTS
[Numbers T? to 647, inclusive.]

77. A'Beckett (Gilbert Abbott). The Almanack of the Month. With
illustration* by Richard Doyle. First Edition. 2 vols. 24mo, half

calf. London: Punch Office. 184G

Contains original contributions by A'Beckett. Mayhew, Shirley Brooks.
and others.

00. AlNSWORTH (W. H.). St. James's. See, Cruikshank (George). [No.

809]

78. Alkex Colored Plates. Eeal Life in Ireland: or, the Day and Night
Scenes, Rovings, Rambles, and Sprees, Bulls. Blunders, Boddera-
tion and Blarney, of Brian Boru, Esq. and his Elegant Friend Sir

Shawn O'Dogherty. Exhibiting a Beal Picture of Characters,
Manners. &c. in High and Low Life, in Dublin and various parts

of Ireland. By "A Peal Paddy." Embellished with 19 finely col-

ore/] plates by Henri/ Aiken, F. Heath, and others. 8vo, old, proba-
bly original blue plain-boards, skilfully rebacked with old blue

paper, all edges entirely uncut, and with eight pages of adver-

tisements of Richard Griffin & Co. Enclosed in green morocco
solander case, with inner protecting cover.

London: Printed by B. Bensley, 1821
Rare First Edition, and specially desirable in boards. A note laid

in states that it is "a Large Paper copy."
This work, a sequel to "Egan's Life in Loudon," is one of the most

spirited productions of its kind. The colored plates arc full of dash, and
depict drinking scenes, duels, processions, etc.. in real Irish life, and
the costumes of the times. Some of the plates contain portraits, three
of them having portraits of George IVth. illustrative of his visit to
Dublin.
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79. Alken Colored Plates. Illustrations to Popular Songs. A series of
27 plates, numerous figures on each, all finely colored, by Henry
Aiken. First Edition. Oblong 4to, original half blue roan and
boards, red leather label on side.

London: Thomas McLean, 1822
An attractive series, with unusually good coloring. The rare colored

title (very brilliant impression), with its toast,

—

"So fill fill your glasses, be this the toast given.
Here's England for ever, the land boys we live in," is present.
The additional series of 17 "Illustrations" issued in 1826 are not

present.

80. Alken Colored Plates. Symptoms of Being Amused. A series of 41

(should be 42), plates, numerous figures on each, by Henry Alken.

All finely colored. First Edition. Oblong 4to, three-quarter

crimson morocco, gilt back, gilt top, by tout.

London: Thomas McLean, 1822

Although marked on illustrated title-page. "Vol. I." no other volume
was ever completed. A second volume was started, and about a dozen
plates issued, which, however, are almost unknown.
From the library of Edward Henry Hill, with his finely engraved book-

plate..

81. Alken* Colored Plates. One of the Colored Plates from Aiken's

"Illustrations of Popular Songs," containing riding and shooting

scenes. Framed and glazed. Probably 1822 or 1S23

82. Alken Colored Plates. Tutor's Assistant. A scries of (J plates,

numerous figures on each, ALL FINELY COLORED, by Henry Alken.

First Edition. Oblong 4to, half crimson levant morocco, gilt back.

gilt top, by ZAEHNSDORF. London: Thomas M'Lean, 1823

Unusually good coloring of this attractive scries of coaching, riding

and driving plates.

83. Alken Colored Plates. A Touch of the Fine Arts. Illustrated by

12 plates
|
ALL FINELY COLORED], with descriptions, by Henry Alken.

First Edition. Imperial 8vo, full crimson straight-grained mo-
rocco, gilt sides and back, gilt top, BZ ZAEHNSDORF.

London: Thomas M'Lean, 1824

A VKHY LABGE AM) FINE COPY, WITH BRILLIANT IMI'HESSIONS OK THE COL-

ORED I'l.ATES.

si. Alken Colored Plates. Going to Epsom Races. A sheet about 20

feel long, finels colored, containing a large number of figures,

mounted and on foot, views of races, etc.

London: S. & .1. Fuller, circa 1825

Exceedingly babe. These plates, which originally appeared, folded, in

an oblong Hiino. Cloth cover and case, have been skilfully mounted,
end-for end. on a long narrow strip of canvas, attached to each end of

which is a roller on which the plate, as mounted, is rolled. These
rollers are sunk into hubs at each end of a mahogany box, with a glass
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cover, through which the views mi the plate can be seen in a panoramic
manner, as by turning the knobs the scene unfolds itself. The cover
of the box is on hinges, and has lock and key.

The original cloth case and slip-case have been preserved, being laid

in the bottom of the box.

A most attractive and Ingenious method of viewing this interesting
scene.

85. Alken Colored Plates. Three Blind Un's & a Bolter. In colobs.

Framed and glazed. London: R. Ackermann, 1833

Plate 3 of "Sporting Anecdotes." Original Impression, with margins.

86. Alken Colored Plates. [Apperley (C. J.).] Memoirs of the Life of

the late John Mytton, Esq. of Halston, Shropshire . . . With
Notices of his Hunting. Shooting, Driving, Racing, Eccentric and
Extravagant Exploits. By "Nimrod." Second Edition, reprinted

(with considerable additions) from the "New Sporting .Magazine.'"

With 18 finely colored plates by H. Alkex and T. J. Rawlins.
8vo, full light green crushed levant morocco, richly tooled back,

corner ornaments on sides, broad dentelle borders, gilt top, by
riviere. London: Rudolph Ackermann. 1831

Fixe copy of the rare second edition, containing six additional
plates to those in the first edition. Contains the rare printer's leaf at
end. missing in many copies.

87. Alkex Colored Plates. [Apperley (C. J.).] The Life of a Sports-

man. By "Ximrod."' With 36 beautifully colored plates by
Hexry Alkex. Royal 8vo, full crimson crushed levant morocco,

rich gilt back, panelled sides with corner ornaments, dentelle inside

borders, gilt edges, original red cloth covers and advertisements

bound in, by riviere. London: Rudolph Ackermann, 1842

Exceptionally tall and handsome copy of the rake First Edition,
with three plates mounted, as usual, indicating priority of issue. Some
copies have four plates mounted.

Special attention is called to the illustrated title, which has Acker-
mann's imprint on lower margin, a feature only present in exceptionally
tall copies.

Probably the most important single volume sporting work of the
nineteenth CENTL'RY.

88. Alkex Colored Plates. [Surtees (Robert Smith).] Jorrocks's Jaunts

and Jollities ; being The Hunting, Shooting, Racing, Driving, Sail-

ing, Eccentric and Extravagant Exploits of that renowned Sport-

ing Citizen. Air. John Jorrocks. With 15 colored illustratioxs

by henry alkex. Secoxd Editiox. 8vo, original emblematical

cloth, gilt edges. In crimson morocco solander case, with inner

protecting cloth cover. London : Rudolph Ackermann, 1843

Exceedingly rare. Exceptionally brilliant impressions of these re-

nowned sporting plates. This, the second edition, is the first to contain
the colored plates, by Henry Alken, the first edition having been illus-

trated with plates in black and white, by "Phiz" (Hahlot Knight Browne).
From the collection of Edward Henry Hill, with his finely engraved

bookplate.
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89. Alken Colored Plates. [Surtees (Robert Smith).] The Analysis

of the Hunting Field; being a Series of Sketches of the Principal

Characters that compose one, the whole forming a slight Souvenir

of the Season, 1845-1846. With <> finely colored plates, after

Henri/ Alken, and 43 woodcuts in the text. Royal Svo, original

green cloth, emblematically gilt, gilt edges.

London: Rudolph Ackerniann. 1846

First Edition, and the oenerally accepted fikst issue, being in
CiKEEN CLOTH. In BEAUTIFUL CONDITION. AND ONE OF THE MOST ATTRACTIVE
OF THE SEVERAL BOOKS ILLUSTRATED BY HENRY Al.KEN.

90. Alkex Colohed Plates. The Funeral Procession of Arthur. Duke of

Wellington. By Henry Alken and (J. A. Sala. Oblong folio,

original cloth, with ties. London: Ackerniann & Co. [185.'5]

One of the finest of Ackermann's publications, beinjr a folded pano-
ramic view, (iTVa feet long and 5% inches wide, beautifully colored, of

the procession. In a long straight-grained morocco case, made the

shape of a Coffin, lined with white silk, and the hook imbedded in a
frame of green velvet.

91. Alken Colored Plates. One of the plates from Aiken's "Illustra-

tions of Popular Songs." Framed and glazed.

92. Alken Colored Plates. Original Drawing, in Water Colors.
Signed,

—

"H. Alken.''' 3*4 by 11 inches. Mounted in a white mat,
guarded and appropriately hound in crimson straight-grained mo-
rocco extra, gilt lined, and contents lettered on the front cover.

Circa 1830

An exquisite specimen of Alken's best work, representing a coach
drawn by four horses, running along a country road. A hunter and his

two dogs stand watching, waiting for the coach and its occupants to

pass. The coloring is brilliant.

|

See Reproduction
|

93. Alken Colored Plates. Original Drawing in Water Colors.
Signed,—"//. Alken," 9% by 6% inches. Framed and glazed.

A most beautiful COACHING scene, full of life and motion. The team Is

being changed by two hostlers. The host of the Inn is chatting to one
of the passengers. The coach is filled with passengers.

94. Alken Colored Plates. Original Drawing in Water Colors.
Signed,

—

"II. Alken." 9 by 5% inches. Framed and glazed.

Attractive specimen. Represents two mounted huntsmen meeting at

a fence, each taking the fence in opposite directions, open landscape in

the background.

00. Axstky (Christopher). New Hath Guide. See, Cruikshank,

(George). |
No. 179]

00. Arabian Nights. See. Burton (Richard P.). [No. L12]
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95. Abhor. A Suit of Armour for Youth. Numerous illustrations. First
Edition. 12mo, full polished yellow calf, gilt, gilt edges, by tout.

London: Published by the proprietor, 1824
A most interesting and unusual hook, with the sub-title,

—

"Were it not better
That I did suit me all points like a Man?"

Contains a series of engravings, mainly by R. L. Wright, with ap-
propriate text descriptions. The engravings represent different parts
of a suit of armor, each one tipped mi the page can be raised, disclosing
another picture beneath. For instance beneath the engraving ".l Splen-
did Shield" is "Mercy;" "The Strongest Breast-Plate" has "Virtue" etc.

96. Armor. Meyrick (Sir Samuel Rush). Engraved Illustrations of An-
tient Arms and Armour, from the collection at Goodrich Court.

Herefordshire, after the drawings, and with the Descriptions of Sir

Samuel Rush Meyrick, by John Skelton. Numerous plates. 2

vols, folio, original half red morocco, gilt, gilt edges, slightly

rubbed. London: Henry G. Bohn. 1851

97. Armor. Catalogue des Amies & Armures, faisant partie de la Collec-

tion Spitzer .... 1895. Xiunerous plates. Folio, rebound in

cloth. Paris. 1895

98. Armor. Forrer (R.). Die Waffensammlung des herrn Stadtrath Rich.

Zschille in Grossenhain (Sachsen). Text and 236 plates. 2 vols.

folio, cloth, morocco backs. Berlin, undated

99. Aspix (Jehoshaphat). The Naval and Military Exploits which have

Distinguished the Reign of George the Third. Accurately described,

and methodically arranged. With frontispiece and 36 exquisite

VIEWS OF BATTLES AND NAVAL ENGAGEMENTS, ELEGANTLY ENGRAVED
A>JI> FINELY COLORED. Thick Kirno, full dark blue polished calf,

rich gilt back, gilt edges, BY ZAEHNSDORF.
London: Printed for Samuel Leigh, 1820

beautiful copy of this very rare work. seldom offered for sale
in America.
A work of unusual Interest to the Americana collector; over 200 pages

relating to the American Revolution, the War with France, and the War
of 1S12. The views are all of exceptional interest, including the fol-

lowing,—Battle of Bunker Hill: Lord Rodney's Victory over the Count
de Grasse; The shannon and Chesapeake, showing the Boarding of the

Chesapeake; Battle of Waterloo, etc.

Special copy, containing two extra plates (at pp. 007 and (108), which
are not mentioned in the list of illustrations.

000. Barhaw (R. II.). Engoldsby Legends. Sec Cruikshank (George).

|
No. 202]

100. Baring-Gould (S.). Curious Myths of The Middle AgeSi Illustra-

tions. FlRST EDITION. L2mo, hall' red levant morocco, gilt back,

gilt top, BY BOOT. London, 1866
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101. Bennett (Charles). The Fables oi Aesop and others. Translated

into Human Nature, designed and drawn on the w I. bj Charles

II. Bennett. With 24 plates IN COLOB by Charles Bennett. Fibst

Edition. 4tu, original pictorial colored hoards, with protecting

cloth wrapper. London [1857]

102. Bennett (Chables II.). Proverbs. .1 series of 48 plates in colob,

several figures on each, by Charles II. Bennett. Fibst Edition.

8vo, original pictorial boards, skilfully rebacked, with cloth pro-

tecting wrapper. London: Chapman and Hall, L859

On fly-leaf is written.— "./. N. Paton, 'his book,' Feb. 18, 1859." prob-

ably in the autograph of Sir Joseph Noel Paton, the eminent artist.

103. BENNETT (CHABLES). The Book of Blockheads. How and what they

shot, got; said, had; fought, followed; gave, sold; etc. With title

and numerous illustrations in colob, by Charles Bennett. First

Edition. Square 8vo, original cloth, with cloth protecting cover.

London, 1863

104. Bennett (Chables). The Stories that Little Breeches Told, and the

Pictures which Charles Bennett drew for them. With 20 PLATES

IN colou (several figures on each), by Charles Bennett. First

Editiox. Square 8vo, original cloth, with protecting cloth wrapper.

London, 1863

105. Bennett (Charles). The Surprising, Unheard of and Xever-to-be-

Surpassed Adventures of Young Munchausen. Belated and illus-

trated by C. H. Bennett. With 12 plates in color by Charles

Bennett. First Edition. Small 4to, original cloth, with protect-

ing cloth wrapper. London, 1865

10G. Bewick (Thomas). The Fables of Aesop, and others. With designs

on wood, by Thomas Bewick. First Edition. 8vo, full dark blue

straight grained morocco, broad ornate border on each side, com-
posed of flowers and small dots, back to match, with miniature

tools after cuts by Bewick, gilt top, uncut. Enclosed in cloth case.

Xewcastle, 1818
A BEAUTIFUL COPY.

107. Bohn's "Extra" Voumes. Complete Set, comprising,—The Works of

Rabelais. Translated from the French by Sir Thomas Urquhart
and Motteux. Portrait. 2 vols.; Exemplary Xovels of Miguel de

Cervantes Saavedra. Translated from the Spanish, by Walter K.
Kelly ; The Decameron of Boccaccio. Revised translation, by W.
K. Kelly; Fairy Tales and Romances, written by Count Anthony
Hamilton; The Ileptameron of Margaret, Queen of Xavarre. Trans-

lated by Walter K. Kelly; Memoirs of the Court of Charles the

Second. By Count Grammont. Edited by Sir Walter Scott. Por-

traits. Together, 7 vols. 12mo, uniformly hound in full polished

dark brown calf, gilt hacks, gilt tops, by zaehnsdorf.
London: Bohn. 1846-1864
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108. Brandt (Sebastian). Stultifera Nauis. Narragonice Pfectionis

munq satis laudata Nauis: per Sebastianu Brant. With numerous
spirited woodcuts. First Edition of Locher's Latin Version.
Small 4 to, full calf, coat of arms (Schneider arms), in gold in

centre of each cover, and numerous blind tooled ornaments on each
side, gauffred gilt edges. Enclosed in brown morocco solander case.

(Basilea?), 1497
From the Schneider and Bement collections, with arms of the former,

and bookplate of the latter.

Earliest issue, and one of the finest copies known.
"Brandt first attracted attention in humanistic circles by his Latin

Poetry, and edited many ecclesiastical and legal work but he is now
known only by his famous satire. Das Norrinschipf, 1494, a work the
popularity and influence of which was not limited to Germany. Under
the forms of an Allegory, a ship laden with Fools and steered by Fools
to the Fools' Paradise of Narragonia. Brandt here lashes with unsparing
vigor the vices of his times, ... A Latin Version by Jacobus Locher, 1497.

(which is the above book) was hardly less popular than the German
Original."

—

Encyclopedia Bkitannica, Page 431.

109. [Brathwaite (Richard).] Drunken Barnaby's Four Journeys to the

North of England. With 7 prett;/ engravings, by J. W, Harding,

somewhat in the style of Henry Banbury, all ix colors (hand

colored at a later date). First Edition with these illustrations.

12mo, original pictorial hoards, with label, uncut. Enclosed in

cloth case, with protecting cover. London, 1805

110. Bunbury (Henry). A Long Minuet as Danced at Bath. Folding

sheet, 7 feet, 1 inch long. lOi/o inches wide, containing numerous
figures. Extended to its full length, framed and glazed.

London, 1787
The rare original issue of this celebrated production. Very deco-

rative.

111. Bunbury (Henry). The Propagation of a Lie. As represented by

Bunbury in 4 colored tlates, in undivided form, making two

pages, signed by the artist. • First Edition. Oblong 4to, half blue

morocco, lettered on side. London, 1805

Rare item.

112. Buton (Captain Richard F.—Translator). The Book of the Thou-
sand Nights and a Night. Reprinted from the original edition

and edited by Leonard C. Smithers. Numerous illustrations. 12

vols, royal 8vo, cloth, richly decorated, gilt tops, uncut.

London: II. S. Nichols, 1894-1897

000. Carey (David). Life in Paris. Sec. Cruikshank (George). [No.

153]
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113. Caxton Club. Duff (E. Gordon). William Caxton. Numerous re-

productions. Royal Itn. original boards, cloth, bacjs uncut.

Chicago: The Caxton Club, L905

only 260 copies were printed. Contains a detailed description <>f the
books printed l>y Caxton.
one of the copies containing a genuine leaf printed by Caxton, being

a leaf from the first edition of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, printed

by him, and which was purchased by the Club at the sale of the Ashburn-
hain library for the purpose of adding a specimen leaf in 148 copies

of the Cluh's monograph.
The leaf of Caxton PRINTING is hetwee.n two sheets of glass, with

GOLD FRAME.

114. Chap-Book. Our Cats and Dogs. By "Gattini. Canini." With a fron-

tispiece ix colors, by W, P., 1861. 8vo, cloth, original yellow

wrappers bound in. uncut. London, 1861

115. Ciiai'- Books. A collection of Chap-Books, mainly of the early part

of the nineteenth century. All with colored illustrations.

Together, 43 vols. 8vo, and smaller, cloth, boards and original wrap-

pers. In open faced blue morocco case.

Various places and dates

Interesting and rare collection. A class of Tracts chiefly upon
homely or miscellaneous subjects, which at one time formed the chief

popular literature of Great Britain and the American Colonies, consisting

chiefly of Lives of Heroes. Martyrs, Stories of Roguery, Giants, Witches
etc., Songs, Ballads etc. They emanated principally from the Provincial

Press and were hawked about the country by Chapmen or Peddlers. But
few "Chap Books" were so "poor" or "rude" as not to have one or

more prints, mainly in color, executed by artists (including George Cruik-

shank), who later became famous.
The present series comprises early 19th century English publications,

as follows,

—

Adventures of a Butterfly. By S. C. With 4 colored plates.

London, 1830

Beauty and the Beast. With 3 colored plates. Edinburgh, 1816

Blood-Stained Mantle (The). With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

British Bird Fancier (The). With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

Cinderella (History of). By Sarah Wilkinson. With frontispiece in

colors. London, undated
Cornish Renegado (The). With folding frontispiece (5 scenes) in colors.

London, undated

Danish Knight (The Treacherous). With frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

Daemon of Venice (The). With colored title and frontispiece in colors.

London, 1810

Dog and Rabbit Fancier (The). With folding frontispiece in colors.

Derby, undated

Dreamer's Class Book (The). With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated
Dutchess of C. . . . With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated
Enchanted Ring (The). By C. M. Littleton. With colored title and

frontispiece in colors (much in the manner of George Cruikshank).
London, undated
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Fatal Love. By M. Schiller. With frontispiece in colors.

London, undated
Forest of Bondy (The). With colored title, and folding frontispiece in

colors. London, undated
Fortnight's Ramble through London (A). With frontispiece in colors.

London, undated
Forty Thieves (The). With frontispiece in colors. London, undated
Gulliver's Travels. With illustrations in color. (London, undated)
Irish Freebooter (The). With frontispiece in colors. London, undated
Jaek the Giant-Killer. With frontispiece in color. London, undated
Lancashire Dialect (The). By "Tim Bobbin" (John Collier). With

folding frontispiece in colors in the manner of one of the Cruikshanks,
probably I. R. . London, undated

Life of Elizabeth Brownrigg. By Charles Bayley. With folding frontis-

piece in colors. London, undated
Madame Mazel (Narrative of the Murder of). With folding frontis-

piece in colors. London, undated
Marino Faliero. . . By Lord Byron. With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

Miller's (Joe) Jest Book. With frontispiece, uncolored.
Shrewsbury, 1831

Miller's (Joe) New Budget. With folding frontispiece, uncolored.
London, undated

Miller (Joe) revived. Frontispiece in colors, bg J. Berryman.
London, undated

Mysterious Stranger (The). With frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

Oakcliffe Hall. With folding frontispiece in colors. London, undated

Old Daddy Gander's Fairy Tales. With frontispiece in colors, hand col-

ored at a later date. London, undated

Peter Piper's Practical Principles of Plain and Perfect Pronunciation.

With colored illustrations. Philadelphia. 1SS5

Pigeon Fancier (The Complete). With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

Planter's Daughter (The). With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

Rabbit Fancier (The Complete). With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

Revengeful Turk (The). By Isaac Crookenden. With frontispiece by

Rumford, in colors. London, undated

Robin Hood. With frontispiece in colors. London, undated

Robinson Crusoe. With colored illustrations. London, undated

Rugantino. By M. G. Lewis. With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated

Select Poetry for Children. With illustrations. 2 in colors.

Derby, undated
Shipwreck (The). . . . Paul and Virginia. With frontispiece in colors.

London, undated
Socivizca, the Robber and Assassin. With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated
Universal Dream Book (The). With frontispiece in colors.

London, undated
Valentine and Orson. With folding frontispiece in colors.

London, undated
Valley Ot Diamonds (The). With folding frontispiece, uncolorctl.

London. 1815
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116. Cockton (Henry). The Life and Adventures of Valentine Vox, the

Ventriloquist. With 60 illustrations by Onwhyn. First Edition.

8vo, in the original 20 parts, with all wrappers ami advertise-

ments, as issued, uncut. Enclosed in a brown morocco case, with

padded white silk sides. London: Robert Tyas, L840

A REMARKABLY FINE COPT, AND OF THE GREATEST RARITY I.N THE ORI-

GINAL parts. Apparently the first copy in this CONDITION TO be
OFFERED AT PUBLIC SALE IN AMERICA.

000. Collier (J. P.). Tim Robbin's Lancashire Dialect. See Cruikshank

(George). [No. 174]

000. Collier (J. P.). Punch (Did J iiih/. See Cruikshank (George). [No.

173]

117. Colored CorY of "Evelina." Burner (Miss). Evelina: or. Female
Life in London, being- the History of a Young Lady's Introduction

to Fashionable Life and the Cay Scenes of the Metropolis, displaying

A Highly Humorous, Satirical and Entertaining description of

Fashionable Charaeters. Manners and Amusements in the Higher
Circles of Metropolitan Society. Frontispiece and six plates in

color, three of which are by William Heath. First Edition*.

8yo. full crimson crushed levant morocco, back richly tooled, pan-
elled sides, with corner ornaments, dentelle inside borders, gilt

edges, by riviere. London: Edward Mason. 1 S*J 1

A VERY" FINE AND LARGE COPY" OF ONE OF THE RAREST BOOKS OF THE PERIOD.
This work was not issued until February, 1822, the date of the plates.

118. Colored-Plate Book. The Martial Achievements of Great Britain and
Her Allies, from 1799 to 1815. Engraved title with colored vignette,

colored frontispiece having lifle fo scries on face of rock, Arms of

the Duke of Wellington in colors, and 50 full-pa<;e finely COLORED
aquatint plates. Royal 4to, contemporary scored calf. uilt. re-

backed, oilt edo-es.

London: Printed for J. Jenkins, by L. Harrison 1815

The fifty-two colored aquatint plates are engraved by Sutherland and
Dubourg. after paintings by W. Heath, and depict the more famous bat-

tles in which Great Britain was engaged ; included are views of the

battles of.—Badajos. Maida. Storming of St. Sebastian, Quatre Bras,
Waterloo. Leipsic. and others.

Many of the plates contain portraits of eminent soldiers, including
Wellington and his Staff, Sir John Moore, Sir Thos. Picton. and others.

119. Combe (William). Doctor Syntax in Paris; or, A Tour in Search of

the Grotesque; A Humorous & Satirical Poem. With the series of
18 finely colored plates by C. Williams. First Edition". Royal
8vo. original blue boards, white back, entirely uncut. Enclosed
in cloth case. London: W. Wright, 1820
But few copies known in this remarkable condition.
A Humorous and Satirical Poem, taking Dr. Syntax through all his

various adventures in Paris.

000. Combe (William). Life of Napoleon. See. Cruikshank (George).

[No. 134]
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120. "Crowquill (Alfred"—A. H. Forrester). Phantasmagoria of Fun.
Edited and illustrated by A. Crowquill. With numerous humor-
ous woodcut vignettes in the text. First Edition. 2 vols. 12mo,
half crimson crushed levant morocco, gilt hacks, gilt tops, original

cloth hacks preserved, by zaehnsdorp.
London: Richard Bentley, 1843

121. ''Crowquill (Alfred"—A. H. Forrester). A Good Xatured Hint
about California. A scries of 35 colored scenes, on a Ion;/ pano-
ramic sheet. First Edition. Oblong 8vo, original pictorial wrap-
pers. Enclosed in cloth case. London, undated

122. "Crowquill (Alfred"—A. H. Forrester). The Pictorial Grammar.
With numerous humorous woodcuts throughout the text, by Crow-
quill. Fikst Edition. 12mo, full polished calf, rich gilt back,

gilt edges, by MORRELL. London: Harvey and Darton, undated

000. "Crowquill (Alfred"—-A. H. Forrester). See under Cruikshank
(George), Cockton (Henry), Stanley Thorn. 3 vols. 1841. [No.

203.]

123. Cruikshank (George) and Rowlandson (Thomas). The Carica-

ture Magazine; or Hudihrastic Mirror. CONTAINING OVER 200

very fink colored caricatures, designed and etched by tltom \-~

Rowlandson, George Cruikshank (some of his very earliest),

BUNBURY AND WOODWARD. (Vols. 1 and 2 only.) 2 vols, oblong

Eolio, publisher's boards, with the labels, as ISSUED.

London: T. Tegg, Sept. 1st. 1807— July 2nd. 1808
The title pages and last plates read as follows,

—

Vol. I. Titlf.,—"The Caricature Magazine, or Hudibrastic Mirror, by
<;. M. Woodward, vol. I." Encircled in a finely designed border,

by Cruikshank.
Vol. I. Plates. The last plate,

—"Ladies and gentlemen, having com-
pleted the lirst volume of the Caricature Magazine, I am desired,
in the names of the proprietors, publisher, artist, etc.. as also from
myself, and large, long, and small-headed brethren, to return to you
our sincere thanks," etc. With a fine ami extremely clever harder.

representing fourteen of the caricatures that appear in the volume
in miniature. Tins PLATE is of THE OKEATEST RARITY.

Vol. II. Title. "Caricature Magazine, or Hudibrastic Mirror, by
Thomas Rowlandson." Intermixed with the charming border, repre-

senting the Genius <>f Caricature opening the second volume, designed
and engraved by Thomas Rowlandson.

Vol. II. Plates. The last plate. "The Genius of Caricature and his

Friends celebrating the completion of the second volume, in the

Temple of Mirth."
Among the most interesting plates designed and etched i-.y Thomas

Rowlandson, are,—"Mathematical Horsemanship" c2 plates); "Johnny
Newcomb in the Navy" (6 plates); the "Four Seasons of Love" (4

plates); "Rural Sports" (6 plates); "Six Classes of that Xolile and

Useful Animal, a Horse;" "Racing;" "Bartholomew Fair;" "Miseries

of High Life;" "A Man of Feeling;" "Annals of Sporting" (4 plates)-.
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"Life mid Death of a Race Horse" (6 plates) ; "Tragedy of London and
Country;" "Summer Amusement," and others.

Among those designed ami etched my George Cbuikshank will be
found.

—

"Irish Decency" (2 plates); "The Art of Walking the Streets
of London" (8 plates); "A Lawyer's Advice;" "A Dutcb Toy;" "Long
Heads;" "Gambols on the River Thames;" "Lacing in Style;" "Farmer
George;" "Scotch Cleanliness;" "Waltzing;" "Dandies having a Treat;"
"Villagers Shooting out their Rubbish;" "Waiting on the Ladies." and
others.

Nearly every plate in these two volumes is designed or etched
EITHER BY ROWLINSON OR CrUIKSHANK.
The complete set of this publication—of which there is only one known

—contains 4!>0 plates.

124. Cruikshank (George). Dick Dock. or. the Lobster & Crab. Song-
Head, ix two states, colored .wo plain. Lightly hinged on
drawing paper, and bound in an oblong 4to, volume, half blue mo-
rocco, lettered on side.

,

London: Laurie & Whittle. Aug. 16th, 180G

The colored state is extremely rare. This example is of high as-

sociation interest having written thereon in the autograph of George
Cruikshank,

—

"Engraved from a drawing by mij Father Isaac Cruik-
8hank, QCk."

125. Cruikshaxk (George). A Collection of 15 Song-Heads, each with a

finely etched plate in colors, by George Cruikshank. All in first

state. Each plate lightly hinged on drawing paper, the whole

bound in 2 vols, folio, half blue morocco, lettered on the sides.

London, 1807-1821

One of the most important, perhaps the most important, collec-

tion of these rare "Song-Heads" offered at public sale in this
country.
Comprises,

—

(1) Thinks I to Myself. Thinks I. Signed.—"G. Cruikshank del."

Douglas, No. 1321.

(2) Knowing Jerry. Very t.are proof, before the publisher's im-
print. Signed.

—

"O. Cruikshank del." Douglas, No. 1358.

(3) Country Life, contrasted with the Pleasures of Town. Signed.

—

"Cruickshank del. April 6, 1807." Douglas. No. 1805.

(4) Peter Snout, or. A Shift to make a Shirt. Signed,—"G. Cruik-
shank. August 1st. 1821." Douglas. No. 1346.

(5) A Smile to a Tear. Sung with unbounded applause by Mr. Braham.
Signed,—"Cruikshanks del. March 2nd, 1S07." Douglas, No. 1804.

(6) Galvanism, or, The Miraculous Recovery of the Unfotunate (sic)

Miss Bailv. Signed,

—

"Cruikshank del. Jany. 2sth. 1807." Doug-
las, No. 1803.

(7) Bonaparte. Introduced by Mr. Elliston, and sung by him in the
character of "Sylvester Daggerwood." Signed.

—

"G. Cruikshank
del et sculp. March 25th. 1811." Douglas. No. 1305.

(8) The Beautiful Maid, as sung by Mr. Listen. Signed,—"G. Cruik-
shank, fecit. Nov. 25th. 1811." Douglas, No. 1306.

(9) Tabitha Grunt, or, the Walking Hospital. Signed,—"G. Cruik-
shank feet. July 2Ath, 1813" Douglas. No. 1311.^

(10) Mrs. Topper's Dream; or, Overboard she went. Signed.

—

"O. Cruik-
shank feet." Undated. Douglas, No. 1341.
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(11) A Bundle of Truths. Unsigned. "Sept. 2nd, 1811." Douglas. No.
1308.

(12 i The Bold Dragoon and the beauteous Mrs. Flinn. Signed,

—

"Cruik-
8hank del. March 24th, 1808." Douglas, No. 1811.

(13) Paddy M'Shane's Seven Ages. Signed,

—

"Gruikshank del. April
6th, 1807." Douglas, No. 1S07.

(14) The General Dealer. Sung by Mr. Matthews. Signed,

—

"G. Cruik-
shank del et sculp." Undated. Douglas. No. 1357.

(15) Irish Hospitality. Signed,—"/. R. Gruikshank del, G. Ck. sculp.
October 20th, 1815." Douglas, No. 1331.

126. Ceuikshank (George). A Bull in a China Shop. [A Song.] Written

by Mr. C. Dibdin . . . and sung by Mr. Grimaldi. Single sheet.

With a targe and characteristic engraving by George Cruikshank.
Lightly hinged on drawing paper, and bound in one vol, folio, half

blue morocco, lettered on side.

London: Laurie & Whittle, 1808

Douglas No. 1889. Unique item having the following inscription in
tiie autograph of George Cruikshank, "Engraved from a drawing uy
my father. GCk." The letter "I" is prefixed in George Cruikshank's
autograph to the name "Cruikshank" engraved on the plate.

127. Cruikshank (George). Andrewes (George—author of ''The Frauds
of London.*') A Dictionary of the Slang and Cant Languages:

Ancient and Modern, as used by Badgers. Bullies, Cadgers, Lullv-

Priggers, Water-Pads, etc., and every class of offenders. With the

folding caricature in colors, "The Beggar's Carnival" by George

Gruikshank. First Edition*. 8vo, original blue wrappers, entirely

uncut. Enclosed in case with morocco back, and protecting cloth

(over. London, circa 1809

Exceptionally rare in this condition.

128. Cruikshank (George). The Triumphs of the Sons of Belial: or,

Liberty Vanquished. A Mock Heroic Tragedy, in Five Acts. With

folding frontispiece, IN colors, signed "Cruickshank." FlRST EDI-

TION. 8vo, half brown morocco, gilt top, i:v larkixs.
London, L810

Extremely hark. On the plate written in the autograph of George
Cruikshank, is the following.

—

"By my Father. Isaac Gruikshank, a. Ck."
One of tin- figures on the plate is a portrait of George Cruikshank. this

being Indicated by the artist's initials t<> the right of the figure. Of
II X. II ASSOCIATION INTEREST.

129. Cruikshank (George). Munchausen &i Walcheren ; or, a Continuation

of the Renowned Baron's Surprising Travels, Adventures, Expedi-

tions, and Exploits al Walcheren, the Dardanelles, dr. With Various

Combats with Eastern Armies; and the particulars of a Wonderful
Turtle Feast with Sir W(illiain) C(urtis) on board bis yacht, when
preparing to attack Flushing. Written by himself. With 5 /tumor-

ous colored plates, by George Cruikshank. First Edition.
L2mo, ("till crimson levanl morocco, richly gilt hack, dentelle inside

borders, gilt edges, by riviere. London: J. .Johnston. 1811

Fine copy. Very rare.
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130. Cbuixshane (George). Metropolitan Grievances; or, A Serio-Comic

Glance at Minor Mischiefs in London and its Vicinity. By One
who thinks for Himself. With folding frontispiece by George

Cruikshank. Flbst Edition. 12mo, original boards, uncut. En-

closed in doth case. London. 1812

131. Cbuikshane (Geokge). The Odd Fellows' Song Book for 1812; heing

an Extensive and Excellent Collection of Original, Droll, Humor-
ous. Sentimental. Laughable, and Favorite Songs .... with a

correct List of all the Odd Fellows* Lodges in and about the .Me-

tropolis. With the folding frontispiece by George Cruikshank.

First Edition. Small 8vo. full blue polished calf, gilt, by zaehns-

DOBF. London: J. Duncombe, Jun.. circa 1812

Extkemely rare. This issue is undeseribed by Douglas, and is

evidently an earlier issue than that described in his No. 333. as there

is no mention in that description of "for 1812," as in the copy here

offered. In this copy Dumcombe has but one address. Douglas 333,

gives two.

132. Cruikshank (Georoe). The Wood-Lark: heing- a Selection of the

Newest and most Popular Comic, Naval, Military, Hunting, Irish

.... Songs. With pretty frontispiece by George Cruikshank.

First Edition". 12mo, contemporary blue wrappers, uncut.

London, circa 1812
Fine copy of a scarce item.

133. Cruikshank (George). Moore (A.). The Annals of Gallantry: or,

The Conjugal Monitor: Being a Collection of Curious and Impor-
tant Trials for Divorces, and Actions of Crim. Con. during the

present reign; Accompanied with Biographical Memoirs and Anec-
dotes, and illustrated with Xotes. With the complete scries of 20
plates, all hut 2 in colors, 3 of which are by George Cruikshank,
and signed. 3 vols. 8vo, full light blue crushed levant morocco,
hacks richly tooled, panelled sides witli corner ornaments, broad
dentelle inside borders, gilt edges, by biviebe.

London: Printed for the Proprietors, 1814-1814-1815.

a beautiful and complete set of the extremely rare flrst and o.nly
Edition.
The "Annals" is extremely difficult to secure, for the reason that it

was a scandalous publication whieh concerned many notables of the
day. As many parts as possible, therefore, were destroyed as they
came out. This copy has been bound up from the parts, and the
former owner has placed the plates according to their respective places
in the text.

131. Cruikshank (Geobge). [Combe (William).] The Life of Xapoleon,
A Hudibrastic Poem in Fifteen Cantos, by Doctor Syntax. Em-
bellished with thirty engravings, all finely- colobed, by George
Cruikshank. First Edition. Eoyal 8vo. obiginal dark blue
boabds, entirely uncut, with original label, new back most skilfully
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supplied. Enclosed in blue levant morocco solander case, emblemati-
cally tooled, with inner protecting wrapper of blue silk.

London: Printed for T. Tegg, 1815
A REMARKABLY FINE COPY, OF WHICH BUT FEW ARE KNOWN, IN THIS

CHOICE STATE.
From the Library of Edward Henry Hill, with his finely engraved

bookplate.

135. Cruikshaxk (George). A series of sixteen original drawings in
sepia by George Cruikshank, being fifteen* of the drawings
executed for wllliam combe's "llfe of napoleon/' and in

ADDITION THERETO THE TITLE-PAGE FOR THE WORK. Each drawing
is lightly tipped on cardboard, the whole bound in an oblong -ito,

volume of red morocco, richly decorated in gilt, gilt edges. En-
closed in a crimson levant morocco solander case. London, 1815

One of the most important series of finished drawings by George
Cruikshank ever offered for sale. Fourteen are signed in ink, and
the plate, "Nursing the King of Rome," has the following autograph
annotation written in the autograph of the artist,—"N.B. The
shadows tinted on as a pattern for the 'Aquatintcr.'

"

The following is a List of the Drawings, with the pages at which
they appear in the first edition (1815) of the work.

(1) Engraved title, the panel blank.

(2) The Blindfolded Austrian Officer. Page 62.

(3) Shooting the Prisoners in Egypt. Page 91.

(4) Napoleon and Alexander on the Raft. Page ITS.

(5) First interview with Maria Louisa. Page 207.

(6) Nursing the King of Rome. Page 213.

(7) Burning of Moscow. Page 227.

(8) Blowing up the Bridge at Leipsic. Page 2:
>
.:
1
>.

(9) Pursued by Cossacks. Page 234.

(10) Siege of Acre. Page 04.

(11) Murder of I >essaix. Page 111.

(12) Murder of the Duke d'Enghien. Page 135.

(13) Crowning himself Emperor of France. Page 142.

(Ill Poisoning the sick at Jaffa. Page 92.

(15) Seizing the Italian relics. Page 58.

(16) The red man. Page 240.

|
See Reproduction of No. 9 of the Above Subjects]

13G. Cruikshaxk (George). The Power of Conscience exemplified in the

genuine and extraordinary Confession of Thomas Bedworth; de-

livered to one of the principal officers of Newgate, the nighl before

his execution, on September 18, 1815, for the Murder of Elizabeth

Beesmore, in Drury Lane. With folding plate by George Cruik-

shank. 8vo, full polished calf, gilt hack, gill top, BY kivikkk.

London : Win. Hone. 1815

An apparently unknown Cruikshank item, and probably unique.
The plate is unsigned, but written across the bottom in the auto-

graph of Cruikshank himself, aue THE WORDS,

—

"Drawn and etched in

two hours by Qeo. Cruikshank." The issue of the ahove trial published

by Fairhurn during the same year (1816) has hitherto been considered

the first
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137. Cruikshank (George). Mudford (William). An Historical Account
of the Campaign in the Netherlands, in 1815, under his Grace the

Duke of Wellington, and Marshal Prince Bliicher, comprising the

Battles of Ligny, Quatre Bras, and Waterloo ; a Detailed Narrative

of the Political Events connected wtih those memorable conflicts,

down to the Surrender of Paris, and the Departure of Bonaparte for

St. Helena. Illustrated by numerous public and private documents,
and other papers, hitherto unpublished. Embellished with a series

of (27 beautifully axd highly colored) plates descriptive of

the country between Brussels and Charleroi, from drawings made on

the spot by James Bouse (and including 3 t-lates.. one of the
Battle of Waterloo, by George Cruikshank) ; also Blan of the

Battles, and a map shewing the march of the Allied Armies* to

Paris, with a beautifully bxecuted and highly colored em-
blematic title-page by George Cruikshank. Eoyal 4to. half

crimson crushed levant morocco, gilt and blind tooled back, gilt

edges, by zaehnsdorp. In open-face cloth case.

London: Printed for Henry Colburn, 1817

The rare original edition, and a very fine copy, of this important
historical work, with publisher's imprint and date (1816) AT FOOT

OF ENGRAVED title intact.

Douglas says :
—"Four of the plates are drawn ami etched by G. C.

They are,

—

(1) The Portraits of the Generals.

(2) The Engraved title.

(3) The large folding plate of the Battle of Waterloo.

(4) The Flight of Napoleon from the Field of Waterloo.

The Figures in all the other plates are supposed to be by him (Cruik-

shank), also the vignette on the plan."

138. Cruikshank (George). The Greeks: A Poem. Dedicated to all the

Legs. With Notes containing the Arcana of Greeking at .play,

and Sketches of the most illustrious Greeks. 'With 6 plates in

coloh, by George Cruikshank. 12mo, full polished calf, rich gilt

back, gilt borders, gilt edges, with advertisements preserved, by
Rivii:iii:. London: J. J. Stockdale, 1811

This is the first edition with the plates by George Cruikshank. al-

though the title page describes the book as the Fifteenth Edition. See

Douglas, No. 19.

139. CuriKsnw k (George). The Pigeons. Dedicated to all the Flats.

and showing the Artifices, Success, and Crimes of Gaming, Game-
sters, and Gambling Houses. By the Author of "The Greeks.'' With
(i colored plates, by George Cruikshank. 12mo, half green levant

morocco, gilt back, gilt edges, by riviere.

London : J. Stockdale, 181*3

Although designated "Fifth Edition" on title-page, it is the first

edition to contain the plates by George Cruikshank.
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140. Cruikshank (George). Bank Restriction Xote, 1818. with original
forged Baxk of England 1 poun'd xote. Both pieces Lightly at-

tached on Whatman paper, and matted, the whole hound in an

oblong folio volume of full light blue levant morocco, lettered on
side, gilt edges. i;v riviere. London, 1 Sis

Of the greatest rarity.

About 1S17 or ISIS, the 1 pound notes of the Bank of England were
put in circulation. They were frequently forged, and the penalty for

passing one was Death.
Cruikshank saw a number of human beings hanging <m the Gibbet

opposite Newgate Prison, and two were women—hung for passing these

notes. This had such an effect on him that he went home, and in ten

minutes, he had designed the Bank Restriction Note. "Not to be imi-

tated." The note being exhibited at one of the Print Shops, it drew such
a crowd that the police had to be called to disperse it.

The Bank Directors held a meeting upon the subject, and decided to

have no more one pound notes issued ; and so there was no more hang-

ing for passing these notes. Eventually, Sir Robert Peel, had passed

in Parliament, a bill by which there was to be no more minor offences

punished by death, and so by this little drawing. Cruikshank claims to

have saved many lives.

See clipping from Gloucester Chronicle. January Sth. 1S76.

141. Cruikshank (George). Moore (Francis). The Age of Intellect; or.

Clerical Showfolk, and Wonderful Layfolk. With frontispiece in

colors, by George Cruikshank. First Edition". 12mo, original

hoards, uncut. In cloth case. London: William Hone, 1819

From the Douglas collection.

142. Cruikshank (George). Receipt for Corns. Caricature in colors.

Signed,

—

"G. Cruikshank feet.'' Framed and glazed.

London, March 31st. 1819
Douglas, No. 1343.

14o. Cruikshank (George). The Englishman's Mentor. The Picture of

the Palais Royal; describing its Spectacles, Gaming Rooms, Coffee

Houses, Restaurateurs. Tabagies. Reading Rooms, Milliners' Shops,

Gamesters. Sharpers, Mouebards, Artistes, Epicures. Courtesans.

Filles. and other remarkahle Ohjects in that high change of the

fashionable dissipation and vice of Paris. With the large folding

frontispiece, in" colors, by George Cruikshank. First Edition.

12mo, original boards, cloth hack, red lettering piece, entirely uncut.

In leather case, with cloth cover.

London: Printed for William Hone, 1819

One of the finest Kxowx copies. The folding plate intact, and the

binding almost as fresh as new. Exceedingly rare in this untsi'al
CONDITION.

144. Cbuikshank (George). The Political House that Jack Built. With
13 cuts hy George Cruikshank. The thirteenth edition, but the first

to contain the Cruikshank cuts. 8vo, blue morocco back and
boards. London : William Hone, 1819
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145. Cruikshaxk (George). The Eeal Constitutional House that Jack
Built. With 12 cuts by George Cruikshank. Eighth edition, but
the first to contain the Cruikshank cuts. 8vo, blue morocco back
and boards. London: William Hone, 1819

146. Cruikshaxk (George). The Headache. Caricature ix colors.
Signed,

—

"G. Cruikshank feet." Framed and glazed.

London, Feb. 12th, 1819
Douglas, No. 1200.

147. Cruikshaxk (George). The Cholic. Caricature ix colors. Framed
and glazed. Full margins.

London: G. Humphrey, Feb. 12th, 1819
Douglas, No. 1201.

148. Cruikshaxk (George). The Xew Union Club. Ca ricatu re ix colors.

Signed,

—

"G. Cruikshank scul.'
J Framed and glazed.

London, July 19th, 1819

Douglas. No. 1109. "This is the chef d'oeuvre of George Cruikshank's
Caricatures. A large plate with numerous figures."

—

douglas.

149. Cruikshaxk (George). Very unpleasant Weather; or, the old saying

verified ".Raining Cats, Dogs & Pitchforks." Caricature ix colors.

Signed,

—

"Cruikshank fecit." Framed and glazed.

London: April 27th, 1820

Douglas, No. 1124. Au extraordinary and very humorous conception.

150. Cruikshaxk (George). ' -Xon Ali Ricordo.*' With icoodcuts by George

Cruikshank. First Edition with these illustrations. 8vo, blue

morocco back and boards. London : William Hone, 1820

151. Cruikshaxk (George). The Divine Right of Kings to Govern Wrong.
Dedicated to the Holy Alliance. With 2 woodcuts by George Cruik-

shank. Sixth Edition. 8vo, morocco back and boards.

London: William Hone, 1821

Although lettered "Sixth Edition," it is probably the first with the

Cruikshank woodcuts.

152. Cruiksu.wk (George). The Political Showman at Home. Exhibit-

ing his Cabinet of Curiosities and Creatures, All Alive. With 24

woodcuts by George Cruikshank. 8vo, blue morocco hack and

boards, with advertisements. London: William Hone, 1821

Fikst Edition witli the Cruikshank plates, but the eighth edition of

the work.

153. Cruikshank (Geoeqe). Carey (David). Life in Paris; comprising

the Rambles, Sprees, and Amours, of Dick Wildfire, of Corinthian

Celebrity, and his Bang-up Companions, Squire Jenkins and Captain

O'Shuffleton ; with the Whimsical Adventures of the Halibut Family;

including Sketches of a Variety of other Eccentric Characters in the

French Metropolis, With 22 colored plates, representing scenes
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from real life, designed and etched by George Cruikshank, and 22

wood engravings by the same artist. Royal 8vo, full crimson
crushed levant morocco, rich gilt back, dentelle inside borders,

gilt edges, T5Y riviere. London : John Fairburn, 1822
Beautiful copy of the rare First Edition on Large Paper, with

the "points" required by the advanced collector, namely, the half-
title, and the very rare leaf "To the Binder," the latter missing in most
copies.

In none of the books illustrated by the versatile Cruikshank are the
plates more faithful to real life than in the above work, a really extraor-
dinary fact when it is taken into consideration that the whole of his
French experience was one crowded day spent at Boulogne.

15-4. Cruikshank (George). The Xorthern Excursion of Geordie, Emperor
of Gotham : and Sir Willie Curt-his, the Court Buffoon, etc. A
Serio-Tragico-Comico-Ludicro-Aquatico Burlesque Gallimaufry : in-

terspersed with humourous Glees, Sporting Catches, and Bum
Chaunts, by the male and female characters of the piece. London
1822; [Also] The Second Act of Kilts and Philibegs; or, Geordie

and his Northern Lassie: with the Devil to Pay at the Palace of

Gotham, the Buffooneries of Sir Willie and his Barber. London
1822. First Edition of both parts. 2 vols, in one, 8vo, half

red polished morocco, gilt top, other edges uncut, by worsfold.
London, 1822

Extremely rare, especially in this fine condition, with original
wrappers of both parts preserved, and with the second part, which
seldom is found with the fibst.

Each part contains a finely colored plate by George Cruikshank, both
of which contain a portrait of George the Fourth. (1)

—

"Geordie and
Willie 'keeping it up'—Johnny Bull pays the Piper," the king has taken
an astonished female in his arms, and is saying,—"The swreetest hours
that 'ere I spent it was among the Lasses O." (2) "Turtle Doves and
Turtle Soup, or, a Try-0 oetiveen Geordie, a Northern Lassie, and Sir

Willey, 0," the king on his knees, hand on his heart.

155. Cruikshank (George). A Cure for Drowsiness; or, A Pinch of

Cephalic. Caricature in colors. Etched by G. Ck., from a sketch

by the late Jas. Gillray. Framed and glazed.

London, Jan. 25th, 1822

Douglas, No. 1202. An important and rare plate.

156. Cruikshank (George). Ireland (W. H.). The Life of Napoleon
Bonaparte. With all the 2-1 finely colored folding plates
by George Cruikshank, and the three folding nn colored -plates of
Marie Louise, the Due de Reichstadt, and Napoleon's Generals. 4
vols. 8vo, full dark green crushed levant morocco, emblematically

tooled backs and sides, gilt edges, by canape.
London : Printed for John Fairburn, 1823, 1825, 1827. (The

fourth volume) John Cumberland, 1828.

Beautiful set of the genuine First Edition having all the col-
ored plates in First State as published. With the three printed
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titles which ake verv seldom found, and the four engraved titles, ar-

ranged for the set by John Cumberland, who published the last volume.
Extra-Illustrated by the insertion of one hundred portraits

of Napoleon executed at different periods of his life ; portraits of his

generals and contemporaries; scenes of his Life, including Battles and
other interesting episodes, including, portraits of Josephine, Marie Louise,

Alexander I, Murat, Archduke Charles of Austria, Charles Louis, Joseph
Napoleon, Augereau, Bertheir, Masseua. Wellington. Eugene Napoleon,
Louis XVIII, Talleyrand, Beurn Onville, Nelson, and others of like im-
portance. Some of these are of great rarity, notably the colored
frontispiece to Volume I.

157. Cruikshank (George). Grimm (M. M.). German Popular Stories,

Translated from the Kinder mid Hans Marchen, collected by

M. M. Grimm, From Oral Tradition. With 22 etchings by George

Cruikshank. Fihst issue of the First Edition". 2 vols. 12mo,
(Vol. 1), ORIGINAL PICTORIAL BOARDS, WITH DESIGNS BY CkUIK-
SHAXK OX BOTH SIDES, ENTIRELY UNCUT, (Vol. 2), ORIGIXAL PINK
BOARDS, GREEN' CLOTH BACK, TArER LABEL. ENTIRELY UNCUT. En-
closed in cloth cases.

[Vol. 1.] London: Published by C. Baldwyn, 1823. [Vol. 2.]

London: James Pobins & Co., 1826

The famous Captain R. J. H. Douglas copy, in the finest possible
condition, with all the advertisements. Generally considered to be
the finest known copy, and from which the collation in Douglas's
Bibliography of George Cruikshank was made.
Douglas in describing it says:
"This book in boards, in the first state and in fine condition is per-

haps the most valuable item in a Cruikshank collection. Having the

imprimatur of Mr. Ruskin caused attention to be directed to it. The
etchings are charming. The first volume in pictorial boards, was pub-
lished in November or December. 1822, as a Christmas Hook, with
the date of the next year, 1823, in advance, on the etched title . . .

"Some early copies of the first edition are found with the etched title

without the two dots over the letter a in Marchen. . . . The story of

the Travelling Musicians has that title only, in the first edition, both

at the commencement of the story at page 0. and at the head of the

pages which follow. . . . Page 218 has a list of the plates which is

absent in the second edition, the page being blank. ..."
Baldwyn's advertisement says "On the First of November was pub-

lished ..."
The second volume has "New Works . . . Published by .1. Robins and

Co. . .
." Six leaves at beginning (Douglas says this (inly appears in

early copies) and an advertisement of Longman's, one leaf at end.

[Sec Reproduction of Title-pages]

158. Cruikshank (George). Christmas Stories, containing,—John Wild-

goose the Poacher; The Smuggler; Good-Nature, ot Parish Mat-

ters. H'/'/A :; etchings by George Cruikshank. First Edition.

12mo, full polished yellow calf, uiit. uilt edges, nv root.

Oxford: Printed by W. Baxter. 1823

Each story has its own title leaf: these are very frequently missing.

It will be noticed that this little volume bears the same date as Grimm's
Fairy Tales; Hie plates being executed in the same charming style.
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159. Ceuikshank (George). Points of Humour. Both Series. ]\'ith 10

etchings and 8 woodcuts, by George Cruikshank, in the first part

(the woodcuts are on India paper) ; and 10 etchings and 12 wood-
cuts, by George Cruikshank, in the second part. 2 vols, in one,

8vo, full light brown levant morocco, gilt, gilt top, uncut, by zaehns-
dorf. London: C. Baldwyn, 1823-1824

Large and fine copy of the rare First Issue with the words "and
did" at the end of page 5 of the second part.

1G0. Cruikshank (George). The Blue Devils. Caricature ix colors.

Framed and glazed. Full margins.

London: G. Humphrey, Jan. 10th, 1823
Douglas, No. 1203.

161. Cruikshank (George). Der Freischutz Travestie: By Septimus
Globus, Esq. With 12 etchings (in color), by George Cruikshank,

from drawings by an amateur "Alfred Crowquill"—A. H. Forres-

ter). First Edition. 8vo, full crimson levant morocco, rich

gilt back, dentelle inside borders, gilt edges, by riviere.

London: Printed for C. Baldwyn, 1824
A most interesting copy, with George Cruiksiiank's characteristic

signature and date, Nov. 22nd, 1868, at the top of the title page. At the
foot of the title in Crulkshank's hand, is the following,

—

"x Alfred Crowquill,
Alias, Forester."

There is also an "x" in his hand alongside the word "amateur" on the

printed title which of course means that Alfred Crowquill was the artist

whose drawings Cruikshank etched for this hook.

"A. C. del." is found heneath each etching, and "G. Ck. sculp" or

•'etched by G. Ck."

162. Cruikshank (George). Italian Talcs. Talcs of Humour, Gallantry,

and Romance. Selected and translated from the Italian. With

16 illustrative drawings by George Cruikshank. First Edition.

8vo, original pink boards, olive-green cloth back, with paper label,

and advertisements, entireley uncut. Enclosed in a green morocco

solander case. London: 1824

A very fine copy. An extra plate, "The Elopement," which was added
to the second edition, is laid in.

163. [Criikshank (George).] Valentine and Orson; or, The Wild Man
of the Wood. Willi folding frontispiece, in colors (by George Cruik-

shank) (lower margins somewhat defective). 12mo, rebound in

cloth. London [1824]

The frontispiece, although unsigned, is by George Cruikshank. But
few are known. Mr. Brunton's copy, sold in 1912, seems to have been

the only one sold in recent years.

lt;i. Cruikshank ( ti i-:t>i:<: k) . Wight (J.). Mornings at Bow Street. A
selection of the mosl Humourous ami entertaining Reports which

have appeared in the Morning Herald. With 21 illustrative draw-
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ings by George Cruikshank, is FIRST STATE, with no descriptions on

the plates. First Edition*. London: Charles Baldwyn, 1824

|
Also] More Mornings as Bow Street. A new collection of

Humourous and entertaining Eeports. With 25 illustrations by

(ieorge Cruikshank. First Edition.
London: James Robins and Co., 1827

Together, 2 vols. 12mo, full polished calf, gilt backs, gilt edges,

BTf w. j. mansell. London, 1824-1827

With the exception that the leaf of Advertisement, dated June 1st,

1824, is not present, a good copy. The first volume in correct first state,

ill printed by Shackell and Arrow-smith (for Charles Baldwyn), and
(2) the plates without letterpress. Later issues of the first edition

have plates in some cases, incorporated with the letterpress.

The author was for many years the Police-Court reporter for the

"Morning Herald," at Bow Street.

1C5. Cruikshank (George). The Original Etched Copper-Plate, in two

states, with inscription beneath and without inscription, being the

frontispiece to "More Mornings at Bow Street;" [Also] a proof im-

pression of the finished engraving. The three pieces framed and

glazed on frame, as one. 1827

Original Cruikshank plates of this importance are extremely rare.

166. Cruikshank (George). [Hugo (Victor).] Hans of Iceland. With

engraved title, and three plates, by George Cruikshank. First Edi-

tion. 12mo, full polished yellow calf, gilt back, gilt top, sheet of

advertisements preserved, by root. London, 1825

167. Cruikshank (George). Indigestion. Caricature in colors. Signed,
—"A. Crowquill, delt. Etched by G. Ck." Framed and glazed.

London, Feb. 12th, 1825
Douglas, No. 1205.

108. Cruikshank (George). Jealousy. Caricature in colors. Signed.

—

"A. Crowquill, Esq. invt., G. Cruikshank feet." Framed and glazed.

London, Xov. 1st, 1825
Douglas, No. 1204.

169. Cruikshank (George). A Complete Set of the pleasing and finely

etched "Holiday Scenes."' All in colors, and all in first state.

Together, 4 etchings, bound in one vol. oblong 4to, full polished

yellow calf, gilt, gilt edges, by riviere. London, 1826
Complete sets are very rare. One of the most attractive of the many

series of etchings executed by Cruikshank. Comprising,

—

(1) "At Home in the Nursery; or. The Masters & Misses Twoshoes
Christmas Party." London : Jany. 3rd, 1S26, by S. Knights

(2) "Breaking-Up." London : Deer. 12th. 1826, by S. Knights
(3) "Home from School—or the commencement of the Holidays."

London : Pubd. by S. Knights
(4) "Black Monday—or, The End of the Holiday."

London : Pubd. by S. Knights
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170. Cruikshaxk (George). Phrenological Illustrations. A series of 6

plates, containing 33 etchings, all proofs ox Ixdia Paper.
First Edition*. Oblong- folio, original half morocco and boards,

with red leather label on side, uncut.

London : Published by George Cruikshank, 1826
The rare Large Paper Edition, and an autograph presentation copy

from the artist to his friend, H. Merle, the author of "Odds and Ends,"
which was illustrated by Cruikshank. The inscription, which is large
and characteristic, is written on the title-page, and reads,

—

''From George
Cruikshank to his Friend W. H. Merle Esq."

171. Cruikshaxk (George). [Barker (M. H.).] Greenwich Hospital, a

Series of Naval Sketches, descriptive of the Life of a Man-of-War's-
Man. By "An Old Sailor." With 12 colored plates and 16 wood-
cuts by George Cruikshank. First Editiox. -ito, half blue mo-
rocco, gilt top, uncut. London, 1826
A fine copy, with unusually rich coloring.

172. Cruikshaxk (George). Illustrations of Time. With title (plain),

and six plates (numerous figures on each), all ix colors. First
Editiox. Oblong 4to, new boards. London, May 1st, 1827

173. Cruikshaxk (George). [Collier (J. P.).] Punch and Judy, with
illustrations designed and engraved by George Cruikshank. Ac-
companied by the Dialogue of the Puppet-Show, an Account of its

Origin, and of Puppet-Plays in England. With the complete series

of 24 spirited etchings by George Cruikshank. First Edition".

8vo, full red morocco, emblematically tooled back and sides, silk

linings, gilt top, uncut, BY ZAEHNSDOEF.
London: Printed for S. Prowett, 182S

A SPECIAL COPY' OF THE ORIGINAL ISSUE, WITH A DUPLICATE SET OF THE
plates in color, one set being plain proofs, the other, colored. In all,

48 full-page plates and four woodcuts, by George Cruikshank.
The colored set of plates are taken from a colored copy, proof of which

is the hard vellum-like Whatman paper on which they are printed.

Some copies have colored plates which have been subsequently colored

by hand. These are not so rare, and consequently of less value to the

collector.

HI. Cruikshaxk (George). [Collier (John).] Tim Bobbin's Lancashire

Dialect; and Poems. With 6 etchings, I by George, and 2 by Robert

Cruikshank. First Edition". 8vo, original green cloth, with paper

label, uncut, and entirely unopened, enclosed in leather case, with

protecting cloth cover. London: Burst, Chance and Co., 1828

An intscally' fine copy, and very scarce in this choice condition.

175. Cruikshank (Geor<;e). The Diverting History of .John Gilpin. With

6 illustrations by George Cruikshank. First EDITION. Square

12mo, original wrappers. London: Charles Tilt, 1828
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L76. Crtiksiiank (George), The Gentleman's Pocket Magazine; and Al-

bum of Literature and the Fine Arts. With 12 coloued plates of
"London Characters," hi/ George and Robert Cruikshank, and
numerous oilier colored plates, by R. Cruikshank. First Edition.
2 vols. 12mo, half calf. London, 1829-1830

Seldom found complete, with all the colored plates, as above. Con-
tains original contributions by Leigh .Hunt. J. K. Paulding, and others.

From the library of Edward Henry Hill, with bookplate in each volume.

177, Cbtjikshank (George). [Ackennan (J. Y.).| Tales of other Days.

By J. Y. A. Wijh 7 illustrations by George Cruikshank. Fibst
Enmox. 8vo, original half cloth and boards, uncut, with the label

slightly rubbed. Enclosed in slij) case, morocco back, with pro-

tecting cover of cloth. London: E. Wilson, 1 8 .'J

From the Captain R. J. H. Douglas collection.

178, Cruikshank (George). Scraps and Sketches. A series of 6 colored
plates (several subjects on each), by George Cruikshank. Oblong
4to, original printed wrapper, uncut. Enclosed in cloth covers.

Name on wrapper and title.

London: Published by the Artist, 1830 (1828)
The first series of this work, all the plates lettered 182S, with title

dated 1N30, on the reverse of which is an announcement by the artist.

Aery unusual combination, which we do not remember having seen
before.

1T9. Cruikshank (George). Anstey (Christopher). The Xew Bath Guide.

With "i illustrations, 5 of which are etchings by George Cruikshank.
First Edition with these illustrations. Svo, original cloth, leather

label, uncut. Enclosed in half morocco case, with protecting cloth

wrapper. London, 1830
From the Douglas collection. Presentation copy, with inscription,

—

"From the Editor, to John Murray Esq.. as a testimony of esteem."

180. Cruikshank (George). Scott (Sir Walter). Letters on Demonology
and Witchcraft, addressed to J. G. Loekhart, Esq. With frontis-

piece and 12 spirited etchings by George Cruikshank. First Edi-

tion. 12mo, full bright green levant morocco, figure of old woman
riding on the broom inlaid with levants of varying colors within

outer circle of lilac levant, under side inlaid to a different pattern.

back inlaid, red watered silk doublures and linings, gilt top. A
kelliegram binding. Enclosed in cloth case. London, 1830
The plates are very noted examples of the work of Cruikshank.

181. Cruikshank (George). Three Courses and a Dessert. With 51 wood-
cuts by George Cruikshank, mainly with his initials. First Edi-
tion. Svo, original half roan, cloth sides, uncut. Enclosed in open
faced cloth case. London, 1830
The illustrations to this work are especially good. Douglas, in his
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Bibliography mentions the fact that they are "very spirited, good and
amusing."
The book is very hard to obtain in the original binding in good and

uncut condition. The woodcuts are frequently found in Extra-Illustrated
works as being good representations of the best work of George Cruik-
shank.

182. Cruikshank (George). [Dalton (J.).] The Gentleman in Black.

With 5 full-page plates, and a tailpiece, by George Cruikshank.
First Edition. 12mo, full dark red. crushed levant morocco, gilt

and blind tooled sides, with facsimile of the artist's signature in

centre of front cover, gilt top, uncut, advertisements preserved, by
sangorski and sutcliffe. In open-faced cloth case.

London: William Kidd, 1831

183. Cruikshank (George). [Defoe (Daniel).] The Life and Surprising

Adventures of Eobinson Crusoe, of York, mariner. With Introduc-

tory Verses by Bernard Barton, and numerous engravings from
drawings by George Cruikshank. First Edition with the Cruik-

shank illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo, full brick-red polished calf, back-

richly tooled, dentelle inside borders, gilt tops, uncut, the original

labels bound in, by zaeiinsdorf. London: John Major, 1831

A beautiful copy on Large Paper, with proofs of the frontispieces,

on India paper.

184. Cruiksii wk (George). De Katzleben (The Baroness). Tbe Cat's

Tail; being the History of Childe Merlin. A Tale. With 3 etch-

ings by George Cruikshank. First Edition. 12mo, original half

roan, gilt top, uncut, light ink spot on margins of a few pages.

Edinburgh, 183]

185. Cruikshank (George). Ferdinand Franck; an Auto-Biographical

Sketch of the Youthful Days of a Musical Student. With illustra-

tions by George Cruikshank. Second Edition, but the first to con-

tain the Cruikshank illustrations. 12mo, original cloth, uncut.

London: R. Ackermann, L831

186. Cruikshank (George). Illustrations of Smollett, Fielding and Gold-

smith, in n series of il plates, designed and engraved by George

Cruikshank. First Edition. 12mo, original half green morocco,

cloth sides, gilt edges. Enclosed in half levant morocco case, with

inner protecting cloth cover. London: Charles Tilt, 1832

The plates herein Include those to eleven of the volumes of Roscoe's
Novelist's Library. Each plate is accompanied by an extract from
the novel it illustrates, fully explaining the subject.

187. Cruikshank (George). The Bee and the Wasp. A Fable.—In Verse.

With I etched plates by Oeorge Cruikshank. First Edition. 12mo,
original wrappers, uncut. London: Charles Tilt, 1832
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1SS. Cruikshank (George). My Sketch Book. Complete Set. With 36

plates (numerous figures on each), all finely colored, the color-

ing originals. First Edition. Oblong lt<>. in the original 9

pabT8j with all the wrappers. Enclosed in green morocco solander

case, with inner protecting cloth cover.

London: Published far the Artist. 1833-1836

Of the greatest rarity in such perfect condition, with all the
"points" and all the plates in first st;itc. agreeing with the Douglas
collation.

It is especially difficult to obtain a copy of this book with Plate 2

Part 5 in first state. There is a peculiar error on this plate which
was corrected before many copies were issued. In the first state, of

this plate, on a bag of gold (made to represent a man's head i are

printed the letters, "O G L D," being afterwards corrected "G O L D."

189. Cbuikshank (George). [Pettigrew (T. J.).] Lucien Greville. By
A Cornet in the Hon. East India Company's Service. With *>

etchings by George Cruikshank. First Edition. 3 vols. 12mo.

boards, with paper labels, uncut and entirely unopened. In open

faced leather case. London : Saunders & Otley, 1833

From the Edward Truman collection, and remarkable for its condition.

190. Cruikshank (George). [Smith (H. and J.).] Rejected Addresse-

:

or, the Xew Theatrum Poetarum. With 6 woodcuts in the text by

George Cruikshank, and a tinted portrait of the authors by Har-
loiee. First Edition" with the Cruikshank illustrations. 12mo,
original boards, with the label, entirely uncut, and mainly unopened.

Enclosed in crimson levant morocco solander case.

London: John Murray, 1833

A very fine copy. Rare in this condition.

191. Cruikshaxk (George). Sunday in London. Illustrated in fourteen

Cuts, by George Cruikshank, and a few words by a friend of his;

with a copy of Sir Andrew Agnew's Bill. With 11 full-page wood-

cuts and 3 vignettes (one of which is repeated on the title-page),

by George Cruikshank. First Edition. 8vo, original boards, un-

cut. Enclosed in crimson levant morocco solander case.

London : Effingham Wilson, 1833

Unusually" fine copy-. From the J. F. Hinckley collection, with
bookplate.

192. Cruikshank (George). [Barker (M. H.).] Tough Yarns; A series

of Xaval Tales and Sketches to please all hands. By the Old Sailor.

With 8 etchings and 9 woodcuts by George Cruikshank. First Edi-

tion*. 12mo, full slate-blue levant morocco, with medallion of a

ship under full sail in translucent vellum on front cover, by cedric

chivers. In cloth case. London, 1835
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193. Cruikshank (George). The Comic Almanack. Containing 195
etched plates, of which those for 1849-1853 are folding, and the last

four (viz. 1850-1853) finely colored, by George Cruikshank, also 76

woodcuts by the same artist, and hundreds of equally humorous
small woodcuts by Hine and other artists. Complete set. 19 vols.,

15 in the original pictorial covers, the balance in original cloth. En-
closed in 5 cloth cases, with inner protecting cloth covers. Xew
backs most skilfully supplied for volumes 184-4 and 1841.

London, 1835-1853

A REMARKABLY FIXE AND ABSOLUTELY PERFECT SET, EVEN MORE SO THAN
IS RECORDED BY CAPTAIN DOUGLAS IN HIS ELABORATE COLLATION.
The text, edited by Mayhew. was contributed to by a host of humorous

talent, including Thackeray who enriched the issues of 1839 and 1840 with
two of the best of his minor writings "The Fatal Boots." and "Barber
Cox's Diary," the 24 etchings for which year are solely devoted
to illustrating those two Miscellanies.

This set agrees with Douglas throughout in color of covers, and the

supply of advertisement leaves, except in one volume, that of 1848

;

which has 16pp. of an advertisement sheet at the back, of which Capt
Douglas does not seem to have known.

194. Cruikshank (George). A Comic Alphabet. Folding panoramic sheet,

containing 24 subjects, all in colors, designed, etched and pub-

lished by George Cruikshank. First Edition. L6mo, original

hoards. Enclosed in open-faced cloth case, with cloth protecting

cover. Pentonville, 1836

As fresh as on day of issue. From the Edward Truman collection.

195. Cruikshank (George). Landscape-Historical Illustrations of Scotland,

and the Waverley Novels; from drawings by J. M. W. Turner
.... Comic Illustrations by G. Cruikshank. Descriptions by

G. X. Wright, First Edition. 2 vols, in 1, 4to, half olive morocco,

gilt. • London [1836-1838]

The above contains 100 illustrations, of which ."4 are by George
Cruikshank. All are fine impressions and unspotted, an unusual feature.

196. Cruikshank (George). Inglis (11. 1>. ). Rambles in the Footsteps

of Don Quixote. With etchings by George Cruikshank. Firm'

Edition. 12mo, half green polished calf, gilt back, gilt top, uncut,

with original paper label preserved, by ZAEHNSDORF.
London, 183?

197. Cruikshank (George). Scenes from the Life of Edward Lascelles,

Gent. With vignettes oh each title-page, and frontispieces to each

volume, by George Cruikshank. First Edition. 2 \"l-. L2mo, full

blue crushed levant morocco, interlaced gold lines on sides, with fac-

simile of Cruikshank's signature in centre of each side, gilt tops,

uncut. BY 8ANGORSK1 and SUTCLIFFE. In open faced cloth case.

London, 1837

198. Cruikshank (George). Glascock (Captain). Land Sharks and Sea

(lulls. With <i etchings l,y George Cruikshank. PlRST EDITION.

:; vols. 8vo, half brown polished morocco, giU hacks, gilt tops, uncut,

by riviere. London: Richard Bentley, 1838
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199. Cruikshank (Geobge). Ainsworth (William Barrison). .lark Shep-

pard. A Romance. With portrait after Lane, and '?' etchings and
2 woodcuts I'n George Cruikshank, Fibst Edition. 3 vols. l2mo,

original cloth, uncut, several pages loose. Enclosed in case, with

morocco back, lettered. Loudon: Richard Bentley, L839

A fink copy. Rake in original cloth.

200. Cruikshank (George). The Loving Ballad of Lord Bateman. With

11 finely etched plates by George Cruikshank, and the sheet of

music. First issue of the Fibst Edition. Square 24mo, lull

dark red levant morocco, gilt hack and sides, broad dentelle inside

border, gilt top, original cloth covers preserved, also 8 pages of ad-

vertisements. Enclosed in slip-case, with yellow levant back.

London: Charles Tilt. 1839

With the numbers in the centre of the pages. The text has been

attributed to both Charles Dickens and William Makepeace Thackeray.

201. Cruikshank (George). Ainsworth (William Harrison). The Tower
of London. A Historical Romance. With 40 etchings, and 58

woodcuts by George Cruikshank. First Edition. 8vo, in the
ORIGINAL PARTS (13 in 12), with all the wrappers and advertise-

ments, uncut. Enclosed in cloth case, with inner protecting cover.

Two hacks and portions of one other most skilfully supplied: name
on all wrappers but one. London: Richard Bentley, 1840

A VERY FINE COPY. EXCEEDINGLY RARE IN TARTS.

•202. Cruikshank (George). [Barham (Eichard Harris).] The Ingoldsby
Legends: or. Mirth and Marvels. By ''Thomas Ingoldsby, Esquire."

Illustrated with 10 spirited etchings, 8 of which are by George

Cruikshank, and the remainder by John Leech. 3 vols. Svo. original

brown cloth, uncut. Enclosed in cloth case.

London: Richard Bentley. 1840-1842-1847

Genuine first issue of the First Edition, witii the blank page 236,
and the excessively rare small slip facing it. found in bit few copies,
which reads as follows :

"To the Critical Reader"

"By a blunder—for which too myself I may thank

—

Page Two thirty-six has been somehow left-blank.

Aha !—pour 1c coup jc ie Hens—you'll look
In vain for a fault in one page of the book."

"T. I."

Under which is written in the autograph of Thomas Moore, the
author of "Irish Melodies." the following.

—

"Take hack the virgin page
White and unlettered still

Some hand more calm more sage
The leaf shall ftU."

"T. M."
The famous Captain Douglas copy, number 37 in the sales cata-

logue.
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203. Cruikshaxk (George). Cockton (Henry). Stanley Thorn. With
ill ustrations by George CruikshanJc, "Alfred Croivquill" (A. H.
Forrester), and John Leech. First Edition*. 3 vols. 12rno, full

polished calf, rich gilt hacks, gilt tops, uncut, by riviere.

London: Richard Bentley. 1841
The first volume is illustrated by George Cruikshauk. and the second, by

Alfred Crowquill ; the third by John Leech, contains some of his best
work.

204. Ceuikshaxk (George). Dibdin (Charles). Songs, Naval and Na-
tional. With a Memoir and Addenda. With 12 characteristic etch-

ings by George CrnikshanJc. First Edition. 12mo, original cloth,

uncut. Preserved in a most artistic and beautifully made levant

case, decorated and hand-tooled and inlaid by kelly.
London: John Murray. IS 11

T XUSUALLY CHOICE AND PERFECT COPY.

The case contains two of the Cruikshank illustrations, reproduced
in different colored leathers: The central figures of "Tars Carousing."
and the illustrations at the bottom of "Jack Come Home." With smaller
inlaid designs in each corner and on the back of a Sea Lantern, an
anchor, small ships, flag. etc. The inside lining is of red. white and
blue, moire silk, representing the naval colors. The different designs
on the outside front cover are divided l>y gold tooling of a rope design.

205. Cruikshank (George). The original steel plate fob The illustra-

tion.
—"Mr. Jacob Twink Sucking the Monkey,"' which appeared in

Bentley's Miscellany for December 1st, 1841, illustrating the

story "Giles Chawbacon," by Paul Pindar. London, IS II

The original part of the "Miscellany" for December 1st, 1841, ac-

companies the plate, and an impression from the original plate is used
as a doublure to the very appropriate straight-grained morocco ease in

which the whole is preserved. The plate is protected between layers of

silk. The top layer is stretched on a padded hoard which ran easily

be removed, and the Steel plate taken out. The case is very finely made
and has the appearance of a hook,—contents lettered, gilt tool deco-

ration.

206. Cruikshank (George). George Cruikshank's Omnibus. Edited by

Laman Blanchard. Illustrated with 100 engravings on steel ami

wood by George Cruikshank. First Edition. Royal 8vo, in the
original 9 PARTS, with all wrappers and advertisements, uncut, 3

parts need slight repairs. In a (loth case.

London: Tilt and Bogue, IS 12

Rare in parts. The Captain R. J. II. Douglas copy. No. 154 of bis

sales catalogue.
Contains all the "points."—The Table of Contents, list of etchings, "Our

Preface." and "A Few Words to the Public."

207. Cruikshank (George). George Cruikshank's Omnibus. Edited by

Laman Blanchard. Illustrated with 100 engravings on steel and
wood by George Crvikshank. First Kpitiom. Uoyal Svo, full olive

green crushed levant morocco, with a six-line border on sides, o-ilt
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inside borders, gilt edges on the rough, with original green cloth

covers preserved, i.v zaehnsdobf.
London: Tilt and Bogue, 1842

Earliest issue of the first edition in a single volume, bound from the
jrreen cloth, that of red being the second issue, published the same year.

There are two additional illustrations by George Cruikshank on these
covers, one on the front and the other on the back.

Like the preceding copy in parts, it contains all the "points." as

enumerated above.

208. Cbuikshank (GeorGe). [Barnaul (E. H. D.).] Martin's Vagaries.

Being a Sequel to A Tale of a Tub, recently discovered at the Uni-
versity of Oxford, with Xotes by Scriblerus Oxonienses, etc. With

2 full-page etchings and woodcut vignette, by George Cruikshank.

First Edition". 12mo, original wrappers, uncut and unopened.

London : A. H. Baily. 1843

209. Cruikshank (George). Ainsworth (William Harrison). St. James's

;

or. The Court of Queen Anne. An Historical Romance. With 9

characteristic plates, by George Cruikshank. First Edition". 3

vols. 12mo, original boards, with labels, uncut. Each volume en-

closed in a maroon leathsr case, with inner protecting cover of cloth.

London: John Mortimer, 1844
Rake in this condition*. From the library of Edward Henry Hill,

with his finely engraved bookplate.

210. Cbuikshank (George). The Bachelor's Own Book; being, the Progress
of Mr. Lambkin in the Pursuit of Pleasure and Amusement, and
also in Search of Health and Happiness. With finely engraved pic-

torial title-page, and a series of 24 scenes on 12 plates, designed,

etched and published by George Cruikshank, all in colors. First
Edition. Oblong 8vo, original boards, with front cover in colors,

by Cruikshank, cloth back. In open faced cloth case and protecting

wrapper of cloth. Xame on front cover.

[London] Designed, Etched & Published by George Cruikshank.
August 1st, 1844

Fixe copy of this charming book. Exceedingly rare in this state.

211. Cruikshank (George). A'Beckett (Gilbert Abbott—Editor). George
Cruikshank's Table-Book. Illustrated with 12 etchings, signed, 6

gh/phographs, and 116 xvoodcuts, by George Cruikshank. First
Edition. Royal 8vo, full olive green crushed levant morocco, with
a border of six lines on sides, inside borders, original cloth covers

preserved, gilt edges, by zaehnsdorf.
London: Punch Office. 1845

Fine copy. Contains the first appearance of Thackeray's "J. Legend
of the Rhine."
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212: Cruikshank (George). Maxwell (W. H.). History of the Irish Re-
hellion in 1798; with Memoirs of the Union, and Emmett's Insur-
rection in 1803. With, portraits of Lord Cotnwallis, Bobert Em met t.

and others, and numerous spirited etchings by George Cruikshank.
First Editiox. In the original parts (XV in XII), with all

the wrappers, and advertisements, uncut. Enclosed in a green le-

vant morocco solander case, with inner protecting cover of green
silk. London : A. H. Baily, 1845
With the exception that new hacks and several small portions of

wrappers have been skilfully supplied, and a little writing on 2 covers,
A VERY FINE SET AND VERY RARE IN THE ORIGINAL PARTS, ALL OF WHICH
have a woodcut design by Cruikshank. Contains 27 plates, 21 of which
are by Cruikshank.

213. Cbuikshank (George). Gore (Mrs.). Xew Year's Day, a Winter's

Tale. With 4 illustrations by George Cruikshank. First Edition.
12mo, full polished maroon calf, rich gilt hack, gilt edges, original

cloth covers and advertisements preserved, by zaehnsdore.
London: Fisher Son & Co. [1846]

214. Cbuikshank (George). Our Own Times. With 4 etchings and 35

glyphographSj and <> woodcuts, all by George Cruikshank. 4 parts,

all eveb ISSUED. 8vo, original wrappers, designed by Cruikshank.

with advertisements, uncut. Enclosed in crimson morocco solander

case, with inner protecting cover of cloth.

London: Bradbury & Evans. L846

Comprises,—April. May. June and July, 1S46. A very fine set. The
contributors included Gilbert A. A'Beckett, and others.

215. Cruikshank (George). Mayhew (The Brothers). The Good Genius
that turned everything into Gold; or, The Queen Bee and the Magic
Dress. A Christmas Fairy Tale. Illustrated by George Cruik-

shank. First Editiox. 12mo, full polished yellow calf, rich gilt

hack, gilt edges, original cloth covers bound in. BY root.

London. L84'i

21G. Cbuikshank (George). Mayhew (The Brothers). The (ireatcst

Plague of Life: or. Adventures of a Lady in Search of a Good Serv-

ant. With 12 etchings and a glyphograph by George Cruikshank.

FlRST EDITION. 12mo, original cloth, uncut. Preserved in a bos

covered in a red levant morocco in imitation of a hook, inlaid and

blind tooled figures and domestic utensils on both sides, with gold

tooled ornamentations, enclosed in another cloth case.

London [1841

|

Fine copy

217. Cruikshank (George). Mayhew (The Brothers). The Greatest

Plague of Lite-, or. The Adventures of a Lady in Search of a Good
Servant. With 12 etchings by George Cruikshank, and a glypho-

graph by him on tin' title, unit the wrapper <d each part. First
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Editio.v. 12mo, ix the original (i parts, with all the wrappers
ami advertisements, uncut, new backs supplied for 2 parts. En-
closed in maroon levant morocco case, with padded silk linings.

London: David Boguc. 1847
Fine copy. Very rare ix parts.

218. Cruikshaxk (George). Basile (Giambattista). The Pentamerone

;

or, The Story of Stories, fun for the little ones. Translated from
the Neapolitan by John Edward Taylor. With illustrations by

George Cruikshank. First Edition'. 12mo, full polished yellow

calf, rich gilt hack, gilt edges, by riviere. Loudon. 1848

219. Cruikshaxk (George). Mayhew (The Brothers). Whom to Marry
and How to Get Married. Witli 12 etchings by George Cruikshank.
First Edition". 12mo. in the original six tarts, with the wrap-

pers designed by Cruikshank, and advertisements, uncut, and mainly
unopened. Enclosed in a red morocco case, lined with white silk.

London: D. Bogue [1848]

Exceptionally fixe copy. Rare ix parts.

220. Cruikshaxk (George). [Mayhew (Horace).] The Toothache.

Imagined by Horace Mayhew and realized by George Cruikshank.

A folded sheet containing 43 numbered illustrations by George

Cruikshank, all ix colors. First Editiox. 16mo, full brown
levant morocco, doublure of red levant. Enclosed in cloth case.

[London. 184H]
From the Edward Truman collection.

221. Cruikshank (George). Beach (Angus B.). Clement Lorimer; or.

The Book with the Iron Clasps. With 12 etchings by George

Cruikshank. First Edition'. 12mo, half green polished calf, gilt

back, gilt top, uncut. London. 184D

222. Cruikshaxk (George). [Smedley (F. E.).] Frank Fairleigh; or,

Scenes from the Life of a Private Pupil. With 30 illustrations on

steel, by George Cruikshank. 8vo, full green polished calf, gilt back,

gilt top, edges scraped, original cloth covers preserved, by tout.
London : A. Hall. Virtue & Co., 1850

The genuine First Edition with the date.

223. Cruikshaxk (George). The World's Show, 1851; or, The Adventures
of Mr. and Mrs. Sandboys and Family, who came up to London to

"Enjoy Themselves'' and to See the Great Exhibition. By Henry
Mayhew and George Cruikshank. 10 etchings by G. Cruikshank. 8

parts, 8vo, origixal pictorial wrapper, uncut, four parts un-
opened, in half blue levant morocco case, with cloth protecting cover.

London: David Bogue. 1851

First Editiox. very rare. With the following added points of interest.

Part I—uncut and unopened.
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Part II—uncut ; with the 8pp. of advertisements at front, including
the Opinions of the Press on the above work ; and the 8 specimen pages
at end of the National Illustrated Library.
Part III—uncut ; with the leaf announcing the publication of "A Case

in Bankruptcy."
Part IV—uncut ; with 2 pages of advertisement at front and 8 pages

at end.
Part V—uncut and unopened ; with 8 specimen pages at end of the "Na-

tional Illustrated Library."
Part VI—uncut, mainly unopened ; with 2 pages of advertisements at

end.
Part VII—uncut and unopened.
Part VIII—uncut; with the General Title, and leaf containing List of

Illustrations, at end.

224. Cruikshank (George). Stowe (Harriet Beecher). Uncle Tom's
Cabin. With 27 illustrations on wood by George Cruikshank. First
English Edition. In the original 13 parts, with all wrappers,

some pages unopened, uncut. Enclosed in half morocco slip-case,

with inner protecting cover. London : John Cassell, 1852

Very rare in this condition.

225. Cruikshank (George). The Betting-Book. With cuts by George

Cruikshank. First Edition. 8vo, morocco back and boards.

London, 1852

The "tail" of a racehorse and its extension, at page 31 is specially

interesting.



At The American Art Galleries
MADISON SQUARE SOUTH, NEW YORK

UNRESTRICTED PUBLIC SALE BY ORDER OF
LOUISE SUYDAM AUSTIN, EMIL1E AUSTIN JONES, and the

GIRARD TRUST COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA, EXECUTORS

Second Session, Numbers 226 to 449, inclusive

MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 23rd, AT 8:00 O'CLOCK

220. Cruikshank (George). Fairy Library. Complete Set, as follows,

—

Xo. 1. George Cruikshank's Fairy Library. Hop-O'My-Thumb and
the Seven-League Boots. Edited and illustrated with six etchings

by George CruUcshank. Genuine first issue of the First Edi-

tion, the list of plates preceding frontispiece, and the advertise-

ment on back wrapper reading.—"Preparing for publication," etc.

London: David Bogue [ 1 8 o 3

]

Xo. 2. George Cruikshank's Fairy Library. The History of Jack &
the Bean-Stalk. Edited and illustrated with six etchings by George
Cruikshank. Genuine first issue of the First Edition, the list

of plates preceding frontispiece, and the advertisement on back

wrapper reading,—"Already Published. Hop 0' My Thumb and
the Seven League Boots Preparing for Publication, Xo. III.

Cinderella and the Glass Slipper," etc.

London: David Bogue [1854]

Xo. 3. George Cruikshank's Fairy Library. Cinderella and the Glass

Slipper. Edited and illustrated with ten subjects, designed and
etched on steel, by George Cruikshank. Genuine first issue of

the First Edition, the list of plates after the printed title-page,

and counted in the pagination, and the Address of Cruikshank re-

ferring to Mrs. Harriett Beecher Stowe, and to Dickens's article—

"Frauds on Fairies." London: David Bogue [1854]

Xo. 4. George Cruikshank's Fairy Library. Puss in Boots. Edited

and illustrated with (6) etchings on steel by George Cruikshank.

Genuine first issue of the First Edition, with the Address

"To the Public" on verso of front cover, the Address to Little Boys
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and Girls, etc. at the end, and the correct covers "Published by
Routledge, Warne, & Routledge.''

London: Published by Routledge, Warne, & Routledge [1864]
Together, 1 vols, square 12mo, original pictorial wrappers,

with designs by Cruikshank, 3 with cloth wrappers, the whole en-

closed in violet levant morocco solander case. London, 1853-1864

Complete sets and all genuine first issues, like the above, abe how
of great rarity.

227. Cruikshank (Georke). George Cruikshank's Magazine. Edited by
Frank E. Smedley. With folding plates and woodcuts by George

Cruikshank. 2 parts, 8vo, original pictorial wrappers, designed by

C. Williams, uncut, with advertisements. Enclosed in half mo-
rocco case, with protecting cloth cover.

London: David Bogue, 1854

All ever issued, Axn rare. Exceedingly fine copy. In the opinion
of many collectors and admirers of Cruikshank, he never executed a
finer and more characteristic plate than that of "The Comet," which
appears in part one of the above work.

228. Cruikshank (George). Cox (Mrs. E. W.). Twilight Tales. With

frontispiece by George Cruikshank. First Edition. Square 12mo,

original blue cloth, gilt edges. London, 1855

Extremely scarce. Not in the Reid or Douglas catalogues. "The Tru-
man" copy is the only one known."—Cohn.

229. Cruikshank (George). The Bands in the Parks. Copy of a Letter

supposed to have been sent from A High Dignitary of the Church,

to "The Right Man in the Right Place,
-

' upon the subject of the

Military Bands playing in the Parks on Sundays. Picked up and

published by George Cruikshank. With 3 woodcuts by George

Cruikshank. First Edition. Pp. 4. With 3 original drawings
BY Cruikshank (see below). Bound in one large oblong folio

volume, full dark red crushed levant morocco, facsimile of the

artist's signature in centre of front cover, and with title in large

type; floral tooling, dark blue silk doublures and linings, gilt edges,

BY SANGORSKl AND 8UTCLIFFE. In cloth case.

London: W. Tweedie [185G]

Accompanying this rare work, are three original drawings by
George Cruikshank, two of which are the drawings made for the
WOODCUTS, AS THEY APPEAR IN Till'. PAMPHLET; THE OTHER. A DRAWING MADE
for it. kit never PUBLISHED. The drawings arc actual scenes, accurately
sketched. All are signed in his autograph, and named by him. as

follows,

—

(1) "Scene in Farringdon St.. City of London, 1855. In the forenoon
11-12 o'ek."

Drawing, partly colored, VJVt x 1014 inches, of one of the
cuts iii the work. An infuriated man, open shirt, no collar, in the
act of striking a woman with a baby in her arms, blood on her
face and dress.

(2) "Scene in Broad street, St. Giles, Sunday afternoon. 4 o'ek. 1855."

DRAWING, PARTLY colored, same size as preceding, of one of the
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cuts iii the work. An Infuriated man is striking a woman, her
face covered with blood. Standing complacently by, is a man.
hands in pocket, pii>e in mouth, while 5 children, including -

little girls, look on. The figures of the spectators are unpub
lished. they do not appear on the cut in hook.

(3) "A Scene in Eversholt st. Camden Town, Sunday Evening, 8 o'ck,

1855."
Drawing, paktly colored, same size as preceding. UNPUBLISHED.

A drunken woman is being carried on the hack of a man, while
another man renders assistance by taking hold of the woman's
legs, interested spectators stand by. [See No. 329 for the ori-

ginal pencil sketch of this drawing.]

230. CBUIKSHANK (Geokge). Brough (Robert B. ). The Life of Sir John
Falstaff. With a Biography of the Knight, from authentic Sources.

by Robert B. Brough. With 20 full-page etchings by George Cruik-

shank. First Edition. Royal 8vo, in the original 10 parts,

witli all the wrappers (design by George Cruikshank on front cover of

each), uncut, some pages unopened. Enclosed in crimson morocco

solander case, with inner protecting silk wrapper.

London : Longman, Brown, Green etc., 1857-1858

With the exception that a new back has been supplied to part one
so skilfully as almost to defy detection, an exceptionally choice copy, and
ONE OF THE FINEST KNOWN. EACH PART PRACTICALLY AS FRESH AS THE
day it left tiie pkinter. A note inside reads.

—

"A more perfect copy in

more perfect condition could not be found."

231. Cruikshank (George). Cole (Alfred W.). Lorimer Littlehood,

Esq., a Young Man who wished to see Society and saw it accord-

ingly. With 16 plate.?, 12 of which are by George Cruikshank.

First Edition. 8vo, half green polished calf, gilt back, gilt top,

uncut, by zaehnsdorf. London : James Blackwood, 1858

232. Cbuikshank (Geouge). Pennell (H. Cholmondeley). Puck on Peg-

asus. Illustrated with a beautiful frontispiece by George Cruik-

shank, and other illustrations by John Leech, "Phiz," and others.

First Edition*. Square 8vo, original cloth, gilt, gilt edges.

London: Camden Hotten, 1861

The frontispiece to this work ranks among the finest of Cruikshank's
conceptions.

233. Cruikshank (George). The Oyster; where, how, and when to find,

breed, cook, and eat it. With 3 icoodcuts by George Cruikshank, 2

of which are repeated on covers. First Edition. 12mo, original

boards. Enclosed in cloth case, with ties. London, 1861

"It is a difficult book to get in fine condition, with back strip perfect."—Cohn. The above is a fine copy with back intact.

231. Cruikshank (George). What put my Pipe Out; or, Incidents in the

Life of a Clergyman. With 5 full-page woodcuts by George Cruik-

shank. First Edition. 12mo, original cloth, gilt.

London [1862]
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235. Cbuikshank (George). A Discovery concerning Ghosts: with a Rap
at the '-Spirit-Rappers." Dedicated to the "Ghost Club." Illus-

trated with 9 cuts by George Cruikshank. First Edition. 8vo,

original blue wrappers, enclosed in limp leather wrappers.

London, 1863

236. Cruikshank (George). Blewitt (Mrs. Octavian). The Rose and the

Lily : how they became the Emblems of England and France. With
frontispiece by George Cruikshank. First Edition. 12mo. half

red morocco, gilt back, gilt top, by root. London. 1877

The frontispiece is most interesting, as it is the last etching by George
Cruikshank, published at the age of 83.

237. Cruikshank (George). Hamilton (Walter). George Cruikshank:

Artist and Humorist. With numerous illustrations and a one-pound
hunk note. First Edition. 8vo, original wrappers, enclosed in

cloth case. London, 1878

AUTOGRAPH PRESENTATION COPY FROM THE AUTHOR.
This sketch was published in London in 1878 the year of Cruik-

shank's death. He was therefore over 85 years of age.

The amount of Cruikshank's work is almost inconceivable. Some idea
of the magnitude of his labors may be formed from Bill & Daldy's
Catalogue in which mention is made of 5080 separate productions ; this

list published in 1870 does not of course contain his excellent work
issued later in life.

When Cruikshank was in his prime, copper was the only material used
for etching.

238. Cruikshank (George). Jerrold (Douglas). The Life of George

Cruikshank: In Two Epochs. ]]'ith numerous illustrations.

First Edition. 2 vols, thick 12mo, full crimson levant morocco,

richly tooled gold backs, dentelle inside borders, gilt tops, i»v

morrell. London, 1882

Extra-Illustrated by the insertion of about 80 plates, all specimens
of Cruikshank's work, some in colors, including several early and very

rare examples, some in proof state. A very attractive copy.

230. Cruikshank (Geobge). The Cruikshankian Momus. Pictorial Broad-

sides and Uuniorius Song-Headings. With 52 comic designs to

popular ballads by the three Cruikshanks, colored by hand. Royal

8vo, cloth, uncut. London. L892

No. 196 of 520 copies printed.

240. Cruikshank (Geobge). Bunyan (John). The Pilgrim's Progress.

Illustrated with 25 full-page wood engravings by George Cruik-

shank. Fiest Edition with these illustrations. Royal 8vo, origi-

nal cloth, uncut. London, 1901

Limited and numbered issue. Each autographed by Edwin Truman.
•'Tlie drawings !'<>r the illustrations in tbis edition of the Pilgrim's

Progress were made by my friend George Cruikshank more than forty

years ago, and have been in my possession more than thirty-three years.

They arc now produced for the first time."

—

Edwin Triman.
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241. Cruieshane (George). Douglas (Captain R. J. EL). The Works of

George Cruikshauk, Classified and Arranged, with references to

Reid's Catalogue, and their approximate values. With a frontispiece.

4to, cloth, slightly worn. London. 1 004

Only a Limited number of copies of this valuable work were printed.
It is now quite scarce, owing to the fact that a number of the copies
were destroyed in a fire at the binder's.

I

242. Cruieshane (George). Fairy Songs and Ballads for the Young.
Written, composed, and dedicated to Her Royal Highness, the

Princess Royal, by 0. B. Dussek. With the words and music of

Jack and the Roan Stalk. The cover design, in 12 compartments,

by George CruikshanJc, ix two states, plain and in tints. Folio,

enclosed in cloth covers, lettered on side. London, undated
Rare.

243. Cruieshane (George). Cruikshank's Alphabet of Oddities. With a

colored representation of each letter of the alphabet. First (and

probably only) Edition*. 8vo, original cloth. Enclosed in blue mo-
rocco solander case. London: Edward Wallis, undated

This book, entirely unknown to any of the collectors or bibliographers

of Cruikshauk. is not in the British Museum.
Inserted on the inside of front cover is a card of George Cruikshauk

and on the fly-leaf, a signature of the artist.

Accompanying the volume is a letter from the British Museum to

the former owner of the hook, in which the expert says that the British

Museum has no copy, but that the work can he attributed to either

George or Robert. On comparison with works of both these artists, we
are of the opinion that both George and Robert worked on the same

244. Cruieshane (George). A Collection of 60 Caricatures, all in

color. Oblong 4to, or 8vo, inlaid in sheets of drawing paper, with

outer lines of black ink, and with specially printed title-page. Round
in one vol. thick oblong 4to, balf maroon levant morocco, with

leather label on side.

A Cruikshank collection of caricatures of importance and value.
including a number of Napoleonic interest.

The collection comprises some of his best and rarest humorous and
satirical productions. Included are 17 of the folding illustrations of

that rare and much esteemed periodical "The Scourge ;" the entire series

of his illustrations to the "Satirist," and both plates of the excessively

rare and short-lived continuation, "The Tripod." The remaining 32

plates have been chosen not only for excellence of impression and col-

oring, but as affording a wide view of the wonderful genius of the artist's

work, during its early vigor and originality.

All the plates (with two exceptions) are in first state, the excep-
tions being,

—

"Jealousy," issued by Thos. McLean, Aug. 1, 1835. (First Issue is Knight,
Nov. 1, 1825.)

"Blue Devils," Thos. McLean, Aug. 1. 1835. (First Issue is Humphreys,
Jan. 10, 1823.)
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For the first state of both the above plates see Nos. 1G0 and 168.

The following are among the 32 separate publications,

—

"Inconveniences of a Crowded Drawing Room," Douglas, No. 1087.
"Humming Birds—or, A Dandy Trio," Douglas, No. 1192.
"An Irish Epitaph," after Woodward. Douglas. No. 1045.

"Puzzled which to Choose ; or. The King of Timbuctoo offering one of
his Daughters in marriage to Capt. ." Douglas. No. 1092.

"Boney's Return from Elba." Douglas. No. T15.

"Mr. Grimaldi. .Song in Character—"All the World's in Paris," Doug-
las, No. 987.

"Dos ii Dos—Accidents in Quadrille Dancing," Douglas, Xo. 1174.

245. Cruiksiiaxk (George). Original Drawing in Pencil and Sepia;

"The Awkward Situation of Lady Balaeston." Signed in full, in

ink,

—

"George Cruiksharik." 414 by Gi/4 inches. Framed and
glazed.
Attractive specimen. The original of one of the plates in Fielding's

"Tom Jones," published in Roscoe's "Novelist's Library."

216. Cruiksiiaxk (Geokge). Original Pencil Drawing, signed.

—

"George

Gruikshdnk," entitled,

—

"The Gin-Juggernaih,—or tlte Worship of

the Great Spirit of the Age." 9% by 8 inches. Framed and glazed.

A powerful and probably unpublished drawing, conceived by Cruik-

shank about the time that his remarkable work, "The Bottle" called

world-wide attention to the evils attendant on the drink traffic.

"247. Cruiksiiaxk (George). A woodcut, representing a drinking scene.

the main figure with uplifted glass, about to propose a toast.

Mounted and guarded with loose fitting mat and bound in half

dark blue polished morocco, cloth sides, contents lettered.

A rare woodcut. First state. Probably uxiqie. With a most in-

teresting inscription in the handwriting of George Cruiksiiank ;is fol-

lows,

—

"Some of this by inc. (1. C. hut the
greater part is by my brother,

I. R. C."
The woodcut itself is signed in this manner,—"/. 1'. a <:. ('." (in the

handwriting of George Cruikshank).

218. Cruiksiiaxk (George). The John B. Gough and M. C. D. Borden
Collectictx or Cruikshakiana. Comprising almost thbee
THOUSAND, EIGHT HUNDBED ETCHINGS, WOODCUTS. LITHOGRAPHS,
glyphographs, etc. A number signed in the autograph of

Cruikshank j articles, essays, newspaper clippings, and other ma-
terial. 2fi vols, thick folio, full red crushed levanl morocco, richly

tooled gold backs, panelled sides with corner ornaments, dentellc in-

side borders, gilt tops, by THE CLUB BINDERY.

The world famous collection of Cruikshank ian a formed by John
B. Gough, the temperance lecturer, and life-long friend of George
CbUIKBHANK, which was LATER owned by the late M. ('. I >. BORDEN,
of New York. Mb. Borden mad the collection inlaid to a uniform size,

and sumptuously bound at the Club Bindeby, and it formed part of
HIS REMARKABLE i.ibhaky. DI8PEBSE0 BY THE American Art Association
in 1913.
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IT IS T1IK MOST COMPLETE COLLECTION OF ITS KIND THAT HAS EVER BEEN

BBOTJGHT TO AMERICA. AM) NOW THAT THE FAMOUS T/BUMAN AM) DOUGLAS
COLLECTIONS HAVE BEEN DISPERSED, IS CONSIDERED TO BE THE MOST VALUABLE
AND IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF ITS KIND IN THE WOBED, NOT EVEN EXCEPTING
THE LARGE AND IMPORTANT COLLECTION IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

Includes plates that were unknown to either Reid or Douglas. Each
plate has been carefully inlaid on Whatman paper, and the leaf mounted
mi a linen guard. The plates ABE IN almost every case erom First

Editions of the works in which they appeared, and are with few
exceptions complete sets, a LARGE NUMBER IN PROOF STATE.

Special attention is called to the unusual number in color.

Each volume has its title-page and list of Contents, all beautifully
executed in pen-and-ink. Each volume (with the exception of the Douglas
Bibliography) contains a portrait (all different i of George Cruikshank,

—

Steel, woodcut, photograph, etc.

This set comprises all hut Volume 25 of the item sold in the Borden
Sale under item Xo. 171. Regarding Vol. 2~> of this collection see heading
to following item.—No. 249.

Mr. Gough was a frequent visitor at the home of George Cruikshank.
hoth being intensely interested in the subject of temperance, Gough as

a lecturer and Cruikshank as an advocate and illustrator of the evils

attendant on drink. Under these conditions. Gough had a unique oppor-

tunity to secure specimens of the work of his friend, and to receive the
artist's personal attention and supervision in forming the collection.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS.
VOLUME I. The Westminster Review. Xo. LXVL—-June, 1840. By

William Makepeace Thackeray.
The Original Article inlaid from Svo. to folio. Extra-Illustrated

by the insertion of 132 specimens of the work of Cruikshank. includ-
ing several title-pages. Every hook mentioned at the heginning of
the article and every incident in the text is represented.

Includes: "Monstrosities of 1816," in colors. One of the rarest
of Cruikshank's caricatures of the prevailing fashions (1816) : "Philo-

progentiveness :" the plate usually missing from the original publi-

cation,
—"'The Westminster Review;" a set of the "Illustrations of

Time." with title: a series from the following.—"Life in Paris."

"Life in London." "Tales of Irish Life." "Points of Humour." "Ger-
man Popular Stories." "Hans of Iceland," "The Comic Almanac." "The
Loving Ballad of Lord Bateman," "Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi,"
"Jack Sheppard." "The Tower of London." "Greenwich Hospital,"

and others of interest and importance.
Together, 132 plates. 33 of which are in colors, others in proof

state.

VOLUME II. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces, Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: Photograph of Cruikshank: "The Life of Napoleon."
by William Combe, First Edition, London. 1815, complete set of 30
illustrations in color, including the title-page in colors, each plate
with its original title, and the added feature of having the detailed

descriptions as given in Reid's catalogue attached : "The Greeks."
1817, complete set of 6 illustrations in color: "The Pigeons," 1817.

complete set of <> illustrations in color ; "The Wit's Magazine"
(ISIS), a series of 12 illustrations in color, from this, one of the
RAREST OF THE SEVERAL MAGAZINES ILLUSTRATED BY CRUIKSHANK, in-

cluding title-pages; "The Humourist," a series of 32 illustra-
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tions, all but 2, in color, all brilliant impressions, several in

proof state, and including 3 of the colored title-pages ; "Life in

Loudon," by Pierce Egan, First Edition, 1821. complete set of 36
illustrations in color, also the complete set of 2."! woodcuts issued
with this work.

Together, 158 plates, 118 of which are in colors.

VOLUME III. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces. Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: The complete set in every case of the following works.

—

"Life in Paris," by David Carey. 1822, both sets of illustrations, col-

ored and woodcut ; "Points of Humour," 1823, both sets of illus-

trations, colored and woodcut; "Der Freischutz Travestie," 1824,

also the original title-page of this rare work, and others of interest

and importance.

Together, 182 plates, 41 of which are in colors, others in proof
STATE.

VOLUME IV. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces, Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes : Full bust portrait of George Cruikshank, engraved by
W. E. Wagstaff, autograph presentation copy from George Cruik-
shank, with the following inscription,

—

"From Geo. Cruikshank, to

his friend, James Gibbs, August Qth, 1869;" complete set in every
case of the following works.—"Greenwich Hospital" (by M. H.
Barker), LS26, the 12 illustrations in COLOR and tbe 10 woodcuts;
"Hans of Iceland," (by Victor Hugo), 1825; "Specimens of Ger-

man Romance," 182(i; "Bibliotheca Sussexiana." 1826-1829, the

plates in this work by George Cruikshank are etched after a famous
Hebrew and Cbaldee Pentateuch of the 13th century, and others

of interest and importance.

Together, 187 plates, 20 of which are in colors, others in proof
STATE.

VOLUME v. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces, Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: Tbe complete set in every case of the following works.—"Punch and Judy." 1828, the series of 24 plates in color, and the

4 woodcuts; "Tim Bobbin's Lancashire Dialect." (by John Collier),

1828; "Tales of other Hays," (by J. Y. Akerman), 1830 ; "The
Gentleman In Black," (by J. Dalton), 1S31 : "Demonology and Witch-
craft," by Sir Walter Scott. L8S0, and others of interest and im-

portance.
Together, 190 plates, 27 of which are in colors, others in proof

STATE.

VOLUME VI. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces, Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: Full bust portrait of George Cruikshank. engraved by

C. P. Wagstaff. Autograph presentation copy from George Cruik-
shank. with the following Inscription,

—

"George Cruikshank. To
his friend ./. it. Gough ;" complete sets in every case of the plates

of the following works,—"Humphrey clinker." "Roderick Random,"
and "Peregrine Fickle." by T. Smollett, 1831, all from Roscoe'S
"Novelist's Magazine:" "Tom Jones," "Amelia." and "Joseph An-
drews," by Henry Fielding. 1833 1832, from Roscoe'S "Novelist's

Magazine;" "Egyptian Mummies." by T. J. Pettrigrew. 1836, 10 illus-

trations, including the extraordinary plate of the profile of the Graeco
mummy, In gold and colors, and others of interest and Importance.

Together. L69 plates, " Of which ARE in COLORS.
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VOLUME VII. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces, Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: The complete sets in every case of the plates of the

following works.—"Minor Morals." by J. Bowring, L834-5-9; "Jour-
nal of the Plague Year." by Daniel Defoe, 1833; "The Comic Al-

manack. 1835-1836; "Rookwood," by William Harrison Ainsworth,
18.3(>: "Ben Brace." (by Captain Chamier), 1836, and others of

interest and importance.
Together, 171 plates.

VOLUME VIII. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces, Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: The complete sets in every case of the plates of the
following works,—"Sketches by Boz," by Charles Dickens. 1836-1837,

both First and Second Series: "Comic Alphabet," 1836, both states.

colored and plain ; "Bambles in the Footsteps of Don Quixote,"

by II. D. Inglis, 1837: "Oliver Twist," by Charles Dickens, 1,846, the

first octavo edition, the front wrapper of part I. preserved : "Comic-
Alphabet," 1837-1838, and others of interest and importance.

Together, 165 plates. 24 of which ark in colors.

VOLUME IX. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces, Titlk-Pac.es, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: The complete set in every case of the plates of the
following works,—"Life of Grimaldi," by Charles Dickens, 1838,
including the first state of "The last Song:" "The Ingoldsby
Legends," by Richard H. Barham. from the pages of Bentley's "Mis-
cellany." where it originally appeared: "Comic Almanack," 1839;
"Sketches by Boz." by Charles Dickens, 1837, the first octavo edition,

the front wrapper of part I. is preserved ; "Jack Sheppard," by
William Harrison Ainsworth, 1839; "The Loving Ballad of Lord
Bateman," 1839. the plates in two states, colored and plain. The
original cloth front cover preserved, also all the text and the music,
and others of interest and importance.

Together. 183 plates, 11 of which are in colors.

VOLUME X. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces. Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes : The complete set in every case of the plates of the
following works,—"The Tower of London." by William Harrison
Ainsworth. 1840, the original cloth covers and front wrapper of
part I. preserved; "Comic Almanack." 1S40 and 1841, the former
containing Thackeray's story "The Story of Barber Cox ;" "The
Little old Man of the Wood." by T. H. Sealy. the illustrated title-

page, containing a portrait of the author, who is listening to the
forest warder's lamentations: "The Artist and the Author. A
Statement, of Facts." by George Cruikshank, proving that the Dis-
tinguished Author. Mr. W. Harrison Ainsworth. is "labouring under
a singular delusion" with respect to the origin of "The Miser's
Daughter." "The Tower of London." etc.. the complete text, pp.lfi.

Autograph presentation copy to J. B. Cough, with the following
inscription.

—

"From Geo. Cruikshank, to his dear d- valued friend

J. H. Gough, June 2'2ud. 1*72." and others of interest and importance.
Together, 149 plates.

VOLUME XL Book Illustrations, Frontispieces. Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: The complete set in every case (one exception) of the
following works.—"Guy Fawkes." by William Harrison Ainsworth,
1841 : "Songs. Naval and National." by Charles Dibdin. 1841

:

"Windsor Castle." 1843. and "The Miser's Daughter." 1842, both
by William Harrison Ainsworth : George Cruikshank's "Omnibus,"
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1S42. the original front wrapper of No. VIII. preserved, and others
of interest and importance.

Together, 205 plates.

VOLUME XII. Book Illustrations. Frontispieces. Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: The complete set in every case of the following works.

—

"Arthur O'Leary," by Charles Lever. 1844: "History of the Irish
Rebellion." by YV. H. Maxwell. 1X4.">; "The Snow Storm." and "New
Year's Day." both by Mrs. Gore, (1845-1846) ; "John Manesty," by
Dr. Maginn. Proofs on India Paper: "The Bachelor's Own Book."
1844; "The Lamplighter's Story." by . Charles Dickens, 1841 (from
"The Picnic Papers"), proofs on India Paper, and others of interest
and importance.

Together, 170 plates.

VOLUME XIII. Book Illustrations. Frontispieces, Title-Pages. Vign-
ettes.

Includes : The complete set in every case of the following works.

—

"George Cruikshank's Table-Book," 1845. the front wrapper of No.
S preserved: "Comic Almanack." 1840-1847-1 848-1849 : "The Great-
est Plague in Life," by the Brothers Mayhew, (1847) : "The Inun-
dation." by Mrs. Gore, (18471. and others of interest and importance.

Together, 263 plates.

VOLUME XIV. Book Illustrations. Frontispieces, Title-Pages, Vign-
ettes.

Includes: The complete set in every case of the following works.

—

"The Good Genius that turned everything to Gold." by The Brothers
Mayhew. 1847; "Comic Almanac." 1850-1851-1852 ; "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," by H. Beecher Stowe, 1852; "The Tooth- Ache." (1849),
and others of interest and importance.

Together, 140 plates. 24 of which are in colors.
VOLUME XV. Book Illustrations, Frontispieces. Title Pages, Vign-

ettes.
Includes: The complete set in every case of the following works.

—

"Hop o My Thumb." (1853), proofs on India Pacer. Autograph
Presentation Set. with the following inscription.

—

•'From Qeorgi
Cruik8hank, to his dear friend, John li. Qough;" ".lack and the Bean
Stalk," (1S54), proofs on India Paper, also Autograph Presentation
set, with a similar inscription by George Cruikshank: "Cindcralla."
(1854), proofs on India Paper, also Autograph Presentation set. with
a similar inscription by George Cruikshank; "Puss in Boots."
(1804). proofs on [NDIA Paper, also Autograph .Presentat ion set. with
a similar inscription by George Cruikshank: "Sir John FalstafV."

1857-1858, proofs on India Papf.r. and with an extra portrait of
Falstaff in colors, and others of interest and importance.

Together, 107 plates, •"> of which are in colors.

VOLUME XVI. Book ILLUSTRATIONS, Frontispieces, Title-Pages. Vign-
ettes.

Includes: The complete set in practically all cases of the following
works, several of which are extremely rare and important,- "An
Historical Account of the Battle <>f Waterloo," by William Mudford,
1816-1817, a scries of 27 large plates in colors (including the finely

engraved title-page, ami all the George cruikshank plates); "Ber-
tram," by R. C. Maturin, 1816, the title-page in colors; "The Wit's
Magazine," Volume 2 (1818); "The Progress of a Midshipman."
1835; "Life of Napoleon Bonaparte," by W. IL Ireland, a series

of 23 large plates in COLORS (with one exception, That of Joseph, Duke
of Relchstadt, a complete set of the Cruikshank plates comprise 27. ".

of which arc uncolored), the title-page of volume 1. printed ami
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pablished by John Fairburn is preserved; "Barney Buntline ami
Blly Bowling," Song sheet, with large plate in colors, (1836), ami
others of interest ami importance, including a large Dumber of frontis-

pieces <>r engraved titles <<f which many are early ami rare. Bound
in this volume are the pages of "The Illustrated Review," with the

lengthy article aboul George Cruikshank, also newspaper clippings

(1872) on tlie Ainsworth-Cruikshank controversy.
Together. 190 plates, 55 of which auk in COLORS.

Y< >Ll'ME XVII. Characters and Scenes.
Includes: Caricatures. Song Sheets, and other material.—"The

Soldier's Farewell." after Woodward. August 13th, 1803, song sheet.

in coloks : "Unlawful Union," after Woodward, in colors; "Waiting
on the I.ailies." (1808, but without date or imprint), in colobs;
'•Inconvenient partners in Waltzing," (1817), in coloks: "Picture
of London." (1812), in colors, many years later fac-similes by Pail-

tkorpe : "Twelfth Night," after Woodward, in colors: "The Spirit

overcoming The Flesh." the frontispiece to Fairburn's Laughable Song
Book for 1813, in colobs; "Mary Hamilton." the frontispiece to a
very rare and early chap-book, i.n colors: "A Rejected Trifle from
Cumberland to Hanover." in colors, (this and the two following
plates, ARE FROM THE EXCESSIVELY RARE PERIODICAL "TlIE METEOR,"
1814),—"Lord P-t-sh-m." i Petersham, a well known fop of the
period), in colors;—"The Poet's Crave." in colors: "Poor Little

Mo." (1814), son;: sheet, in colors: "The School of Love." (1814),
illustration to a "Valentine Writer:" "A True Description of the
Young Lady born with a Pig's Face." (18151. broadside, in colors,
with initials (pencil), thought to be in the autograph of Cruikshank:—"Henry Hunt. Esqr," 1S1<>. in color: "A Genuine Dandy," (1817),
ix colors : A series of portraits, from Kenrick's "British Stage,"

including Munden. Braham. Kean and others, 1818. all ix colors;
"Les Graces." April 0th. 1817. and 3 others of this series, making it

complete, all in colors : "The Art of Walking the Streets of Lon-
don." after Woodward, 1818, the set of 8 plates, all ix colors;
"The Headache." and "The Cholic," Feb. ]2th. 1819. both in two
states, colored and plain : "Mr. Listen, as Moll Flaggon," July 23rd,

1824. autographed by George Criikshank. who states that the
plate is the work of his brother. Robert, and himself: "Dover
Coach." after A. Crowquill (1826), ix colors: "London Characters."

designed and etched by George Cruikshank. a series of 15 (complete
set is 24 plates i. ix colors; "La Ragatelle" (1836). song sheet,

ix colors: Portrait, full length, standing, of King George the

Fourth. 1830, ix colors (very rare), and others of interest and
importance, many of which are doi'ble plates.

Together. 134 plates, 86 of which are ix colors.

VOLL'ME XVIII. Political axd Satirical.
Includes: Caricatures. Song Sheets, and other material.—"We

two hae paidl "t." very early woodcut portrait of Cruikshank and
William Hone, the publisher seated at table. W. Hone invt. G. Cruik-
shank del.: "Presbyterian Penance." (1807). ix colors, the work
of George Cruikshank and his father, principally the latter: "A
Hint to the Ladies." after Woodward. (1868), ix colors; "Boney
Stark Mad. or. More Ships. Colonies & Commerce." 1808. ix colors,
Napoleon is depicted as in the height of his fury, seizing Talleyrand
by the hair, at the same time kicking the minister into the Tagus

;

"Bonaparte." (1811). song sheet, contains portrait of Elliston. the

actor singing the song: "Dinner of the Four in Hand Club at Salt-

hill." 1811. ix colors. First State, and the only plate executed by
Cruikshank for the first volume of "The Scourge ;" "The Return
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to Office," 1811, in colors, contains portrait of The Duke of York,
from "The Scourge."
Then foliows a series of about 20 double plates in color, from

"The Scourge," including.—"Princely Piety," 1811, contains portraits
of the Duke of Clarence and Mrs. Jordan ; "The Prince of Whales."
1812, contains portraits of the Prince of AVales, Sheridan and others;
"Quadrupeds, or Little Boney's last Kick." 1813, satire on Na-
poleon's retreat from Moscow, etc.

"Buonaparte led on by Ambition seeks ye conquest of ye World."
1814, IN COLORS, ALL THREE COMPARTMENTS, FROM THE EXCESSIVELY
rare periodical "The Meteor," also, "The Meteor Discomfiting Vice
and Exposing Folly," 1813, and the front pages of the issues for
Nov. 1, 1813, Jan. 1st, 1S14, Feby. 1st, 1814, and March 1st. 1814.

all of which contain head-pieces by George Cruikshank. also "Try-
alle forre Libelle. Pleadingge toe ann Indictemenete," and other
plates from the same periodical.
"The Imposter," 1814, in colors : "Napoleon and Louis XVIII.

fighting for the French Crown," 1815, in colors : "The Phoenix
of Elba resuscitated by Treason," 1815, in colors, Napoleon as the
French eagle, rising from a caldron at the bidding of the Spirit of
Treason ; "Napoleon riding on the French eagle from Belgium to-

wards Paris," 1815, in colors; "Napoleon addressing John Bull
from the deck of the Bellerophon" (1815), in colors; "A swarm
of English bees hiving in the Imperial Carriage," 1816, IN colors
and plain, a satire on the struggle made by the public to see the
carriage and other effects of Napoleon which were taken at Waterloo

;

"Royal Christinas Boxes and New Year Gifts," 1816, in colors.

the Prince Regent and the Emperor Alexander offer civilities to

Napoleon in his exile, and others of interest and importance, many
OF WHICH ARE DOUBLE PLATES.

Together, 106 plates. 81 of which are in colors.

VOLUME XIX. Political and Satirical.
Caricatures, Political Pamphlets, etc.,

—"The Piccadilly Nuisance,"
1818, in colors; "The Political House that Jack Built." Fine Eli
tion, Colored, London, William Hone, 1819, the complete work, witb
portraits of the Duke of Wellington, Canning, and others; "Lacing
in Style, or, a Dandy Midshipman preparing for (attraction."
1819, in colors, caustic satire on the fop of the period;—"Mon-
strosities of 1819 & 1820," 1819, IN colors and black and white:
"The Queen's Matrimonial Ladder," London, William Hone, 1820.

containing woodcut portraits of celebrated contemporary characters,

and other similar publications.
Together, 135 plates, 23 of which are in colors.

VOLUME XX. Political and Satirical.
Includes: Caricatures, Political Pamphlets, and other material,

—

Portrait of George Cruikshank, 1811, etched by P. D'algaille; "The
Root of the King's Evil." 1820, BOTH STATES, colored and plain:

"La Gloire des Ilonnetes (Jens!!" 1820, all 3 plates, in colors;
"Mother Wood, the popular Procuress, " 1820, IN colors; "The
Royal Extinguisher," 1821, in colors; "The Radical Ladder." 1821,

in colors; "The Political Showman—at Home." London, William
Hone, 1821, and other similar publications, all with illustrations

(mainly portraits of celebrities), by George Cruikshank; "Geordle

and Willie keeping it up," and "Turtle Doves and Turtle Soup,"

1822, one in colors, the other plain, the very rare plates for both

parts of "Kilts and Philibegs," 1822, both of which contain portraits

,<( George the Fourth; "The Advantages of Travel," 1824, in colors;
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"Parisian Luxury." 1^24. in colobs ; "Exhibition Extraordinary
in the Horticultural Room," 1820, i.\ colors, Includes portraus~of
many well-known contemporary persons; "A Penny Political Pic-

ture for the People," 1867, with the 2 pages of text, on first page of

text is slip on which is written in George Cruikshank's autograph,

—

"Mr. Oibbs," and on the page the artist's initials, believed to be
in bis autograph; "The Leader of the Parisian Blood Red Republic,
or the Infernal Fiend," 1871, in colors, autograph presentation
COPT FROM Geoeqe Cruiksiiank with the following inscription.

—

"From Qeo. Vruikxhnnl;, to hi* dear friend, J. Ii. Goiu/h. Atujt. lOfft,

IsTl." a very rare broadside relating to Franco-Prussian War:
"My Sketch Book," First Edition, 1834, etc., complete set of the
36 plates (ef '.) parts), Parts I-VI. in two states, colored and
plain. Including title-page, and others of interest and importance,
SOME OP WHICH ARE DOUBLE PLATES.

Together. Ki5 plates, 44 of which are in colors.
VOLUME XXI. Caricatures, Song Sheets, Broadsides, Political

Pamphlets, and other material.
"The Good Effects of Carbonic Gas," 1807, in colors, not in

Douglas; "The Mulberry-Tree," March 1st, 180S, in colors, auto-
graphed by George Cruiksiiank; "The Jubilee of 1S09," with the
frontispiece in colors, the entire work, London, 1809 ; "Comparative
Anatomy or Bone-ys new Conscripts filling up the Skeletons of the
Old Regiments," 1813, in colors, from "The Satirist ;" "The Narrow
Escape, or Boney's Crand Leap, a la Grimaldi," 1813. in colors;
"The Hero's Return." 1813, in colors, the Empress Maria Louise
horror struck at Napoleon's appearance on his return from Mos-
cow ;

—"Anticipation for Boney," 1813, in colors, a republican tri-

bunal for Napoleon ; "Review of the French Troops on their return-
ing March through Smolensko," 1813, in colors ; "More Trophies
for White-hall," 1813, in colors, Wellington receiving Marshal Jour-
dan's baton ; "Imperial Botany—or a Peep at Josephine's collection
of English Exoticks," 1814, in colors ; "The Allied Baker, or, the
Corsican Toad in the hole," 1814, in colors, view of a large oven,
with Blucher, Woronzow and the King of Prussia about to thrust
Napoleon, into the glowing interior ; "Broken Gingerbread," 1814,
in colors, Napoleon as a ragged Italian image vendor ; "The Hell-

Baronian Emperor going to take possession of his new Territory."
1814, in colors ;

—"Little Boney gone to Pot," 1814, in colors :

"The Brown Jug" (1815), in colors, song sheet; "Boney's Return
from Elba, or, the Devil among the Tailors," 1815, in colors ; "Hell
broke Loose" (1815), in colors, the flight of the English across the
Seine at the approach of Napoleon from Elba ; "Dreams of Terror,

or the Vision of Louis XVIII" (1816), in colors, relates to the
arrest of Sir R. Wilson and others for having aided the escape of

Lavalette; "A German Mountebank blowing his own Trumpet at

a Dutch Concert" (1818), in colors, song sheet, with the music
(pp. 3); "A Dandy & a Dandyzette" (1818), in colors; "Old
Towler," circa 1829, song sheet, sporting item, and others of interest

and importance, many of which relate to Napoleon. A large
NUMBER OF THE PLATES IN THIS VOLUME ARE DOUBLE-PAGE.

Together, 131 plates, 118 of which are in colors.

VOLUME XXII. Illustrations of Time, Phrenological Illustrations,
Scraps and Sketches ; Miscellaneous.

Includes : "The Champion of Temperance," portrait of George
Cruikshank; "Paddy M'Shane's Seven Ages" (1807), song sheet;

"The Celebrated Mock Italian Song" (1808), in colors, song sheet;

A series of "Lottery Puffs," published in the early part of the
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XlXth century, all of which are rare. Including two autographed or
initialed by George Cruikshank : "Phrenological Illustrations," 1830,

two sets, one colored, the other plain, also title-page and letter-

press of an edition of 1873 (apparently never published), and spe-

cially interesting, it contains a presentation inscription by George
Cruikshank, reading as follows,

—

"From Oeoe. Cruikshank to his

friend <(• Teetotal Brother. J. B. Gough /" "Illustrations of Time,"
1827, two sets, one colored, the other plain, only one title-page however,
and that plain, specially interesting as it contains a presentation in-

scription by George Cruikshank, reading as follows,

—

"From Geo.

Cruikshank to his friend <(• brother, J. B. Gough. Mai/ 1st. 1S74 :"

"Scraps and Sketches ;" The front cover of a projected re-issue of

"Scraps and Sketches," circa 1855; "A Discovery Concerning Ghosts,"

London, 1863 (text complete); "The Chignon," 1870. in colors;

The series of three portraits of Arthur Upton and others from
"Memoirs of Harriet Wilson," 1813; Trade Card of J. W. Bouton,

bookseller, New York, 1871, both states, colored and plain, and others

of interest and importance. Also various periodical excerpts, news-

paper clippings, etc.

Together. 134 plates, of which 28 are in colors.

VOLUME XXIII. Temperance and Social Reform.
Includes : "Our Gutter Children," 1869, autograph presentation
copy from George Cruikshank, with the following inscription,

—

"From George Cruikshank, to his friend James Gibbs, with best

wishes d regards. Sept. 22nd. 1869;" "A Pop-Gun fired off by
George Cruikshank," the words "Mr. Gibbs" written on front cover
in the autograph of George Cruikshank ; "The Glass. The New
Crystal Falace" (1853), autograph presentation inscription on
front cover; "The Drunkard," by John O'Neill, London, 1842; "The
Bottle:" "Band of Hope Pledges;" "The Betting Book;" "The Back-
slider;" "The (Jin Shop," two states. COLORED and plain, and a large

number of similar publications.

Together, 150 plates. 16 of which are in colors.
VOLUME XXIV. Song Sheets. CARICATURES, Etchings, and other ma-

terial, many in Proof State, Some Autographed by the Artist.

Includes: "The Treasury Spectre," 179s. in colors, designed by
Mary Cruikshank, of high association interest, having written
on the plate IN the autograph of George Ciu'iksiiank, the follow-

ing.

—

"This Marij Cruikshank teas nut nig sister, but inn dear Mo-
ther. Mil sister Mn rii died irhen a little girl. Geo. Cruikshank ;"—
"The Cossacks attacking the French Army under Murat," in colors,

autographed p.y George Cruikshank, not in Reid, and extremely
rare; "The Noble Spaniards," 1808, in colors; "Mrs. Clarke's

Petticoat," 1809, in COLORS, a satire on the Duke of York and his

Mistress: "The Arrest of Sir Fs. Burdett." in colors, contains por-

trait of George Cruikshank, initialed in his autograph; "The
Peddigree <>f Corporal Violet." 1815, in colors, a Napoleon item of

rarity; "Fare Thee 'Well," in colors, song sheet ; "Bags Nodle'e

Feast" (1817), in colors, song sheet; "The New Union Club." 1810,

in COLORS; ".Monstrosities." 1818, 1*24, 1826, all in colors;
"Source of the Water Works" (1828), Broadside; "Sketches by

BOZ," by Charles Dickens, 1836. the series of L's plates (including

title-page I. all proofs on India Paper; "The Inhabitants of the

Earth." AUTOGRAPH presentation COPY from GEORGE CRUIKSHANK,
With the following inscription,

—

"From Geo. Criiiksltuuk. to his friend,

J. B. Gough:" "Fairy Connoisseurs Inspecting Mr. Locker's col-

lection of Drawings" (ISt'.S). PROOF on India PAPER, Autograph pre-
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sentation copy from Mr. Locker, and others of interest and Im-
portance.

Together, 95 plates. :;s of which are in colobs.

VOLUME XXVI.
The Works of George Cruikshank, in oil. Water-Colors, Ori-

ginal Drawings, Eachings, Woodcuts. Lithographs, and Glyphographs.
Collected by John r>. Gough. With a facsimile of the catalogue and
28 original drawings reproduced l>y photogravure.

Boston: The Club of Odd Volumes, 1S90
one of 125 copies printed on plate paper, inlaid on Whatman hand-

made paper.

VOjLUMB XXVII.
The Works of George Cruikshank, Classified and Arranged. With

references to Keid's Catalogue, and their approximate values. By
Captn. K. J. II. Douglas. With a frontispiece.

London : Printed by J. Davy, 19.03

ORIGINAL DRAWINGS BY GEORGE CRUIKSHANK
COMPRISING THE WORLD-FAMOUS GOUGH COLLECTION

(No. 171, Vol. 25, in the Borden Catalogue)

This collection contains some of the finest productions from the

pen and pencil of this renowned artist, as well as outline drawings

of his original conception for some of the more noteworthy etchings

appearing in his important published works, and includes some

apparently unpublished subjects.

With the exception of about twelve sketches, they are all signed by the
ARTIST, WHILE MANY CONTAIN THE TITLES OF THE SUBJECTS, WITH COM-

MENTS AND OTHER REMARKS IN CrUIKSHANK'S CHARACTERISTIC STYLE AND
AUTOGRAPH.
On account of the great importance of these sketches, comprising as

they do, the most noteworthy collection of its kind ever offered,

either at public or private sale in America, it has heen thought ad-

visable, in order to give to the numerous Collectors and admirers of

the art of Cruikshank. an opportunity of procuring one or more unique

specimens of this artist's original work, to break the volume up. and
offer the various drawings as separate items.

The following items, Numbers 249 to 385 inclusive, are therefore those

sketches originally bound in the above-mentioned volume.

249. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Portrait of him-

self in profile, three on one side, and two on the other side of a sheet

of paper, 2 by 3y2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

250. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Portrait of

Charles Dickens at the age of 26. Signed in pencil.

—

"Geo. Cruik-

shank/' This is the original pencil sketch, later used by F. W.
Pailthorpe, for his etched portrait of Dickens, an India proof copy
of which accompanies the above. Together, 2 piece-, both inlaid.
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251. Cruikshank (George). Original Sepia Drawing. Monument, and
St. Paul's. Signed.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." 5% by 7% inches, in-

laid to 4to.

The artist haying humanized both the dome and a torch, places them
in a conversational attitude, with the full-face of the moon looking
down through a rift in the dark clouds.

252. Cruikshank (George). Original Sepia Drawing. Paul Pry.

Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." T 1/^ by 6^4 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The artist has here represented Mr. Liston, the great actor, as "Paul
Pry," placing him in an attitude of astonishment, between two pillars

of a large building, doorway in background.

253. Cruiksiiank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Peter Pepper-
corn. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruisliank deli." 6*4 by 0% inches, in-

laid to 4to, slightly spotted.

A love scene, interior. A young man is handing a bouquet of flowers
to a female, the latter is turning away in scorn.

254. Cruikshank (George). Original Sepia Drawing. Jack Robinson.

Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruiksnak, del." 6% by 5% inches, inlaid to 4to.

Probably unpublished. Two elderly people are about to be united
in the bonds of matrimony, when the long absent husband returns. The
faces of both the prospective bride and her lost husband's, are an inter-

esting study in physiognomy.

255. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Barney Bral-

laghan. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank del." 6y2 by 5% inches, in-

laid, slightly spotted.

An apparently unpublished sketch. A jovial Irishman, seated astride

a gate, with shilalah in hand, is apparently singing, or conversing to an
unseen party behind a latticed window.

256. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Haste to the

Wedding. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruiksiiank del." (i
;i

4 by 5% inches,

inlaid to 4to.

Possibly unpublished. Two Irishmen arc beating each other with their
shilalahs, the quarrel apparently having started over the "Fair one."
who during the altercation has run away with a third party, with whom
she is about to enter the church to get married.

257. Cruikshank (George). Original Watercolob Sketch. Sir John
Falstaff's Grand Manosvre at the Battle of Shrewsbury. Signed,

—

George Cruiksiiank." r
i by l

]/L> inches, inlaid to 1 to.

This is the original of plate No. 7, an etching by Cruikshank for
Part IV. of "The Life of Sir John Falstaff." The scene depicts the knight
about to rise from (lie ground, after Inning been supposed to be dead
by bis royal highness, the Prince of Wales. The battle is still raging
in the background.

"Death hath not struck sit fat <i deer to-day,

Though main/ dearer, in this bloody fray.—
Embowell'd will I see thee by and by;
Till then, in blood by noble Percy lie."—rage 89.
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258. Cruikshank (Geobgb). Original Pencil Sketch, partly tinted, sir

John Falstaff (at Justice Shallow's) Exercising his Wit and his

Judgment in Selecting Men to Serve the King. 1 by -i 1/^ inches,

inlaid to 4to.

The original of plate No. 11, an etching by Cruikshank for Part VI.

of "The Life of sir John Falstaff." Illustrates the following passage,

—

•Sir John's treatment of his host was affable, but dignified. He suf-

fered Master Shallow to refer to their past intimacy, and lie to his

heart's content. ... Sir John selected such men as he considered desir-

able for the King's service from the levies provided for him."—Page 139.

259. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, partly tinted.

"Pistol" Informing Sir John Falstaff of the Death of Henry the

Fourth. 6% by 4y2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The original of plate No. 12, an etching by Cruikshank for Part VI.

of "The Life of Sir John Falstaff." The scene is laid in an inn-yard,
Pistol has just informed Falstaff of the death of the king.

"Sir John Falstaff (leaping to his feet like a colt).

—

What, is the old king dead?
Pistol.—As nail in door: the things I speak are just"—Page 171.

260. Cruikshank (George). Original Watercolor Sketch, Sir John
Falstaff on a Visit to his Friend Page at Windsor. 7 by 4% inches,

inlaid to 4to.

The original of plate No. 14, an etching by Cruikshank for Part VII.
of "The Life of Sir John Falstaff." A charming landscape, with figures

in foreground, castle on hill in background.

261. Cruikshank (George). Original Watercolor Sketch Sir John
Falstaff Disguised as "Mother Prat,*' Cudgelled and Driven Out by
Mr. Ford. Signed on face of lower step,

—

"George Cruikshank."

7 by 41/2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The original of plate No. 17, an etching by Cruikshank for No. IX. of
"The Life of Sir John Falstaff." A beautifully executed piece, illus-

trative of the following lines,
—"The victor is vanquished—the biter

bitten . . . becomes the easy dupe of a couple of practical-joking Berk-
shire housewives. It is distressing to contemplate a man— . . . sunk
so low as to receive without resentment a sound cudgelling administered,
in a fit of insensate jealousy, by a bourgeois inhabitant of Peascod Street."

—Pages, 192-193.

262. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil and Watercolor Sketch.
On a ribbon above, the words.—'"The Triumph of Cupid;" On a

ribbon below,—"A Reverie;" just above the last is the autograph
signature.

—

"George Cruikshank;" below the lower ribbon, the

motto.
—"Ex Fumo dare Lucem," and below the motto,—"The

Concpiest & Triumph of cupid, or as the oldman said anything you
please." 7*4 by 9 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Considered Ceuikshaxk's MASTERPrECE. This is the original drawing
of an etched plate for "The Table-Book. " representing the artist seated
in an armchair before an open fire. He is in a "reverie," smoking a long
pipe, the smoke curling in a dense circular cloud over his head, shows
many finely executed miniature figures, preceding and following a
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GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.
Original Pencil itnil Watercolor Sketch.

"The Triumph ol Cupid." |N'n. 262]
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chariot on which cnpid sits, being drawn in triumph by lions and tigers.

Sportive miniature figures, some grotesque, are climbing over chair,
table, and mantle-piece. There is a wide margin to the original sketch,

which contains numerous other miniature figures, in pencil, and addi-
tional writing, which does not appear on the finished sketch.
The finished etching accompanies the above drawing.
One of the most beautiful ami artistically grouped scfmects of

this noted artist.

[See Reproduction]

263. Cbuikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, slightly colored.

George'- Sister being flogged. "Uncle Tom*s Cabin." Signed.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." The entire title, as given above, is in Cruik-

shank's handwriting, and just below the signature the following,

also in the artist's autograph.—"The Tracing for drawing on wood."

41/4 by 6V4 inches, inlaid to 4to.

This is the original drawing of the sketch which appears in Mr-;.

Stowe's "T'ncle Tom's Cabin." with illustrations, by Cruikshank. pub-
lished in London. 1852. The finished woodcut bears caption,

—

"Perse-
cuted Virtue."
"She was whipped, sir, for wanting to live a decent Christian life,

such as your laws give no slave girl a right to live."—Page 95.

This tracing varies from the finished sketch.

264. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, slightly colored.

Horticultural Fete Treat. Signed,

—

"George Qruikshank." Below
the title given above, which is in Cruikshank's handwriting, and in

ink, the following almost illegible pencil caption is given,

—

"Comic
Almanac." b l/o by 4 inches. The finished etching accompanies

the drawing, both are inlaid to 4to. Together, 2 pieces.

This is the original sketch of a plate appearing in the "Comic Al-

manac" for 1845. It shows a large company, both male and female,
caught in a shower.

265. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Drawing. The Provoca-

tion of Miss Polly C— . Signed in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." 5y2
by 8 inches. The finished plate accompanies the drawing. Both
inlaid to 4to. Together, 2 pieces.

This is the original sketch of the glycographic plate appearing in No. 1,

January, 1854, of Cruikshank's Magazine. It shows Mr. Joseph Whiuney
pelting Mr. Walter Vernon with fruit in the orangery, in the presence
of Miss Polly C.

266. Cruikshank (George). Original Watercolor Sketch, also an
Original Unfinished Sketch for "The Bachelor's Own Book."
Each signed in ink,

—

"George Cruihshanl-." Both sketches on one
sheet, with wide margins containing penciled notes by Cruikshank.
The following caption, in Cruikshank's handwriting, appears below
the first, and above the second drawing.

—

"The adventures of Mr.
Lainhin . . {Gent)." The title and finished woodcut of the first of
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the above drawings accompany the same. Inlaid to 4to. Together,

2 pieces. Size of sheet with drawing,—8% by T 1/^ inches.

The first drawing is the original of the woodcut bearing inscription,

—

"Mr. Lambkin, overwhelmed with shame and vexation, resorts to Ken-
sington Gardens in the hope of obtaining a meeting with the lady of his

affections," etc. The inscription in Cruikshank's handwriting to this

drawing reads,

—

"Mr. L. is evidently cut by the Lady of his affections—
who is in . . . conversation with a gentleman, think he is—can it be
a rival," etc. The inscription in Cruikshank's handwriting on second,

and unpublished sketch reads,

—

"Mr. L dreams of . . . and Duels," etc.

267. Cruikshank (George). Original Watercolor Sketch and an
Original Pencil Sketch, partly colored. Both drawings on one
sheet, with the following caption in pencil, by the artist,

—

"The
Ad rent u res of Mr. Lampkin (Gent).'' Each signed in ink,

—

"George
Cruikshank." The top margin contains pencil sketches of masks.

7% by 6!/4 inches. The finished woodcuts accompany the above.

All inlaid to 4to. Together, 2 pieces.

These are the original drawings to the subjects appearing on pages
17 and 18 of "The Bachelor's Own Book." In the first, Mr. Lampkin
has come to a standstill and the doctor is with him. In the second,
he is being nursed by Mrs. Slops.

268. Ckuikshank (George). -- Original Pencil Drawings (four).
Sketches for the "Table Book." Signed in ink,—"Geo. Cruik-
shank." The lower sketch represents "Bessie returning home with
her husband ;"' just above this is a group of people before an inn,

and above the latter, a sketch of Bessie reading. In the upper
right corner, is an unfinished sketch. Full size of sheet, 6% by
Sy2 inches. The finished woodcut of the first accompanies the same.

Inlaid to 4to. Together, 2 pieces.

269. Cruikshank (George). Original Sepia Drawing. The Proctor at

home. A Visitation and a Visit. Signed in ink,

—

"George Cruik-

shank." The wide margin contains a number of pencil sketches,

some shaded. 6% by 8i/o inches. The plate accompanies the draw-
ing. Both inlaid to 4to. Together, 2 pieces.

A group of people surrounding an infant, lying on a table.

2T0. Ckuikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. The Last Half
Hour. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank del." 9 by 6 inches. The fin-

ished woodcut of the same by Dalziel Brothers accompanies the

drawing. Both inlaid to 4to. Together, 2 pieces.

A large group of drunken people, both male and female, are crowded
in front of an inn. The sign on door reads,

—

"The drapes."

271. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Escape of Mary,
Queen of Scots. Signed in pencil,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." 3^4 by 4

inches, inlaid to 4to.

A charming little sketch. She is being taken out of a window in the
castle by a man: a boatman is waiting near the shore.
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272. Cbuikshane (George). Original Sepia Drawing. The Folly of

Crime. Signed in ink.— "Geo. Cruikshank." With eboof impres-
sion of the finished etching, for the "Table-Book," with wide mar-
gin, on the lower of which in Cruik.shank*s characteristic hand-
writing is the following inscription,

—

"From Geo. Cruikshank to

his friend -/. />. Gough." The drawing is 5 by 8 inches. Both are

inlaid to 4to. Together. 2 pieces.

The above drawing is an early sketch of the centre part of the finished

engraving, the margins contain pencil sketches of various figures, also
-nmc pencil notes by Cruikshank. one reading,

—

"The Folly of Crime—
Beware of the first step."

(•n the reverse of the drawing are several grotesque figures, in pen and
ink, and pencil, illustrative of the centre figure in the foregoing design,
and signed in the corner,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank.''

273. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, slightly tinted.

The Baron Von Boots. Signed in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank."

3% by 534 inches. The finished etching accompanies the drawing.

Both inlaid to -ito. Together, 2 pieces.

The original sketch contains title in pencil, by Cruikshank; an addi-

tional sketch on lower margin, and above, the words,

—

"Original sketch."

The Baron is shown kneeling before a lady. A figure appears in the
doorway, which is not shown in the finished sketch.

274. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches, with light sepia

drawing. Illustrations to "Cakes and Ale," by Douglas Jer-

rold, comprising the original sketches for the title-pages to vol-

umes 1 and 2, and the original sketch of the plate, lettered,

—

"The
Mayor of Hole-Cum-Corner." Each signed in ink,

—

"George Cruik-

shank." The last has an additional line in pencil, by Cruikshank,

—

"Original sketch." The finished etching of the second title-page

accompanies the same. All inlaid to 4to. Together, 4 pieces.

All subject matter on the drawings is in Cruikshank's autograph.

275. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen and Ink Sketch. The
House in which J. B. Gough was born. With the following pen
and ink inscription, entirely in Cruikshank's characteristic hand-

writing,

—

"The House in which my friend

J. B. Gouqli—was horn

August 22nd. 1817
Sketched on Tuesday the 22nd. of

August 1854 by

Geo : Cruikshank"
"Siuulgatc

Kent"
An apparently unpublished sketch, on the reverse of which is a letter

by James M'Curney, dated Sandgate, Aug. 22, 1854, apparently written
to George Cruikshank.

—

"You shall ever hare the sincere prayers of
one who has deeply felt what the poor drunkard only knows."
The letter and the sketch, taken together, make an unusually interest-

ing combination.
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276. Ceuikshaxk (George). Original Pencil Sketch, slightly shaded
with colors. The Search for Heme the Hunter. Signed in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank." The title is in Cruikshank's handwriting, as

well as a caption above print,

—

"Windsor Castle." On the left

hand margin is a pencil sketch of a cavalier on horseback. 7% by

5V4 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The original sketch of a plate appearing in Ainsworth's "Windsor
Castle."

277. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil and Watercolor Sketch.
Primium and Discount. Signed in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank."

<
! s by 8% inches, inlaid to -1 to.

This is the original sketch, so signed by Cruikshank, of an engraving
for the "Table Book." The upper sketch represents an engine with a
man's face, arms, and clay pipes, a large crowd is joyfully watching
the smoke-bubbles. In the lower sketch, the boiler of the same engine
has burst, and the crowd is scattered over the ground. The margins
contain pencil sketches which do not appear in the finished sketch.

278. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches, slightly colored,

Puss in Boots. Signed in pencil, on lower margin,

—

"Geo. Cruik-

shank. Augt. 26th-1864." 5% by 8 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The original drawings for one of the plates in "Puss and Roots." The
upper half shows the king about to enter the cathedral, "Puss" is stand-

ing on the steps, the caption, in Cruikshank's handwriting reads,

—

"Tom
Puss recs the King the Princess and his Master at the Castle of Carribas."

The lower half of the sketch, shows the wedding feast, with caption in

Cruikshank's handwriting,

—

"Tom Puss addressing the company at the

marriage feast." This drawing varies slightly from the finished sketch.

279. Cruikshank (George). Original Sepia Drawing. .lack Sheppard

Tricking Shotbolt the Jailer. Signed in ink.

—

"George Cruik-

shank." G% by 8 inches, inlaid to t to.

The original sketch, so lettered by Cruikshank. of a plate in Ainsworth's
"Jack Sheppard."

280. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, .lack Sheppard

Showing a Vindictive Spirit. Signed in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank."

()y2 by i) inches, inlaid to I to.

This is the first sketch of the centre figures to this plate. The margins
contain several other sketches. A pencil inscription in Cruikshank's

handwriting reads,

—

"First sketch for 'Jack shows a Vindictive Spirit.'"

281. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. .lack Shep-

pard Visits his Mother in Bedlam. Several sketches mi one sheet.

Signed in ink.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." 7 by S :!
,

inches, inlaid to 4to.

Original sketches for the figures in the finished plate. Lettered by
Cruikshank.

—

"Original Sketches, luck Sheppard." "Jack Visiting his

Mother in Bedlam."
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282. Cei ik-hank (Geobge). Obiginal Pencil Sketches. Jonathan
Wild throwing Sir Rowland Trenchard down the well-hole. Signed
in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." ", by 914 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The centre panel contains a sketch of the entire subject, the margin
contains minor sketches of the same. None of these sketches are like
the finished plate Besides the signature Cruikshank has written the
following,

—

"Original sketch." The Well Hole." "Jack Sheppard."

283. Cbuikshank (George). Obiginal Pencil Sketch. Willerden
Church, for Jack Sheppard. Signed in ink.— "George Cruik-
shank." 7 by h inches, inlaid to Ito.

Tliis is the original sketch, showing church and graveyard, but not
the Figures, which appear in the finished plate of "Jonathan Wild seizing
Jack Sheppard at his Mather's grave."

284. Cbuikshank (Geobge). Obiginal Pencil Sketch. Inside of a

Slave Warehouse. Signed in ink.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." The title

is in Cruikshank*s handwriting, also the words.

—

"Uncle Tom's
Cdbin. 9^2 by ^V% inches, inlaid to 4to.

This is an early if not the first sketch of a plate appearing in the
1S52 London edition of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." The margins contain
sketches in profile and full-length of various characters in the tale.

On the reverse is another and different sketch of the same subject, with
marginal figures. The caption underneath reads.

—

"Keep off can't You.''

and the signature is in ink. in the artist's handwriting,

—

"Geo. Cruik-
shank."

285. Cruikshank (Geokge). Original Pencil Sketch. Montpelier Ro-

tunda—or Pump room. Cheltenham. The foregoing inscription in

ink, in Cruikshank's handwriting, is below the centre design. In

the top corner the artist has written,

—

"First sketch for my Sketch

Book part 3." On the lower margin is his signature in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank." 10% by 8 inches, inlaid to 4to.

As stated, by the artist, this is the first sketch of a plate appearing
in the "Sketch-Book." The marginal sketches are entirely different from
those on the finished plate. On the reverse are several sketches, also
intended for the "Sketch Book." and signed,

—

"Sketches for my 'Sketch

Book' George Cruikshank."

286. Cbuikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. "The Writ-

ten Apology." The foregoing title in Cruikshank's autograph, also

caption,

—

"My Sketch Book," and signature in ink,

—

"George
Cruikshank" 9y2 by 8 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The centre sketch is an early drawing of the plate representing the
interior of a school, in the "Sketch Book." The marginal illustrations

are different from the finished plate. On the reverse are several sketches,

signed in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank."

287. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Sweet Anne
Page. The foregoing title in Cruikshank's autograph, and his sig-

nature.

—

"George Cruikshank." 714 by 9 inches, inlaid to 4to.

An apparently unpublished sketch, not in Reid's catalogue.
A wooded landscape, with portion of picturesque cottage. Miss Anne

standing in the doorway talking to a gentleman. In the background, the
towers of a castle.
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288. Cruikshank (George). Original Sepia Drawing. Signed.

—

George Cntikshank." 8% by 6I/2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

An unpublished sketch, apparently intended for Shakespeare's "Mid-
summer Night's Dream." A group of grotesque and other figures at the
foot of a large tree, making merry with an elderly gentleman with horns.

289. Cruikshank (George). Original Watercolor Sketch. Signed,

—

"(I. Cruikshank," and lettered by him in ink,

—

"Grown out of all

Knowledge." "A school boy's visit to his aunt.'' 3 by 2Vo inches,

inlaid to 4to.

An apparently unpublished sketch, not in Reids catalogue. A group
of three figures, the boy, his aunt, and a maid-servant.
May possibly have been intended for "Oliver Twist."

290. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, with sepia draw-
ing. Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank, Original Sketch," and lettered

by him,

—

"The Greatest plague of Life." "Oh! here's Missus'"

6% by 8^> inches, inlaid to 4to.

As stated above, this is the original sketch, for one of the plates in

"The Greatest Plague of Life." The servants in the absence of their
mistress are having a feast, in which they are surprised by her abrupt
return.

291. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil and. Sepia Drawing.
Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank," and lettered by him,

—

"Squire Wes-
ton Seizing Jones at Upton." 4i/o by ?14 inches, inlaid to 4to.

This is the original sketch for one of the plates in "Tom Jones." The
grouping of the figures in the background varies from those in the
finished sketch.

"The uproar in the kitchen at Upton, where Tom Jones,
having Sophia's muff in his hand, is shaking Squire Western off

;

some of the company are about to interfere."

The reverse of this sheet contains preliminary sketches of the centre
figures in the above group.

292. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed, in

ink,

—

"George Cruikshank," and lettered by him,

—

"First sketches

for Windsor Castle." 7l/
2 by 9 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The centre group, is the original sketch for the plate entitled,
—"Henry's

Reconcilliation with Anne Boleyn." The margins contain preliminary
sketches of the same, profiles, and other drawings.

293. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank," and lettered by him,

—

"The King cy the

Player" "Original Sketch." The inscription below the drawing is

in pencil and in Cruikshank's handwriting, and reads,

—

"Elliston

playing 'God save the King,' on the violin to awake his Majesty

(George III), who was asleep in the Royal Box—Elliston Papers."

514 by 7% inches. The finished etching accompanies the drawing.

Both are inlaid to 4to. Together, 2 pieces.

The drawing is an exceptionally choice one.
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. Cbuikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank" and Lettered by him. in ink.

—

"Title page

for Life in Paris:" 7V4 by 8% inches, inlaid to 4to.

The original sketch of the title-page to "Life in Paris." The margins
contain sketches of figures and details of the same, which do not appear
on the finished plate. A choice item.

295. Cbuikshank (Geobge). Original Sepia Dbawing. Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank." Two sketches on one sheet, with Lettering by

Cruikshank,— (above) "Going" "Comic Alma. L842;" (in centre)

"original sketch;" (at foot) "Gone" "Let this net us a curtain."

Below all is the artist's signature. 4% by 7% inches, inlaid to tto.

A humorous sketch for the "Almanac for 1^42." The ahove sketch
represents an auction room. The auctioneer is trying to sell a bust,

which is standing on a table surrounded by prospective buyers. In the

lower sketch, entitled, "Gone." the room below the above is shown, the

floor of the auction room having given way. precipitating the occupants

to the lower story.

296. Cbuikshank (Geobge). Two Obiginal Sepia Drawings, one col-

ored. Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank." Two sketches on one sheet.

lettered by Cruikshank —(above) "Comic Almanac 1842" "Blood

Heat;" (below) "Freezing Point." 614 by 7% inches, inlaid to 4to.

The original sketches for a plate in the "Comic Almanac for 1842."

The top sketch shows interior of an inn, the two principals are pulling

each other by the nose; in the lower view, the same parties are about to

engage in a duel. The margin contains preliminary sketches which do not

appear in the finished sketch.

29T. Cbuikshank (George). Original Pencil and Sepia Drawings.
Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank." Two sketches on one sheet, let-

tered by the artist,— (above) "Comic Almanack 1842" "Going to

Battle;" (below) Returning from Do the charge and the Return.

.V. B. not of the Killed & wound (ed).'' 4*4 by 7 inches, inlaid

to 4to.

The original sketches of a plate for the "Comic Almanack for 1842,"

which in its finished state is lettered,
—"Valour and Discreation."

298. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed.

—

"George Cruikshank." Several sketches on both sides of one sheet,

signed twice. These are apparently original sketches for woodcuts
in "The Table Book." One represents "The barber cutting Sir

Ludwig's hair," another, "Sir Ludwig on horseback." 8^4 by 7

inches, inlaid to 4to.

299. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Portrait of

Charles Dickens, so lettered, and signed in pencil with Cruikshank's

characteristic signature,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." 4% by 7 inches,

inlaid to 4to.

A full-length portrait- of Dickens, seated in an armchair, with head to
right ; a table to his left, on which are books. Executed on straw-colored
paper. Choice item.

This is the original finished drawing of the portrait of Dickens appear-
ing in Forster's "Life of Dickens," Vol. 1., page 78.
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300. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. "Kose Maylie
and Oliver." With Dickens' characteristic signature in ink,

—

"Charles Dickens," the remarks by Dickens, which originally fol-

lowed his name have been scratched out. Regarding the signature

"Dickens" and the scratched-out remarks, the following pencil note,

appears on the margin, in Cruikshank's own handwriting.

—

"Charles

Dickens autograph with a mem. 'Rose (£• Oliver Twist too old'

scratched out by G. Cruikshank." 7*4 by 9 inches, inlaid to 4to.

This is undoubtedly the Original, and unfinished sketch of the sub-
stituted plate drawn by Cruikshank to take the place of the "Fire-side"
plate in "Oliver Twist." The lower margin contains a portrait sketch
of "Oliver" which is unpublished.

[See Reproduction]

301. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Lettered by

Cruikshank in pencil.

—

"Oliver Twist." "Oliver Twist at Mrs.

Maylie's door." 7% by 8% inches, inlaid to 4to.

This is an early, if not the first drawing for this plate in "Oliver
Twist." "Oliver" is seen seated on the doorstep, some of the figures in

the open doorway are indistinct, the dog is absent. The margins contain
various preliminary sketches of "Oliver," for this subject.

302. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen and Ink Studies. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank" and "G. C. K." 414 by 7 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Several apparently unpublished sketches, on two sides of one sheet.

The first page contains three groups, lettered by Cruikshank, as follows.

—

"going to church—going to chapel;" "Bawer'8 shop, the Sunday dinner;"
"Baker at work." Not in Reid's catalogue.

303. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed, in ink,

"George Cruikshank." 1314 by 9y± inches, inlaid.

An original unfinished caricature sketch, with numerous figures, George
IV. in centre. Cruikshank has pencilled various notes, but they are
almost illegible. Choice item.

304. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen and Ink Sketches. Signed,—"George Cruikshank" lettered by him at top,

—

"Original sketch

for 'Gin Shop,' " in Scraps & Sketches. 8V2 by 10% inches, inlaid.

Contains several preliminary sketches, and a general sketch of the

subject, entitled,
—"The Gin Shop." Beside various sketches Cruik-

shank has inscribed.

—

"Black Spirits & white spirits, blue spirits <£•

grey;" "I shall hare them all dead Drunk presently;" "The magic gin;"

"The Spirit ^of a (lalh,n of (lin," and other remarks.

305. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed in ink,

"George Cruikshank.'' 8% by 7 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Original sketches, apparently unpublished. In the centre a female
is belaboring an old "Tar," with a pair of bellows. In the lower corner
is a sketch of a dry-goods shop, with the following inscription by Cruik-
shank,

—

"allow me to recommend these New Patterns to you madam."
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Original Penal Sketch for "Oliver Twist.

"Hose Mavlie and Oliver." [No. 300]
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306. Cruikshaxk (George). Original Pencil Sketches, some with pen-

and-ink shading. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." 7% by 8% inches,

inlaid.

Studies of heads, in the centre a tonsorial sketch. Exceptionally
fine.

307. Cruikshaxk (Geoege). Original Pencil and Watercolor
Sketches. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." Four studies of a bust-

portrait, the original outline pencil sketch, the finish shaded pencil

sketch, the same with face and hat colored, and the finished sketch

in colors. One one sheet. 6% by 9 inches.

Exceptionally fine. This is the portrait part of figure on the etch-
ing, entitled,

—"One of the Lions, or the Living Statue at the London
Museum." Published by Stockdale in 1817. Douglas, No. 1372.

308. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed and let-

tered by the artist,

—

"A sketch made when a youth. Geo. Cruik-

shank." 8% by 5% inches, inlaid to 4to.

An ltnpublished sketch intended for one of "Dk. Syntax's" tours.

Very rare, and early. An early sketch, showing the front of a mansion
house, in the court, a pool, in which the "Doctor" is taking an unex-
pected bath. The inscription on lower margin, in Cruikshank's hand-
writing, reads,

—

"Dr. Syntax taking an unexpected dip in the Bath at

Holywell— in North Wales."

309. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed.

—

"George
Cruikshank," and lettered,

—

"Table Book." With caption.

—

"Sluulex." to right of which are the words,

—

"pay on delivery no

trust." fiV-j by 714 inches, inlaid to Ito.

The original drawing of the woodcut in the "Table Book," showing
Eneas welcomed to the Hades Tavern. Two pencil sketches on margin.

310. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed, in ink,

"Geo. Cruikshank." and lettered by the artist,—"Sketches by Boz"
"Mr. Gabriel Parson's Courtship." \y> by 6% inches, inlaid to

4to.

The original finished sketch of this plate. The couple are seated on
a table in the kitchen, and deeply engaged in conversation. Fine ITEM.

311. Cruikshank (George). Original Sepia Drawing, signed and let-

tered,- "Mornings at Bow Sired. Geo. Cruikshank." I

:

\'i by (5V£

inches, inlaid to Ito.

An early conception of the plate appearing at page 51, in "Mornings
at Bow Street. L824," and there lettered,- "Boundling up."

312. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed,

—

"i

Cruikshank," and lettered by the artist. -"Sketch for Tarn .1'

Shanter." H-> by 6V4 inches, inlaid to Ito.

An UNFINISHED am> I M'l BUSHED SKETCH. NOT IN THE ICi:i l> CATALOGUE.
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313. Ciu'iKsiiANK (Geobqe). Original Pencil Sketches. (1) Sheet

containing several grotesque figures, portrait sketches, one of Na-
poleon; (2) Sheet with two grotesque sketches, the artist has taken

stumps of two trees and humanized them. Two pieces, both inlaid.

314. Cbi ukshank (George). Original Pen-and-ink Sketch. Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank." 1 by 8% inches, inlaid to 4to.

A.\ apparently unpublished sketch fob Bxjnyan's "Pilgrim's Prog-
bess." Not in Keid's catalogue. "Christian" is here depicted in the

"Valley of the Shadow of Death."

315. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Lettered,

—

"The
Illustrated Magazine of Art," Signed, in ink,

—

"George Cruik-

shank." On a separate slip, in Cruikshank's autograph are the

words.

—

"Original Sketch for a drawing made on wood." T by
IOI4 inches, inlaid.

The original sketch for the "January is.r>3" number of this maga-
zine Choice item.

316. Cruikshank (George). Original Sepia Drawing. Two sketches

within a floral wreatli in the figure eight. Signed,

—

"Designed &
etched by G. Cruikshank," and lettered by the artist,— (top) "The
Enchanted Garden;" (lower section) "The Weather Monapens."
On one sheet, 4 1

/4 by 6% inches, inlaid to 4to.

Ax apparently unpublished sketch fob a fairy story. Not in Keid's

catalogue. The top section shows Fairies (lancing around a sleeping

girl. The lower section, a youth sliding down a rainbow. Very' fine.

317. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-ink Sketch. Signed.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank," and lettered by the artist,

—

"King Robert the

Bruce." Original pencil sketch of the preceding, not signed.

but lettered.

—

"King Robert the Bruce." Both inlaid. Together, 2

pieces.

Appabently unpublished and not in Keid's catalogue, although Doug-
las under the heading of "Etchings on glass," quotes the same caption,

with the additional information that the same was etched by Cruik-

shank, June 124. 1814. See Douglas, No. 1769.

318. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed.

—

"George

Cruikshank," and lettered by the artist,
—"Pentamerone." 5 :!

4 by

8V2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

The original sketch of plate 3 "Petrososinella." Four subjects on one
sheet, as follows,—The ogress abusing Pascadozzia ; the prince climbing

to the tower by Petrososinella's hair ; the orge stopped in pursuing
Porziella by the field of razors, and an illustration to "The Three Sisters."

Nella in the tree listening to the conversation of the orge and his wife.

Very fine.

319. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank," and lettered by the artist,

—

"A first sketch

for the Miser's Daughter." On the reverse side is an earlier sketch

of the same, signed in ink.

—

"George Cruikshank," and lettered by
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[Xo. 319

—

Continued]

the artist,

—

"Abel Beech croft discovering the body of the miser.''

''The Body of the Miser disco re red by A.B." ''The Miser's Death."
0% by 814 inches, inlaid to 4to.

An exceptionally choice item. The inscriptions to the drawing on
the reverse side shows that the artist was undecided as to the subject-
title for the finished plate, which finally appeared with the caption,

—

"Abel Beechroft discovering the body of the Miser in the cellar."

320. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." T V2 by 8% inches, inlaid.

Original sketches for '"The Omnibus," 1842, with numerous penciled
notes by the artist. These are some of the sketches which appear on
the two plates headed,—'Commentary upon the New Police Act. Some
of the sketches which are here given bear the following inscriptions on
the finished plates,—"Nobody is allowed to play the organ ;" "Nobody
is allowed to play Punch;" "Nobody is allowed to blow his own trumpet;"
"Nobody is allowed to make a bonfire;" "Nobody is allowed to ride
behind a coach," etc. On the reverse is an earlier sketch of "Nobody
is allowed to Play Punch," signed in ink,—"Geo. Cruikshank."

321. Cbuikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." The caption at top, which is in Cruikshank's

handwriting, reads,

—

"Hypothesis of JJoche." In the lower left

hand corner, the artist has written,

—

"From Gilray." 4% by 9

inches, inlaid to 4to.

A CHARMING, AND PROBABLY UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. NOT IN THE KEID
catalogue. A symbolical design, showing the spirit of General Hoche.
one of Napoleon's Marshals ascending from the earth to heaven, his

large spurred boots are dropping from his legs; numerous grotesque
figures, large and small, are floating in the heavens; while in the zenith
is shown a tablet with demon-shaped figures on each side.

322. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, sinned in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank," and lettered by the artist,

—

"Original

Sketch." "Bufford Cottage." 8 by 914 inches, inlaid.

The original sketch of the plate appearing in "Bufford Cottage," 1836,

showing Cobler Dykes preparing the collar for the entrapped Robin.

The margin contains preliminary sketches of the various figures in the

sketch.

:;•.':!. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed—
"George Cruikshank." 5% by I

1

.,
inches, inlaid to Ho.

Tins is an early, ik not the eirst sketch to the very important
plate APPEASING in "The Tower ok London," showing "Feckenham of-

fering .lane a pardon on the way to Trial."

324. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Two portrait

Bketches on one sheet. Signed in ink. "George Cruikshank."

;
:;

i
by <i% inches, inlaid to 4to.
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325. Cruikshank (Geobqe). Original Pencil Sketches on both sides

of a sheet of paper. Signed on each side.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank."
7 by S :! 4 inches, inlaid.

A charming series of studies. Including,—portrait of "Tilt the pub-
lisher:" "A French Artist,'' "Spectacles," and other. The portrait of a

French artist la exceptionally line, showing him with a long heard: this

portrait is in both plain and colored state. Yeky fine.

326. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank." 7^4 by 8^ inches, inlaid.

Contains numerous sketches of fashions, etc., with lettering in pencil
by the artist.

—

"Gentleman Tiger;" "Gentleman's cane;" "The Ladies
Page;" "Fashions," and other inscriptions. Some of these sketches re-

semble those appearing in "Ainsworth's Magazine."

327. Cbuikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink,—
"Original sketch. George Cruikshank." 7% ' ,v • inches, inlaid to

4 to.

'

Groups of figures and portrait, unfinished portions of body. etc.

328. Cruikshaxk (George). Origixal Pex-axk-Ixk Sketch. Signed.—
"Geo. Cruikshank," 6% by 414 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Not ix the Reid catalogue. Shows an omnibus being drawn up a
hill, one of the horses has fallen, the driver is using his whip freely.

Above the sketch Cruikshank has written.

—

"suggestion fur n r induct;"
and below appear the words,

—

"Sketch from nature. Which are the
Brutes:' the omnibus brutes{qs.) which are they?—Society for the
promotion of cruelty to animals."

This is the original drawing of a sketch appearing in "The Sketch
Book," Nov. 1, 1S'!."J. Fine example.

329. Cruikshaxk (George). Origixal Pencil Sketch. With the follow-

ing caption in the artist's handwriting,

—

"A Drunken woman—seen

one Sunday Evg. by George Cruikshank." 8% by 7*4 inches, inlaid

to 4to.

This is undoubtedly the artist's original sketch of a later unpublished
water-color [see No. 229] intended for "The Bands in the Park," pub-
lished by W. Tweedie, in 1856.

330. Cruikshaxk (George). Origixal Pexctl Sketch. Signed,

—

"Geo.
Cruikshank." 9 by 5% inches, inlaid.

This is one of the earliest, if not the first sketch of the Tem-
perance Pledge, designed by Cruikshank in 1852. This is the large sketch
with thirteen compartments ; twelve of these are temperance scenes ; the
thirteenth, and principal is at the top representing a female personifying
Temperance, with an upright cross in place of the banner which appeared
in the finished sketch, on either side are abstainers and drunkards. The
sketches in the other compartments vary from the final etched plate
On the reverse, is an original pencil sketch by Cruikshank. of the
smaller plate of this Pledge, this is in seven compartments, and is

an early unfinished drawing. Very fine.
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331. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, shaded with ink.

Signed in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank," and lettered by him,

—

"Chim-
panzee with his keeper at the Zoological Garden." 8% by 7^2
inches, inlaid.

This is an early unfinished sketch. Very interesting.

332. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-axd-Ink Sketch. Signed,

—

"First State George Cruikshank." The following captions in the

artist's handwriting,— (above) "Ye shall know the Tree by its

Fruit!'' (below) "The Roots drink up the riches of the land,"

(also in large letters) "The Brewers and Distillers Plant." 11 by
161/0 inches, inlaid.

An early and probably the only sketch of one of the most pre-
tentious TEMPERANCE DESIGNS BY CRUIKSHANK. NEVER ENGRAVED BY HIM.
The branches of a large tree are filled with devices representing the
evils of the drinking custom. An unusually well-conceived design.

333. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Numerous
sketches on one sheet, regarding the "Ministry." Signed,

—

"George

Cruikshank." Several notations by the artist, and on lower margin,

in his handwriting,

—

"Original sketch for Cancalooze Life Boat."

18V4 by II14 inches, inlaid.

Original and elaborate design, the margins with detail sketches. Tht
following note. Reid Catalogue, No. 1415, is written by a later hand
on the lower inlaid margin,

—

"The New Life Boat, Going on Swimmingly, Resignation a virtue.

—

All aground, nine subjects referring to the new ministry and the turning

out of the old. 1 Duke of Wellington on a shell fired from a bomb
bestridden by an officer. 2 Lord Melville on a broom. 3 Duke of Mon-
trose lost, the key to St. James. 4 Duke of Dorset thrown from his

horse. 5 Dreadnought cutter. Duke of Clarence at the bow, Lord
Brougham on his back in the wherry. Lord Lansdowne standing. 6 Sir

Robert Pell screwing up a press. 7 Marquis of Londonderry falling out

Of bed. 8 Lord Bathurst pitched from a hogshead. Lord Eldom ad-

dressing the Judges."

334. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketch. Not
signed, but contains numerous annotations in Cruikshank's auto-

graph. Both sides of the paper contain sketches. 7 by 41/2 inches,

inlaid to 4to.

Original sketches for "Ilareourt's Jests." published in 1S2T, including

the frontispiece, the head of a provincial, with a grinning face, the

mouth is pulled awry by little figures, emblematical of the Joke and
Jest, below this sketch Cruikshank has written,

—

"Comic Annuals (ie)

<i Broad grin front year to near." Other annotations read,

—

"Messrs.

Hood <o Mathews two facetious gentlemen," etc.; "The world to wealth

doth homage pay Bui not to Worth or Talent," etc.

335. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches, some shaded

with ink. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." Several studies, temper-

ance and profile, OD one sheet. 514 by (! inches, inlaid to 4to.
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336. Cruikshank (Gbobgb). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketches. Signed—"George Cruikshank." 7 by 4 1/) inches, inlaid to 4to.

Several female studies, full-length, and profile, on one sheet, possibly
intended for "Polly ('."

337. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches, shaded in sepia.

Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." 7 by 6 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Figures of Arabs, on foot, and horseback. Unfinished sketch.

338. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed,

—

"Geo.
Cruikshank," and lettered by him,—"Sketch for 'Illustrations of
Time'." 5\/2 by 7 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Several figures on one sheet, intended as stated by the artist for "Il-

lustrations of Time," published in 1856, but never etched by him.

339. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." Q 1^ by 8^2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Three studies of insects, grasshopper, ete.. each with ecclesiastical
cap. One the original sketch of "The Locust" appearing in "The Po-
litical Showman."

340. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches, some shaded
with ink. Studies of figures and groups. Not signed. 7 by 8V2
inches, inlaid to 4to.

Preliminary studies of figures used by the artist, in some of his works.

341. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed in ink,—"George Cruikshank." 814 by 7 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Several studies of old churches and towers, on one sheet.

342. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink,—"Geo. Cruikshank." 5*4 by 8 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Study of a large chair, with carved back. Well executed.

343. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed in ink.—"Geo. Cruikshank.'' 4i
/2 by 6% inches, inlaid to 4to.

Several sketches, studies of hand, profiles, etc., on one sheet, one
possibly intended for William Harrison Ainsworth.

344. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed,

—

"G. CK" 4V4 by 5i/
2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Original sketch for the plate in "Oliver Twist," entitled,—"Monks and
the Jew." The figure of "Oliver" is seen seated at a table, he is asleep;
Monks and the Jew are looking in at the open window. On the reverse
is a charming original pencil sketch by Cruikshank of "Oliver," signed,—"(?. Ok." Choice item.
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345. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Design for the

cover of "Our Own Times," published in 1846. 7% by 834 inches,

inlaid.

Original design, one of two for the cover of this work (see following
item). A trumpeter standing on high stilts, from his trumpet is sus-
pended a banner, with the words,

—

"Our Own Time*. Illustrated by
George Cruikshank;" grouped at the foot are children and grown folks.

The margins contain annotation in the artist's autograph, and over all

he has printed the words,

—

"No. 1 March. 1846. Vol. I." Very fixe. Not
i.\ Reid's catalogue. The reverse contains another sketch of the same
subject, entirely different.

346". Ckuikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Design for the

cover of ''Our Own Times.'' 71/4 by 8% inches, inlaid.

Original desigx, entirely different from the preceding, possibly an
earlier sketch, some of the figures are very indistinct. In the centre
is a man holding a globe in his left hand, above which, in large letters

appear the words.

—

"Our Own Times," and below, the inscription.

—

"suggested & Illustrated by George Cruikshank." In the lower half
are three compartments, each containing different groups of figures. A
decorative arch surrounds the top portion, and above all. the words,

—

"Roblins a Kiepes." In the right-hand upper corner the artist has writ-
ten..

—

''Get an Answer No time—

"

This may possibly be Cruikshank's earliest conception for a cover
design to this work. On the reverse is an ORIGINAL PENCIL sketch, evi-

dently an unfinished design for the same work, entirely different from
any of the above. This is signed,

—

"George Cruikshank."

347. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch ks. Signed in ink

and pencil,

—

"(I. Cruikshank." 7 14 by 9 inches, inlaid.

Several sketches on one sheet, including two designs for the back of

Sir Francis Head's Rook on "The Emigrant ;" both designs are different,

one being an ornamental lettering, the other, the title of the work within
an arbor decoration. In the upper left coiner is a sketch of an axe
made by the author himself, under which Cruikshank has written.

—

"This
a.re sketched by Sir Francis B. Haul Bart, as the one used hg the Emi-
grants in Canada irhcu he iras Governor."
On the reverse side is an original pencil sketch, signed in pencil.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." and lettered by him,

—

"The Emigrants Hut in Can-
ada." This sketch is Number 2389 in Reid's Catalogue.

Attention is called to the unusual signature of Cruikshank, on the first

of the above sketches, he having originally signed the same in ink.

—

•(It'1 " afterwards, adding in pencil,

—

"ruikshank." commencing the

first letter under the "k" in the previous signature. Ax EXCEPTIONALLY
choice example.

348. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ine Sketches. Signed,

—"George Cruikshank" 7% by 4 :

y, inches, inlaid to 4to.

Preliminary studies of animals. In the centre, a child pulling a cat's

tail, under wliich Cruikshank has written,

—

"tete a tdtc"

3 1!). Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed in ink.

—"(Iconic Cruikshank." I by 6^ inches, inlaid to Ito.

Several studies on one sheet. At top is a political seesaw. "LA. Brown"
standing in the centre balancing same, with opposing groups sitting on
opposite ends. I'.elow is a sketch of "Lord Brougham," riding on a
broom.
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350. Cbdikshank (Geobge) Obiginal Pencil Sketch. Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank," and lettered by the artist,

—

"Sh ooi Folly
i- it flies." 3% by 5% inches, inlaid to it".

A charming little unfinished sketch Appabently unpublished. Not
ix Rkid's catalogue. A youth lying beneath a tree, flying a kite. On the
reverse is an OBIGINAL UNFINISHED l'i:\i ll. 8KET( n of a elown before a

mirror.

351. Oriiksiiank (Geobge). Obiginal Pencil Sketch. Not signed. 4V4
h\ 114 inches, inlaid to 4to.

An early if not the first conception by the artist for the coach and
its occupants depicted on the caricature,

—

"Sailors on a Cruise," pub-
lished in 1825.

352. Cbuikshank (George). Obiginal Pencil Sketch, with sepia shad-

ing. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank" and lettered by the artist.

—

"Just arrived from Ireland.'' 7^4 by 5^4 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Three figures on one sheet : two Irishmen, one with pack on stick

over shoulder, the other with box on arm : a sailor is seen going in the
opposite direction.

Earlv sketches of Irish characters, used by Cruikshank for illustrating

'Tales' of Irish Life." [By I. Whitty.] 1S24.

353. Cbuikshank (Geobge). Origixal Pex-axd-Ink Sketch. Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank" and lettered by the artist.

—

"Bottom the

Weaver." 4 by silo inches, inlaid to 4to.

Ax ArrAEEXTLY unpublished sketch for "Midsummer Night's Dream."
"Bottom," is represented with a man's body, and the head of an ass.

:>~>4. Cruikshaxk (Geobge). Origixal Pex-axd-Ixk Sketches. Signed,—"George Cruikshank:" 414 by 4l/o inches, inlaid to 4to.

Studies of Hens fighting, and man with parrot face. On the reverse
are two profile sketches, besides which the artist has written,

—

"black
lig from the black legs of game birds to point a moral d adorn a tale."

Signed,

—

"George Cruikshank."

:!-j.j. Cbuikshank (Geobge). Origixal Pexcil Sketched. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." T by 3!/2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Several detail and finished sketches of "Cossacks," on foot and horse-
back. Sketched on the reverse of a portion of a letter, which was ad-
dressed to Murray, the publisher.

356. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed in ink,—"Geo. Cruikshank." Several sketches on one sheet, including two
well executed portraits of Russian Majors, and a group of sporting

sketches, unfinished, lettered by the artist,

—

"over the water." 6%
by 414 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Not in Reid's catalogue.

357. Cruikshank (George). Origixal Pencil Sketches, some shaded
with ink. Signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." Sketch of an Englishman
with monocle, large pipe in mouth and cane under arm. Several

sketches, front and back view, on one sheet. 6 by ?i^ inches, inlaid

to 4to.
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358. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketches. Signed,—"Geo. Cruikshank." 6i/> by 3 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Several portrait sketches on one sheet, above which Cruikshank has
written,

—

"Now I'ce got you sir I told you I gave fair learning . . . ,

no use Kicking you cant get away." On the reverse are some unfinished
pencil sketches.

359. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Not signed. 4

by 5y2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

This is an early if not the artist's original conception for the plate
appearing in "The Cat's Tail," published in 1831, and lettered on the
finished etching,—"you shall judge for yourself—there's the lady &
cat." Shows the Baroness Katzschendelt in admiration at the salu-

tation of "Merlin."

360. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink.

—

"George Cruikshank," and lettered by him,

—

"The British Beehive"
5% by 8% inches, inlaid.

Very elaborate design, full of figures. Sectional view of a large dome,
divided into numerous compartments, each showing several figures.

Reid, Number 2653.
Original sketch of the cut appearing on the first page of a four-page

leaflet, entitled.
—"A Penny Political Picture for the People," published

by W. Tweedie, 1867.

361. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketches, signed.—"Geo. Cruikshank." 8% by 6% inches, inlaid to 4to.

Two sketches on one sheet, both apparently unpublished, and not in
Reid. A jovial sketch of George IVth, showing him with a large cudgel
in one hand, and a tumbler in the other ; above, Cruikshank has writ-

ten,

—

"Hurraw for old Ireland with Hallmbcs whack," and below,

—

"The Prince Regent (O. 4th) Dancing at a Ball for the Benefit of some
distressed Irish." The other sketch shows the "Prince" standing in the

stern of a small steamboat.
Apparently two unpublished sketches intended for "Tales of Irish Life."

Not in Reid's catalogue.

3f>2. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketch, signed in ink.

"George Cruikshank." 6% by 6 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Not in Reid's catalogue. Ornamental framework, with the design in

oval, apparently intended by the artist for "Midsummer Night's Dream."
On the lower margin be lias written,

—

"Titania & Hot ton) the Weaver."

363. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Signed in ink.

—"Geo. Cruikshank" and lettered by him,

—

"Look at the Clock

ride—Ingoldsby Legends." I'
i
by ('>"•

j inches, inlaid to 4to.

An early, and possibly the artist's first conception of the plate illus-

trating Patty Morgan the Milkmaid's Story,

—

"And close at his heela, not (it all to his liking,

The terrible cluck keeps on ticking and striking," etc.
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364. Cruikshane (Gborge). Original Pencil Sketch. Signed in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank." -iy._> by Hi inches, inlaid to It".

Not in Rkid's catalogue. Beside a large pillar, on which appear the
words.

—

"More is Latin for Death ergo—Morison must be Death* Son
Death" stands a full-length figure, long coat, tightly laced, giving the
effect of an hour-glass to his figure; below, the artist has written,

—

"The Doctor that Cures all Disorders irith one sort of Pill-remedy."
An exceptionally fine piece.

365. Cihiksii ank (George). Original Pencil Sketch. With inscription

in ink,

—

"A first sketch for 'Misers Daughter,'—of the Grand Barge
Hotel on the River Thames—George Cmil-shank." 4 :! 4 by 7 inches,

inlaid to 4to.

Not in Reid's catalogue. As stated this is the artist's first con-
ception of the plate which finally appeared in the "Miser's Daughter,"
published in 1S43. with the caption,—"The Folly on the Thames."

Sketches with the artist's written statement regarding their conception
are exceedingly scarce.

366. Cruikshank (George). Origixal Pexcil Sketch. Signed in ink,

—

"George Cruikshank." 101,4 by 14 inches.

Not in Reid's catalogue, and apparently unpublished. At the top

is a sketch of "Bottom, the Weaver," with the head of an ass. Below,
within an oval, is shown a wood-scene, with the figures of "Bottom" and
"Titanea." On the lower edge of this last sketch, the artist has written,

—

"Titanea and Bottom the Weaver," and below this the words,—"Original

Sketch."
A sketch apparently intended for "Midsummer Night's Dream."

367. Cruikshank (George). Ori<;ixal Pexcil Sketch. Signed in ink,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank," and lettered by him.

—

"Old Montague House.

The British Museum." 7 by 4l/
2 inches, inlaid to 4to.

On the reverse is a sketch of "The Field of Wateroo," so lettered by
the artist, and signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank."

368. Cruikshaxk (George). Origixal Pex-axd-Ixk Sketch. Signed.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank?' and lettered by him,

—

"Battle of Agincourt."

6% by 4I/4 inches, inlaid to 4to.

On the reverse is an A.L.S. by Cruikshank. dated. Aug. 20, 1S52, sent

to Lovell Reeve, and reading.

—

"Will you be so obliging as to give the

bearer a eheque for the last eight drawings by yours truly Geo. Cruik-

shank."

369. Cruikshaxk (George). Origixal Pexcil Sketch. Signed in ink.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank" and lettered by the artist,

—

"The Duke of Wel-

lington." Sy2 by 4 inches, inlaid to 4to.

A well-executed profile sketch.

370. Cruikshank (George). Origixal Pexcil Sketch. Signed in ink.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank," and lettered by him,

—

"self." A portrait of

himself. Beneath is a pen-and-ink sketch, a profile of a girl. The
two inlaid on one sheet, 4to.
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371. Cruikshaxk (George). Original Pexcil Sketch. Xot signed. 7^4
by iy<% inches, inlaid.

There are two sketches on oue sheet, the top drawing shows an artist
sketching; the lower one, an open book, lettered.

—

"'Sly Sketch-Book," with
a cupid at each side. In the top corner. Tilt, the publisher has written.

—

"Sketched by George Cruikshank hi my shop this morning. Chas. Tilt,

Nor. 22, 1834." Although not an elaborate drawing, being only a rough
sketch, it is nevertheless a choice item.

372. Cruikshaxk (George). Original Pexcil Sketch. Signed in ink.

—

"George Cruikshank" and lettered.—"'Table Book.'' 6y2 by -±i
4

inches, inlaid to 4to.

The original sketch of woodcut showing the Genius relieving Hi To
from the magician's art.

373. Cruikshaxk (George). Origixal Pexcil Sketch, shaded with red

and black ink. Xot signed. 8% by 414 inches, inlaid to 4to.

A charming piece, possh'.ly r.xruBLiSHEn. A large crowd of people,
male and female, in a rotunda, similar to the plate in '"The Sketch Book.*'

lettered,—"Montpellier Rotunda—Cheltenham." [See No. 285.] Very
FINE AND RARE.

'!74. Cruikshaxk (George). Original Pf.xcil Sketches. Signed, in ink.—"Geo. Cruikshank." T bv 4 ]
4 inches, inlaid to 4to.

Early portrait sketches, one a well-executed portrait of George IV.

375. Cruikshaxk (George). Sepia Drawixg. Xot signed. Somewhat
nibbed. 4% by 8 inches, inlaid to 4to.

An apparently unpublished sketch. Xot in Reid. A figure with out-

stretched arms standing on a large bat, flying through the air. The
whole design with an oval border-line.

376. Cruikshaxk (George). Oiugixal Sepia of Qneen Victoria, profile:

also an Origixal Pex-axd-Ink Sketch, a profile portrait, signed.

"GCk." Two small sketches, inlaid on one sheet, 4to.

377. Cruikshaxk (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Studies of

military heads, signed.

—

"tick;" Unfinished profiles, etc.. signed.

—

"GCk;" Two profile sketches, one an exceptionally fine one, on one

sheet, signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank;" Two portrait sketches on one

sheet, signed,

—

"G.Ck." Together. 1 pieces, all inlaid.

378. Cruikshaxk (Gkorge). Origixal Pencil Sketches. Female study.

in two attitudes, signed,

—

"Geo. Cruikshank;" A large sheet con-

taining many unfinished sketches, signed,

—

"George Cruikshank;"
Sketch of a cottage, signed.

—

"George Cruikshank." Together, 3

pieces, all inlaid.

379. Cruikshank (George). Original Pencil Sketches. Various stud-

ies, portraits, sketches, details of the human body, animals, etc.

Each sheet signed by the artist. All iidaid. Together, 3 pieces.
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380. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketches, study of

man and dog, signed.

—

"Geo. Cruikshank;" Portrait studies and
full-length figure of an officer, signed,

—"Geo. Cruikshank;" Land-
scape with bridge, signed.

—

"George Cruikshank/' and one other.

Together. 4 pieces, inlaid on 3 sheets.

381. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketch. A plan.

with a profile, beside which the artist has written,

—

"yes contrast

it with thr present state" signed.

—

"George Cruikshank;" Sketch

of nude figure, also portrait in profile, on the reverse side of a

note, signed by Cruikshank and dated, Aug. 14, 1850; Pencil Sketch,

flags, portrait, balloons, etc., signed,

—

"GCk." Together, 3 pieces,

all inlaid.

382. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketches. Portrait

and figure with annotations, signed.

—

"GCk;" Unfinished sketch of

steamboats, signed.

—

"GCk," and marked.

—

"copy;" Study for Cliffs.

not signed. Together, 3 pieces, all inlaid.

-
. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketches. Studies

of men. horses, etc. Xot signed. Several on each sheet. Together,

6 pieces, all inlaid.

384. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketches. Portrait
studies, one apparently a portrait of himself, another, that of "Polly

C' etc. Together. 5 sheets, inlaid on 3 sheets, 4to. Not signed.

385. Cruikshank (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Sketch by Isaac
Robert Cruikshank. A shooting match, probably at "Hyde Park,"
England. Signed by Robert Cruikshank,

—

"By my Brother Isaac

Robert Cruikshank.—GCk" 5 by 314 inches, inlaid to 4to.

A charming little design, and an exceptionally fine piece.

AUTOGRAPH LETTERS BY GEORGE CRUIKSHANK
Cruikshank—Gough Correspondence, comprising those letters sent by

Cruikshank to John Bartholomew Gough, 'the great temperance lec-

turer of America, which were formerly in the latter's World Re-
nowned collection, and which formed part of Vol. 25 of Number
171 in the Borden Catalogue.

These letters comprise without doubt the most important collection
of its kind ever offered at public sale in America. They are all of
unusual length, and contain a vast amount of interesting and important
information relative to the artist's works, especially his famous painting,
"Worship of Bacchus;" also notices of his work for the temperance cause
in England, and his friend's labors for the same in America, and the
latter's endeavors regarding a "Testimonial" to Cruikshank by his friends
in America.
The American interest is of unusual importance : but few letters by

Cruikshank, outside the present collection, are extant, which reveal to
so great an extent his own sentiments regarding his "Brothers" in Amer-
ica, and affairs connected with his own private life.

Regarding the artist's painting.

—

"Worship of Bacchus." which is men-
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tioned very freely throughout the letters, the Dictionary of National
Biography states,—"But his magnum opus in one sense, for it measures
7 feet 8 inches high !>y 13 feet 3 inches wide, is the huge cartoon crowded
with groups and figures which he produced in 1862. . . . This, a work of
inexhaustible detail and invention. . . . was intended to be his formal
and final protest against intemperance. The original oil painting is in

the National Gallery."

It has been thought advisable on account of the great importance of
the contents of these letters to quote in full, rather than to give garbled
extracts of the same.
The following numbers, 386 to 399 inclusive, comprise those let-

ters FORMERLY IN THE ABOVE-MENTIONED VOLUME.

386. Cruikshank (George). A.L.S., 2pp. 8vo, -±8 Morning Place. Sep-

tember 29, 1853. Written on mourning paper.

"Dear Gough—
You will see that my friend Mr Stacy has written your name d Mrs

Goughs at the back of his card which you will have to present to Mr
Gange the store-keeper at the Cos . . . when no doubt they will show
you everywhere & every attention lie got home—/ am thankful to say—
quite safe yesterday—and hope you arrived safety at yr native town—
and that your reminiscences have been impressive mid also delightful—
Mrs Cruikshank desires her kind regards to Mrs Gough & yourself

and with mine also I remain yours truly,

Geoe Cruikshank."

387. Cruikshank (Geoege). A.L.S., 4pp. 8vo, 263 Hamstead Road, London,
June 26, 1865.

'My Dear Gough—
. . . Having now something particular to write about I have been

going to write a long letter to you—for the last fortnight—but I non-

feel that if I wait until I can, find time to write a long letter— / shall

not write atall so here goes—for a short one—and the long and the short

of the matter is this, my big picture of "the Worship of Bacchus"—13
ft. 4. by 7 ft. 8. has been for the last two years traveling about in this

country and Tiveedie suggest that it should now be sent on its travels
abroad—and with respect to this I want your advie<- and assistance.

A very respectable man of the name of Mace—has been exhibiting &
explaining the picture— but I do not know whether he would like to

travel to America with it—and if he declines to do so—could you
take charge of it and arrange with some that you could depend upon—
to exhibit and explain it—and also to sell the Prints— in the United
States?

I know that I need only <i<id that the exhibition of the picture d the

sale of the prints are. for my benefit, to ensure your kind advice and
assistance—for yours very truly

George Cruikshank."

".l/// ivife unites with me in Kindest regard to Mis. Gough—and your-

self.

I would willingly give move than a trifle to hear you describe my
picture and I hope it will not be long before I hear youv voice again—on
this side the I tlnntic.
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388. Cruikshakk (Geohge). A.L.s.. 6pp. 8vo
3
London, October 8, L867.

"My <i< or friend •/. />'. Oough.
One reason for my not replying to your letter was, that I have been

told from time to time, that you were coming over to your native land
again—and another reason tens, because— month niter month—
we have been trying to get my large picture of "tin Worship of
Bacchus" over to America— but without success—so that what toith

the heavy 'duty"—the 'Insurance' d the difficulty of getting nun our. to

take charge of the picture <(• the prints-—my picture of 'Tin Worship of

Bacchus' will never be exhibited in the 'United States'— this l am sorry for—and I know you will be sorry to know that, in a pecuniary point of ei< w—the exhibition of the engravings has been a failure in this country—and
you will also be sorry to know, that in consequence of the 'Monetary Panic'
in this country—and the failure of some of our wealthy Temperance friends—about £2000. debt has been thrown upon my shoulders! poor Sam-l
Gurney lost about a million d a half of money— .' all his 'Goods <{•

chatties', were sold by auction—and as he had my drawing of this

'Worship of Bacchus'— [Which you will remember seeing at my house)
1 was obliged to go d bring this drawing back—as the 'copyright' vent
with the drawing. I shall always rejoice that I liare been a stern advo-
cate of the Temperance cause— but it is a curious fact that my taking
up this cause—has cost me in one way d- another—in about 22 years
£10.000— ! Everything I hare published upon this question has been a

loss—and people that used to employ me as an artist ceased to do so—
as they supposed all my talent teas gone—because I abstained from
Wine—Beer Spirits & Tobacco! .' ! !—I am going to publish some of these

facts—d you shall hare a copy of the work when ready and note mil

dear friend I am going to ask you a favor—In the first place I am
happy to say. my dear wife d I, hare a small independence— which
nothing can alter whilst we arc alire—but it so happens that to secure
a property worth £2000. / require just at this moment about 5 or <>

hundred pounds—for 12 or is months—and my reason for asking you
if you could do me the great furor of lending me that sum for about that

time, is because all my friends hare been—by the •Panic'—either entirely

ruined, or so crippled, that they hardly know how to get on—England
never was in such a state as she is at present and all through heedless
speculations or unprincipaled—rascality—one of mil friends who would
have lent me what I want— in a minute—had £13000 a year—& non-

he has not one farthing! and he d his wife go d stay with one friend and
then with another,—or they would hare to go to the Parish.

I know my dear boy your sincere friendship towards me d that you will

lend me this help if you can—d- if you should send the whole or a part
over to me I will give you my note of hand to hold for a given time—
and I know that you will rely upon my honor for the amount to be
returned in due course—/ was much pleased with the part of your
letter which has been published in 'The Record'— It is a first rate
policy not to have all Teetotal Lectures—d I feel convinced that you
will serve the cause greatly by this means for you will get people to come
d hear you, upon other subjects, that would not attend anything Tec-
total d with your wonderful power of words you mail put a word in—
that these anti teetotal people— will never forget or get rid of. My Wife
joins with me in the Kindest remembrances ft, your wife, d yourself and
trusting that you are both in good health—as I am glad say we both are—
/ am my dear friend yours very, very truly

May God bless you both.

George Ckuikshank."
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389. Cruikshank (George). A.L.S.. 2pp. 8vo, n.p. August 22. 1871.

"Dear Friend—
Having latch/ made the acquaintance of Mr. I. W- Bouton—and who

I believes leaves 'old England' tomorrow to return to 'New York'—/ take
the opportunity of sending this note and tiro circulars—respecting 'The
Worship of Bacchus', and shall be glad if you. and any of your total
abstaining friends can do anything to help me out of the mess that
the picture committee have left me in—
My wife joins with me in Kindest regards to your dear wife and

yourself—and trusting that you arc both in the enjoyment of good
health as I am happy to say that we both arc—

/ remain Dear friend
Yours truly

(Jeorge Crl'ikskank.
"PS
Oh! how delighted we—

it all the abstainers would
be if ire had 'Gough' with
us a aain I .' !

—

"

"To J. B. Gough"

390. Cruikshank (George). A.L.S., 3pp. 8vo, n.p., December 18, 18T1.

"My dear Friend John B. Gough—
Very sorry to find that you have been unwell, and my sincere prayer

is that you may soon be restored to perfect health—
/ am not surprised at the kind d brotherly feeling expressed d proved,

by your letter of the 2nd. inst. but am indeed greatly surprised at this

most unexpected, but extremely Kind proposal of a testimonial—
/ knew that my name was Known in America—but I had no idea

that there existed in the 'United States' such a friendly feeling towards
the old artist—which feeling however I very highly estimate— If this

kind favor should be conferred, I beg to suggest that it be as a Tes-
timonial to GC—who has been working against strong drink—with
Pencil—Pen d voice-—for upwards of sixty years—being now in my SOth
year-—and working as hard as ever in the great d good cause of Total
abstinence—and I am glad to tell you that those in this country who
take strong drink, are beginning to think—and are going to try 'to
stop drunkenness by altering the Licensing System—many of our worthy
Bishops are now working in that direction—and I only wish tiny could
hear some of your powerful arguments—and to point out to them the

right road—
My wife joins with me in Kindest regards in best wishes towards your

dear wife and yourself and I am my diar friend yours vevy truly

George Cruikshank.''
"PS We are in Hie same house as wh< n you both paid US your first

visit & we often point out to our friends, the place where you and your

wife sat by the Drawing room window but the Commissioners of the

Roads have altered tin address—to

'263 Hampstead h'oad' instead of Mornington Place"

391. Cruikshank (Georqe). A.L.S., 3pp. 8vo, London, August 6, 18T2.

"My Dear Friend John B. Gough.
) our hind letter with its highly valued eoiitt iits 'came Safe to hand'—

this morning and for which I have not any thing to send yon in return,

but my very best thanks—
With respect to the way in which it is proposed to carry out this

object I lean thai entirely in tin hands of yourself d friends, or in

other words, in the hands of Brother (lough and my American Brothers
—/ say Brothers, for l feel that the two countries—are mor( marly
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related to each other, than mere 'Country Cousins'— but l do not wish
anything to be said about 'The Worship of Bacchus'—affair; as l am
preparing an explanation of that matter for a future time

I sine Mr. Buittoit tiriee last inch, d expect him to be With me tomor-
row evening, and will then finally arrange as to what is best to be done
to meet your Irishes—

/ hare noir to thank you for your photograph—a copy of which I will

endeavour to give in the 'Recollections of my Time', (which I am pre-
paring for publication)—and in my next l will forward Photo's of my
dear wife d myself—and in begging you to favor us with a Photo of
your dear wife we both join in best wishes and Kindest regards to her
d to yourself, and trusting that we man all lire long to enjoy the pleasure
of < a<h others sinnre friendship. I am my dear friend

Yours truly

George Cbuikshank."
"PS. Have you received my pamphlet of 'The Artist d the Author'?"

Cruikshank (Geokge). A.L.S., 5pp. 8vo, 263 Hampstead Road,
London, February 3, 1873.

"./. B. dough—
Dear Friend d Brother—

To use the old English style of letter writing— 'This comes hoping
to find'—you and your dear wife, both quite well, as I am happy to say
that my dear irifc d I are—although we hare had very trying weather
here, almost constant Rain— then colds, then worm, more like a wet
spring than a winter— hut the winter set in yesterday in right earnest—
with a very stormy cold triad d a heavy fall of snow, so much so. that
yesterday—.our Road was quite impassable for either Omnibus or Tram-
way ear.—and as to to your part of the world I was indeed distress! d
to read tin sad effects of the severe frost—sad—sad indeed—
/ am working as hard as ever in the good cause—generally presiding—

& sometimes as as Speaker—and your name as the great leader is con-
stantly luing brought forward, and you will be interested to know that
there is a young man, of the name of Noble—who latins your orations
by heart and repeats them with great success I was asked to preside
at one of these Repetitions— but being engaged on that evening I shall
hare to do so upon another occasion—He teas at a meeting one erg. where
I was presiding & in consequence of some remarks that I made agt
smoking—he then & there disclosed that he and a noble young man hi'

is— would leave it off & by doing so he said his wife would be highly
pleased.

I am publishing two photo prints—one the 'First appearance of ^Y.

Shakespeare on the stage of the Globe', d the other entitled 'Mothers
Lore'—& I want you to tell me if I present a copy of each to you, if I

had better send them direct to your residence, or through the hands of
Bouton the Bookseller to whom I am going to send some for him to

sell, to our American Brothers—
By this time you of course hare heard of that dreadful affair of the

Spanish steamer causing the loss of so many lives in the English ship
the 'Northfleet'—/ believe that intoxicating liquor was the cause of
this for ire find here that Spanish sailors yet drunk—as well as the

sailors of other nations—
/ feel my dear friend as if I could go on writing to you for hours

but as it is now nearly half past one in the morning I must wish you
good night—and in doing so give united best Irishes d regards of nut

dear wife d myself to your dear wife and to your self. & subscribe myself
Yours very truly.

George Crokshank."
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'Trail do not inconvenience yourself about the time—the month of

May—or any other month—will be equally cheering to 'my wife <(- /—

'

"Do not male (if you can a raid it \ any mention of 'The Worship of
Bacchus'—in this matter—I shall hare to write a long private Utter to
you upon that subject— hat you might tell friend* that my being a Tec
totaller has cost me about £10,000

—

this I shall be able to shore in some-
thing I am about to write—and when I intend to bring you in."

393. Ceuikshank (George). A.L.S., 4pp. 8vo, 263 Hampsfead Road, Lon-
don, June 12th, 1873.

"My dear Friend J. B. Goiiffh.

This comes hoping that you <.(• your dear wife are quite well—as I
am happy to say— that I and my dear wife arc.—

/ have not time to write a regular letter to you. t>ut •under all cir-

cumstances.' it occurs to me. that J had better forward to you a copy of
what I felt obliged to send to all the Newspapers in Loudon.
Knowing that you will excuse this hasty scrawl, and with our united

regards to yr. dear wife d- yourself I am Dear Friend yours truly

Geo. Ciu'iksiiank."
Then follows a copy of the letter referred to.

—

"To the Editor of
Sir. A paragraph has lately appeared in the Newspapers, relative to

a Testimonial which was presented to me by some friends: and as not
any date is given, it is supposed to lie a recent matter, whereas it oc-

curred nearly seven years back, mention is also made in this paragraph,
respecting pensions, and this statement, altogether, has led many to

suppose that I hare a good sum of money in hand from these sources.

but as this is not the case. I shall esteem it a favour if you will allow
me to inform the put/lie through the medium of your paper, that previous
to the Testimonial being started, a •party' who proposed to establish an
insurance society for the working classes—and who induced me to join
in the prospect, committed a Forgery— by which I lost, what was to

me a considerable sum of money—and from that time up to the present,

in, some efforts to serve my fellow creatures I hare sustained losses

amounting to upwards of £3000

—

SO that unfortunately for me the

balance is on the wrong side— ( (- (7 will therefore be a long time before

the pensions will cover my losses. I however take this opportunity of
giving my heartfelt thanks lo all my friends for their find efforts in

fa rour of Sir your Olit Serrt
George Ceuikshank."

"2(!."> Hampstead 1'oad.

May 28th 1S7-V
"/'. S. I was distressed lo hear of that great fire' at Boston.—
/ have not yet joined the 'good Tern piers'—
/ should like to kuoir your opinion upon this subject."

394. Ceuikshank (George). A..L.S., 5pp. 8vo, July 22, is;:;.

"Dear John li. (lough

Friend and Brother
'flu' first words I hare lo write, are to express a sincere hope that

you and your dear flood wife, are in the enjoyment of good health, which

I am happy lo say my dear good wife is blessed with— I am myself a

wonderful example of good health, generally, but lately I hare had an

attack of Influenza, a very strange sort of affection from which a large

number "I /<< oyle hare been suffering lure anil supposed to hare been

produced by most extraordinary changes in the weather—The symptoms
nre occasional depression Three of my medical friends hare suffered
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severely ham it -ami although I have not been abh to go on with
my work in my usual constant d regular way, yet it has not Kept me
in doors for an hour, d I havt attended tht meetings yth> Teetotal meet-
ings) ns usual.

A nil now ma dear Friend, sorry am I to trouble you with my own
affairs— hut you kindly promised to try & get sunn of American
Teetotal Brothers to do something for me—and I have been most an-
xiously waiting in expectation of hearing from you upon the subject—
and such is my statt of mind at this moment, that if it be possible to let

me Limn- if any thing has been done In this matter, by return of Post,
it will indeed bt a great favour—

/ had thought that tuna before this I should have tht pleasun to

send /ion a couple of Prints— taken from tiro pictures of mine b'ut the
'Autographe compy'— "/• permanent photographers hare sadly disap-
pointed mv for after waiting for tiro mars they havt failed to produce
what was required d I have then fore to go elsewhere—d I hope in

another month or tiro to send tin- prints— which I very much wish you
to sir d for a most particular reason.
Ouve more ileur friend trusting that you anil your ilear wife an

both well d with our united d Kindest regards I nm your truly

Geo. Cbtjtkshank."
"I forgot to tell you that I seem to he entirely recovering from that

attack of Influenza d with the hhssiny of the Almighty regaining my
usual d remarkable strength hut it is curious that all the time I
hare hail it every one has said how well I looked—

Write to me soon aliout your hands—d I know you will give me your
helping hand as soon as it is possible—In '/ Short time I shall write out
the full explanation ahout Mr. Bacchus."

395. Cruikshaxk (George). A.L.S.. 4pp. 8vo, London, August 29, is;:!.

"My l>< ar a- worthy Friend.
John B. Qough—

/ am glad to find that the health of your dear wife is latter, d
trust that she may soon yet mil—also glad to know that you are well,
hut regret that you should hare that affection in the hands, and in tin
hope of being able to he of some service to you. I suggest that yon
write out a clear statement of the ease.—which I trill hand to my friend
Erasmus Wilson—who is Known as the first Medical man in 'Europe'
in all sueh eases—and he may perhaps prescribe something that will
effect a cure.

My wife d I inn staying at Mart/ate for a week—where I yot your
Kind letter of the lUth inst. whilst there I met. by Chance—an Amer-
ican (lentil who is an Engineer d total abstainer—d who said he knew
you—so in had a long chat aliout -J. II. Qough'—his name is -Martin
liaison'— and Inst Sunday evening at a friends house 1 met another
native of the United States, and had a chat with him. ahout you d your
lectures—many of which he had listened to with interest, ifi is a minister
of the Gospel—d a thorough going -total abstainer'—his name is the
Rer. Edwin ('. Sweetser—of New York.—

With respect to these terrible fires In the states, it really seems to me
as if it were the work of some insane incendiary— we hare many tins
in London— hut ire hare 'party walls' which separate eueh house—d-

the fires do not often spread beyond the premises where the pre began—
hut some times lives are lost d this is caused by the drink— in almost
every instance—d by fellows throwing their burning matches aliout

after lighting their pipes d WOmenS dresses are often set on pre in this

way—d oik poor woman mis very nearly burnt to death the other day
near our house by a match throirn down in this cureless manner.
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I had thought that before this I should have been able to send you

coiiics of some prints which I hud hoped would have been produced by
a new style of photography—but after a great deal of labour <(• toss of
time & money—for about 4 years the matter turns out to be an entire
failure Thin is a sad disappointment— tint I am sorry to tell you not
the only one—for after going on with a work for nearly two years a
sudden dissolution of partnership of the publishers put a stop to that.

[ now conclude with sending the united best wishes d regards of my
dear wife d- myself to you d your deaf icife d as I hope to do for many
day, sign myself yours truly

<Jeo. Cbuikshank."
"P.ti. Mr. Bouton of New York

' called here the other day d said he had seen you quite
well first before he left for England."

39(!. Cruikshank (George). A.L.S.. tpp. 8vo, London. February 7, 1874.

"Dear Friend d Brother
J. B. (lough—

This comes hoping to find you d your dear wife in good health—
as I may say, it leaves my good wife d I at present.

I am at the request of some friends. Republishing some of my early
works, the first one being •Phrenological Illustrations' done nearly 50
years back—& a copy of which I hare asked Mr. Bouton to forward to

you—
I am sending some copies to him to sec if he can sell them to our

A merican Brothers.—
/ do not irish to put you to the trouble of writing— but never the

less. J should be glad to hare eren a line from you—d know from you.

how the cause is progressing in the United States. we are here cer-

tainly making progress— but slowly—the fact is ire want a J. B. (lough.

lint much as I should like to see him d- his 'better half I would not on

any account hare him run the risk d- hare all the trouble of crossing the

Atlantic again.

So my God bless you both in your happy settled Home and with ci< ry

wish for the health d happiness of you both d- with our united .( kindest

regards I am dear friend yours truly

Geo. Cbuikshank."
"Postscript
other side"

*/'. S. With respect to disappointments it really seems to be my
fate to meet with them constantly, for it so happens, that for four
years, I hare been working hard d preparing some works to lie published
in Photography— but after many attempts the party who had them in

hand, failed altogether in the process.' so there is all my time ami money
gone!—

/ had expected also to hare had the pleasure of hearing from you
but alien that Panic occurred I SOW at once that there was not any
chance of your being able, to carry out what you suggested—so I compared
myself to a poor Boatman whose boat had been knocked about a good
deal, d wanted repairing—and a friend on th< other side of a river had
promised to get him some brass nails—so the boatman Kept on doing

the best he could to get his craft in good sailing order— but auriously
looking all the while across the Hirer for his friend Whose boat In

expected to see coming across every day d when he saw it in the distance
a most Violent storm arose d h< saw his friends boat stuck fast on a

Sand Bank, and you may imagine how the poor boatman d his friend
also were disappointed

I do hope thai your hands are better, but if not. do pray send mu
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an exact account of the way they arc affected for I feci almost certain
that nni friend l>r Richardson could give you a remedy—he is a first rate

fellow d is giving lectures upon Alcohol to show how it produces diseases
in the Brain & Body."

39?. Cbdikshank (George). A.L.s.. 3pp. 8vo, June 25, 1874.

"Dear Friend d Brother.
•J. B. Qough—
Sunn short time back I was sorry to hear that you had ban very

unwell—and now trust thai you hare quite recovered and that you
and your dear wife arc quite well- as I am happy to say that my dear
wife a- myself are—

/ am sending this week a parcel of books of some more of my carta
etchings the 'Illustrations of time' and hare enclosed a copy for you
of which I beg your acceptance—and hare asked Mr Bouton to forward
it to you—

Since that unpleasant affair with respect to the 'Worship of Bui-chits'—/ never sec Mr. Tweedie— but I was initial distressed the other day to

find that he is afflicted with a sort of cancer—upon which our first

class medical men arc afraid to operate— This is indeed a sad sad matter
for there docs not appear to be any hope of his recovery.

Being just now suddenly & unexpectedly called out I must conclude
these few tines— with sending the best Irishes d united regards 1o you
d yours d hoping to hear from you soon I am Dear Friend

Yours most sincerely

Geo. CiiriKsiiANK."

398. Crciksiiaxk (Geobge). A.L.S.. 4pp. Svo. October 15th, 1874.

"Dear John B. Gough—
Friend <.(• Brother,
When Mr. Bouton. of New York, was orer here lutein. I was indeed

glad to hear from him, that you had quite recovered from your late
illness, and I trust that you d your dear wife are hoth quite well, as I
am happy to say my dear wife & I are—

/ suppose you hare heard of poor Tweedie being now most seriously
ill He is suffering from cancer in the upper and middle part of the
thigh, & which for a long long time h0 did not attend to, or hate any
advice upon, until it was too late to perform an operation which might
hare saved his life—but it has now extended up past the groin—and
there is now no hope— in fact, he is poor fellow sinking fast—
Ever since I discovered that I was to be such a serious loser by the

bad management of John Taylor d- Tweedie—in 'The worship of Bacchus'
affair and in consequence of the way they both treated me I hare never
spoken to either of them— but finding that my old £ esteemed friend
Tweedie was in a dangerous state, of course I forgave him—and constantly
called in the Strand to enquire about his health, d- in case an operation
was to be performed recommended a first class man to assist, and I

fully expected that all this would hare been reported to Mr. Tweedie &
that he would hare desired to see me, but as I was not invited to call,

and as I found he was on his death bed—I determined to go & sec him
if he wished for the interview so I went to his house the day before
yesterday, & he was glad to sec me and wished that I had called before—/ gave him my hand <£ my best wishes but it was a sad meeting <t a
sad parting—poor fellow.' his voice is quite gone & he can only whisper.
Mrs. Tweedie had to stoop down to the pillow to hear his whisper—
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which she conveyed to me— The interview was short—and l left him
— with a sad heart—perhaps never to see him alive again—

Poor dear Mrs. Tweedie and her two daughters art nursing him u'ith

the greatest care d attention; but it is a sad sad thing for his dear
good wife d his dear children.

My wife joins with me in Kindest regards to your wife & yourself
and hoping soon to hear from you I am yours truly

Geo. Cbuikshank." •

399. Cruikshank (George). A.L.S., 6pp. 8vo, February 12, 1875.

"Dear Friend John II. Qough—
When I look nt the date of your letter d find it to l>e "Nov -7. 1*74'

—

/ can hardly believe that I hare delayed writing an answer for so long a

time— but tltc fact is. ire hare had here a most severe d trying winter,
and inn n.n of oar friends have not only been suffering from illness, but
many Of our most intimate & dearest friends have passed away— these

sad irents d having had to work hard in the great cause by attending
d presiding at meetings & having to attend to other peoples affairs.

as well as mi/ own, has so occupied my time, that f hare hardly had a

minute to myself, but now ha ring the opportunity, the first thing I

do is to express the great delight of mil dear wife d myself to find

that your dear wife is restored to health d that you are quite well—
as I am happy to sag. my wife d I are— we hare been so far iii the

fashion of the season, as to have a little 'cold' now d then— but I am
indeed thankful to sag that ire hare never been laid up for a dag.

With respect to the proposed Testimonial from our American Brothers—/ should have felt it a very great compliment, but I can well under-
stand the difficulty of carrying out such an object—particularly from
what you state—so do not my dear friend gire yourself d your friends

any more trouble about the matter—had it been a general affair I would
have had, a printed form of thanks to send to each subscriber but I

can only now beg of you when you see those Kind friends who hare

subscribed to gire them my best thanks—and I shall keep the list of
their names as a treasure.

When that dreadful fire look place I at once saw that it was one

of those unfortunate events that called for the Sympathy and as-

sistance of the Ration, d of course never expected that a people however
Kind generous could spare any tiling the Testimonial.

In our drawing room, there is an arm Chair—always near the window
and in which chair you sat with your dear wife by your side— irhen ire

first had the pleasure of seeing you both and I tell Visitors (pointing to

theses pieces of furniture) 'That is ./. />'. Qough's chair d that is Mrs.
Qough's' where we shall be pleased indeed to see you both scaled again—
and make our house your home.—

With respect to poor Tweedie—he behaved in an extraordinary manner
towards he <(• John Taylor causing a most si rious loss— but findg that

h< was dying l of course forgave him & went d sun- him on his death
bed. d with Which risit. poor fellow, lie was much pleased— lie was a

man SO much respected that people irould not liclierc what I Complained

Of but nou- that hi' is gone it turns out that I am not the only one irho

has had losses d some think that he could hare hardly ban in his

right timd to hare acted as hi' did one of his best friends lent him
about £2000 which yon mag lie said is all gone for the debts amount
to £13,000 d there is only tenpence in the pound to meet them. This

ended all very sad- and pains me exceedingly when I think of the poor
widow d the children—
My wife unites with me in Inst Irishes d regards to your dear wife
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d yourself and as she attends to all matters about proofs and sketches—
she desires me to say that she will attend to your wishes after th<

10th of .March—and now trusting with the blessing of the Almighty
we may all enjoy health d- a long life I am dear friend yours truly

Geo. Cruikshank."
"P. 8. In the work I am preparing for publication— (but which will

not be ready until the end of the year) I shall be able to prove that

I hare lost about 12 or 14 Thousand pounds by being u Teetotaller— /

—

but

I hope to get over that in time—but these loses with others too long

to explain hare so crippled me that I am compelled to ask friends to

assist tne—and cm / suppose those dreadful d most destructive fires in the

states have pit rented you from carrying out your kind intention towards
me—/ venture to ask if you can help me with a loan—of a hundred or

two— which I would undertake to return at the end of this year—What
you have done already was most important d- for which I cannot suf-

ficiently thank you—An early answer will Oblige as I am in a regular

fix just now."

400. Cruikshank (George). A.L.s.. lp. 8vo, n.p., March 1st. 1870.

"Dear Mr Qibbs.
lie so yood as to give the paper to the bearer—
/ will bring the proof—d pay for this paper on Wednesday mog (to-

morrow)
Yours truly

Geo. Cruikshank."

401. Cruikshank (George). Autograph Letter, signed. 2p3
8vo, May 14th.

1868. To Capt. J. Cruikshank. With addressed envelope in Cruik-

shank's autograph, signed by him. Framed and glazed.

Regarding a Sergeant Pratt.

402. CRUIKSHANK (Isaac—Father of George Cruikshank). Woodward
(G. M.). Eccentric Excursions; or, Literary and Pictorial Sketches

of Countenance. Character and Country, in different parts of Eng-
land and Wales. Interspersed with Curious Anecdotes. With over

100 plates ix color, all engraved by Isaac Cruikshank, after G. M.
Woodward. 4to, full green crushed levant morocco, rich gilt hack,

hroad dentelle inside borders, gilt edges, by L. BROCA. In a morocco
open faced case. London: Allen and Co., 1796

Large and fine copy of the rare First Edition. All the plates
in first state. An edition published the following year (1797) is some-
times erroneously designated as the first. The plates are rich im-
pressions, many of which broadly satirize the life and times of the English
and Welsh inhabitants of the time, both in town and country.

403. Cruikshank (Isaac). Original Sepia Drawing. "Charles Price alias

Old Patch.'"' Unsigned. Accompanied by a copy of the engraving

for which the drawing was made. Framed and glazed.

[London] Tegg & Co., Feb. 14th, 1803

000. Cruikshank (Isaac). For Original Drawing, with Inscription by

George Cruikshank. See, Xo. 385.
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404. Cruikshank (Percy). Original Drawing in Water Colors: "The
United Germans.*' Signed,

—

"P. Ck. delt. 1871." A soldier, with
heavy moustache, holding string of sausages, in his hand one let-

tered "Prussia," on the floor and attached to "Prussia"* are Hesse,

Hanover, Cohurg, Nassau and others. [Also] "The Cad to the

man wot drives the Sovereign." Caricature in colors (by William
Heath). April, 182!). 2 pieces. Framed and glazed as one.

405. Cruikshank (Percy). Guv Faux. A Squib, manufactured by Horace
Mayhew and Percy Cruikshank. Folded panoramic sheet, contain-

ing 20 humorous plate* in* color, by Percy Cruikshank. First
Edition. Square 12mo, original pictorial boards, with cloth pro-

tecting wrapper. London, circa 1850

40(i. Cruikshank (Robert). A Complete Set of "The Dandies." A
scries of 15 FINELY COLORED CARICATURES, ALL ORIGINAL IssiES.

Mounted down and bound in one vol.. folio half green morocco,

lettered on side. London, various publishers, 1818-1819

Complete sets are of the greatest rarity.
Comprises,

—

Handles at Tea ;

Dandies Having a Treat:
Dandies Dressing;
Handles and Dandyzettes

:

A new Thing for the Ladies:
The Hen-peeked Dandy

;

Dandies in the Upper Boxes;
Dandy Pickpockets Diving;
A Dandy Shoe-maker in a fright :

The Dandy Lion

;

Exquisite Dandies

;

The English Ladies Dandy Toy;
Comparative Anatomy of the Dandy Tree;
A Dandy Fainting,—or an Exquisite in Fits;

The Dandy Sick.

Formerly many Cruikshank experts considered the worK In these

plates to be partly done by George Cruikshank.
The above is the famous Edward Truman set. and has an association

value of interest, as follows,—
Truman was a personal friend of the artist, and deciding to settle

the question brought the plates to him, the result being, that on the first

plate of the volume, George Cruikshank has written the words "Nor
ANY OK IT BY ME—G. CK."

407. Cruikshank (Robert). Lessons of Thrift. Published for the General

Benefit. By "A Member of the Save-all Club." With the series of

12 beautifully colored plates by Robert Cruikshank. First

Edition. Royal 8vo, original pink boards, with major portion

of label, entirely uncut. Enclosed in a red morocco solander case,

with inner protecting cloth cover. London: Thomas BoyS, L820

But few copies auk known in this choice state. From the library

of Edward Henry Hill, with his finely engraved bookplate.
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40>v [Cruikshank (Robert—Brother of George Cruikshank).] [Combe
(William).] The Tour of Doctor Syntax through London; or. The
Pleasures and Miseries of the Metropolis. A Poem. By Doctor
Syntax. With the complete series of 20 FINEI/5 COLORED PLATES,

until/tied, but thought to be cither the work of Robert Cruikshank,

or Thomas Rowlandson. 8vo, i\ the original 8 parts, with all
tiik wrappers, mack AND front, entirely uncut, portions of a few

backs repaired. Enclosed in a maroon morocco solander case, with

inner protecting cover of red silk.

London: Published by J. Johnston, 1820

TlIK EXTREMELY RARE FlRST EDITION IN REMARKABLE CONDITION. PROB-
ABLY THE FINEST KNOWN COPY. TlIE COVERS INTACT. ARE WITHOUT SAME OF

FORMER OWNER, IN STRIKING CONTRAST TO TlIK ONLY OTHER COPY IN ORI-

GINAL PARTS SOLD AT AUCTION IN AMERICA.
In addition it contains the almost in know \ slip in Part _: "Dr.

Syntax in London." . . .
"< >n the 1st of May will be published, No. 1. of

a New Volume of The New Bon-ToD Magazine," etc. The slip, dated
May. 1819. regarding the indisposition of one of the artists, does not

appear.
The work is entirely anonymous, both author and illustrator (or illus-

trators), not being definitely known. Mr. Jaggard in his Index to

Book-Prices Current, gives Isaac Robert Cruikshank as the illustrator,

and William Combe, as the author. Some collectors and experts declare

that the plates are by Thomas Rowlandson. and assert this with such
certainty that they bind the book, and on the back have printed the

words "Illustrated by T. Rowlandson."
After careful comparison of- the work of the two artists,—Robert

Cruikshank and Thomas Rowlandson. we are of the opinion that Mr.
Jaggard is right in his contention that the illustrator is Robert Cruik-
shank. the contention being based on the work executed by Cruikshank
for Egan's "Finish to Life in London," although this work was not

published until ren years later (1830). Undoubtedly however Rowlandson
influence is seen in the reproduction of the portraits of the familiar
"Dr. Syntax."
That more than one artist illustrated the work is evidenced by the

fact that there was issued by the publisher a slip announcing the indispo-

sition of one of the artists.

40!). [Cruikshank (Eobert?)]. Fashion and Folly: or, The Buck's Pil-

grimage. A series of 24 host INTERESTING COLORED plates rep-

resenting the exploits and adventures of Uashall axd Lcbin
through a Pilgrimage of Fashion- axd Folly. First Edition.

London: Published by William Sams. 1822

Of the greatest rarity-

. These plates are sometimes attributed by col-

lectors to be the work of William Heath, but the majority of experts
place them to the credit of Robert Cruikshank. Portraits of both Robert
Cruikshank and Pierce Egan appear among the characters throughout
the work.
These plates were published during the time when the interest in

Life in London was at its height, and they form an extra series of platen

to this famous book. Originally they appeared separately in oblong
octavo style: but they have been most attractively and ingeniously inlaid

in panorama style and placed in a red levant protecting case with plate
glass top. The case has lock and key. and the plate can be easily seen
in panoramic style by the motion to right or left as the case may be.

of two small wooden handles.
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410. Cruikshank (Eobeet). The Commercial Tourist: or. Gentleman Trav-

eller; A Satirical Poem, in four Cantos. With 5 humorous plates

in color by Robert Cruikshank. 8vo, half brown levant morocco,

gilt, gilt edges, old writing on reverse of frontispiece.

London: G. and W. B. Whittaker, 1822

Second Edition, greatly enlarged. The First Edition with these
ILLUSTRATIONS. RARE.

411. Cruikshank (Robert). London Oddities; or. Theatrical Cabinet: be-

ing a collection of the most popular, serious, comic, and truly eccen-

tric Songs, Recitations, Narratives, and Laughable Stories ....
for the Lovers of Fun and Eccentricity. Collected, revised, and
arranged, by Tim Tidy. With 12 plates in color, by Robert
Cruikshank. 12mo, original boards, uncut, with paper label, joints

repaired. Enclosed in case with morocco back and protecting silk

wrapper. London : Hodgson and Co., 1824
Extremely rare in this condition. Plate 7 is generally considered to

be the work of George Cruikshank. In this copy this plate rears the
initials of George Cruikshank. written with pencil. From the Tru-
man collection.

An edition of this work appeared two years earlier, although the above
is generally known as the first edition. Perhaps the above should be
styled First Collected Edition, as it is likely to contain more than
the edition of 1822.

412. Ceuikshank (Eobert). Monstrosities of 1827. Caricature in colors.

Framed and glazed. London: G. Humphrey, 1827

Douglas No. 1172. An extraordinary caricature on the prevailing fash-

ions of both sexes.

413. Cruikshank (Eobert). Moncriefi (W. T.). old Booty. A Serio-

comic Sailor's Tale. Illustrated by <i spirited engravings on wood,

from designs by Robert Cruikshank. FlRST EDITION. 12mo, orig-

inal wrappers, preserved in blue cloth wrappers.

London: William Kidd. 1830

414. Cruikshank (Eobert). Dibdin (Charles). The Bigh-Mettled Racer.

To which arc added many interesting Anecdotes of the I .'ace- Horse.

Illustrated by ten fust-rule engravings on wood, by C. 11'. Banner.

from designs by Robert Cruikshank. First Edition. L6mo, full

polished calf, gilt top. BY nivi khe. London: William Kidd. L83]

415. Cruikshank (Eobert). Fifty-One Original Fables, with Morals and

Ethical Index. Written by "A.T.E.O." Embellished with 85 orig-

inal designs by R. Cruickshank. Also a translation of Plutarch's

Banquet of the Seven Sages. Fikst Edition with the Cruikshank
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illustrations. 8vo
3
half crimson levani fnorocco, gilt back, gilt top,

original label and front wrapper preserved, bi zaehnsdorf.
London. 1833

I'ukskm'atuin copy with the author's inscription,

—

"A Present to Mary
Miril Johnson from the Author. Jan. 1836."

H6. Cruikshank (Robert). The Lady and the Saints. In Three Cantos.

With 10 vignettes, designed by R. Cruikshank. First Edition.

8vo, half polished yellow calf, gilt back, gilt top, itv root.

London: Edward Hull, 1839

Presentation copy from the author with inscription in his hand-
writing, "Rev. Dr. Fletcher with best Compts. of the Author."

Contains the rare slip of "Errata."

ill. Cruikshank (Robert). Thomson (Edward i. The Adventures of a

Carpet Bag; respectfully addressed to Travellers in General. Illus-

trated by Robert Cruikshank, several very interesting and amusing

full-page plates, and numerous woodcuts in the text. 12mo, original

wrappers, which were designed by Percy Cruikshank. Enclosed in

cloth ease. London. 1853

Rare, especially in wrappers. The fourth edition of the work, but the

first with the illustrations by Robert Cruikshank.

418. Cruikshank (Eobert). [Byron (George Gordon, Lord).] Don Juan.
Cantos 1 to 5. A correct copy from the original edition. With
the scries of 6 finely colored plates, hi/ Robert Cruikshank.
First EDITION, with these illustrations. 8vo, full dark blue levant

morocco, gilt hack, gilt top. London: (i. Smeeton, undated

Very rare, when with all the plates, as above.

419. Cruikshank (Robert). The Glorious Reform in Parliament. Printed

IN COLORS on a large silk handkerchief, about 35 by 31 inches, de-

signed by Robert Cruikshank. a friend of Reform. Folded to 8vo,

and enclosed in a crimson levant morocco ease, with inner protecting

cover of red silk, by riviere.

Unique. A political memento of significance, containing portraits of the
Duke of Wellington. Lord Russell, and many other contemporary English
notables.

420. Cruikshank (Robert and George). "The Needless Alarm.'* and "A
Smoking Party. "Both ox the same undivided plate. Both in
colors.'' Inlaid and bound in one vol. small 4to, half dark-blue
polished morocco, lettered on side.

Undated, but early, probably circa 1822
First state of a unique item, having the inscription in the handwriting

of Ceorce Cruikshank.—"All hi) my brother. I. R. Cruikshank. G. Ck."
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421. Cruikshank (Robert) and Seymoub (Robert). The Comic Coronal;
or. Book of Merriment. With numerous illustrations on wood, by

Robert Cruikshank and Robert Seymour. First collected edition".

l2mo, original cloth, back worn and portion of label missing. En-
closed in cloth case. London, 1830

Comprises,—"Margate," illustrated by Robert Cruikshank, 1S31 : "The
High-Mettled Racer," by Charles Dibdin, illustrated by Robert Cruik-
shank. 1831, and others, some of which are first editions.

I".".'. Cruikshank (Kobert) and others. [Westmacott (C. M.).] The
English Spy: An Original Work, Characteristic, Satirical, and
Humorous, comprising Scenes and Sketches in Every Rank of

Society, being Portraits of the Illustrious, Eminent, Eccentric, and
Notorious. Drawn from the Life by Bernard Blackmantle. The
Illustrations designed by Robert Cruikshank. Illustrated with 72

full-page plates, of which 71 abb exquisitely colored; 68 are by
Robert Cruikshank; 2 by Thomas Rowlandson, and one each by T.

Wageman and G. M. Brightly; also .'56 woodcuts in the text by Rob-
ert Cruikshank, Rowlandson, Gillray and Finlay, engraved by Bon-
ner and Hughes. 2 vols, royal 8vo, full crimson crushed levant

morocco, sides and backs richly ornamented with floral tooling, gilt

top, one of the original pictorial wrappers preserved in each volume,
isy wood. London, 1825-1826

First Edition, and a beautiful and exceptionally tall copy. The
plate by Thomas Rowlandson, entitled,

—
"7?. A.'s of Genius reflecting <>n

the true line of Beauty," etc., which this copy contains, is generally miss-
ing. The plate,

—

"The Fire Principal Orders of Society," is in its cor-

rect state, uncolored.
One of the best works to describe in detail this period of London life.

and the fashionable places of resort, with portraits of many of the more
notorious characters. The author, a species of blackmailer, insinuated
many things against prominent characters of the time: among those

thus slandered were George IV, the Countess of Conyngham, Charles

Kemble, Maeready, Madame Vestris, Colonel Berkeley, and others.

123. Dagley (R.). Takings; or, The Life of a Collegian. A Poem. With

26 hand colored etchings. London, 1821^ [Also] Heath's Doings,

consisting of numerous original compositions in Prose and Verse,

the friendly contributions of various writers; principally intended

as illustrations of the 24 colored plates. With 24 hand-colored

plates. London, 1826. First Editions. Together, 2 vols. 8vo,

and royal 8vo, full polished yellow calf, gilt backs, gilt edges. BY

ROOT. London, 1821-1826

The title-page of the former bears the following Inscription,—

"

Wit

h

best regards from the author of the i>ocm to his friend W. Heseltine, Esq."

000. Dalton (.1.). Gentleman in Black. Sec, Cruikshank (George). [No.

I K2
|

000. De Foe (Daniel). Robinson Crusoe. See, Cruikshank (George).

|
No. 183]

000. Dibdin (Charles). Songs. Sec. Cruikshank (George). [No. 204]
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424. Dickens (Charles). Sketches

follows,

—

"Sketches by "Boz"
Illustrative of

Every-Day Life and Every-

Day People.

In Two Volumes. Vol. 1

(Vol. 2)

"B< IJ..I Neries ste, a-

Illustrations by George
Cruikshank.

London :

John Macrone, St. James's
Square. MDCCCXXXV1

-Sketches by "BOZ,"

Illustrative of

Every-Day Life and Every-

Day People.

The Second Series.

Complete in one volume

London :

John Macrone. St. James's

Square, MDCCCXXX VI I.

Both Series Complete. With the series of 26 fine etchings by

(leorge Cruikshank. First Editions of each series. 3 vols.

12mo, ORIGINAL GREEN AND PINE CLOTH, Uncut, the Second Series

with its 2 original black labels. Enclosed in solander case, with

blue levant hack, cloth sides.

London: John Macrone, 1836-1831

First issues of the First Edition, in the original cloth binding.
in perfect state, are offered for sale only at long intervals. The
second series contains two additional etchings from the ls.",7 Hirst

octavo) edition.

425. Dickens (Charles). The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club,

containing a faithful Record of the Perambulations, Perils, Trav-

els, Adventures and Sporting Transactions of the Corresponding

Members. Edited by "Boz.
:
' With illustrations by Buss, "Phiz"

and Seymour. 8vo, in the original parts (20 in 19), with all
WRAPPERS AND ADVERTISEMENTS, UNCUT. Enclosed ill cloth case.

with white silk inner protecting cover.

London, 1836-1831

The finest known copy of the First Edition of "Pickwick," pos-
sessing ALL THE "POINTS."

(1) All the parts are the earliest issue, and contain all the
advertisements.

(2) All the covers are dated 1830.

(3) The plates throughout are in the earliest state.

(4) Parts II, III, X, and XV, contain the "Addresses" by the
author.

(5) Parts XVII, XVIII, and XX, contain the "Addresses" by the
publisher.

This is the Captain R. J. H. Douglas copy, sold at auction in Lon-
don three years ago. Mr. John C. Eckel, author of the Bibliography of
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First Editions of Charles Dickens, after a careful examination of the
copy, penned the late Mr. Samuel Henry Austin the following autograph
letter, which accompanies the copy.

"July 31**, 1014."
"Mr. 8. II. Austin,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear Sir

:

It teas my privilege some time since to carefully examine tin Douglas
Copy of "Pickwick" which, I am informal, is at present in your pos-
session. Without any desire of obtruding any superior knowledge of
the book in question, I wish to sun that it is the tin/st and most perfect
copy of an original issue it has ever been my fortune to handle, as it is

also the Inst copy f hare ever heard of.

In attempting to describe a complete first issue of "Pickwick" in

my Bibliography, I hud recourse to the Lapham Copy, and a copy owned
by a noted Collector in Glasgow. In my opinion, the Douglas copy far
excels cither in brilliancy and "points." The absence of the figure "17"

in the Albemarle street address in Part I\ sunlit stumps it as an earlier
issue than the two I hare mentioned. In addition, there arc other ad-
vertisements Which are unknown in the copies to which I hare alluded.

After an investigation, I am forced to revise my description of Part
I as it relates to the plates, i am satisfied that the original plates bore

signatures and that these hairlines wore off as the printing proceeded.
It was the later issues upon which the error was basal that the plates

were unsigned.
In short. I am free to sap that the Douglas copy is unmatched in the

world so far as I know.
Trusting that you loill understand the spirit which prompts this I- tt< i

,

I bey leu re to remain.
Very sincerely

John C. Eckel."
The following "points" regarding wrappers and advertisements,

describe the copy i

PART I. has the excessively rare advertisement of "New Works published
by Chapman & Hall" (4 leaves), the first in the list being "The Gar-
land of Love," the last "'The Library of Fiction:" the reverse of the
hack wrapper announces the publication of No. 1 of "The Library of

Fiction."

PART II. has the rare printed "Address" announcing the death of

Seymour. The outside hack cover advertises No. II of "The Libra r\

of Fiction."

PART III. has on the wrapper. "With illustrations by R. W. I Piss"

Inside the front wrapper is an advertisement <4pp. i advertising
"Sunday under Three Heads." Following the two plates is the "Ad-
dress" announcing the engagement of Buss as illustrator. After the

letterpress is the advertisement of two leaves headed "The Toilet."

advertising Rowland & Sons' Toilet Preparations, and of which only

one other copy is known. Outside hack wrapper advertises No. III.

of "The I. ihrary of Fiction."

PART I V. The inside of the front and hack wrappers gives a list of

new works published by Chapman & Hall. "Sunday under Three
Heads" being the first; "The Pickwick Advertiser" CJ leaves); out-

side of hack wrapper advertising "The Library of Fiction" to he

continued monthly, hut not giving the particular number of same.

PART V. has four leaves of advertisements, and also the very rare

folded advertisement of Rowland's Preparations, with a woodcut
Of a black woman. Outside hack wrapper advertises No. V. of "The
Library of Fiction."
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PART vi has four Leaves of -The Pickwick Advertiser," and Facing last

leaf is a rare slip advertisemeni of "Phrenology made Easy." Out-
side back wrapper advertises No. »i of ••The Library of Fiction."

PART VII. In addition to the four loaves of "The Pickwick Advertiser"
is the slip advertisement inside back wrapper of "Phrenology made
Easy."

PART VIII. lias the four leaves of "The Pickwick Advertiser.- and two
leaves on light blue paper of Henekey's Brandy.

PART IX. has -The Pickwick Advertiser." 4 leaves, and 14 leaves of
advertisements after the letterpress.

TART X. has the "Address" dated December, 1836, eight leaves of 'The
Pickwick Advertiser." and two Leaves of advertisements following
letterpress.

PART XI. has four leaves of "The Pickwick Advertiser."

PART XII. has "The Pickwick Advertiser," 4 leaves, and "Mechi's Cata-
logue."

PART XIII. has "The Pickwick Advertiser." 8 leaves, and three leaves of
advertisements after letterpress.

PART XIV. has "The Pickwick Advertiser." 12 leaves, and four leaves of

advertisements after lefferpress

PART XV. has the "Address" dated June 30th, 1837. "The Pickwick
Advertiser." 8 leaves, and 12 leaves of advertisements after letter-

press.

PART XVI. has "The Tickwick Advertiser." 4 leaves.

PART XVII. has the "Address." dated August 20th, KIT. "The Pickwick
Advertiser," 4 leaves, and 13 leaves of advertisements after letter-

press.

PART XVIII. has "The Pickwick Advertiser." 8 leaves. "Address" an-

nouncing the completion of Pickwick, and seven leaves of advertise-

ments after letterpress.

PART XIX XX. has "The Pickwick Advertiser." 12 leaves. "Address"
announcing "New Work by Boz." three leaves of advertisements after

letterpress, and "Mechi*s Catalogue."

[See Frontispiece for Reproduction of Wrapper of Part III]

426. [Dickens (Charles).] Sunday under Three Heads: as it is: as sab-

bath bills would make it: as it might have been. By "Timothy
Sparks."' With 3 full-page wood engravings, and vignette on title-

page, by "Phiz." First Editiox. 12mo. full polished yellow calf,

gilt, gilt edges, by maxsell. Enclosed in slip-case, with purple

levant back. London: Chapman and Hall. 1836

An autograph signature on front cover of an envelope, is inserted.

427. Dickexs (Charles). The Village Coquettes: A Comic Opera. In

Two Acts. Genuine First Edition". 8vo. in the original
sheets, folded BUT xever stitched, uncut. Enclosed in slip-

case, with brown levant back, and inner protecting cloth wrapper.

London: Eichard Bentley. 1836

A VERY FINE AND PERFECT COPY.
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t28. [Dickens (Charles).] The Library of Fiction; or, Family Story-

Teller, consisting of Original Tales, Essays, and Sketches of Char-

acter. With 14 full-page engravings in each volume by "Phiz,"

"Seymour" and "Buss." First Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, obiginal

cloth, uncut. Each volume enclosed in slip-case with brown le-

vant morocco back. London: Chapman and Hall, 1836-ls:'.

;

Rare in original cloth. Dickens wrote "The Tuggs at Ramsgate"
and "A Little Talk about Spring and the Sweeps." G. P. R. James.
Miss Mitford, Douglas Jerrold, Sheridan Knowles, and others, were
contributors.

429. [Dickens (Charles).] The Strange Gentleman; A Comic Burletta. in

Two Acts. By "Boz." First performed at The James's Theatre.
• in Thursday, September 29, 1836. With the genuine frontis-
piece by '"phiz." Small 8vo, original printed wrappers. En-
closed in crimson crushed levant morocco solander case, with inner

protecting cover of red silk.

London: Chapman and Hall, 186, Strand, MDCCCXXXV11.
[183T]

The excessively rare original issue, of which but few copies with
the genuine frontispiece by "phiz" are known.

It is accompanied by a very rare playbill, issued from St. James's
Theatre. Thursday, Oct. 20th. 1836, when the "entirely new Burletta
(Written by Boz) called "The Strange Gentleman," was first produced,
with Mr. Harley. Mr. Hollingsworth, Madama Sala, Miss Stuart, and
others in the cast.

|
See Reproduction of Frontispiece and Title-page]

i30. Dickens (Charles). Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi. Edited by "Boz."'

With fine portrait of Grimaldi, and the series of 12 characteristic

etchings by George Cruikshanh. First issue oe the First Edi-

tion. 2 vols. 12mo, original pink embossed cloth, gilt, uncut.

Enclosed in open faced cloth case.

London: Richard Bentley, 1838

A fine copy, with advertisements in vol. 2. The design on the hack
is after a design by Cruikshank. The plate,

—"The Last Song," Is with-
out the border, which is a proof of the first issue. This plate represents
the famous clown on the occasion of his farewell benefit. Copies with this

plate and in the pink cloth are very scarce.
From the collection of Lord Raucliffe, with his signature in each

volume.

131. [Dickens (Charles).] .More Hints on Etiquette, for the Use of So-

ciety at Large, and Young Gentlemen in Particular. With 9 WOOd-

cuts lig George Cfuikshank, one of which is reproduced in gold

on the cover. First Edition. 12mo, original cloth, gilt edges.

Enclosed in slip-case, with lilac levant back. Front cover slightly

defective. London: C. Tilt. 1838
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432. [Dickens (Charles).] Oliver Twist; or, The Parish Boy's Progress.
By "Boz." With the series of 24 characteristic etchings by George
Cruikshank. E'irst cssue of the First Edition. 3 vols. 12mo,
original cloth, uncut, with iul\ cil isements. Enclosed in a so-

larider case with blue morocco hack, cloth sides.

London: Richard Bentley, 1838
A very fine copy. Contains the "Fireside Plate" which was after-

wards suppressed for some mysterious reason, as it is a far better illus-

tration than the one which was substituted.
"Collectors under whose observations have come copies with the list

of illustrations (there is no list in the present copy following the title-

paw) will he justified in a protest against the elimination of this feature
from the collation. This was done because experts now agree that the
list was an interpolation on the part of Dickens suggested by the utter
absence of Cruikshank's name on any part of the hook. . . . With and
without the list both are genuine first issues."

—

john c. eckel.

433. [Dickens (Charles).] Sketches of Young Ladies. "By "Quiz." With
6 illustrations by "Phiz." Seventh Edition. London. 1838; [Also]
Sketches of Young Gentlemen. With -6 illustrations by "Phiz."

Third Edition. London. 1838. 2 vols, in one. 16mo, full calf.

pages soiled. London. 1838

The last named is by Charles Dickens.

434. Dickens (Charles). The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Xickleby.

With Hhisinifions by "Phiz." First Edition. 8vo, in the orig-

inal 20 monthly parts (in 1!>). with wrappers and advertise-

ments, uncut. Enclosed in cloth case. London, L838-1839

First issue of the First Edition, with the four plates of parts I. and
II. bearing the publisher's imprint, omitted in later impressions, and
the misprint "visiter" in part IV. page 123, line IT. which Dickens early

discovered and for which he ordered "sister" substituted in later edi-

tions; the plate "Nicholas makes his lirst Visit to the lodgings of Mr.
Bray," is with this title, later issues of the lirst edition are merely "to

Mr. Bray." omitting "the lodgings of;" Part XIV. contains the rare notice

with regard to the postponement of the plates, generally missing.

Additional interest attaches to this copy, as it is accompanied by
THE EXCESSIVELY RARE "PROCLAMATION," STATING I "Whereas we are the
only true and lawful "Boz.' And Whereas it bath been reported to us.

who are commencing a New Work, to be called—The Life and Adventures
of Nicholas Niehlchy. That some dishonest dullards, resident in the by-

streets and cellars of this town, impose upon the unwary and credulous
by producing Cheap and wretched imitations of our delectable Works.
. . . This is to give Notice. Firstly. To Pirates. . . . Secondly. To the

Public, . . . Thirdly. To the Potentates of Paternoster-Row," etc.

Signed "Boz," pp. 4.

The "Proclamation" has ,-i twofold purpose; i.e.. to advertise "Nicho-
las Nickelby :" and to enter a protest and warning to the literary pirates,

who jealous of the success of Dickens wrote numerous articles, pub-
lishing them under similar names, with the intent to deceive the Public
into believing that they were written by Bo/..

lo.v [Dickens (Charles).] [Mogridge (George—"Old Humphrey" ).]

Sergeani Bell and his Raree-Show. Embellished with woodcuts by

Cruikshanks (sic). Thompson, Williams, etc. First Edition.
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Square l2mo, original cloth, gilt, gill edges. Enclosed in slip-

ease, with dark rod levant hack. London: Thomas Tegg, 1839

Usually, but erroneously, ascribed to Charles Dickens.

136. Dickens (Charles). -Master Bumphrey's Clock. Old Curiosity shop
and Barnaby Rudge. With illustrations by George Cattermole and
TTablot Knight Browne. First cssue of the First Edition'.
Royal 8vo, in the ORIGINAL 88 wkkki.v parts, with all the white
wrappers, uncut. Enclosed in 2 dark blue levant morocco solander
cases, with inner protecting covers of blue silk, isy riviere.

London. 1840-1841
One of the most important copies ever offebed fob sale, being ac-

companied BY SEVEN OF THE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS IN PEN-AND-INK AND
sepia, by Hablot Knight Browne ("Phiz"). The drawings, all of which
are signed cither with tne artist's initials or '•Phiz." are finely' executed
and finished, two being with titles in the artist's autograph. They are
inlaid to size and laid in the parts facing the illustrations, as follows.

—

"The Old Curiosity Shop."
"Kit and Barbara in the Kitchen." Part 18.

"The Parlour in the Road Side Public House." Part 22.

"Little Nell and her Grandfather on the Barge." Part 29.

"Barnaby Ridge."
"The May Pole Inn." Part 46.

"Mr. and Mrs. Haredale and Edward." Part 53.
"Dolly, Mrs. Varden. Miss Miggs." "Mr. Chester and Sain in Mrs.

Yarden's Parlour." Part 60.

These drawings originally belonged to Miss Emiiy Browne, the art-
ist's daughter. They include such world famous characters as "Little
Nell and her Grandfather." and "Dolly Varden."
The inside of the front wrapper to Part 58 is quite interesting and

important. On it, is an advertisement of "written Caricatures" by John
Leech : the vignettes illustrating this advertisement are by John Leech.
A different illustration for the same work by Leech will be found on
the back wrapper of Part 59, and repeated on wrappers of Parts 63
and 67.

437. [Dickens (Charles).] The Pic-Xic Papers. By Various Hands. Ed-
ited by Charles Dickens. With 14 etchings by "Phiz" and George
Cruikshank. First Edition. 3 vols. 12mo, full polished yellow

calf, gilt backs, gilt edges. London: Henry Colburn, 1841
Dickens wrote the "Preface" and "The Lamplighter's Story." and edited

the balance of the work.

438. Dickens (Charles). American Xotes for General Circulation. First
issue of the First Edition. 2 vols. 12mo, original cloth, uncut,
one back repaired. Enclosed in slip-case, brown morocco back,
cloth sides. London: Chapman and Hall, 1842
The preliminary pages of this, the first issue, were prepared to num-

ber up to xvi. but immediately before publication, some of the matter
that was intended to be included was omitted. The pagination of the
earliest copies remained unchanged but later copies of the same edition
have the necessary alteration. The matter omitted was Dickens's
"Apology."
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439. Dickens (Charles). Life and Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit. With
illustrations by "Phiz." First Edition. 8yo, in the original
20 monthly tarts (in 19). with wrappers and advertisements,
uncut. Enclosed in cloth case. London, 1843-1844
First issue of the First Edition, having the £ mark on the signpost

transposed.

440. Dickens (Charles). A Christmas Carol in Prose; Being a Ghost
Story of Christmas. With 4 colored plates, and 4 woodcuts by
John Leech. First issue of the First Edition. 12mo, original
brown cloth, gilt, gilt edges. Enclosed in dark brown crushed le-

vant morocco solander case, with inner protecting silk cover, by
zaehnsdorf. . London, 1843

A beautiful copy of the first issue, with the title-page in red-and-
blue ink. the heading on page 1 reading "Stave I." and the 2 pages of
advertisements.

441. Dickens (Charles). Overs (John). Evenings of a Working Man,
being the Occupation of his Scanty Leisure. With a Preface rela-

tive to the Author, by Charles Dickens. First Edition. 12mo.
original cloth, gilt edges. Enclosed in slip-case, with maroon levant

back. London : T. C. Newby, 1844

442. Dickens (Charles). The Keepsake for 1844. Edited by the Countess
of Blessington. Fine steel plates. 8vo, original pink silk, with large

gilt ornament in centre of front cover, gilt edges. Enclosed in slip-

case, violet levant back, cloth sides. London: Longman, 1844

Unusually fine copy, being practically as fresh as new. Dickens con-

tributed the Poem,

—

"A Word in Season," which appears at page 73.

"They have a superstition in the East.
That ALLAH, written on a piece of paper.

In better unction than can come of priest

Of rolling incense, and of lighted taper," etc.

443. Dickens (Charles). The Chimes: A Goblin Story. With engraved

title-page and frontispiece, and 11 illustrations on wood by John
Leech. First issue of the Fikst Edition. 12mo, original red

cloth, gilt, gilt edges. Enclosed in a brown crushed levant morocco
solander case, with inner protecting cover of silk, BY /.akiixsdorf.

London, 1845

With the Imprint of Chapman and Hall on the engraved title-page, and
the leaf announcing the "Christmas Carol. Tenth Edition."

•111. Dickens (Charles). A.L.S., ."pp. 8vo, Devonshire Ten-ace. Tuesday
Thirteenth October, L845. To the Countess of Blessington.

"Mil Dear Lady Illissington

More thanks than I can pap you, or than you would care to receive,

for pour inestimably useful kindness!
Will you tell me. where the Baboo is to he found.' I will lea re a card

at his Hotel, straightway.
Shall I speak to Dr. Sonticood Smith, who is Manager of the Sana-

torium committee arrangements, about a good box for you on the 15th.
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otherwise I fear they will all be gone. For how many, Do you wish it.'

I dm very sorry I had gone out for a walk when you called yesterday.
It would have delighted me to har<- installed you into my Sanctum.

Mrs. Dickens, I am glad to say, is going on quite brilliantly. I wish I

could sag as much for myself, >>ut as the distraction of these great news-
paper arrangements, I find the little work trots along—sometimes walks
indeed—and sometimes stops altogether."

445. DlCKENS (Charles). The Adventures of Oliver Twist; or. The Parish

Boy's Progress. With 21 illustrations on steel, by George Cruik-

shanJc. Fibst Octavo Edition". 8yo, in the original 10 parts,

with green wrappers and advertisements, uncut, slightly worn and
first two plates time-stained. Enclosed slip case, with protecting
covers of cloth, with ties. London. 184(5

Exceedingly rare ih parts. The Douglas copy, No. 188 In the sales
catalogue. A duplicate part one. in blue wrappers (the others being all

green) accompanies the set. 'Die plates in this duplicate are all clean.

44(i. Dickens (Charles). Pictures from Italy. The Vignette illustrations

on wood by Samuel Palmer. First Edition*. 12mo, original hlue

cloth, uncut. Enclosed in slip-case, with violet levant hack.

London, 1846

44T. Dickens (Charles). The Cricket on the Hearth. A Fairy Tale of

Home. With frontispiece, title and woodcuts by John Leech. First
issue of the First Edition. 12mo, original red cloth, gilt, gilt

edges. Enclosed in dark hrown crushed levant morocco solander

case, with inner protecting silk cover, by zaehnsdorf. Old writing

on one fly-leaf. London, 1846
Contains the publishers' name at foot of engraved title-page, and the

2pp. of advertisements concerning "Oliver Twist," and others of Dickens'
writings.

448. Dickens (Charles). Dealings with the Firm of Domhey and Son,
Wholesale, Retail, and for Exportation. With illustrations by H. K.
Browne. First Edition. 8vo, in the original 20 monthly
parts (in 19), with wrappers and advertisements, uncut, portions
of some backs restored. Enclosed in dark green straight-grained
morocco case. London, 1847-1848
Contains the slip of "Errata," generally absent.

449. Dickens (Charles). The Haunted Man and the Ghost's Bargain. A
Fancy for Christmas Time. With illustrations by John Leech and
others. First issue of the First Edition. 12mo, original red
cloth, gilt, gilt edges. Enclosed in a dark brown crushed levant
morocco solander case, with inner protecting silk cover, by zaehns-
dorf. London, 1848
With the leaf advertising "Donibey and Son," etc. and with a perfect

letter "1" on page 16(5.





At The American Art Galleries
MADISON SQUARE SOUTH, NEW YORK

UNRESTRICTED PUBLIC SALE BY ORDER OE
LOUISE SUYDAM AUSTIN, EMIL1E AUSTIN JONES, and the

GIRARD TRUST COMPANY, OF PHILADELPHIA, EXECUTORS

Third Session, Numbers 450 to 675, inclusive

TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 24th, AT 8:00 O'CLOCK

450. Dickens (Charles). The Personal History of David Copperfield.

With illustrations by II. K. Browne. First Edition-

. 8vo, in the
ORIGINAL 20 monthly parts (in 19), with wrappers and advertise-

ments, uncut. Enclosed in solander ease, green morocco back, cloth

sides. London. 1849-1850

With the exception of a name in ink on one wrapper, and that several
backs have been most skilfully supplied, an unusually fixe copy of
this, the first issue of the Fihst Edition, with the engraved title-page
containing the date, 1850, omitted altogether in later editions.
One of the most difficult of First Edition of the writings of

dickens to procure in desirable condition*.

451. Dickens (Charles). A Complete Set of Christmas Numbers of

"Household Words'* and -'All the Year Round.*' Together, 18 issues,

13 in white covers. 5 in blue covers, all as originally issued, uncut.

Enclosed in slip-case, with yellow levant back, inner protecting cloth

cover. London. 1850-1867
Extremely rare to find in original state.
The principal contents in the above were written by Charles Dickens,

and include. "A Christmas Tree.'" "The Poor Relations story and the
Child's Story." "The Seven Poor Travellers." "The Wreck of the Golden
Mary." "A House to Let." "The Haunted House." "Mugby Junction." "Tom
Tiddler's Ground." and others.

452. Dickens (Charles). To Be Read at Dusk. First Edition. 8vo, as

issued, unstitched, uncut. Enclosed in full brown levant morocco
solander case, by ZAEiixsnoRF. . London. 1852
Fine copy. Privately printed and exceedingly rare. This sketch

was originally written by Dickens for "The Keepsake." of which periodical
Lady Blessington was for a period, the editor.

453. Dickens (Charles). A Child's History of England. With frontis-

pieces by F. II". Topham. First Edition, 3 vols., square 12mo, full

dark brown crushed levant morocco, gilt backs and sides, dentelle

inside borders, brown silk linings, original cloth covers bound at end
of each volume, by zaehxsdorf. London. 1852-1853-1854
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L53a. Dickens (Charles). Bleak House. With 40 illustrations by II. K.
Browne. First Edition'. 8vo, in the original 20 monthly
tarts (in 19), with wrappers and advertisements. Enclosed in

cloth case. London, 1852-1853
Early issue of the First Edition with the one plate only in part IX.

:

the printed slip announcing accident to the usual second plate
;
part X.

has three plates instead of two. The impressions of the "dark" plates.

—

"Tom All Alone's," "Night" and "Morning." are excellent, thus indicating
an early issue.

454. Dickens (Charles). Little Dorrit. With illustrations by Hablot
Knight Browne. First Edition. 8vo, in the original 20

monthly parts (in 19), with wrappers and advertisements, uncut.

Enclosed in slip-case, blue morocco back, inner cloth protecting cover.

London, 1855-185*3

Earliest issue of the First Edition, with the slip inserted ;it page
481 regarding the author's oversight in allowing the name "Rigaud" to be
printed in place of "Blandois." Fine impressions of the five "dark" plates.

455. Dickens (Charles). A Tale of Two Cities. With illustrations by II.

K. Browne. First Edition. 8vo, in the original 7 parts, with

all wrappers and advertisements, uncut. Enclosed in slip-case, with

blue leather back, inner protecting red silk cover.

London: Chapman and Hall, 1859

First issue. This copy has the "point" which proclaims it a first

issue, namely, the error in the pagination at page 213.

The first announcement of the new Thackeray-edited magazine (The
Cornhill Magazine), is printed on white paper (part VI.), correct state;

whereas that which announces the name (final part) is printed on rusty

red paper (second state, according to Eckel).

456. Dickens (Charles). A Curious Dance Round a Curious Tree Fiust

issue of the first edition. 12mo, original pink wrappers. En-

closed in slip-case, with morocco back, and inner protecting silk-

cover. London, I860

With the type unchanged throughout the pamphlet. In the later edi-

tion, the appeal for funds was printed in heavy, bold type.

A copy of special interest, having the original stamped wrapper in which
the pamphlet was to have been mailed (the wrapper is blank), and in

addition the stamped and addressed envelope which was issued for the

return of donations to the Hospital.

457. Dickens (Charles). Great Expectations. First Edition. 3 vols.

12mo, original blue emuossed CLOTH, uncut. Enclosed in green

morocco solandcr case, with inner protecting green silk wrapper.

London: Chapman & Hall, lsiii

Genuine First Edition, with the advertisement at end of VOLUME
three dated May, 1861. A fine and perfect COPY, and one of the most
DIFFICULT BOOKS PUBLISHED DUBINO THE PAST SEVENTY-FIVE YKAHS TO PRO-

CURE IN CHOICE COLLECTOB'S CONDITION.

Gbeat Expectations was published in 1861, and proved to be so

popular that on October 13th, 1861, Dickens was able to write as ;i post-
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script to a letter to h is Friend Macready —"Fourth edition of 'Qreai

Expectation* almost gone!"
This work is one of Dickens' best novels; t lit- circulating libraries, fore-

seeing the demand for it, bought up almost the entire first edition, so

that there were very few copies of this issue that found their way into

private hands. Those used by the libraries, were of course mostly

destroyed, by constant handling, thus rendering the Fihst Edition of this

book extremely scarce.

Most existing copies of this book, frequently but wrongly called First

Editions, have the catalogue in the back bearing the date of August. 1861,

instead of May. 1861. Tins copy has the May advertisement. A
BETTER COPY OE THE GENUINE FlRST EDITION IN MORE PERFECT CONDI-

TION GOULD NOT BE FOUND.

4.38. Dickens (Charles). Autograph Cheque, with fine signature. Febru-

ary fourth, 1864. Framed and glazed.

459. Dickexs (Charles). Our Mutual Friend. With illustrations by

Marcus Stone. Febst Edition. 8vo, in the original 20 monthly
parts (in 19), with wrappers and adYertisements. Enclosed in two

dark brown crushed levant morocco solander cases, with inner pro-

tecting covers of brown silk, by zaehnsdoef.
London, 1864-18(5.')

With the rare slip in part 13 with reference to the title "Our Mutual
Friend" which is frequently missing.

•460. Dickens (Charles). Proctor (Adelaide Anne). Legends and Lyrics.

With an introduction by Charles Dickens. With numerous illus-

trations by Palmer, Tenniel, Keene, l)u Maurier and others. Square

8vo, original cloth, gilt. In case, with yellow morocco back.

London, 1866

A New Edition of the Work but the first with the introduction by
Dickens.

461. Dickexs (Chaeles). George Silverman's Explanation. [The "Atlan-

tic Monthly," January, February, and March, 1868, containing the

story.] 3 issues, 8yo, wrappers, uncut. Enclosed in slip-case, blue

morocco back, inner protecting cloth cover. Boston, 1868

462. Dickexs (Chaeles). Hunted Down. A Story. With some Account
of Thomas Griffiths Wainwright, the Poisoner. With woodcut on
cover and on title-page of "The Fatal House." First Edition
in book form. 12mo, original green wrappers. Enclosed in slip-

case, with yellow leYant back and protecting cloth coYer.

London: John Camden Hotten [18T0]

A very entertaining story, founded upon the true tale of Wainwright's
life. It was originally published in the "New York Ledger." the publisher
having paid Dickens a thousand guineas for it.
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463. Dickens (Charles). Speeches, Literary and Social. Now first

collected. With 2 portraits. 12mo3
original cloth.

London: Camden Hotten [1780]

With the advertisements in the back and the slip advertisement of

'"The Story of the Life of Dickens" which is nearly always missing.

464. Dickens (Charles). The Mystery of Edwin Drood. With engraved

signature of the author, ami illustrations by S. L. Fildes. First
Edition. 8vo, in the original (i monthly parts, with wrappers
and advertisements, uncut. Enclosed in a solander case of green

morocco, cloth sides. London, 1870

Dickens' last book, left unfinished at his death.

4<>5. Dickens (Charles). A Child's Dream of a Star. With illustrations.

First Edition in book form. L2mo, original cloth, gilt, gilt

edges. Enclosed in slip-case, with brown levant back.

Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co., 1871

466. Dickens (Charles). Is She His Wife? or. Something Singular. A
Comic Burletta in One Act. 24mo, original cloth. Enclosed in

brown levant morocco solander case.

Boston: James Et. Osgood and Company. 1871

This work was printed early in 18:i7 in London, but it is not known
that any copy of the original edition exists. The only known copy was
bought by Mr. Osgood of Boston in 1S7G from which he published the

present edition of 1877, which is called the first edition by collectors

because no other copy of the earlier issues are known to exist. The book
purchased by Mr. Osgood was destroyed in the LS7!t lire at Boston.

467. Dickens (Charles). -Mr. Nightingale's Diary: A Farce in One Act.

24mo, original cloth. Enclosed in slip-case, with green levant hack,

cloth sides. Boston: James R. Osgood ami Company. 1ST;'

Only :> copies of the original issue of 185J are known.

468. Dickens (Charles). The Lamplighter. A Farce. Now Firsl Printed

from :: .Manuscript in the Forster Collection at the South Kensing-

ton Museum. L2m0, original wrappers. Enclosed in cloth case,

with inner protecting cloth wrapper. London, 1879

No. 182 of 250 copies printed.

469. Dickens (Charles). The Mudfog Papers, etc. Now first col-

lected. l2mo, original cloth. Enclosed in slip-ease, with lighl

green le\ant morocco hack. London: Richard Kent ley, 1SS0

Loosely inserted are some reviews of this publication.

IK). DlCKENS (CHARLES). Eckel (John C.i. The First Editions of the

Writings of Charles Dickens and their Values. A Bibliography.

With a portrait of Charles Dickens, ami 36 illustrations and fac-

similes. 1 to. white vellum hack and cloth, gilt top. uncut.

London: Chapman and Hall. 191.1

Xo. 210 of 250 copies printed, autographed by the author and the

publisher. The standard bibliography of the great novelist, and invaluable
to all collectors ot his writings.
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471. Dickens (Charles) \ni> Collins (Wilkie). The Frozen Deep. A
Drama. In Three Acts. 12mo, full polished yellow calf, gill back,

gill top, original covers preserved, by riviere. Enclosed in slip-

case, with violet levant back, cloth sides. [Not published] 1866

With numerous corrections in the autograph of Wilkie Collins.
He lias also written on the cover. "Corrected Copy."
This play was written in 1856 by Wilkie Collins, and was produced

by Dickens and his Players at Dickens' house on January (i, 1857. It has
never been published, and differs widely from the story which appeared
in 1S74.

In the course of preparation. Dickens changed it to such a great extent
that it may be said to be almost entirely by him.

In 1S<><;, the Drama was produced at the Olympic Theatre, London.
Bound up with this item, are facsimiles of the description of the original

manuscript, and a facsimile of the page of the original manuscript in

Dickens' autograph, which was sold at auction in 1890.

i',2. Dickens (Charles) and Collins (Wilkie). No Thoroughfare. A
Drama, in Five Acts. First issue of the First Edition. 12mo,
original printed wrappers. Enclosed in half green levant morocco
case. London: Office of All the Year Round, 1867
Fine perfect copy. Very rare in original wrappers.

473. Dickens (Charles) and Collins (Wilkie). The Lazy Tour of the

Two Idle Apprentices. No Thoroughfare. The Perils of Certain

English Prisoners. Illustrated. First Collected Edition. 8vo,

original cloth, uncut. Enclosed in slip-case, yellow levant hack,

cloth sides. London : Chapman and Hall, 1890

474. Dumas (Alexandre). Celebrated Crimes. Translated by I. G. Burn-
ham. Illustrated with photogravures after original drawings by

De Los Bios, Prudhomme, Wagrez, etc. 8 vols. 8vo, shot silk.

paper labels, uncut. Philadelphia: George Barrie, 1895

No. 431 of 500 copies printed throughout on Japanese vellum paper.
Contains,—The Stories of Joanna of Naples ; the Borgias ; Mary Stuart

;

The Cenci ; Ali Pacha; La Comtesse de Saint-Geran; La Marquise de
Brinvilliers ; Massacres in the South. 1551-1S15 (the persecution of the
Protestants in the Cevennes. etc.), and other notorious historical events.

475. Du aIaurier (George). Original Pen-and-Ink Drawing, -Things
one would rather have expressed differently." Sir Pompey (so much
in earnest that he forgets his grammar)—"Well, all I can say is

this, that what I give in Charity is Nothing to Nobody!" Framed
and glazed.

This drawing illustrated "Punch" for July 22nd. 1893. A very fine
specimen.

iUi. Egan (Pierce). Life in London; or. the Day and Night Scenes of

Jerry Hawthorn, Esq. and his Elegant Friend Corinthian Tom.
accompanied by Bob Logic, the Oxonian, in their Rambles and
Sprees through the Metropolis. Illustrated by •'>(> colored plates
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by I. R. and George Cruikshank, engraved music, and numerous
woodcuts in text. First Edition. Royal 8vo, original illus-

trated board covers, entirely uncut. Enclosed in crimson levant

morocco solander case, with inner protecting cover of cloth.

London: Printed for Sherwood, Xeely. and Jones, 1821
A REMARKABLY FINE COPY OF THE LARGE PAPER EDITION" • OF ONE OF THE

MOST POPILAR BOOKS OF ITS KIND. Bl'T FEW COPIES REMAIN IN THIS
REMARKABLE STATE.

With the footnote commencing "Second Edition" on page (which Cohn
attributes to the First spurious issue) : the printer's name is placed
correctly at lower left hand corner on back of half-title: and there are
16 pages of advertisements at end. as called for by Douglas.

With the above is the original pen-and-ink and sepia drawing by
George Cruikshank for the plate at page 181. "Coffee Shop 5 o'clock."

The marginal sketches are of special interest, and are unpublished.

477. [Egan (Pierce)] Cruikshank (George). The original painting
on Panel: "Lowest Life in London—Tom, Jerry and Logic among
the unsophisticated Sons and Daughters of Nature, at All Mex in

the East,"' and one of the plates in Egan's "Life in London."
1821. Signed, "G. C." Framed and glazed.

A VERY IMPORTANT EXAMPLE.

478. [Egan (Pierce)]." Real Life in London; or. Rambles and Adventures

of Bob Tallyho, Esq., and his Cousin The Hon. Tom Dashall,

through the Metropolis; Exhibiting a Living Picture of Fashionable

Characters, Manners, and Amusements in High and Low Life. By
"An Amateur." Embellished with a series of 33 finely col-

ored engravings, designed and engraved by Henry Aiken, Thomas
Eowlandson, Digit Ion, Brooke and others. First Edition. 8vo,

COMPLETE in the original 14 parts, with wrappers, uncut, slight

repairs to a few backs. Enclosed in 2 crimson crushed levant

morocco solander cases, with inner protecting covers of crimson

watered silk. London: Printed for Jones and Co., 1821-1822

Extremely rare in original parts. A ft w of the erasures and correc-

tions in the numbers on covers which this cop; contains were certainly

done by the publishers to use up the spare wrappers, as the work being

an utter failure, they did not sell it in the usual way. but "did it up"
in all sorts of ways,—weekly parts, monthly parts, etc., to suit the orders

their travellers had obtained.

The above copy contains the plate, usually missing

—

"Catching a Charley

Napping," l>ut does not contain "St. George's Day," neither are the

four pages of advertisements and the leaf "A Word to the Wise," present.

4:!). Egan (Pierce). The Life of an Actor. By Pierce Egan. Dedicated

to Edmund Kean, Esq. The Poetical Descriptions by T. Green-

wood. Embellished with 27 characteristic scenes in color, etched

by Theodore Lane: enriched also with several original designs on

wood, executed by Mr. Thompson. First Edition. Large 8vo,
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full blue crushed levant morocco, richly tooled hack and side-, gilt

top, by root. Plate "Proteus and his brother Actors," in lac-

simile. London: Printed for C. S. Arnold, L825

One of Egan's more ambitious productions, the hero of which. Peregrine
Proteus, is said to be the counterpart of Edmund Kean. the English
tragedian, to whom the volume is dedicated. The illustrations in color,

by Lane, are well and sympathetically executed and doubtless aided con-

siderably in securing the instant popularity accorded to the work.

480. Eoan (Pierce). Pierce Egan"s Anecdotes (Original and Selected) of

the Turf, the Chase, the Ring, and the Stage; the whole forming
a Complete Panorama of the Sporting World. Embellished with

13 colored plates, designed from nature and etched by Theodore
Lane. Royal 8vo, full crimson polished levant morocco, emblemat-
ically tooled back and inside borders, gilt top, by root.

London: Printed for Knight & Lacey. 1821

Fixe large copy of the First Edition, evidenced by the fact that the
imprint at foot of the frontispiece has margin underneath, an unusual
feature.

481. Egax (Pierce). Pierce Egan's Finish to the Adventures of Tom, Jerry,

and Logic, in their Pursuits through Life In and Out of London.
Illustrated by the pencil of Robert Cruikshank, in 36 scenes from
Real Life (all finely colored), and enriched with several designs

on wood, by the same artist. Royal 8vo, full crimson crushed levant

morocco, rich gilt back, triple border line on sides, dentelle inside

borders, gilt top, green silk linings, by riviere.

London: G. Virtue. 1830
The extremely rare fibst editiox. and genuine first issue with the

"points." having the woodcuts in the text at beginning of pages 40-42. and
all the plates with Virtue's address. Much superior to the later issue both
as to impression and coloring.

UNIQUE COPY, ENRICHED WITH FOUR OF THE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS BY ROBERT
Crxikshank.— (1) for the vignette at page 174. (2) the vignette at page
2(56. entitled "The Yankee Trotter," (3) the drawing ( full-page > for the
plate at page 308, "Pigeon Shooting.—Tom, Jerry, and tlie Fat Kni<iht

engaged in a Match." and (4i the drawing (full-page) for the plate at

page 367, "The Wedding Day—"'/ happiness at Hawthorne Halt—Jerry
and Mart/ Rosebud united."

482. Egan (Pierce). Matthew's Comic Annual: or. The Snuff Box and the

Leetel Bird. Illustrated by Robert Cruikshank. First Edition.
16mo, half green levant morocco, original wrappers preserved, by
bradstreet's. London, 1831
From the Henry W. Toor collection, with bookplate.

483. Egertox (D. T.). The Necessary Qualifications of a Man of Fashion.

A series of 12 plates, all finely colored, designed and etched by
D. T. Egerton. First Editiox. Oblong 4to, original wrapt-eks,
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enclosed in cloth case, lettered on side. Corner of title-page re-

paired, not affecting text. London: Thomas M'Lean, 1823

WE THINK THAT NO COPY OF THIS RARE AND BEAUTIFUL SERIES OF
PLATES, IN ORIGINAL WRAPPERS, HAS HITHERTO BEEN OFFERED FOR SALE AT
AUCTION IN THIS COUNTRY.
The plates include, "Assurance;" "Confidence;" "Impudence;" "Ec-

centricity," and others.

484. Egerton (D. T.). Fashionable Bores: or, Coolers in High Life. By
Peter Quiz. A series of 12 plates, all finely colored, designed

and etched by D. T. Egerton. First Edition. Oblong 4to, origi-

nal illustrated boards, with leather back, preserved by a clotb

cover. No title, probably issued without.

London : W. Sams, 1824

WE THINK THAT NO COPY OF THIS RARE AND BEAUTIFUL SERIES OF
PLATES. IN ORIGINAL BOARDS, HAS HITHERTO BEEN OFFERED FOR SALE AT
AUCTION IN THIS COUNTRY.
The plates include, "The Silent Rebuke;'' "The Leech:" "The Tahles

Turn'd ;" "The Unfortunate Discovery:" "The Insolence of Office:" "The
Trial of Nerves"' (duelling scene) ; "The Pressing Invitation." and others.

485. Eginton Colored Plates. Anstey (C). The New Bath Guide; or.

Memoirs of the B-N-R-D Family, in a series of Poetical Epistles,

during their residence at Bath. With 12 plates in color (probably

hand colored at a later date), by F. Eginton. First Edition, with

these illustrations. 12mo. full polished yellow calf, gilt back, gilt

top, by root. London, 1807

486. Evekitt (GRAHAM). English Caricaturists and Graphic Humourists of

the Nineteenth Century. How they illustrated and interpreted their

Times. Numerous reproductions. Thick 4to, cloth, uncut.

London. L886.

Gillray, Rowlandson, Thackeray. "Phiz," and many others are repre-

sented.

487. Fischer (Henry W.). Private Lives of Kaiser William II and his

Consort. Secret History of the Court of Berlin. Translated from
the German. Portraits. 3 vols. 8vo, three-quarter maroon levant

morocco, gilt hacks, gilt tops, uncut. New York [19091
No. 87 of 500 copies printed.
This edition contains the expurgated passages of the English edition,

which reflected on the Emperor's private life.

<lss. I'Tixokrald (Edward—Translator). Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam.
Translated into English Verse by Edward Fitzgerald. With an In-

troduction by A. C. Benson. Reproduced from a manuscript, writ-

ten and illuminated by S. Sangorski & O. Suteliffe. Printed through-

out on fine quality Japanese vellum paper, with numerous beautiful

full-page illuminations and decorative borders and initials. Small
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folio, full blue crushed levant morocco, the front cover most elab-

orately inlaid and gold tooled with a peacock design, its tail set with

31 garnets; jewelled clasps, doublures of dark red levant, with large

ornament tooled and inlaid witli blue levant, in centre of each cover,

maroon watered silk linings, gilt edges, in Sangorski ami Sut-
( i.i i if.. In a cloth case. |

London. 1 !» 1
]

Beautiful specimen of jewelled binding.

489. Fore-Edge Painting. Scotl (Sir Walter). The Lady of the Lake.

A Poem. The Eleventh Edition. 8vo, contemporary full straight-

grained orange morocco, with broad and richly decorated borders and
back, centre ornament on both sides of blind tooling, silk linings,

gilt edges, in the manner of Charles Lewis. Edinburgh, 1816
OX THE FORE-EDGE UNDER THE GOLD, IS A FINELY EXECUTED PAINTING OF A

CASTLE IN THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS. THE PAINTING IS CONTEMPORARY.

490. Fore-Edge Painting. Stanley (Arthur Penrhyn). Historical Me-
morials of "Westminster Abbey. With illustrations. Seventh Edi-
tion, with the author's final revisions. 8vo, full slate-blue crushed

levant morocco, rich gilt back, gilt edges.

London: John Murray, 1800
On tite fore-edge under tite gold, is a beautifully executed painting

of Westminster Abbey.

491. Forrester (Alfred). Absurdities : in Prose and Verse. Written and

illustrated by A. Crowquill. With 13 colored plates, by "Crow-
quill" First Edition. 8vo, original illustrated boards, uncut.

Enclosed in open faced cloth case, with protecting cloth cover.

London, ~i^!',

A remarkable copy, being practically as fresh as on day of issue.

From the collection of Edward Henry Hill, with his finely engraved
bookplate.

492. Franklin (Benjamin—Printer). M. T. Cicero's Cato Major, or, His
Discourse of Old-Age : With Explanatory Notes. Small 4to. origi-

nal 1IARBLED BOARDS, LEATHER BACK. ORIGINAL LABEL. Enclosed in

crimson crushed levant morocco solander case, with inner protecting

cloth cover.

Philadelphia: Printed and sold by B. Franklin, MDCCXLIV
[1744]

But few, probably not more than four or five copies are known in

the original boards. of this. the most celebrated production of benja-
MIN Franklin's press. This copy measures 8 x 5% inches.

Franklin wrote the Preface and in it he says that he has printed the

book, "in a large and fair Character, that those who begin to think on the

subject of Old Age (which seldom happens till their Sight is somewhat
impair'd by it's Approaches} may not. in Reading, by the Pain small
Letters give the Eves, feel the Pleasure of the Mind in the least allayed."
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In conclusion he says, "I shall add to these few Lines my hearty Wish,

that this first Translation of a Classic, in this Western World, may be

followed with many others, performed with equal Judgment and Success,

and he a happy Omen, that Philadelphia shall become the Seat of the
American Muses."

The translation was made in 1734 by Chief Justic James Logan.

[See Reproduction of Title]

4!)3. Gillbay (James). Original Drawing in water colobs: "Tiddy-Doll.

The Great French Gingerbread drawing out a New Batch of Kings."

Unsigned. 15^4 by IOV2 inches; [also] a brilliant first impres-
sion of the Colored and finished Plate, signed,

—

"Js. Gillray, inv.

& fee. Jany. 30th, 1806." Both framed and glazed. Together. 2

pieces.

The original drawing of one of the most important of Gillray's
caricatures of napoleon.

Napoleon, represented as "The great French Ginger-bread Maker." is

drawing out of "The New French Oven for Imperial Gingerbread." a batch
of Kings—"The Kings of Bavaria. Wirtemberg and Baden." Among the
persons standing by are Sheridan. Fox. Lord Moira. and others, with
crowns on their heads. It is generally considered to be the most caustic

satire on the wanton manner in which Napoleon displayed his despotic
power about this period.

494. Gillbay (James). Obiginal drawing in water colors: "Introduc-

tion of Citizen Volpone & his Suite at Paris." Lettered (proba-

bly in Gillray's autograph), but not signed; [also] first IM-

PRESSION in bbown of the finished plate, signed,

—

"Js. Gillray invt.

& feet. Nov. 1.")///, 1802." Together, 2 pieces. Framed and glazed.

A VERT IMPORTANT gillray drawing, the principal characters being
Napoleon and Charles J. Fox.

The First Consul Bonaparte is holding a Levoo. with one hand out-

Stretched he is welcoming Fox. who is in full court dress. Mrs. Fox
is standing nearby, as are Lord and Lady Holland.

495. Gillray (James), A Collection of <i Caricatures in color. Large

oblong folio, half red morocco, lettered on side, r.v hoot.

London. L783-1792

Till: ABOVE WD SEVEN FOLLOWING 111 Ms. FORM A VERY IMPORTANT AND
BABE SERIES 01 FIRST STATE CARICATURES IN COLOR BY 111 is CELEBRATED KNG-
lisii artist. All arc laid down on heavy paper, and bound into volumes

of a uniform color. The numbers refer to the standard work on the

subject, that by Wright and Fvans. in which many of them are reproduced,

(1) "Balaam,—or the Majesty of the People. The Lord open'd the

Mouth of the Ass. etc." Unsigned. April loth, 1783. 1'nknown to

Wright and Fvans. AND OTHER BIBLIOGRAPHERS.

(2) "The Westminster Hunt." Unsigned. April 27th, 17SS. fNo. 35.1

(3) "A Connoisseur examining a Cooper." Signed,

—

"J8. Qy. del; et

fail. June -\sth. 1T!»
-

J." [No. S4.l A noted portrait of George HI., who
wiib candle in hand is making an examination of a medallion of Oliver
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Cromwell. (Sec page 4ii of Wright and Evans for lengthy account
this plate, i

(4) "The Introduction." Unsigned and undated. [No. 61.] George III.

and Queen Caroline in the throne room, the king showing surprise at the

beauty of 1 lie daughter of the King of Prussia who is being presented,
while the queen holds out an apron for bags of gold carried by an attendant.

(5) "The Reception of the Diplomatique & his Suite, at the Court of

Pekin." Signed,—Vs. Qy. Sept. 1477/. IT'.rj." [No. 88.] The reception

of Lord Macartney's Embassj to China. See page 48 of Wright and
Evans for detailed description.

(6) "Frying Sprats." and "Toasting Muffins." Unsigned. Nov. 28th,

1701. Two scenes on one sheet. [NOS. <;ii and liT.
| A very hitter satire

on the "economies" of George 111. and his queen.

496. GlLLR.W (JAMES). Two Caricatures IN COLOR. Royal 4to. hall' red

morocco, lettered on side. i:v ROOT. London. 1792

(1 ) "A Voluptuary under the horrors of Digestion." Signed,

—

"Js. Qy
design et fecit. July 2nd. 1792." [No. 85.] A merciless satire en the

heir to the throne, who at the time was celebrated for his voluptuousness
and the pecuniary difficulties into which he was constantly thrown in

consequence of his expensive habits.

(2) "Temperance enjoying a Frugal Meal." Signed,

—

"Js. Qy. design et

fecit. July 28th, 1702."
I
No. 8fi.] A companion plate to the preceding

and as hitter in its satire on the saving and parsimonious habits of the

king and queen (George HI. and his queen), as the preceding is of their
son's extravagance.

49T. Oillray (James). Two Caricatures, one in color, the otheb in

BROWN. Oblong Ito. half red morocco, lettered on side. i;y root.

London. 1798

A VERY RARE GlLLBATf CARICATURE, IX BOTH STATES, COLORED VXD IN

brown. This caricature caused a tremendous sensation when first issued.

Hi "Doublures of Characters; or. striking Resemblances in Phisiog-
nomy.— If you would know Mens Hearts, look in their Faces." I.avater.

Signed,—"Js. Oillray inv. a- feet. \<>r. 1st, IT'.ts."
I
No. 251.] Fox is

depicted in the duplicate readings of character as. "The patron i4

liberty;" doublure "The arch Mend :" Sheridan carrying "the bag" is

depicted as "The friend to bis country:" doublure "Judas selling his

Master," The Duke of Norfolk is depicted as •'Character of High Birth;"
doublure "Silenus debauching." Tin' Duke of Bedford is depicted as "A
Pillar of the State;" doublure "A Newmarket Jockey," Fail Derby, with
his large forehead and his pigtail is the representation of "Strong Sense;"

doublure "A baboon." Sir Francis Burdett, the man of refinement,

appears as "Arbiter elegantarium ;" doublure "Sixteen-string Jack."

Tierney. the eloquent member for Southwark is depicted as "A finished

Patriot :" doublure "The lowest spirit of hell."

(2) The same, in brown.

198. Gillrai (James). Pour Caricatures in color. Oblong folio, half red

morocco, lettered on side, in root. London, 1800

Complete ami babe set.

(It "Hounds Finding." Signed,- "Js. Qy feet. Ipril 8th, 1800." [No.

488.1 A mounted rider having been thrown, the "hounds" are dragging

a chicken from his pocket, while a bottle of wine is being strewn on Ihe

ground.
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(2) "Houi:ds in Full Cry." Signed.—"7*. Gy. [yril Hth. 18UO." [No

489.]

(3) "Hounds Throwing-olf." Signed,—Vs. Gy. \pril Sth, ISO ." [Ni
4'.mi.

| An all-round eatast rophe.
in "Coming in .-it the Death." Signed. ./*. Gy, iprii 8ih, I

s'"

[No. 4!H.| The best executed and mosl attractive of the series.

499. Gillray. (James). Fifteen Caricatures i\ color. Large oblong folio,

half red morocco, lettered on side, by root. London, 1800-180
AN IMPORTANT \M> VERV BABE SERIES. INCLUDING ONI 01 Xapoleos

INTEREST, CONTAINING EIGHT SCENES IN His LIFE.

CI) "A Pair of Polished Gentlemen." Unsigned. March 10th. 1801
[No. 499.]

(2) "Anacreonticks in full Song." Signed,—Vs. Gillray, inv. d feet.

Dee. 1st, 1801/ [No. 1<A.
I Scene of jollification, for which Gillray was

famous.

(3) "Political Dreamiugs- Visions of Peace Perspective Horrors."
Unsigned. Nov. 9th, 1801. [No. JM.| a Napoleonic caricature of greal
interest. The names of the subjects (British ministers of state) have
been written on the margins by a former owner.

(4) "Integrity retiring from Office." Signed, Vs. Gillray inv. a ft.

Feby. 24th, 1801." [No. 203.1 Mr. Pitt closely followed by Mi-. Dundas
are leaving the Treasury, a soldier with fixed bayonet keeping back the
angry crowd.

i
",

) -The Union-Club." Signed.

—

"Js. Gillray inrt. d feet. Jany. 21st,
1801." [No. 257. I A very important ami rare plate, containing a large
number of portraits of contemporary British ministers of state

Mil "Political Amusements for roung Gentlemen." Signed.

—

"Js. Gill-

ray inv. & feet." Undated. ! X«>. 259.1 Lords Temple and Camelford
playing "shuttlecock" with Home Tooke's bead.

iTi "A Bravura Air. Mandane." Signed.

—

"Js. Gillray ad civ. feet

Deer. 22nd, 1S01." [No. 308.1 Full-length portrait of Mrs. Billington, the
greatest singer England lias ever produced, she was the first vocalisl

who could act as well as sing. For the season October, 1801, to April.

1802, she was guaranteed the sum of four thousand pounds and a benefit,

the greatest sum ever paid up to that time.
i
si •Lilliputian Substitutes." Signed,

—

"Js. Gillray feet, d del. Uay
28th, 1801." [No. 260.] Portraits of Lords Eldon, Sidmouth and Hawkes-
bury wearing the ill-fitting clothes of their predecessors.

(9) "A Welch Tandem." Signed—Vs. Gillray fee. June 21st, 1801."
[No. 501.]

(10) "Preliminaries of Peace, or. John Bull, and his Little Friends
Marching to Paris." Signed.

—

"Js. Gillray d. d f. Oct. 6th, 1801." [No.
2ii2.1 Includes portraits of Lords Hawkesbury. Derby and others.

(Hi "Metallic-Tractors." Signed,

—

"Js. Gillray inv. d fee. Nov. 11th,
1801." [No. 50(i.l

(12) "A Cognocenti contemplating ye Beauties of ye Antique." Signed.

—

"Js. Gillray inv. d- fee. Feb. 10th, 1801." [No. 498.]

(13) "Democracy, or, A Sketch of the Life of Buonaparte." Signed —
"Js. Gillray invt. & feet. May 12th, 1800." [No. 286.] A very important
and very rare example. It is in ei'-dit scenes, each containing portrait of
Napoleon from the time the young Buonaparte and his relatives were
"Free Hooters in the Island of Corsica." to "Buonaparte on his Couch, sur-
rounded by the Ghosts of the Murder'd . . . Horrors of Final Retri-
bution."

(14) "Preparing for the Grand Attack." Signed.

—

"J. Gillray inv. d
feet. Dec. 4th, 1801. [No. 263.] Portrait of Sir Francis Bnrdett, reading
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a huge scroll, his indictment of the ministry, which took place April 12th,

1802.

(15) "Playing in Parts." Signed,—"Js. Gy. feet. May 15th, 1801."

[No. 280.1 A remarkably spirited and famous example of Gillray's work.
It illustrates a musical gathering, a fair performer seated at the harpsi-

chord is surrounded by male performers playing the violin, flute, etc.

500. Gillray (James). Two Caricatures in color. Oblong 4to, .half red

morocco, lettered on side, by root. London, 1802

(1) "Tales of Wonder." Signed.—"Js. Gillray, inc. & ft. Feby. 1st,

1802." [No. 513.] "This attempt to describe the effects of the Sublime
& Wonderful, is dedicated to M. G. Lewis, Esqr. M. P." Four females are
seated at a circular table, one reading the lately published "Tales of

Wonder,*' by "Monk" Lewis.
(2) "Advantages of Wearing Muslin Dresses." Signed,

—

"Js. Gillray

inc. d- ft." Undated, but circa 1802. [No. 513.] The red-hot poker
having fallen out of the fire, sets fire to the dress of one of the ladies

seated around a circular table enjoying tea.

501. Gillray (James). Seven Caricatures in color. Folio, half red

morocco, lettered on side, by ROOT. London, 1808

The very rare "weather" series complete. Very interesting and
well-executed.

(1) "Delicious Weather." Signed,

—

"Etch'd by Js. Gillray. Feby. 10th,

1808." TNo. 558.1 An elderly gentleman seated on a bench in the park,

flowering plants in the background.
(2) "Dreadful-Hot-Weather." Signed and dated same as preceding.

[No. 554.1 The elderly gentleman removes his wig. and hangs his hat

on the post "One mile from "

(3) "Sad Sloppy Weather." Signed and dated same as preceding.

[No. 555.] The elderly gentleman has stepped into water, with ili effects

to his hose.

(4) "Raw Weather." Signed and dated same as preceding. [No.

556.] A thin and sparsely clad man. wearing light slippers, is vainlv

trying to keep warm.
(5) "Fine Bracing Weather." Signed and dated same as preceding.

[No. 557.1 A well fed and portly gentleman, enjoying skating, pleasure

depicted on his face.

(G) "Windy Weather." Signed and dated same as preceding. [No.

558.] A thin and sparsely clad gentleman facing the high wind.

(7) "Very Slippy-Weather." Signed and dated same as preceding. [No.

559.] A figure not unlike "Dr. Syntax, has come a cropper" on the

slippery walk, his wig and hat have fallen off.

502. GiLi.iiAY (.James). Two Caricatures in COLORS. Oblong folio, half

red morocco, lettered on side. BY ROOT. London, 1810

(1) "A Squall." Etched by J. Gillray. [No. 576.]

(21 "The Graces (three young ladies) in a High Wind." Signed.

—

"Js.

Gillray feet. May 26th," 1810.

503. Gillray (James). The Gout. Caricature in COLORS. Cnsi^ned.

Framed and glazed. London, May 14th, 1799

"One dl' the cleverest and most popular of this artist's numerous pro-

ductions."—Weight and Evans, page 440.
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504. Gillray (James). Company shucked at a Lady getting up to Ring the

Bell. Caricature in colors. Signed with Gillray's monogram.
Framed and glazed. London, Nov. 20th, 1804
Wright and Evans, No. 4T.S.

505. Gillray (James). A broad hint of not meaning to Dance. Caricature

IN colors. Signed with Gillray's Monogram. Framed and glazed.

London, Nov. 20th, 1804

W right and Evans. No. 528.

506. Gillray (James). An Old Maid on a Journey. Caricature IN colors.
Signed with Gillray's monogram. Framed and glazed.

London, November 20th, 1804
Wright and Evans, No. 530.

507. Gillray (James). Harmony before Matrimony and Matrimonial Har-
monics. Caricatures in color. Mounted and bound in a volume,

large oblong 4to, three-quarter red morocco, lettered on the side, by
root. London : Humphrey, October 25, 1805
Brilliant impressions, and the first state of each.

508. Gillray (James). The Works of James Gillray, from the original

plates, with the addition of many subjects not before collected.

Fine portrait and numerous plates. Atlas folio, original half red

morocco, rubbed. London : Henry G. Bohn, undated
;
[also] His-

torical and Descriptive Account of the Caricatures of James Gillray,

by Thomas Wright and R. H. Evans. 8vo, original half red mo-
rocco, rubbed. London: Henry G. Bohn, 1851. Together, 2 vols.

London, n.d. and 1851

510. Gontaut (Josephine, Duchesse de). Memoirs of the Duchesse de
Gontaut, Gouvernante to the children of France during the Restora-
tion, 1775-1836. Translated by Mrs. J. W. Davis. With 14 illus-

trations including 2 mezzotint proof frontispieces by 8. Arlent Ed-
wards, autographed by him. 2 vols. 8vo, full dark blue crushed
levant morocco, backs richly gilt, the arms of Navarre in the centre

of each cover, gilt edges, by rousselle. Xew York, 1894
Extra-illustrated by the insertion of 54 portraits of characters men-

tioned in the work, some on India paper.
From the M. C. D. Borden collection, with bookplate.

000. Grimm (M. M.). German Popular Stories. See, Cruikshank (George.)

[No. 157.]

511. Harper's Weekly. Vol.4 (1860) to Vol. 19 ( 1875), inclusive. With
thousands of illustrations. 16 vols, thick folio, cloth.

New York, 1860-1875
Fine clean condition. Includes the Civil War period.
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512. Harrison (W. II.). The Humourist, a Companion for the Christmas

Fireside. Embellished with 80 engravings, designed and executed

by W. II. Brooke. First Edition. L2mo, half crimson polished

call', u i 1 1 hark, original wrappers preserved, by zaehnsdorp,
London: Ackermann, circa 1839

513. Heath (Charles). Beauties of the Opera and Ballet. Pages printed

within colored borders, and illustrated with portraits of Taglioni,

Sontag, Ellsler and others. Pibst edition. Imperial 8vo, original

full morocco, elaborately gilt, gilt edges. London
f

1 is 1 l

]

MI. Heath (Henry) Colored Plates. The Art of Tormenting. With <>

finely colored plates, several subjects <>u each, by Henry Heath.

First Edition. Oblong folio, full polished yellow calf, u i 1 1 hack.

Li'ilt edges, ky riviere. London: Charles Tilt, 1834

513. Heath (William). Omnium Gatherum. Numerous illustrations.

Oblong 4to. cloth ami hoards. London, undated. Reprint

Till'.. Heath (William) Colored Plates. Studies from the Stage ; or, The
Vicissitudes of Life. With emblematic title-page, and the series of

20 plates, each containing a number of highly humorous subjects,

all finely colored, % William Heath. First Edition. Oblong
Ito. original half leather and hoards, leather label on side.

London : \Y. Sams. 1S<?:>

Copies in the original condition auk now extremely rare.

517. Hogarth (William). Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth, from Pic-

tures. Drawings, and Scarce Prints in the Possession of Samuel
Ireland. Numerous line plates. First Edition. 8vo, full maroon
levant morocco, with inlaid figures (both different) in centre of

each side, executed with leathers of varying colors, outer ornate

borders, gilt edges. In cloth case. London. 179-1

"A Purchase from the late Mrs. Hogarth in L780 ami other Channels
enables the Author in convey to the Public a number of curious Produc-
tions from the pencil of our Artist, and such as either have no) been
communicated to them, or at least, have not been authenticated as his."

Ms. Hogarth (William). The Works of Hogarth, with Descriptions, and
a Comment on their Moral Tendency, by Rev. John Trusler.

Numerous fine steel [<htles. 2 vols. 1 1 « >. full crimson morOCCO,

figure of Hogarth and his dog in ecu! re of each front side, ejilt edges,

\\\ ROACH. London. 1833

M!i. Hood (Thomas). .Memorials. Collected, arranged and edited by his

daughter, with a Preface and Nolo by his son. Illustrated with

copies from liis men sketches. First Edition. 2 vols. 12mo, half

calf, gilt. London: Edward Mbxon, 18G0
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520. lloi;.i Hkum: M able Virginis. Manuscript on Vellum, executed

in France in the XV Century, written in red and black, adorned bj

a coat-of-arms ami twenty-seven large \m> beautiful minia-

tures i\ gold and colors, many fine borders, ami initial letters.

15S leaves, \2 of which are for the calendar. 8vo, olive morocco,

broad ornamental borders, richly ornamented back, old rose silk-

linings, gilt edges, by derome le .ikim:, with his label. In a

brown morocco case. Saec. XV.
A \ kk-i beautiful manuscript, accompanied by a very interesting old

book-mark of silk ribbon, with mild braid decorations, a very unusual

specimen. The miniatures represent,— M> St. John, the Evangelist; (2)

St. Luke: i.
->

, i St. Mathew; (4) St. Mark: (5) The Descent from the

Cross: (6) The Angelic Salutation ; (Ti The Visitation ; <*i Calvary: (9)

Pentecost: (10) The Stable at Bethlehem; illi The Annunciation to the

Shepherds; (12) The Adoration of the Magi; (13) The Presentation at

the Temple: (14) The Ascension of the Virgin : Coil ami two angels (in

greyish tonesi
; (1J5) The Crowning of the Virgin; (IB) King David and

Beelzebub; UTi Job Sorrowing; (18) The Holy Trinity ; (19) St. Michael

Killing the Dragon; (20) The Beheading of St. John, the Baptist; (_li

St. Peter and St. Paul: ( SJ. i St. Martin and the Beggars; I 23 ) The Mar-
tyrdom of St. Andrew: 1 24 1 The Martyrdom of St. Sebastian; (25) A

Lady at prayer in front of St. Agnes; (26) Christ as a gardiner, and

Mary Magdalene; (27 1 St. Catherine.

These miniatures are by a clever artist belonging most probably to the

school of Bourges, and are for the st part finished off by beautifully

executed landscapes. Nearly all the papers have ornamental herders

composed of flower and leaf motives and lifelike figures of dwarfs and

fantastic animals.
The French Calendar executed in red and blue.

Above the Angelic Salutation is formed the coat-of-arms of the previous

owner held up by two angels, and composed of three "fasces de gueule

sur or." Before the Calendar, painted on a white leafier is the same coat-

of-arms held up by two griffins and crowned by a nine-prong crown.

This painting is the size of ihe page and was executed by B. Mecoulle

in 1632.

This manuscript was ordered executed for a lady whose portrait is

found in the painting, representing a lady kneeling in front of St. Agnes,

which proves conclusively that the lady's first name was A^nes.

This manuscript was obtained from Joseph P.aer «Sc Co. of Frankfort,

Germany, whose m>re of November 15, 1912, reads.

—

"This manuscript
is absolutely complete ami in perfect condition."

521. llou.i: Kf.at.k Makli: Virginis. Sertuin Catholicum Ex varies S.

Patrum Scriptis compositum Et propria Manu. Virg. Noli. L. E. -J.

V. Licen. et ser. Lor. Due. Cons. <los crip, turn, et figuris Illustratum

1634. Manuscript on vellum, no leaves, so of which are in

red. black, blue and gold, each page ruled in red ink, pretty border

around title. With •!'.) miniatures ami 6 gravures by. Edme.
Moreau, of Reims, ami itiilinl letters mnl ornamental paragraph

endings, painted in (/old. silver <nnl oilier colors. Small 8vo, red

morocco, hack and sides tooled in finely executed scrolls, with centre

medallions on sides, silver clasps, BV LE GASCON. In yellow morocco

solander case. Saec. XVII.

The miniatures ix this beautiful manuscript are executed in the
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manner of the famous c aligrapher, de .Tarry. They are enriched
with gold; the small miniatures above the calendar (which will he found
toward the front of the book) are specially noteworthy for their true
representation of the costumes of the day and of the rural sports and
occupations.
The other miniatures and gravures are Biblical subjects of much

interest. The two representing the Last Judgment are especially inter-

esting and curious.

This manuscript was made for the Due de Lorraine by one who was
especially titled to do this work. In the front of the Prayer book will

be found an illuminated illustration of the Lorraine Arms, with three
stars the central feature, and above the whole design the devise, or
motto "Stella duec." which might he literally translated, "With the Star
for Guide."

522. Horn-Book. A horn book of oak, with original covering of
leather: Containing, The criss-cross capital "A;" small alphabet
(no j but two s's) : Vowels; Large alphabet (no J or V) ; Sylla-

barium ; Invocation ; Lord's Prayer. The leather covered back is

stamped with a device of "St. (ieorge and the Dragon."
Circa 1560

This Horn-Book is one of the earliest examples extant. In 1877, it

was one of four exhibited at the Caxton Exhibition. In the catalogue
of this exhibition, the date was aciven as the time of King James the
First (1566-1(525) ; but Andrew W. Tuer. F.S.A.. who wrote a History of
the Horn-Book, states that he thinks this specimen is still earlier. We
can therefore, with certainty, place the date of the present example
as circa 1560.

Tuer reproduced this Horn-Book in full size in the second volume of

his Work on Horn-Books, and describes it fully as follows.

—

"A brown leather covered black-letter Horn-Book (reproduced full size)

in the Collection of* Sir John Evans. K.C.B. The leather has entirely

disappeared from the handle, which is pierced for the insertion of a

string for suspending the Horn-Book from the Girdle.

"On the back, is lightly stamped, the device of St. George and the Dragon.
In the catalogue of the Caxton Exhibition 1877, where it was exhibited,

this Horn-Book is assigned to the time of James I, but I see no reason
why it should not be earlier."-—Vol. II, page 137.

Horn-Books were generally used toward the end of the 16th Century.
The meaning of the actual term "Horn-Book, " came to be any early

primer. Some of the later Horn-Books were made of cardboard and
heavy paper, and there are interesting accounts of Horn-Books being
made on ginger-bread.

At the decline of the Horn-Book, it was treated with contempt, and the

cry went about, "Destroy and forget,*' and everyone destroyed and forgot.

Manufacturers destroyed them by the gross, and those that were In

private possession were treated as so much waste.
Tuer endeavored with the aid of the Press to unearth 150 specimens of

the Horn-Book, and interesting accounts are given telling how some of

these were found; one being discovered under a Church Pew, where it

had probably lain for decades; another, found in a wall, where it may
have been bidden by some dilatory child.

|

Sec Reproduction.]
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523. Hobx-Book. The alphabet. Raised lettebs <>x bbass, 5 inches by

2 ]

_>. with a hole at the top, fur fastening to a desk or bench. The
inscription on the back reads:

"St. Pauls
In i ant School,

a i) 1729."

Most beautifully and appropriately preserved from injury, in a blind

tooled mottled calf case of contemporary design, made in the form
of a book. The interior is lined with a rich green velvet, in which
the horn book is imbedded.
The original Horn-Book consisted of a printed or written paper, fastened

on ,i hoard of oak. and covered with a thin sheet of Horn for protection.

The "Horn," however, very frequently became torn and water-soaked,
thus loosening the paper, and sometimes, making the reading matter very
indistinct and unreadable. The brass was more durable.

Thus, we see the evolution of the Brass Horn-Book, still retaining the

name "Horn-Book," because that word-came to mean the same as the

word "Primer" means in our enlightened days.

|
See Reproduction.

|

52L Horn-Book. Titer (Andrew VV.). History of the Horn-Book. With

numerous reproductions in facsimile, "nil actual specimens (fac-

simile) in pockets in covers. '2 vols. Ito. vellum, uilt tops, uncut.

In (doth open faced case.

London: The Leadenhall Press, 1806.

The standard work on the subject, long out of print and scarce.

525. Host (Lieutenant-Colonel). Penelope Wedgebone: The Supposed

Heiress. Embellished with 8 colored etchings on si ad. by Alice,!

Ashley. Fibst Edition. 8vo, three-quarter sage-green crushed

levant morocco, gilt back, gill top, original illustrated front wrapper

preserved, by. zaehxsdobf. London [1850]

526. [Ireland (William Henby)]. Stultifera Navis: the Modern ship of

Pools. With folding frontispiece i\ colobs, by -/. .1. Atkinson.

Pibst Edition. 12mo, half calf, frontispiece slightly wrinkled.

London. L801

000. [beland (William Hexby). Life of Napoleon. See. Cruikshank

(George). | No. 156]

527. Jebbold (Douglas). Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures. Illustrated by

(diaries l\eene. FlBST EDITION. Square 8V0, full polished calf.

rich irili hack. e,ilt edges, original doth covers preserved, nv hoot.

London, 1866

528. Jesse (Captain). [Life of] Lean Brummell. With illustrations on

Japanese vellum paper, lite frontispieces in color. '2 vols. 8vo,

half blue morocco, gill backs, gill tops, uncut.

London: The Grolier Society, undated

Editio.n de Luxe, limited issue. This forms part of the "Beaux &
Relies of England," series.
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529. [Johnson (Charles)]. Chrysal; or. Tho Adventures of a Guinea;
[wherein arc exhibited Views of several Striking Scenes; with in-

teresting Anecdotes of tin- most ooted persons in everj rank of Life.
|

By "An Adept." With 15 beautifully colored plates, a

Corbould, Burney and others. First Edition. •"> vols. 8vo, full

sage-green morocco, rich gill backs and sides, gill tops, edges scraped,

by wood. London: Hector M'Lean, 1821

Large papeb cop^ of iiik Fibst Edition, \m> much supebiob to im:
edition in 12mo. issued the following year, and which had but 11 plates.

One of the characters satirized is Genera! Wolfe, the hero of Quebec
(see volume :! for a representation of his portraiture). Contains account
of the shani Order of Monks of St. Francis, established at Medinenham
Abbey, by Sir Francis Dashwood, John Wilkes, and others, and describes
fully the Members and their mock rites and orgies.

530. Keene (Charles). Original drawing in water colors,—"Bathing
Man and Borse." 6-% by 3% inches. Framed and glazed.

A BEAUTIFUL SPECIMEN. PERFECTLY FINISHED. It appeared ill "Punch."
Bathing-Man. "Yes, Mmn. he's a good old 'Orse yet. And lie's been

in the Salt Water so long, he'll make capital Piled Beef when we're done
with him !"

Unsigned, as arc all the early drawings by Keene.

531. Leech (John). [Lee il'.)| The Comic English Grammar,; a New
and Facetious Introduction in the English Tongue. Embellished

with upwards of 50 characteristic illustrations hi\ J. Leech. First

Edition. 8vo, full polished yellow calf, rich gilt hack, dentelle in-

side borders, gill Top. original cloth covers preserved, by riviere.

London, is 10

•i32. Leech (John). Portraits of the Children of the Mobility. Drawn
from nature, by -I. Leech. With memoirs and characteristic

sketches, by the author of "The Comic English Grammar"
|
P. Lee].

With s full-page etchings by John Leech. First Edition. Folio.

original cloth. Name on title. London: Richard Bentley, 1841

This work contains some of Leech's most characteristic work. In this

copy the impressions are particularly Hue and clear.

533. Leech (John). [Sealy (Thomas Henry).] The Porcelain Tower; or,

Nine Stories oi' China. Compiled from original sources, by "T, T.

T." With 3 futl-page plates and numerous woodcuts in the text I"/

John Leech. First Edition. l2mo, full polished yellow calf, rich

gilt back, gilt top, by. boot, London: Richard Bentley, 1841

534. Leech (John). Pepper (Captain). Written Characters. A Series of

Peripatetic Philosophy, from Hints in the Paris Charivari. With
numerous illustrations by John Leech. First Edition. 12mo, full

polished yellow calf, gilt hack, gilt top. BY RIVIERE.

London: Chapman and Hall. 1841
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535. Leech (John). Daniel (George). Merrie England. With 28 illus-

trations by John Leech. First Edition. 2 vols. 12mo, full pol-

ished crimson calf, gilt backs and sides, gilt tops, uncut, original

cloth backs preserved, by zaehnsdorf. London: Bentley, 1842

The plates are dated 1841. Book was. however, not published until

the year 1842.

536. Leech (John). Maxwell (W. H.). The Fortunes of Hector O'Hal-
loran, and his man, Mark Antony O'Toole. With illustrations by

John Leech. First Edition. 8vo, in the original thirteen
parts, with all wrappers, and the advertisements, uncut. Enclosed

in cloth case, with inner protecting cloth cover. Former owner's

name on margin of last part. London: Eichard Bentley [1842]
Very rake in this state. The illustrations of the first two parts are

by "Dick Kiteat" and are signed by him. Contains the rare slip in

Part X referring to the postponement of the completion of one of the
plates, and the advertisements which are frequently missing.

537. Leech (John). Smith (Albert). The .Wassail-Bowl. With frontis-

pieces and numerous illustrations in the text, all by John Leech.

First Edition. 2 vols. 12mo, original red cloth, gilt, several por-

tions of margins slightly marred by careless opening. In case, with

morocco back. London, 1843

538. Leech (John). Jerrold (Douglas). The Story of a Feather. With
a frontispiece by John Leech. First Edition. 12mo, full polished

calf, gilt back, dentelle inside borders, gilt top, uncut, original cloth

covers preserved, by riviere. London : Punch Office, 1844

539. Leech (John). Trollope (Mrs.). Jessie Phillips. A Tale of the

present day. With full-page illustrations by John Leech. First

Edition. 8vo, full violet crushed levant morocco, gilt hack, floral

ornaments on each corner with small inlays of red levant, gilt top.

uncut, by sangorski and sutcliffe. In open-face cloth case.

London : Henry Colhurn, 1844

540. Leech (John). Punch's Pocket Book. With hundreds of illustra-

tions, A large number folding and in colors, by John Leech,

John Tenniel, Charles Keene, and other celebrated "Punch" artists.

Complete set, from its commencement in 1844 to its termination

in 1881. Together, 38 vols. 16mo, original leather, with flaps.

Enclosed in 4 cases with crimson morocco hacks, made to resemble

volumes. London: Punch Office. 1811-1881

It 18 DOUBTFUL IF a fixer set of this justly famous publication

EXISTS.

541. Leech (John). The Human Face. Divine and De Vino. Caricature

IN COLORS, "Divine," representing a pretty young lady; "De Vino,"

a drunkard. Oblong 1 to. half red levant morocco.

London: William. Spooner, circa 1845
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542. Leech (John). Punch's Snapdragons for Christmas. With 4 steel

engravings by John Leech. First Edition. 12mo, full polished

crimson calf. >/\h. gilt edges, original covers preserved, by zakiixs-

dorp. London: Punch Office, 1845

543. Leech (John). A'Beckett (Gilbert Abbott). Complete Set of the

original issues of Tbe Comic History of England Rome, with all
THE COLORED PLATES BY JOHN LEECH, as follows:

(1) The Comic History of England. Illustrated with 20 full-

page colored plates and numerous woodcuts throughout the text

by John Leech. First Edition-

. 8vo, ix the original 2<) iioxth-

ly parts (in 19). with wrappers and advertisements, uncut. En-
closed in dark green levant morocco solander case, lined with white

padded silk. Xante on one wrapper.

London: Punch Office, 1846-1847-1848

The XX. parts in XIX. as issued, with the correct dates on all

wrappers, commencing with July. 1840. and ending with February. 1848.

The advertisements are important, and include: "New Work by Michael
Angelo Titmarsh. On the First of January, to be continued in Monthly
Parts. . . . Vanity Fair," etc. Also announcements of the works
of Charles Dickens, etc.

(2) The Comic History of Rome. Illustrated with 10 full-

page colored plates, and numerous ivoodcuts by John Leech.

First Edition. 8vo, ix the origixal 10 parts (in 9), with wrap-

pers and advertisements. Enclosed in dark green levant morocco

solander case, lined with white padded silk. Name on one cover.

London: Bradbury & Evans [1853]

The following features add interest to the copy,—No. I. has "Comic
Rome Advertiser." pp. 16; No. VII. has slip announcing;: "New Serial

Work by Mr. Charles Dickens." printed on green paper: Xo. VIII. has slip

announcing "New Sporting Work. . . . Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour,"

printed on pink paper. The slip announcing "Bleak House," printed on
green paper, which should appear in the last part, is not present.

544. Leech (Johxt ). Jerrold (Douglas). A Man Made of Money. With
12 illustrations on steel, by Joint Leech. First Editiox*. 12mo,
half maroon polished calf, gilt top.

London: Punch Office, 1849

545. Leech (John). Smith (Albert). The Struggles and Adventures of

Christopher Tadpole. At Home and Abroad. With illustrations

by John Leech. First Editiox in hook form. 8vo, full polished

calf, rich gilt back, gilt top. uncut, by morrell.
London, 1851

The plates all have the early imprints of 1846 and 1847. The book was
published originally in parts which were finished in the year 1848.
This copy is the first edition in hook-form. A new edition was published

in 1854 and another in 18C4.
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546. Leech (John). Beach (Angus 1>.i and Brooks (Shirley). A Stor}

with a Vengeance. With a steel engraving by John Leech, and 10

cuts by Smyth. First Edition. l2mo, half mar i polished calf,

gilt, gilt top, original from wrapper and advertisements bound in.

in zaehnsdohf. London, 1852

547. Leech (John). [Hole (S. R.i.j A Little Tour in Ireland. Being

a Visit to Dublin, Galway, Connamara, etc. By "Am Oxonian."

With illustrations by John Leech. First Edition. Square l2mo,
full polished yellow calf, gilt hark, gilt edges, by riviere.

London: Bradbury and Evans, 1859

Fine copy, the folding frontispiece, in colors, in brilliant condition.

548. Leech (John). Follies of the Year. A series o] colored etchings

from Punch's Pocket Books, L844-1864. With some Notes by

Shirley Brooks. First Edition. Oblong Ito. original half

morocco, cloth sides. London [1864]

549. Leech (John). Pictures of Life and Character from the Collection of

Mr. Punch. With several hundred illustrations. First Editions.

Complete set. 5 volumes in 3, oblong Ito. original half red morocco,

gill r<\<j;i'<. London. 1865-1866-1869

550. Leech (John). Kitton (Fred G.). John Leech. Artist and Humour-
ist: A Biographical Sketch. Illustrated. First Edition. London.

1883; [Also] "Phiz" (Hablot Knight Browne): A Memoir, includ-

ing a selection from his Correspondence and Notes on his principal

Works. With portrait and numerous illustrations. First Edition.
London. 1882. Together, 2 vols. 8vo, original wrappers, uncut.

Enclosed in red morocco portfolio. London. 1883-1882

551. Leec

from "The Bee and the Wasp,'
Murar." beautiful impressions, and a

Bull taking Luncheon," by .lames Gillray.

552. Leech (John). A series of 2-J original drawings i\ pencil, 23 oi

which were executed for (and afterward- reproduced in) "I'incii."

one being the original drawing for the vignette title of "Yankei
STORIES" (issued in L852). Neatly mounted iii two alliums, with
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[No. 552 I 'mil in mil
|

the text from "Punch" and references to the various volumes oJ

"Punch" appended to each. 2 vols, small tto, full morocco,
edges. Enclosed in cloth cases. London [1844-1853
An [MPOBTANT iND VALUABLE COLLECTION OF ORIGINAL DRAWINGS B\ .loll N

Leech.
These drawings formed pari of the collection formerly in the possessioi

of John Leech's sister, who mounted them in albums. The text beneath
each drawing (copies from "Punch") is very probably in her handwriting.
At her request. John Ruskis wrote an article on Leech's Drawings, from
which the following extracts are taken.

—

••I am honored by the requesl of the sister of John Leech tint I should
give some aeeount of the drawings of her brother which remain in her
possession: and I am able to fulfil her request without departing from
the rule which has always bound me, not to allow any private interest
to weigh with me in speaking of matters which concern the public. It

is merely and simply a matter of Public concern that the value of thesi
drawings should be known, and measures taken for their acquisition, or,

at least, for obtaining a characteristic selection from them, as a National
Property. It cannot be necessary for me or for anyone now to praise
the work of John Leech. Admittedly, it contains the finest definition
and natural history of the classes of our Society, the kindest and sublest
analysis of its foibles, the tenderest flattery of its pretty and well-hied
ways, with which the modesty of subservient genius ever amused or im-
mortalized careless masters.

"But it is not generally known how much more valuable, as art, the
first sketches for the woodcuts were than the finished drawings, even
before those drawings sustained any loss in engraving.

"Of all rapid and condensed realization ever accomplished by the pencil.

John Leech's is the most dainty, and the least fallible, in the subjects
of which he was cognizant. ... In flexibility and lightness of pencilling

nothing but the best outlines of Italian Masters with the silver point can
be compared to them.

"That Leech sketched English squires instead of saints, and their daugh-
ters instead of martyrs, does not in the least affect the question respecting
skill and pencilling; and I repeat deliberately that nothing but the best

work of sixteenth century Italy with the silver point exists in art. which
in rapid refinement these playful English drawings do not excel."

Accompanying these drawings are the original numbers of "Pcnch"
and the "Punch Almanacks" for 1850 and 1s.",:;. which contain the wood-
cut reproductions of the drawings.

553. Lee< n (John). Original Drawing i\ Pen-and-Ink, on a small en-

velope, which was used by Leech to scud a letter to .I. M. Fleming,
Esq., whose address is cleverly marked on the envelope. Tt is

stamped and post-marked. 1860, which is one year after the publi-

cation of "A Little Tour in Ireland." illustrated by Leech. Framed
and glazed.

Unusual and vert attractive specimen.

000. Leech (John). See Cruikshank (George). Cockton (Henry). Stan-

ley Thorn. :i vols. 1841. [No. 203.]

000. Leech (John). See Cruikshank (George). Puck on Pegasus. Lon-
don, 1861. [No. 232.]
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554. Lemon (Mark). Up and Down the London Streets. Illustrated. First

Edition. 3 vols. 8vo, full polished yellow calf, gilt backs, gilt tops,

uncut, by morrell. London: Chapman and Hall, 1867

One volume extended to three, and extra-illustrated by the in-

sertion of 169 plates,—portraits, views, etc. A very interesting copy.

555. Lever (Charles). The Knight of Gwynne; A Tale of the Time of

the Union. With illustrations by "Phiz." First Edition. 8vo,

full green polished calf, gilt hack, gilt top, uncut, by zaehnsdorf.
London. 184 7

Bound from the original parts, with specimen wrapper preserved.

556. Library of Historic Characters, and Famous Events of all Nations
and all Ages. A. R. Spofford, and others, Editors-in-Chief. Illus-

trated. 12 vols, royal 8vo, cloth. Boston, 1906

557. Little French Masterpieces. Selected writings of Balzac, Gautier,

Merimee, Daudet and Maupassant. Translated. Portrait*. 5 vols.

16mo, half red levant morocco, gilt, gilt tops.

New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1903-1909

558. Lover (Charles). Handy Andy: A Tale of Irish Life. With 21 illus-

trations on steel, by the a nth or. First Edition. 8vo, full polished

yellow calf, rich gilt back, gilt edges, nv riviere.

London, 1842

559. Manchester (Duke of). Court and Society from Elizabeth to Anne.
Edited from the Papers at Kimbolton. First Edition'. 2 vols,

thick 8vo, full maroon levant morocco, gilt backs and sides, gilt

edges, BY BAYNTUN.
London: Hurst and Blackctt. L864

Extra-Illustrated by the insertion of 121 portraits of characters men-
tioned in the work, some of which are hand-colored.

500. Manuscript. One leaf, two pages, faun an Italian Antiphonary of the

fifteenth Century, with illuminated initial P., and floral decorative

border, and a large miniature within the initial, representing St.

Franciseus. The music with four-line staff. Between two sheets

of glass, and with gold frame and loops for hanging.

Saec. XV.
Fine decorative specimen.

561. Manuscript. Three pages of a French Book of Hours of the Fifteenth

Century, each page with richly decorated borders, the centre page
Avith large miniature representing The Pentecost. In three com-
partments, framed and glazed, triptych style. Sa?c. XV.
Unusually attractive specimen.
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562. Maupassant (Guy De). The Writings of Guy De Maupassant. Now
for the first time complete in English. With a critical Preface by
Paul Bourget. Illustrated from original drawings by eminent
French and American artists. \~, vols. 8vo, cloth, paper labels, gilt

tops, uncut. New York: M. Walter Dunne [1903]

000. Maxwell (W. H.). Irish Rebellion. See, Cruikshank (George).

[No. 212]

563. May (Phil). Original Pen-and-ink Drawing: "Reading the Procla-

mation.'" Signed.

—

"Phil May." Framed and glazed.

Fine specimen. Exhibited in London. With catalogue number at-

tached.

564. Miniature Almanac. Schloss's English Bijou Almanac for 1841.

Poetically illustrated by lion. Mrs. Norton, with fine miniature por-

traits of Princess Marie of Denmark. Napoleon, Caroline Norton,
Sheridan Knowles, Taglioni, and a view of Caernaroon Castle. In
the original red morocco binding, accompanied by a small magnify-
ing glass of great power, with tortoise shell brim. Both enclosed

in green morocco velvet case, lined with cream silk.

London: A. Schloss. 1841
Very rare. Measures % x % inches, and 3/16 inch thick. The glass

is io inch in diameter and 1 inch long.

000. Moore (A.). Annals of Gallantry. See. Cruikshank (George). [Xo.

133]

565. Napoleon. O'Meara (Barry E.). Napoleon in Exile; or, A Voice from
St. Helena. The Opinions and Reflections of Napoleon on the most
important events of his life and government, in his own words.

Portraits. First Edition. 4 vols. 8vo, full dark green crushed

levant morocco, large emblematical gold ornament in centre of

each cover, gilt backs, gilt tops, dentelle inside borders, uncut, by
riviere. London: W. Simpkin, 1822
T\VO VOLUMES EXTENDED TO FOUR BY THE INSERTION OF 1S1 EXTRA ENGRAVED

PORTRAITS OF NAPOLEON. HIS MARSHALS, AND OTHERS, MENTIONED IN THE
work. A most attractive set.

566. Napoleon. Bourrienne (M. De). Memoirs of Xapoleon Bonaparte
... to which are now First added An Account of the important
Events of the Hundred Days, of Napoleon's surrender to the Eng-
lish, and of his residence and deatli at St. Helena. Fine portraits.

First Edition. 4 vols. 8vo, half olive green morocco, emblemati-
cally tooled backs, gilt tops, by colley.

London: Richard Bentley, 1836

567. Napoleon. Bussey (George Moir). History of Napoleon. Illustrated

by Horace Yernet. First Edition*. 2 vols, imperial 8vo, half

crimson morocco, emblematically tooled backs, gilt edges, by root.

London, 1840
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568. Napoleon. Pulitzer (Albert). The Romance of Prince Eugene. Trans-
lated from the French, by Mrs. 15. M. Sherman. Portraits. '2 vols.

8vo, half In-own levant morocco, gilt hacks, gilt tops, uncut.

New York: Dodd, .Mead. 1895

569. Napoleon Bonaparte. D.S., lp. folio, parchment. Paris, the fifteenth

fructidor, year nine of the Republic.

Order recompensing Citizen Bisancourt for brilliant military service.

signed l>y Napoleon, as First Consul.

570. Napoleon Bonaparte. D.S.. 2pp. large folio, Palace of St. Cloud.

April 14. 1813.

Document relative to the free imports and exports of an American
ship. Signed by Napoleon, as Kuiperor.

571. Napoleon Bonaparte. Josephine (Marie J. P.. Empress of Frame.
wife of Napoleon Bonaparte). D.S.. lp. folio. June S. 1807. An
itemized hill of household expenses, signed,

—

"Bonaparte Joseph-

ine."

572. Nast (Thomas). Original Drawing in Pen-and-ink. Signed,

—

"Th.
Nast."

Spirited and well executed sketch, depicting Chinese troubles in the
eighties.

573. New Jersey Railroads. Fast F. S. Mail Way-Bill from Philadelphia

to New York, via Camden and Amboy Rail-road, December 26, is:? I.

Small folio, passe-partout. Tear in centre.

An item of unusual interest, being one of the earliest D. S. Post-

Office Railroad waybills extant.

The act incorporating the Uaritan Canal Company and Camden and
Amboy Rail Road and Transportation Company, was passed by the New
Jersey legislature in 1832. This act was known as the "Marriage Act."

The above caption is at the head of the sheet, in the centre being a

vignette of a coach drawn by an old-fashioned engine; below is the

schedule.

574. Percy Anecdotes: Original and Selected. By Shelto and Reuben
Percy. Illustrated. 10 vols, in 20, 16mo, half red morocco, con-

tents lettered, uilt tops, nv ROOT. London. L823

000. Pettigrew (T. .1.). Lncien Greville. See. Cruikshank (George).

[No. 189]

575. Phillips (Watts). A Case in Bankruptcy. With 9 colored plates

in panoramic form, by Watts Phillips. First Edition. 24mo, orig-

inal colored hoanN. with protecting cloth wrapper.

London [1850]

576. Phillips (Watts). To those Aboul to Marry, showing how we (the

Jones's) commenced Housekeeping, with some account of my mother-

in-law, Mrs. Smith. .1 large folding panomoric sheet, each con-

taining several humorous scenes. i\ colors, designed and etched by

Walls Phillips. First Edition. Oblong 8vo, original pictorial

hoards, enclosed in cloth folder. London [1850]
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.">;*. Phillips (Watts). Showing how the Honorable Wu Teddington
Locke was doI returned foi the incorruptible Borough of Bubengrub
from Motions by Edward Grant. .1 series of \'i pages of humorous
[lustrations, all i\ colors. First Edition. Oblong 8vo, original

wrappers, enclosed in cloth protecting cover.

London: Ackermann and Co., circa 1859

578. •Phiz" Illustrations. [Neale (W. J.).] Paul Periwinkle: or, The
Pressgang. Embellished with 10 etchings, drawn and engraved by

"Phiz." First Edition. Thick 8vo., contemporary full red mo-
rocco, gilt and blind tooled, gilt edges.

Loudon: Thomas Tegff, IS II

579. •'Phiz" Illustrations. Morals for the Churchyard; in a Scries of

Cheerful Fahles. With "i illustrations by "Phiz." First Edition.
Square 16mo, original cloth. London. 1845

580. "Phiz" Illustrations. Poole (John). The Comic Miscellany for

1845. With a portrait of the author, and an illustration by "Phiz."
First Edition. 12mo, full polished yellow calf, gilt hack, gilt

edges, BY MORRELL. London: Henry Colburn, 1845

581. "Phiz" Illustrations. Smith (Albert). The Pottleton Legacy. A
Story of Town and Country Life. With illustrations by Hablot K

.

Browne. First Edition. 12mo, half calf.

London : David Bogue, 1840

582. 'Phiz''" Illustrations. Mayhew (The Brothers). The Image f His
Father: or, One Boy is more trouble than a dozen Girls. Being A
Tale of a "Young Monkey.*' Illustrated by "Phiz." First Edi-
tion". 12mo. three-quarter blue levant morocco, gilt hack, blue

cloth rover and hack preserved, by zaehnsdorf. London. 1851

583. "Phiz" Illustrations. Thomson (David Croal). Life and Labours
of Hablot Knight Browne, "Phiz.*' With 130 illustrations. Royal
4to, cloth, uncut. Slightly worn. London, 1884
No. 57 of an edition of 200 copies. The best work relative to the works

of this famous illustrator.

584. "Phiz" Illustrations. Racing and Chasing. The Road, the River,

and the Hunt, Illustrated in fifty drawings, by Hablot K. Browne,
"Phiz." First Edition. Oblong 4to, original illustrated boards.

leather back, worn. London, undated

585. "Phiz" Illustrations. The Man in the Moon. Edited by Albert
Smith and Angus B. Reach. With illustrations by Kenny Meadows,
"Phiz," A. Mayhew, and others. Complete set. 4 vols. 16mo,
half morocco. London, undated
Complete Sets of this periodical are seldom met with. Contains con-

tributions by eminent and anonymous writers.
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000. "Phiz" Illustrations. See under Cruikshank (George). Pennell

(H. C). Puck on Pegasus. London, 1861. [No. 232.]

58G. Poe (Edgar Allan). Ohiginal Autograph Manuscript. 24 lines,

written on blue paper, with the front cover of an envelope, addressed

to Chas. Gr. Perch al. Esq.. Utica, N. Y., in Poe's autograph,
initialed by him,

—

"E. A. P." Inlaid from 8vo to 4to, and bound
in one vol. Ito, full dark-blue crushed levant morocco, gilt back and
sides, broad dentelle inside borders, gilt edges, by zucker.

Consists of the following,

—

31.

"Talking of puns :

—

'Why do they not give us quail for dinner, as usual?' demanded Count
Fessis, the other day, of II . the elassicist and sportsman.

'Jleeaii.se at this season.' replied II , who was dozing, 'qaulis sopor

fessis.' (Quail is so poor. Fessis)."

32.

"An infinity of error makes its way into oar Philosophy, through Man's
habit of considering himself a citizen of a world solely—of an individual

planet— instead of at least occasionally contemplating his position as cos-

mopolite proper—as a denizen of the Universe."

33.

"The Carlyle-ists should adopt, as a motto, the inscription on the old

bell from whose metal was east the Great Tom, of Oxford:— In Thomae
laude resono 'Biml Horn.'' -sine fraude:'—and 'Him! Horn,' in such

case, would he a marvellous "echo of sound to sense."

[See Reproduction]

587. Rackham (Arthub— Illustrator). Lamb (diaries and Mary). Tales

from Shakespeare. With numerous illustrations in color, by Arthur

Rackham. First Edition, with these illustrations, royal 8vo, full

green polished call', gilt, gilt edges, original covers preserved, by

ZAEHNSDORF. London, 1909

588. Rowl.wdson Colored Plates. Smolletl (Tobias). The Adven-

tures of Roderick Random. By Doctor Smollett. With the com-
plete series of 6 BEAUTIFULLY COLORED PLATES, 1 by Thomas Row-
laiulson. 2 by Stadler. First Edition with these illustrations. 8vo,

full crimson crushed levant morocco, richly tooled back, panelled

sides with corner ornaments, dentelle inside borders, gilt edges, BY

RIVIERE. London: Printed and Published by C. Lowndes, 1792

A BEAUTIFUL AM) VKUY BABE VOLUME, EACH PLATE FIRST ISSUE.

The large folding colored plates are six in number. They are
known as "Hogarthlan Novelist" Series, each plate is signed and dated.

Hut two of these plates were known to GregO, both of which are repro-

duced in his bibliography.
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589. Rowlandson Colored Plates. Cries of London. Complete set. All
IN colors, and all first state. Together. 8 plates, mounted
down, and bound in one vol. small folio, half blue morocco, let-

tered on side. London: R. Ackermann. 1799
Complete sets in colors, are of the greatest rarity. Plate 7 was

unknown to Grego. Comprises,

—

(1) "Buy a Trap, a Rat Trap, buy my Trap." Jan. 1st, 1799.

(2) "Buy my Goose, my fat Goose." Jan. 1st. 1797.

(3) "Last Dying Speech and Confession." Feb. 20th, 1799.

(4) "Do you want any brick-dust." Feb. 20th, 1799.

(5) "Water Cresses, come buy my Water Cresses." March 1st, 1799.

(til "All a growing, here's Flowers for your Gardens." March 1st,

1799.

(7) "Old Cloaths. any old Cloaths." May 4th. 1799.

(S) "Hot cross Bunns, two a penny Bunns." May 4th, 1799.

590. Rowlandson Colored Plates. The Breakfast. Sparling scene IN

colors. Signed,

—

"Rowlandson, 1789.'" Framed and glazed.

London: 8. W. Fores. Feby. 1st, 1799

A very attractive example. The sportsmen are eating a hasty break-
fast previous to starting out.

591. Rowlandson Colored Plates. Le Bran Travested ; or. Caricatures of

the Passions. Designed by G. M. Woodward, and etch'd by T.

Rowlandson. A series of 19 plates in color, and with colored

title, making 20 plates in all, by Thomas Rowlandson. The ex-

tremely rare Fikst Edition. Small 4to, original wrappers,
with original printed label on side. Enclosed in red morocco open-

face case, with inner protecting cloth and morocco cover.

London: R. Ackermann, J any. 21st, 1800

But few copies are known in this choice state. There are several

differences between the above (the first issue), aud the plates described

in Grego, who apparently described the second issue.

592. Rowlandson Colored Plates. A Cake in Danger. Caricature in

colors. Signed,

—

"Rowlandson." Framed and glazed.

London: Bowles, April 20th, 1806

593. Rowlandson Colored Plates. Gambado (Geoffrey). An Academy for

Grown Horsemen; containing the completest instructions for

Walking, Galloping,

Trotting, Stumbling and
Cantering, Tumbling
[Also] The Annals of Horsemanship: containing Accounts of Ac-

cidental Experiments and Experimental Accidents, both Successful

and Unsuccessful; Communicated by various Correspondents to the

Author, Geoffrey, Gambado, Esq., Riding Master. Master of the

Horse, and Grand Equerry to the Doge of Venice. Embellished with

29 SPIRITED plates, all in color, by Rowlandson, after designs
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In/ II. Bunbury. 8vo, full green straight-grained morocco, gilt

back and sides, gilt edges, dentelle inside borders, m zaehnsdorp.
London. 1809

FlNK. \Mi EXCEPTIONALLY TALL COPY OF THE FIRST ISSUE OF Tins EDITION.

WITH THE TWO LEAVES CONTAINING THE NOTICE BY THE EDITOR, ONE in

EACH past. The plates for this edition were all re-engraved in 1808,

and are so dated, although the work was not published until 1809. The
margins throughout, both of text and plates, are exceptionally wide.

594. Rowlandson Colored Plates. The Annals of Sporting. By Caleb

Quizem, Esq., and his various Correspondents. With the Complete

series of 29 plates in color, by Thomas Rowlandson, after Bun-

bury, Woodward and others. First Edition. 12mo, original

boards, entirely uncut, rebaeked with similar paper. Enclosed in

cloth case, with cloth protecting wrapper.

London: Thomas Tegg, 1809

Fine COPY OF this rare book, seldom found complete with all the 2!)

plates. It includes the famous series (in 7 scenes i of "The Bailiff's

Hunt."

595. Eowlandson Colored Plates. The Beauties of Sterne: comprising

the Humorous and Descriptive Tales', Letters, &c. Embellished with

(2) caricatures (in color), by Rowlandson, from original drawings

by Newton. First Edition". 12mo, full maroon morocco, blind

tooled, gilt top, BY SANGORSKI AND STJTCDIFFE. London. 1800

596. Rowlandson Colored Plates. The Cobbler's Cure for a Scolding

Wife. Caricature IN COLORS. Signed,

—

"Rowlandson del."

Framed and glazed. London : Thos. Tegg, Aug. 4th. 1809

Tied in a chair, the scolding wife's mouth is being sewed.

597. Rowlandson Colored Plates. Butler (Samuel). Hudibras, written

in the time of the late Wars: Collected and amended, with large

Annotations, and Preface, by Zachary Grey. With the scries of 5

finely colored PLATES by Thomas Rowlandson. and extra-illus-

trated by the insertion of 17 hand-colored plates by Ridley after

Hogarth. 2 vols. 12mo, full crimson levant morocco, gilt backs,

gilt edges, by root. In open-face cloth case.

London: Thomas Tegg, 1810
First Edition with the Rowlandson plates, which were made in 1809,

but not published until the following year.

598. Rowlandson Colored Plates. The Microcosm of London; or, Lon-
don in Miniature. With 101 beautifully colored plates by Pugin
and Rowlandson. 3 vols, royal 4to, half crimson levant morocco,
gilt backs, gilt edges, by root. In open-face cloth case.

London: R. Ackermann [1810]
First Edition of a most beautifully preserved copy, the plates being

in perfect state.

The Microcosm was originally published in parts. The plates were
prepared before the Work was issued, from January, 1808, to February,
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1810, on an average of four monthly, some changes were made from
the plan originally designed by the publishers, Aekerniann.
The interiors and structural artistic work is done by the famous

architectural artist Pugin, the figures on each plate are by Thomas
Rowlandson. Pugin is noted for his accuracy and elegant taste, and
Rowlandson's work, in this instance, is wonderful in its versatility,

ranging from a scene in the Drawing Room of St. James Palace to the
interior of a Prison Chapel ; or showing a Ballet scene in an Opera
House, and with equal merit, picturing a Session of the House of
Lords.
The Work of Rowlandson in the Microcosm is different from most

of his illustrations in other works. It lacks the coarseness and gro-

tesque quality that is generally characteristic of his work.

599. Rowlandson Colored Plates. Chesterfield Burlesqued, or. School for

.Modern Manners. With 10 colored plates, by Thomas Rowland-
son. 12mo, full polished yellow calf, full gilt back, gilt top, uncut,

original board covers preserved, by zaehxsdorf.
London: Thomas Tegg, 1811

Fine copy, and very rare in uncut state. This is the First Edition
of the work with the Rowlandson illustrations, although designated
"Third Edition," on title-page.

t>00. Rowlandson Colored Plates. Love Laughs at Locksmiths. Carica-

ture in colors. August 20th, 1811. Framed and glazed.

A young lady's father thinks that locking his daughter in the house
will prevent her meeting her lover. In this he is mistaken as she
is escaping through a window, assisted by her lover who has placed a
ladder against it.

601. Rowlandson Colored Plates. [Combe (William).] The English

Dance of Death. With frontispiece, illustrated title, and 72 plates,

all finely colored, by Thomas Rowlandson. Enclosed in mo-
rocco solander case, with leather protecting wrapper. A former

owner's name will be found on most of the parts.

London. 1814-1815-1816

A REMARKABLE COPY OF THE FlRST EDITION. In THE ORIGINAL
TWENTY-FOUR NUMBERS. YVlTII ALL THE WRAPPERS, BACKS. ILLUS-

TRATIONS AND ADVERTISEMENTS. TOTALLY UNCI"!'. M\NY OF THE
LEAVES ARE UNOPENED.
Contains the very rare slip of "Errata" in Part VIII, "To lessen the

Expense of binding this work." the practically unknown title in Volume
I, "English Dance of Death, in twenty-four monthly numbers," dated
1S14, and the half-title. All three are only found when in the parts.

The title to Volume I was later changed to •The English Dance of

Death, from the Designs of Thomas Rowlandson—1815." This set of the
parts also contains the later title which will be found in Part XII. No
half-title to Volume II was ever issued.

The plates to the English Dance of Death constitute some of Row-
landson's best work. "Roth artist and author seem to have appreciated
the resources of their subject so thoroughly, and have worked out its

grotesque spirit with such appropriateness, that the Dance of Death
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must remain a fitting monument of their genius. The plates arc exe-
cuted with the fulness and attention of finished drawings."

—

Gbego.
In addition, this COPT 18 accompanied by tiikke of the original

drawings by Thomas How i.andson. 2 in COLORS, the other in sepia, as
follows.

—

(li "The Nursery.'" Plate :'» to face page 33, volume II. Drawing
signed.

"heath rocks the cradle, Life of o'er

The infant sleeps to wake no more."

<2> "Tom Higgins." Plate 5 to faee page :>7. volume I. Drawing
unsigned. »

"His Blood is stopped in every rein

He ne'er will eat or drink again."

lii "The Law Overthrown." Plate 24 to face page 21U, volume II.

"The Serjeant's tongue will cease to brawl
In every Court of yonder Hall."

602. Eowlaxdsox Colored Plates. [Koberts (Lt.-Col. David.] The
. Military Adventures of Johnny Xeweome, with an Account of his

Campaigns on the Peninsula and in Pall Mall. By "An Officer."

With 15 finely colored plates, by Thomas Rowland-son. First
Edition. 8vo, full crimson levant morocco, gilt back and sides.

broad dentelle inside borders, with doublures of dark brown levant

leather joints, gilt edges, by h. zucker.
London: Patrick Martin, 1815

603. Eowlaxdsox Colored Plates. The Grand Master; or. The Adven-
tures of Qui Hi in Hindustan, a Hudibrastic Poem, by Quiz. With
folding frontispiece, engraved title, and 26 plates, all finely col-
ored, by Thomas Eoirlandson. First Editioxt . Eoyal 8vo. full

crimson levant morocco, gilt and blind tooled back and sides, gilt top,

OTHEfJ EDGES UNCUT, BY SAXGORSKI AXD SUTCLIFFE.

London: Thomas Tegg, 181G
Exceptionally fine copy', with brilliant plates in rare uncut state.
The plates are all dated Oct. 1, 1815. hut the hook was not published

until the following year. 1S16, which explains the date on the title page.
The small slip of "Errata," which appears in a few copies, is not

present.

604. Eowlaxdsox Colored Plates. [Combe (William).] The Dance of

Life. A Poem, by the Author of "Doctor Syntax.'' With the com-
plete series of 26 finely colored plates, by Thomas Roivlandson.
First Editioxt . Eoyal 8vo, original browx boards, with origi-
xtal label, entirely uncut. Enclosed in brown cloth case, with pro-
tecting cloth cover. London: B. Ackermann. 1817
But few copies known in as remarkable condition as the above.

From the library of Edward Henry Hill, with his finely engraved book-
plate.
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605. Rowlandson Colored Plates. Goldsmith (Oliver). The Vicar of

Wakefield. A Tale. By Doctor Goldsmith. Illustrated with U
designs ix color, by Thomas Eowlandson. First Edition. Royal

8VO, ORIGINAL BOARDS. WITH M UOR PORTION OF ORIGINAL LABEL,
entirely uncut. Enclosed in cloth case, with inner protecting cloth

wrapper. London: R. Ackermann, 181*3

( >I THE GREATEST RARITY, IN THIS MOST DESIRABLE CONDITION'. From the
library of Edward Henry Hill, with his finely engraved bookplate.

606. Rowlandson Colored Plates. Burton (Alfred). The Adventures
of Johnny Xewcome in the Navy; A Poem, in four Cantos. Illus-

trated with 16 plates in color, by Thomas Rowlandson, from the

author's designs. First Edition. 8vo, original stamped and gilt

cloth, enclosed in a blue levant morocco solander case, tsy riviere.
London: YV. Simpkin and R. Marshall, 1818

Very rare in original cloth. A representation of a ship under full
sail is stamped on each cover.

607. Rowlandson Colored Plates. [Combe (William).] Complete Set

of the "Syntax" Tours, all first editions, as follows.

—

(1) The Tour of Doctor Syntax. In Search of the Picturesque.

A Poem. Portrait of Dr. Syntax, colored, title axd 2!> tlates.

all finely colored. London: R. Ackermann. Pub. 1st. 1812

(2) The Second Tour of Doctor Syntax, In Search of Consola-

tion; a Poem. With 24 finely colored plates.

London: Published by R. Ackermann, 1820

(3) The Third Tour of Dr. Syntax, In Search of a Wife. A Poem.
Illustrated title, and 24 FINELY COLORED PLATES.

London: Published by E. Ackermann
| 1821]

Together, .'5 vols. 8vo, full blue crushed levant morocco, elabo-

rately tooled gilt backs, gilt lines on sides, broad dentelle inside

borders, gilt edges, by riviere. London. 1812-1820- [1821]
Handsome and COMPLETE set ok the First Editions ok THE FAMOUS

"Syntax Tocrs." Each VOLUME contains the separately PRINTED "direc-
tions TO THE BINDER FOR PLACING THE PLATES," FREQUENTLY MISSING.
Tall copies with ample margins. The title of the "First Tocr" has

the imprint, an unusual feature, as in most copies the same is cut into.

Accompanying the above set, is an original drawing in water colors,
being a drawing for the First Tour of Doctor Syntax. Signed,—"Row-
landson." Size 7% by 4y2 inches. Framed and glazed.

000. Rowlandson Colored PLATES. See under Cruiksbank (George). The
Caricature Magazine. 2 vols. 1807-1808. [No. 123]

608. Rowlandson Original Drawing. Original Drawing ix water col-

ors. Signed,

—

"T. Rowlandson," 1812. 15i/
2 by 10 inches. Framed

and glazed.

A spirited and well executed specimen. Owing to a mishap to a coach
while crossing a bridge, all the occupants, both male and female, have
been thrown out, some are already in the water, others falling.
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609. ROWLANDSON ORIGINAL DRAWING. ORIGINAL DRAWING l\ WATER COL-

ORS. Signed,

—

"Rowlandson, 1821." 10% by 1.2^2 inches. Framed
and glazed.

Fine specimen. A large Dumber of Interested persons arc watching the
progress <>f a comet, the principal figure in the foreground being a figure

of the "Dr. Syntax" type with telescope to eye.

(HO. Rowlandson Original Drawing. Original Drawing in water colors.

Signed,—"T. Rowlandson." l-^-j by 23% inches. Framed and

glazed.

A SINGULARLY ATTRACTIVE AND REMARKABLE SPECIMEN. This drawing
represents a gay scene at a Boat Landing. A Vessel has probably just

been landed. Some of the Seamen are crowded in a coach and are about
to be driven off; others are seated at a tabel smoking and drinking.

A few people are looking out of an Inn window. A young woman
and sailor are dancing surrounded by a crowd of interesting spectators.

A sign hung on the roof of the boat-house reads, ".Tack Ratlin, late

Boatswain, to the Victory." In all. there are about 45 figures. Many
sail boats are seen, sailing away from the shore.

A London dealer discovered this drawing at Exeter. England, whither
he had gone to purchase books. Appreciating its merit he bought it,

the signature not being visible. After removing the mat he found that

it was signed in full,

—

"T. Rowlandson."

611 Rowlandson Plates. Thirteen (fourteen) etchings illustrative of

striking passages in Tom Jones and Joseph Andrews ; also specimen

of a New Edition of Smollett's works. Oblong 8vo, original

hunted wrappers., entirely uncut. Enclosed in cloth case, with

ties. Edinburgh: John Orphoot, 1808.

Very kake in this state. This is the first appearance of the plates in

this style.

612. Rowlandson Plates. The World in Minature; consisting of groups

of figures, for the Illustration of Landscape-Scenery. A series of

40 plates, drawn and etched by Thomas Rowlandson. First Edi-

tion". Royal 8vo, three-quarter crimson crushed levant morocco,

gilt back, gilt edges, original boards, covers and labels preserved,

by riviere. London: R. Ackermann, 1817
A beautiful series of plates, including several very attractive coaching

scenes. Rare.

613. Rowlandson Plates. Harrison (W. EL). The Humourist, a Com-
panion for the Christmas Fireside. Embellished by 50 engravings,

exclusive of numerous vignettes, from designs by the late T. Row-
landson. First Edition. 12mo, full polished yellow calf, gilt

back, dentelle inside borders, gilt edges, with advertisements bound
in, by riviere. London, 1831
A posthumous publication, the designs being carefully selected from a

great variety of original drawings, by Thomas Rowlandson.
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014. Sala (Geokge Augustus). Great Exhibition "Wot is to be." Probable

results of the Industries of all Xations in the year 1851, showing
what is to be exhibited, who is to exhibit, in short—how it's all

going to be done. A colored folding panoramic view, measuring
when extended, 18 feet 6 inches in length, by 5 inches in width,

mounted on linen, folded to 914 by 5 inches in oblong 8vo, blue

morocco covers, sides and inside edges gilt and tooled.

London : Published by the Committee of the Society for Keep-
ing Things in Their Places, 1850.

Scarce and very amusing.

(il5. Seymour (Robert). The Heiress: A Farce. With 6 finely colored
plates, containing 32 humorous scene*, by Robert Seymour. First

Edition. Oblong folio, original printed wrappers, cloth back,

enclosed in a cloth portfolio, lettered on side.

London : Thomas M'Lean, 1830

Exceedingly rare in this desirable condition.

610. Seymoub (Robert). The Omnibus. What sort of Company go in the

Omnibus ?, Oh ! all Sorts. A series of 28 finely colored plates
{several subjects on each), by Robert Seymour. First Edition,
oblong folio, original printed wrappers, cloth back. Enclosed

in cloth portfolio, lettered on side.

London: Thomas M'Lean, May 1st, 1830
A VERY FINE COPY, AND VERY RARE IN THIS ORIGINAL STATE.

017. Seymour (Robert). The Comic Offering. With illustrations by R.

Seymour and others. 3 vols. 12mo, original roan, gilt edges, lacks

frontispiece and plate for 1832 volume; some pages soiled. Not
returnable. London, 1832-1833-1834

Contains original contributions by T. Dibdin; Samuel Lover, and
others.

018. Seymour (Robert). New Readings of Old Authors. A series of 200
plates in color. 20 vols. 12mo, full wine-colored polished calf,

contents lettered, gilt tops, by root.

London: Charles Tilt [1836]

A complete set. First Edition. Represents riotous misreadings from
twenty-five of Shakespeare's Plays (250 plates in 25 vols.), and a single

Poem of Byron. "The Giaour" (10 plates in one vol.).

The series might probably have been extended so far as to include

the few remaining plays of Shakespeare had it not been for the deplorable

end of the artist, who perished by his own act while in full tide of

professional success.

In all, 2(i() of the most mirth provoking perversions of passages in these

works.

019. Seymour (Robert). Hervey (T. K.). The Book of Christinas. With

the complete series of 35 exquisite illustrations, all in colors
(hand colored), by Robert Seymour. First Edition. 12mo, full

light blue levant morocco, rich gilt back, broad dentelle inside bor-

ders, gilt edges, BY BXVTEBE. London: William Spooner, 1836
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620. Seymour (Robebt). Original Drawing i\ \\ \tkk colors. Unsigned,

6 by (i'.j inches. Framed and glazed.

Pine specimen. A servant entertaining her soldier-lover. The movable
door shows the master of the house biding inside the cupboard, listening

to the conversation.

621. Seymoub (Robert). Snobson's Seasons, being Annals of Cockney

Sports. [London particular.] By R. B. Peake. With 92 illus-

trations by Seymour. First Edition. Royal 8vo, half crimson

morocco, gilt back. gilt top, somewhat thumbed.
London, undated

000. Smklvley (F. E.). Frank Fairleigh. Sec, Cruikshank (George). [No.

222]

622. Smith (Harry B.). A Sentimental Library, comprising Books for-

merly owned by famous Writers. Presentation Copies, Manuscripts,

and Drawings. Collected and described by Harry B. Smith. With
56 illustrations. Royal 8vo, white vellum back, cloth sides, gilt

top. uncut. • [New York.] Privately printed. 1914
special edition, only a small number printed. This extraordinary

collection was purchased by private treaty, by the well-known firm,

Rosenbach and Co., of Philadelphia. The above is an autograph presenta-
tion copy to Samuel Henry Austin, from A. S. W. Rosenbach.

623. Smith (J. Jay) and Watson (John F.). American Historical and
Literary Curiosities; consisting of fac-similes of original documents
relating to the events of the Revolution etc. Numerous reproduc-

tions. 2 vols, royal 4to, half morocco, several pages spotted. Not
returnable. Philadelphia, 1847-New York, 1860

The second series is seldom found with the first.

624. Song of Solomon. The Song of Songs, which is Solomon's. With

12 full-page plates and various other decorations by H. Granville

Fell. 4to, full old-rose levant morocco, with borders on sides and

inside edges inlaid with green levant, on which are tooled quota-

tions from the "Songs," balance of both back and front covers cov-

ered with masses of daisies, leaves and dots, by watson, of the
guild of women bindeks. Enclosed in red morocco open faced

case. London, 1897

Printed throughout on Japanese vellum paper, with extra titles. From
the M. C. D. Borden Coljection, with bookplate.

625. Spielmann (M. H.). The History of "Punch." With numerous illus-

trations, including several portraits of Thackeray. 8vo, cloth.

New York. 1895

626. Stowe (Harriet Beecher). Uncle Tom's Cabin; or, Life among
the Lowly. Illustrated. First Edition. 2 vols. 12mo. full black

levant morocco, plain finish, white watered silk doublures and
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linings, gilt tops, original cloth covers preserved^ BY. riviere. Some
pages soiled. Boston, 1852

Special Copy, having inserted '2 portraits of the authoress, an Original
Slave Deed, dated October 28. 1814. transferring a slave by gift, and a
Signed Autograph Note reading,

—

"Learn to say No,—
Your sincere friend.

H. B. Stowe,
Binffhamton, June 3, 1868."

627. Stjrtees (Robert Smith). Sporting Novels. With colored plates
and oilier illustrations by John Leach and "Phiz." 5 vols. 8vo.

EACH IX THE ORIGINAL PARTS, WITH WRAPPERS, AND ADVERTISE-
MENTS, UNCUT. Each volume enclosed in separate crimson straight-

grained morocco solander case, with inner protecting cloth cover,

by ROOT. London. 1853-1865
One of the finest known sets. With the exception of 2 backs, skil-

fully supplied on parts XIV and XVI of "Handley Cross." and trifling

repairs to a few other backs.

—

practically as fresh -and clean as on
THE VARIOUS DAYS OF PUBLICATION. OF THE GREATEST RARITY IN THIS
CHOICE COLLECTOR'S CONDITION.

CONTEXTS :

(1) Mi;. Sponge's Sporting Ton;. With L3 colored plates and 84

woodcuts lnj John Leech. 13 parts in L2. London, 1853

Part VI. has slip, "Cheap Edition of Works of Mr. Charles Dickens:
Part XI. has the 8-page advertisement, commencing "Allsopp's Pale or
Bitter Ale." Parts XII & XIII. has slip "An Extra Xumber of House-
hold Words;" page, "New Sporting Xewspaper. The First Number of

the Field;" slip. "Punch's Almanack for 1853 will he published early in

Deccmher :" slip, "In January will he published, The First Number of

"Handley Cross;" advertisements at end. pp. -1. ending with "This Day
is Published . . . handsomely hound in cloth. Mr. Sponge's Sporting
Tour."

IT IS VERY IM'SIAL TO FIND Till; ABOVE WORK WITH ALL THESE ADVER-

TISEMENTS. Tlie slip announcing the publication of "Handley Cross"
(printed on pink paper i is EXCEEDINGLY rare. The leaf of announce-

ment of the "People's illustrated Journal," which is generally found in

part IV. is not present.

(2) Handled Ci:<>ss; ok, Mi;. Jorrocks's Hunt. With 1? colored
PLATES and 84 WOOdcutS by John Leech. \\ parts. London. L854

Part I. lias 4-page "Handley Cross Advertiser;" Part II. with leaf

announcing the publication of the "English Cyclopaedia" (some copies

have this leaf in duplicate, hack and front, the present in front only.

see Part XV); Pari v. with slip advertising "The Field," printed on
green paper; Part VII. with slip. "New Periodical Work by the Author
of Vanity Fair:" "The Newcomes," printed on yellow paper: Part XI.
with the I page Advertisement at front. "This day is Puhlished. . .

The Foreign Tour of Brown, Jones and Robinson," by Richard Doyle;
Part XII. with the slip announcing "Hard Times," by Charles Dickens,
printed on green paper; Part XV. with the leaf announcing the publi-

action of the "English Cyclopaedia."
The slip ANNOUNCING "HABD Times" is EXCEEDINGLY rare.
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(:)) Ask Mamma: or, The Richest Commoner i\ England. With
1'-\ colored plates and 69 woodcuts by John Leech. 13 parts.

London, 1858

Parts T. to X. contain the 4 pa^o "Ask Maniiua" Advertiser, and the
following additional advertisements,— Part III. 2pp. The English Cyclo
paedia;" Parr VII. with two leaflets, "The Lazy Tour." and "The Vir-

ginians;" Part VIII. with leaf advertising "Works of Charles Dickens,"
and slip of "The Virginians;" Part TX. with leaflets. "The Perils of
Certain English Prisoners." and "The Virginians." It is doubtful if the
leaf "The English Cyclopaedia," at end of occasional copies really

belongs there. It is not present in the above.

(4) Plain or Ringlets?. With 13 colored plates and ll woodcuts

by John Leech. 13 parts in 12. London. I860

No advertisements or extra slips, as issued.

(5) Mk. Facey Romford's Hounds. With 24 colored plates and

other illustrations by John Leech, and II. K. Browne, "Phiz." 12

parts. London. 1865

Parts I. to IV. with the 8-page "Facey Romford" Advertiser; Part I.

with leaflet "Important Family Medicine." pp. 4. at end: Part V. with
the 4-page "Facey Romford" Advertiser: Part VI. with 4-page Liverpool,
London and Globe Insurance Co. Advertisement; Part X. with the
same: Part XII. with slip "Sporting Works by the same Author." and
a 4-page advertisement, Liverpool. London and Globe Insurance Co. The
slip "Mr. and Mrs. Asheton," and the 4-page "The Temple Anecdote-."

are not present.

628. Swedish Binding. Den Swenska Psalmboken. 16mo, contemporary
vellum, illuminated in gold and colors, original clasps, gilt edges.

Stockholm. 1835

3a. Swift (Jonathan). Travels into several remote Nations of the

World. With Memoir by George Saintsbury. With 180 colored and
HO plain illustrations. Royal 8vo, half green polished calf, gilt,

gilt top, BY COLLEY. London. 1886

This fine edition is now out of print and quite scarce.

629. Tenniei (John). Original Pencil Drawing, "Sisters in Sorrow."
Sinned with the artist's monogram, and dated, 1900. Framed and
glazed.

One of Tenniel's finest drawings. The reproduction occupies a full

page in "Punch." appearing in that publication. August 8, 1900.

It was drawn at the death of Prince Albert. Duke of Saxe-Coburg, ami
Gotha, etc.. and Humbert, the first King of Italy.

629a. Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). Poems. Portrait, engraved by Robinson,
and 54 illustrations by Millais, Hunt. Mulready, Rossetti, Maclise,
ami others, engraved by Thompson. Square 8vo. Full green
crushed levant morocco, richly tooled and inlaid in different

colored moroccos, with gauffered edges, and pore-edge painting,
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the central figure of which is a miniature copy of Holman Hunt's
picture of The Lady of Shalott. The pattern of the gauffered
edges is monastic in character. London, Edward Moxon, 1857
Superb copy of the earliest issue of the famous Pre-Raphaelite

Edition.
From the M.C.D. Borden collection, with bookplate.

<;:$(). Thackeray (William Makepeace). Vanity Fair. A Novel without
a Hero. With illustrations on steel and wood by the author. First
issue of the First Edition. 8vo, in the original 20 (in 19)
PARTS, 'WITH ALL WRAPPERS AND ADVERTISEMENTS, JinCllt. Enclosed
in blue morocco solander case.

London: Published at the Punch Office. 1847-1848
Believed to be the finest copy of Thackeray's masterpiece that

has ever been offered for sale at auction in America. It is equalled
by bttt two other copies in america, both of which ark ix private
collections in New York. Attention is called to the following,

—

(1) The yellow wrappers are complete, the numerous technicalities

as to brackets, dates, etc., being in correct first-issue state.

(2) The advertisements and interesting "Slips" that were so frequently
destroyed or omitted as "Vanity Fair" grew in popularity, are each in

their proper "Number."
, (3) The interesting first-issue "points," the "Steyne" woodcut, and

others, so eagerly sought for by Thackeray collectors, are here present

without exception.
(4 1 The presence of a number of the original tissues between the

plates, each showing an "offset" is an added and unusual feature.

(5 i The superb condition of the backs, as issued, without any restoration

whatever.

Some years ago the late eminent bibliographer. Luther S. Livingston,

compiled and published anonymously, a bibliography of "Vanit.\ Fair."

which appeared in the Boston Evening Transcript. Later discoveries

have established the fact that Mr. Livingston was in error in a few
of his statements, the following of which is a comparison and list.

The Boston Transcript Collation states that the inside front wrapper

of Nos. I. to XIII. should read "Contents of No. I." etc.

In the first five wrappers of the present copy, there is simply the

word "contents."
The present copy is quite correct in this respect, the numbers being

added subsequently, evidently for the sake of uniformity.

The Boston Transcript Collation requires the absence of the square
bracket in front of the Price on wrapper XVI. This occurs only on
undated numbers, and the present copy is therefore correct.

The inside of the back wrapper of Part IX. is identical with the inside

of the back wrapper of Part X. The Boston Transcript collation states

that the first line of Part X. should have the words "Novels" and
"Tales" in capitals, differing from Part IX. where these words were
evidently in even type with the remainder of the line.

The Brayton Ives Copy (sold by The American Art Association in

1915) had advertisements in Part IV., 4pp.—a repetition of the adver-
tisement in Part III.

The mention of this advertisement does not appear in the original

Boston Transcript Collation. Being a repetition, it is evidently an
addition.

The Boston Transcript Collation requires the advertisements at the
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end of Past XVI. to be on tinted paper. Although they arc Identical,

they arc on white paper in this copy.

FoK THE BENEFIT OF COLLECTORS \\i> THOSE INTERESTED, THE FOLLOWING
DETAILED COLLATION is PRESENTED,

—

TITLE-PAGE.
VAMTY FAIR. A Novel without a Her... BY WILLIAM MAKE-
PEACE THACKERAY. WITH ILLUSTRATIONS < >N STEEL
AND Wool i BY THE AUTHOR LONDON: BRADBURY AND
EVANS. 11 BOUVERIE STREET. 1848.

PART I

FRONT WRAPPER, PAGE I.

No. 1. 1 JANUARY. [Price Is. (Woodcut design) VANITY FAIR:
TEN AND PENCIL SKETCHES OF ENGLISH SOCIETY.

|

(line).

BY W. M. THACKERAY. Author of "The Irish Sketch Book:"
'•Journey from Cornhill to Grand Cairo:

-
' of "Jeauies's Diary"

|
and

the "Snob Papers" in "Punch:" &c. &c. LONDON:
|
PUBLISHED

AT THE PINCH OFFICE. 85, FLEET STREET.
]

J. MENZIES.
EDINBURGH; J. M'LEOD, GLASGOW; J. M'GLASHAN, DUB-
LIN. 1S47. [Bradbury & Evans. Printers, Whitefriars.]

|

INSIDE FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS. (and at the bottom i Advertisements REFORM
VOIR TAILORS BILLS,

j
DOUDNEY & SOX. 40. LOMBARD

STREET. ESTABLISHED 1784.

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. Christmas Festivities.

\

(etc.).

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. TO THE TEA-DRINKERS THROUGHOUT
THE KINGDOM. (etc. >.

FR( >NT Al >VERTISEMENTS.
No. I.—Januaby, 1847. VANITY FAIR ADVERTISER.
SMITH. ELDER. & CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS. ( Reverse ) 2
ADVERTISEMENTS BY MR. MICHAEL ANGELO

|
TITMARSH.

Pace .!. ADVERTISEMENTS. COUGHS, HOARSENESS. AND ALL
ASTHMATIC AXD PULMONARY

|
(etc.. complete advertisements

4 numbered pages. 1-4. i.

BACK ADVERTISEMENTS.
NEW WORK BY MICHAEL ANGELO TITMARSH.

|

(Woodcut I

On the first of January, to lie continued in Monthly Parts, price Is.

each, with
j
numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood,

j
VANITY

FAIR: (etc.).

(Page 3.) BECHSTEIN'S CAGE BIRDS. (etc.)

(Page. 5.) WORKS BY MR. DICKENS.
|
(etc.)

(Pace 7.) Published Weekly, juice 3d., or Stamped 4d.
|

(etc., eijrht

numbered 4. 5, (i. 7. 8, page 3 unnumbered.)
CHAMBERS' EDINBURGH JOURNAL, (etc.. 2 pages, first unnum-
bered, but with * at lower right, second numbered '_'.

i

WORKS PUBLISHED BY WM. S. ORR AND CO.,
|

(etc.. 6 pages,

numbered 4. 5, C. 7. S, page 3 unnumbered.
|

ILLUSTRATIONS. ETC.
2 Plates, with the original tissue. Text, paces (1) to 32.

PART II.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. II. 1 FEBRUARY. [Price Is.
,

(the remainder of the wrapper
similar to Part I, with the date 1847).
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INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.

CONTENTS.
|

(and at the bottom) Advertisements.
|
REFORM

YOUR TAILOR'S BILLS.
|

(two more Hues, and beneath) THE
GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF HAIR. OR INYISIBLE

|
(etc.).

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|
Rowland's Unique Preparations.

|
(etc.).

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|
TO THE TEA-DRINKERS THROUGHOUT

THE KINGDOM.
|

(etc.).

FRONT ADVERTISEMENTS.
No. II.—February, 1847.

|
VANITY FAIR ADVERTISER.

|
BY MR.

MICHAEL ANGELO TITMARSH.
|

(etc.).

(Pa^e 3.) ADVERTISEMENTS.
|
PRICE EIGHTPENCE—HALF-

PENNY.
|

(etc.. complete advertisements, 4pp. first unnumbered,
others numbered. 2. 3. 4.).

ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
2 Plates, with the original tissue. Text, pases (33) to 64.

PART III.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAKE I.

No. III.] MARCH. [Price Is.
|

(the remainder of the wrapper like

Part I, with the date, 1847.)

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS.

|
Advertisements.

|
REFORM YOUR TAILORS' BILLS.

|

(etc.). THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF HAIR, OR IN-
VISIBLE (etc.)

|
REMARKABLE CASE OF RESTORATION.

[

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.
|

(the contents covering about 1-3 of the page).

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|
THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF

HAIR;
|

(etc.).

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|
NUMBER ONE, SAINT PAUL'S CHURCH-

YARD.
|

FRONT ADVERT I SEMENTS.
Cheap Edition of tbe Works of

|
Mr. Charles Dickens.

|
(4 pages, the

first unnumbered. 2 and 3. and the 4th page numbered)
|

(page) 20
|

THE PICKWICK PAPERS. CHAP. XIII.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
2 Plates, with the original tissie. text, pages (<i.

r
>> to 0(>.

PART IV.

FRONT WRAPPER, Page I.

No. IV.] APRIL. [Price Is.
|

(Wrapper like Part I. with tbe date
1847.)

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS. |

—Advertisements,
j
REFORM YOUR TAILOR'S

BILLS.
|
—TO THE LADIES.

|

—Bad COUGHS & colds ci'Red by
hollow ay's ointment

|
—STOOPING OF THE SHOULDERS &

CONTRACTION OF THE CHEST
|

(etc.).

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS:

|
THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF

HAIR;
|

(etc.).

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. ! NUMBER ONE. SAINT PAULS CHURCH-
VAltl). I
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ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC
•j Plates, with the original iissue. Text, pages l'.»7l tn 128.

PART V.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. V.l MAY. [Price Is.
|

(remainder <>f the wrapper like Part I.

with the date 1847).

INSIDE OP FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS.

|
—REFORM YOUR TAILOR'S BILLS.

|
—TO THE

LADIES. —THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF HAIR, OR
INVISIBLE

|
—STOOPING OF THE SHOULDERS & CONTRAC-

TION OF THE CHEST.
|

(etc., contents taking up about \i of

the page).

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|
THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF

HAIR;
|

(etc.)

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|
NUMBER ONE. SAINT PAUL'S CHURCH-

YARD.
|

(etc.)

FRONT ADVERTISEMENTS.
WORKS BY Dr. LINDLEY.

|
(etc.)

(Page 3.) On the 1st of May, with Illustrations on Steel and
Wood. Part V.. price Is.

|
VANITY FAIR:

|
(etc.. 4 unnumbered

pages).

ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
2 Plates. Text, pages (129) to 160.

PART VI.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. VI.] JUNE. [Price Is.
[
(The remainder of the wrapper like

Part I, with the date 1847.)

INSIDE OF FRONT COVER.
CONTENTS OF NO. VI.

|
—REFORM YOUR TAILORS' BILLS. !

—PERSONAL GRACES. | —THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD
OF HAIR, OR INVISIBLE

|
—STOOPING OF THE SHOULDERS

& CONTRACTION OF THE CHEST.
|

(etc.)

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. | THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF
HAIR;

|

(etc.)

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|
THOS. HARRIS & SON'S

|
(etc.)

BACK ADVERTISEMENTS.
DAKIN & COMy.

I

TEA MERCHANTS,
| (2 unnumbered pages

printed in blue).

ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
2 Plates, with the original tissue. Text, pages (1G1) to 192.

PART VII.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. VII.] JULY. [Price Is.
|

(the remainder of the wrapper like

Part I, with the date, 1847).

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS of No. VII.

|
—On the 6th of July will be published,

priee 8*. 6d., handsomely bound in cloth,
\

-—MR. JAMES'S NEW
HISTORICAL ROMANCE.

|
—REFORM YOUR TAILORS' BILLS.

|

—STOOPING OF THE SHOULDERS & CONTRACTION OF THE
CHEST

|

(etc.)

(The lines of Contents occupy about % of the page.)
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INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.

ADVERTISEMENTS. THOS. HARRIS & SON'S (etc.)

OUTSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. NUMBER ONE. ST. PAUL'S CHURCH-
YARD.

|
(etc. i

ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
2 Plates. Text, pages (193) to 224.

PART \ III.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. VIII. 1 AUGUST. [Price Is.
;

(remainder of the wrapper like
Part I. with the date 1847).

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS OF No. VIII.

I
—THE COMIC HISTORY OF ENG-

LAND. —DOUGLAS JERROLD'S SHILLING MAGAZINE.
—PENCIL VOLUME THE TWELFTH: (Above each of the last

two mentioned hooks, there is a line of announcement in small type,
tlie first in Roman, the second italics. The Contents occupy about
1/3 of the page. 1

INSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER
ADVERTISEMENTS. To invigorate the constitition and obtain

HEALTH
J

(etc.)

OUTSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. NUMBER ONE. ST. PAILS CHURCH-
YARD.

I

(etc.)

ILLUSTRATIONS. ETC.
2 Plates, with the original tissues. Text, pages 1

22.".
1 to 2."><>.

PART IN.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. IN.] SEPTEMBER. [Price Is. i ithe remainder of the wrap-
per like Part I with the date 1847).

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS OF No. IN.

|

—THE COMIC HISTORY OF ENG-
LAND.

I

—DOUGLAS JERROLD'S SHILLING MAGAZINE.
|

LADIES TRAVELLING,
|

(etc.) [Above The Shilling Magazine
advertisement, there is a brief line of announcement in small type.

The lines of Contents occupy nearly '/, of the page.]

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. |

Cheap Edition of the NOVELS and TALES
of (etc.)

OUTSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. | NUMBER ONE, ST. PAULS CHURCH
YARD. (etc.)

ILLUSTRATIONS, FTC
2 Plates. Text, pages (2.77 1 to 288.

PART X.

FRONT WRAPPER, PACK I.

No. N.| OCTOBER. [PaiCE Is. (The remainder of the wrapper
like Part I. with the date 1*47.

)

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS OF No. X.

j

—on the First of November, -PUNCH'S
POCKET BOOK, LEIGH HUNTS CHRISTMAS ROOK.

|

JANE BYRE. AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
|
—IMPORTANT CAU

TION. (etc.)
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[NSIDE <>F BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. Cheap Edition of the NOVELS and TALES
of

|

(etc.)

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. NUMBER ONE. ST. PAUL'S CHURCH
YARD.

|

(etc. I

FR< >NT ADVERTISEMENTS.
Cheap Edition of the Novels and Tales of i Four pages, page 1

unnumbered, pages 2 and :'> and 4 numbered. I I Page 4 headed » rienzi

THE LAST OF TIIK TRIBUNES.

ILLUSTRATE >XS. ET( !.

'2 Plates, with the original tissue. Text, pages {-*'>> to 320.

PART XI.

FRONT WRAPPER. FACE I.

No. XL] NOVEMBER. [Price Is. (The remainder of the wrapper
like Part I. with the date 1*47. i

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS OP No. XI. i —SUMMERLY'S ART MANUFACTURES in

metals, pottery.
|
—FIVE SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS etc. Water-

proof Irish Poplin,—the DOUDNEYS (etc.).

INSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. I NEW ROOKS F.V POPULAR AUTHORS.
KEATINOS COUGH LOZENGES. BEAUTIFUL TEETH.

THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF HAIU. OR INVISIBLE
PERUKE.

|

OUTSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS,

i

NUMBER ONE. ST. PAILS CHURCH
YARD. DAKIN AND COMPY. TEA MERCHANTS. (etc.)

ILLUSTRATIONS. ETC.
2 Plates, with the Original Tissue. Text, pages i">'_'1i—352.

PART XII.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. XII.] DECEMBER. [Price Is.
j

(Remainder of wrapper like
Part I, with the date 1817.)

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS OF No. NIL

j
—MR. M. A. TITMARSH'S NEW

CHRISTMAS BOOK. ACCEPTABLE PRESENTS.
OUTSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER.

ADVERTISEMENTS. NUMBER ONE. ST. PAILS CHURCH-
YARD.

|
DAKIN AND COMPY.. TEA MERCHANTS.

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. LEIGH HINT'S CHRISTMAS BOOK.
SICK HEADACHES. RILE AND INDIGESTION, CURED BY HOL
LOWAY'S PILLS.

|

Coughs, Hoarseness, and all Asthmatic and
Pulmonary Complaints

|
effectually cured by KEATING'S

COUGH LOZENGES.
[

THE GENTLEMAN'S REAL HEAD OF
HAIR. OR INVISIBLE

I PERUKE. (etc)

FRONT ADVERTISEMENTS.
NEW MONTHLY PERIODICAL.—Messrs. Bradbury & Evans beg to

|

announce that a NEW MONTHLY PERIODICAL. (etc.) NEW
STORY BY DOUGLAS JERROLD. PUNCH'S ALMANACK for
1848.

|
This diDi is published, price Is. No. XVIII. of i THE COMIC

HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
|
Just published, pric( Sixpence,

(etc. Reverse blank).
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ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
2 Plates. Text pages (353)-3S4.

PART XIII.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

Xo. XIII. JANUARY. [Price Is.
[

(Remainder of wrapper like

Part I. with the date 1S48.)

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
CONTENTS OF No. XIII.

|
Shortly will be published, price 2s. 6d.

THE BOOK OF SNOBS.
|
LEIGH HUNTS CHRISTMAS BOOK.

|—The most immediate remedy for coughs and colds
|
— (The lines

of Contents occupy about y3 of the pasc)
INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
|
ACCEPTABLE PRESENTS.

|
(etc.)

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

(Coat of Anus)
|
EXTRACT FROM "THE

PATENT JOURNAL" OF THE 11th OF
|
—PRELIMINARY AN-

NOUNCEMENT.
|

FRONT ADVERTISEMENTS.
11, Bouverie Street, 1848.

|
WORKS BY MR. DICKENS.

]
(etc. i

(Page 3) MISCELLANEOUS WORKS.
| etc.

(Page 5) Puneh Office, 8,
r
t, Fleet Street.

|
Wonder Of The Season!!'

1

(etc.)

(Page 7) Punch Office, 85, Flat Street.
|

WORKS BY GILBERT A.

a BECKETT,
j

(etc.. forming 8 unnumbered pages.)
Slip "PUNCH'S ALMANACK."

j
From the great approbation which

has been expressed of . .
\
Punch Office, 85. Fleet Street,

i
i Verso

blank.)

ILLUSTRATIONS. ETC.
2 Plates. Text, pages (385) to 41(5.

PART XIV.
FRONT WRAPPER.

No. XIV. FEBRUARY. [Price Is.
|

(Remainder of the wrapper
like Part I, with the date 1848.)

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

Now ready price 10s.. 8vo, boards.
|
THE

STUART PAPERS.
|
—THE BOOK OF SNOBS.

|
—Completion of

the Comic History Of England.
|

—DOUGLAS JERROLD'S SHIL-
LING MAGAZINE.

|
PUNCH'S ALMANACK, for 1S4S.

|

Preparing
for Publication. THE CALLANTEE SHOW.

|

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

open daily, from ten till FOVJB
j

The bow-
YER GALLERY, (etc.)

|

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

(Coat of Arms)
|

EXTRACT FROM "THE
PATENT JOURNAL" OF THE lira OF

|

(etc.)

ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
2 Plates. Text pages (417) to 44s. Slip, after (In- plates. Early
in March, with Illustrations.

|
The Life and Adventures of Oliver

Goldsmith. |
etc Verso blank.

PART XV.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. XV. 1 MARCH. [PRICE Is.
j

(Remainder of the wrapper like

Part I. with the date 1848.)
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INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW WORK, BY THE AUTHOR OF

|

"HARRY LORREQUER," etc. —Mrs. Mary Parkes's Last Grand
Club Subscription,

|

(etc.)

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER
ADVERTISEMENTS. (Coat of Arms)

|
PARASOLS. (etc.)

OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER
ADVERTISEMENTS. ((Cat of Arms i EXTRACT FROM "THE
PATENT JOURNAL" OF THE 11th OF

|

(etc. first word on last

line is "delicacy").

FR( )XT ADVERTISEMENTS.
No. XV. —March 1848. VANITY FAIR ADVERTISER.
WORKS BY MR. THACKERAY.

|
(etc.)

(Page 3.) ADVERTISEMENTS Early in March, with Illustrations.
I

The Life and Adventures of Oliver Goldsmith,
j

(etc., complete, 4

pages, first page unnumbered, others. 2, 3, 4.)

BACK ADVERTISEMENTS.
Dr. RADCLIFFE'S ALLEVIATORS. I (2 unnumbered pages.)

ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
2 Plates. Text, pages (449) to 480.

PART XVI.
FRONT WRAPPER. PACE I.

No. XVI.] APRIL. [Price Is. (Remainder of the wrapper like

Part I. with the date 1848.)

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. FIVE SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS

|

(Be-
tween two coats of Arms) ! (etc.)

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. (Coat of Arms.)

|
PARASOLS. (etc.)

OUTSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. (Coat of Arms i

[
EXTRACT FROM "THE

PATENT JOURNAL" OF THE 11th OF
|

(etc. Last line reads
"this berry.")

FRONT AI )VERTISEMENTS.
No. XVI. —April. 1S4S.

| VANITY FAIR ADVERTISER.
| NEW

BOOKS BY POPULAR AUTHORS.
|

(etc.)

(Page 3) ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW WORK
|
By the Author of

"Harry Lorrequer," |
(etc.. complete advertisement 4 pages, first

unnumbered, and the others. 2. 3, 4).

BACK ADVERTISEMENTS.
New Life of Goldsmith.

|
On Saturday, th< lrtth of April will he pub-

lished, in one large Volume &vo,
I

(Page 3) Completion of Domhey and Son.
|

(etc.)

(Page 5 1 DOUGLAS JERROLD'S |
MAGAZINE,

|
(etc.)

(Page 7) PUNCH;
|

(etc.. complete 8 pages, unnumbered, on white

paper).
ILLUSTRATIONS. ETC.

2 Plates. Text, pages (481) -512.

PART XVII.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. XVII. MAY". Price Is.
|

(Remainder of the wrapper like Part
I, with the date 1848.)
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INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.

FIVE SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS. (large Coat of Arms i (etc)

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
(Coat of Anns)

|
PARASOLS.

|

(etc.)

OUTSIDE OF HACK WRAPPER
ADVERTISEMENTS

|

(Coat of Anns) EXTRACT FROM "THE
PATENT JOURNAL" etc.

j

(Last two lines an "N.B. Full Particu-
lars." etc.

)

FRONT Al >VERTISEMENTS.
No. XVII.—May. 184S.

|
VANITY FAIR ADVERTISER. (eta)

(Page 3.) ADVERTISEMENTS. TO LADIES.
|

(etc., complete
in 4 pages, first unnumbered, then. ii. ">. 4. i

ILLUSTRATIONS, ETC.
2 Plates. Text, pages (513) to -.44.

PART XVIII.

FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

No. XVIII. JUNE. Price Is.
|

(Remainder of the wrapper like

part I. with the date 1S48.)

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. HALF-MOURNING DRESSES.

;
—COFFEE

AS IN FRANCE
|

DIETETIC COCOA
|

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS;

|

Coughs and Influenza.
|

KEATING'S
COUGH LOZENGES

|

OUTSIDE OF RACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

!
(Coat of Arms) EXTRACT FROM "THE

PATENT JOURNAL" OF THE 11m <»F
|

(etc. Last paragraph an
"N.B. consisting of 4 lines, commencing "An unforseen cause of

delay." Etc.

»

FRONT Al >VERTISEMENTS.
No. XVIII. .Tine—1N4S. VANITY FAIR ADVERTISER. !

NEW
BOOKS ! (etc.)

(Page 3.) ADVERTISEMENTS ROWLANDS' TOILET ARTICLES,
(complete in 4 pages, lirsi unnumbered, others 2, •".. 4. i

BACK ADVERTISEMENTS.
WATERLOW & SONS, WHOLESALE AND EXPORT STATION-
ERS,

|

(consisting of 8 pages, Pages l and -. unnumbered; the

others, :;. 1. 5, <;. 7. 8.)

PROSPECTUS of A NEW WEEKLY JOURNAL, "THE
STANDARD OF FREEDOM," (complete in 4 pages, the first, un-

numbered, and the others. 2. ">. 4.)

ILLUSTRATIONS. ETC,
2 Plates. Text pages (545) to 576.

PARTS XIX & XX
FRONT WRAPPER. PAGE I.

Nos. nix. & XX. .ll'LV. Pbice 2s. (Remainder of the wrapper
like Part I, with the date 1848.

,

INSIDE OF FRONT WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS HALF-MOURNING DRESSES. NICOLL'S
PALETOT, NEWLY REGISTERED.

INSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

(Coat of Arms)
|
ALPACA UMBRELLAS.

|

(etc. •
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OUTSIDE OF BACK WRAPPER.
ADVERTISEMENTS. (Coat of Arms) EXTRACT FROM "TH1
PATENT JOURNAL" <>F THE 11th OF (eta The last paragraph
an "N.B. An unforseen cause of delay prevented the full par

ticulars of," consisting of 4 lines.
|

FRONT ADVERTISEMENTS.
Xos. XIX ,x XX. JULY. 1848. VANITY FAIR ADVERTISER.
COMPLETION (iF VANITY FAIR.

|

(Page 3) ADVERTISEMENTS. CHAPMAN AND HALL'S NFW
PUBLICATIONS, etc-.

(Page r.i ADVERTISEMENTS. FOURTEENTH VOLUME OF
PUNCH!

|

(Page 7 1 ADVERTISEMENTS. ROYAL PAPIER MACHE AND
JAPAN WORKS JENNENS & BETTRIDGE (etc., complete in 8

pages, the first unnumbered. Then, numbered from 2 to 8.)

ILLUSTRATE >NS, FTC.
:: Plates and the Engraved Title. Text, pages |.">TTi to 624. Slip,

after the plates." New Work By The Author of "Vanity Fair."

dated. Xo. 11. Bouverie Street.
;

June 30, 1848.

Hi preliminary pages, as follows:

blank page.—Preparing for Publication, with illustrations by the
Author.

|
The , GREAT HOGGARTY DIAMOND. (etc.)—Title

page as above. : (Verso) (Imprint:) London: Bradbury and Evans,
Printers. Whitefriars. —Dedication page "TO B. W. PROCTOR,"
etc. (Verso blank.)

|

BEFORE THE CURTAIN, pages (vii) viii and
ix. (page x. blank); CONTENTS, (xii. xii. xiii. and xiv: List of
Plates, (xv I and xvi.

631. Thackeray (William Makepeace). A series of three most im-

portant original drawings FOB "Vanity Fail."' Together, 3

pieces, beautifully bound in full blue crushed levant morocco, con-

tents lettered, r.v riviere.

The drawings are tipped in sunken mounts, the illustration from the
first edition of Vanity Fair. "Amelia Waiting," is iidaid to quarto size.

Authenticated by Lady Ritchie the novelist's daughter, in an auto-
graph attestation, as follows.

—

'"These drawings for Vanity Faik by my father, W. M. Thackeray,
have been ix my possession since his death.

Axxe Ritchie."
Three most important sketches for Vanity Fair, the first partis

appearing in the first edition, and the other two. unpublished, as fol-

lows.

—

(1) "Amelia Waiting." Touched up with water colors. The figure
of Amelia is represented sitting in a meek and pensive attitude
with folded arms. A tiny dog is approaching to offer his sympathy.
Above this sketch, which is in the lower left corner, are four
different pencil studies of the head of Amelia, each with a different

facial expression.
The finished figure is all that appears in the first edition.

(2) "Mrs. Wynne and Miss Osbornes." A finished pencil drawing
of these famous characters of the author's imagination. This
picture did not appear in the first edition of Vanity Fair.

(3) The second study of "Mrs. Wynne and one of the Miss Osbornes."
A finished pencil drawing. This did not appear in Vanity Fair.



,

•

' Htfl

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY.
Original Drawing f<u- "Vanity Fair." [No. <> •"•!

I
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Vanity Faib was published in 1848, bui tbe book was written (ac-

cording to Thackeray's daughter (Lady Ritchie), in 1845. Many years
later, in lsi»T. Thackeray's daughter wrote an Introduction,— "A Memorial"
—to the Biographical Edition of Thackeray's Works, she Illustrated her
discussion of "Vanity Pair" by publishing the drawing "Amelia Waiting,"
and the tirst of the studies of the Miss Osbornes.

[See Reproduction lor 'Amelia Waiting"]

632. Tilu kf.k.w (William Makepeace). Original manuscbipt of a

PORTION OF AX UNPUBLISHED PLAY, BY Til ACKEKAY, written oil

THIRTEEN PAGES., QUABTO. Each page neatly inlaid, the whole bound
in one vol. 4 to, blue crushed levant morocco, rich gilt tooled hack.

broad dentelle inside borders, crimson watered silk doublures and
linings, gilt edge.-, lettered on side, by biviebe. Circa 1840

A Thackeray Manuscript ok great importance, and the first time
it has appeared in a public sale, iiavi.no been in the possession of
the novelist's daughter since her father's death in 1S63. Her auto-
graph ATTESTATION TO THAT EFFECT IN THE VOLUME READS:

"This portion of tin original manuscript of an unpublished play by
my father, if. M. Thackeray. It has been in my possession since his

death in 1863." (Signed) "Anne Ritchie."
The subject of this Play is founded on the story of Mary Ancel and

has a connection witli that narrative which constitutes one of the most
important Sketches of the "Paris Sketch Book." Thackeray's tirst pub-

lished work, 1840.

The story itself is said to he founded on actual fact. Thackeray
has taken the material, and presented it in two entirely different forms.

—

the simple narrative of the story in the "Paris Sketch Book,"—and the
humorous and satirical dialogue of this portion of the above unpub-
lished play.

Although the names of a few of the characters have been changed, a

careful reading of both the story and the play will lie sufficient evi-

dence to convince the reader that Thackeray had the same story in

mind when he wrote these two articles.

Following is the text of the first two pages.

Major. Ho. La Tulipe, bring me my medicine. I am growing weak, you
rascal, nithoiit it. (La Tulipe pours out a glass from a vial.)

La Tulipe. Ha. Ha. here it is Commandant. It's the only remedy for a
poor invalid like you.

Major (tastes it). Confusion .' You're been putting water to this

brandy, you scoundrel.

La T. Not I. sir. upon honour. Hut I got the last bottle at a new shop,
and perhaps their cognac is not quite so good as that you had
formerly. Are we never to get away. Major? There's all sorts of
fighting going on. and here you stay with that old wound of yours
that to my knowledge is no more painful than a flea-bite.

Major. Silence. Sirrah. What do you know about my wound? I tell

yon it shall nercr be cured until I'm married Sir. What a Many you
are to talk about glory and fighting: Do you think I xcould be such
a fool as to fight when I can get twenty thousand pounds a year by
remaining at home? This is my house look you. La Tulipe. I intend
to lire here. I intend to marry that darling girl. I intend to build
a good dining room; to hare a billiard table from Paris. I'll enlarge
the stables, and the cellars are dreadfully cold. I'll put old Ancel
up into one of the garrets, and in the company of his daughter. I'll
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manage his property for him: and decoti tin rent o\ my days /<<

in in < mill iih Usui i

.

La T. .!/( ii'iu sure of tlu lady, Sirt
Major. Sure, what <l<i you meant Lei any other suitor come near her,

that's all. I huii already dont for ''>. Thert was young Paul that 1

frightened off by u few big words . . . h's i>ust and gone, and mar-
ried to Brown Hiss. There was th< Miller's son thut was hunkering
after her. I've taught him to keep his distana by putting u bullet

into his shoulder, and thert was the dandy from Paris who has gom
back again with u slight poke in the ribs that will remind him of his

fatal attachment for many u day. Curse them. I'll serve them all so.

and hen I'll stick with the depot of the regiment, ho ii<m think any
woman can stand /« rsin ranee and warm affection like mine? She
must yield, I tell youi I give her three months more unil then La
Tulipe, you shall drink the health of the Countess O'Reilly.

La T. / don't believe there'll be any Count O'Reilly at all by that time.

They'll break you Sir. or have your haul off. which is pretty much
the same. As sun as your mime's John.

|

See Reproduction]

633. Thackeray (William Makepeace). Original Manuscript,—"Tin-

Lord's Prayer," exquisitely written in Thackeray's microscopic pen-

manship, within a circle about the size of a threepenny piece (about

"s inch diameter). On an 8vo sheet. Framed and glazed.

One of the finest specimens of its kind known. Presented to his

friend. Stnnfield. the artist. < Mi the top of the sheet Thackeray has
written,—-"My dear Stanfield: This Paternoster is a gnat deal smaller
than the last and also written without spectacles bi/ igmr obedient See-

rant. W. M. T."

634. Thackeray (William Makepeace). Autograph Letter. Signed, lp.

8vo. no place or date (probably London. March. 1857). To "My
Dear (William Harrison) Ainsworth." Framed and glazed.

A VERY IMPORTANT AUTOGRAPH LETTER. WITH MENTION OF ClIAUI.ES DlCK-
ens. and the great "Titinarsh Banquet." to which apparently Loth Dickens
and Ainsworth had lieen invited by Thackeray.
"My dear Ainsworth:

There comes a note from Dickens who begs too for a remission of th<

dinner—as I can't hare it without my two waring animals: and the play

wouldn't be worth coming to with the part of Hamlet omitted—the great

Tit marsh Banquet is hereby postponed, to be luid on some other occasion

however with uncommon splendor.
Yrs. Ever.

W. M. T."

635. Thackeray (William Makepeace). The famous original postage
stamp drawing by Thackeray, known as the "Postage Stamp Pic-

ture of The Royal Family (of England)." With inscriptions in

the hand-writing of Thackeray. Lightly hinged in sunken mount,
framed and glazed.

A Thackeray drawing of the greatest importance, beautifully exe-

cuted. AND WITH A VERY INTERESTING HISTORY.
The Postage Stamp picture shows twelve members <>f the British Royal

Family on parade, with Queen Victoria and Prince Consort Albert at the
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head. One day Thackeray was lunching at Folkestone with Sir William

and Lady Knighton, and suggested that they have a bottle of wine.

"Champagne at luncheon! Oh, no. Mr. Thackeray, I shan't allow it,"

said the lady. But Thackeray was not to he dissuaded. He argued his

own thirst, offered to drink the greater part of the bottle, and finally

promised Lady Knighton a shilling if she would consent. That bribe

could not he resisted, and the wine was ordered. The next day Thackeray
sent her the shilling in the shape of twelve penny postage stamps with

the head of the Queen in red. He cut the head out of each, and pasted

the stamps on paper. Her Majesty's body was finished with pen and ink.

Another head was supplied with a moustache and was made into a

resemblance of the Prince Consort, while the other ten. by means of

clipping with the scissors and pen additions, complete the Royal Family

from the then Prince of Wales down. In the background there is an

outline sketch which, without doubt, is meant to be Windsor Castle.

[See Reproduction]

636. Thackeray (William Makepeace). Original Pen-and-Ink Draw-

ing, being the initial Vignette of Chapter III. Volume "i of "Pen-

dennis." The figure is that of a butler with a basket and bottles,

and is said to be a portrait of John. Thackeray's butler. Beneath

the sketch Thackeray has written, "Chap. III. Pendennis. John

go and get some maderia." Framed and glazed. (1850)

637. Thackeray (William Mahepeace). Original drawing on a block

of wood, probably an outline for an engraving. Framed and glazed.

The Block is a horizontal section from a trunk of a tree. The Sketch

was probably made in Ireland.

638. Thackeray (William Makepeace). Library Ticket, probably one

issued at the British Museum, autographed by Thackeray,

—

"Bran-

tome. Oeuvres de. li vols. 1T40 . . Agust 18," (no year but prob-

ably in the middle fifties), and with the title of the work borrowed.

Between two sheets of glass.

Interesting and unusual specimen. The signature specially good.

639. Thackeray (William Makepeace), Leech (John), and Lemon
(Mark). Original Pen-and-ink Drawings by all three, on a

single sheet. Lightly hinged. Framed and glazed.

A valuable and interesting specimen of the skill of each artist.

Thackeray, Leech and Lemon.—probably in an idle moment.—were dis-

cussing their skill at minute writing without the aid of glasses, and
naturally, they proceeded to paper with their friendly contest.

Thackeray drew a circle with a threepenny piece, and wrote the Lord's

Prayer within it, leaving ample room for the crown and "3" in the
centre ; Lemon selected a line from the title of "Punch," and wrote
it twice ; and Leech made some delightful little drawings of men and
horses.

The paper is stamped "Whitefriars, London."
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640. Thornton (Alfred). Dun Juan (Volume the First); with the Con-
tinuation (Volume the Second); Containing his Life in London:
or, a True Picture of the British Metropolis. With 31 finely
COLORED PLATES. First EDITION. 2 vols. Svo. full crimson crushed
levant morocco, hacks and sides richly gold tooled. gilt tops, by
root. London, 1821-1822

Large and fink copy of this rare and cxjbiotjs work.
Although the plates arc unsigned, they arc considered by experts to

be by ('. Williams who did a number of books of this character at this

period, and who illustrated another of Alfred Thornton's Books. "The
Adventures of a Post Captain."

This entertaining work is a curious specimen of hook-making. It

was published in parts, and as far as the middle of Volume I was
founded upon a very free paraphrase of Byron's Poem, of which hut
five cantos had then appeared. About this time. "Life in London" leaped
into popularity. It's success was so phenomenal that it was sufficient

for the Author of "Don Juan." and straightway, Don Juan was pressed

into rivalry with "Tom and Jerry."

(ill. Victoria, Queen of England. Maxwell (Sir Herbert), sixty Years

a Queen. Numerous illustrations. Small folio full morocco, gilt,

gilt edges. London, undated

642. Victoria, Queen of England. St. Patrick's Prayer Book. Edited by

Rev. John Nolan, ( ).]).('. 24mo, green leather, gilt edges. En-
closed in a violet levant morocco solander case. Dublin, undated

A unique item of royal INTEREST, with the following inscription on
the hack of the title-page, written by Queen Victoria,—

"/ (/arc the shamrocks to the Irish soldiers to please my darling grand-
son, Le Roi des h'oix. and Inland.

Victoria."

< hi the fly-leaf, there is an ink sketch of* a crown and cross, beneath
which are the words.

—

"His Royal Highness,
the Prince of Mayo,

Le Roi des h'oix"

(again the sketch of the crown, and then the words)
"Le Roi (lex h'oix

The King of lh<- Kings."

643. Walton (Izaak). The Lives of Dr. John Donne, sir Henry Wotton,
Mi-. Richard Hooker. Mi'. George Herbert. Portrait-. First Edi-

tion. 8vo, old. probably original call', rebacked, cover loose. En-

closed in dark blue levant morocco solander case.

London: Printed by Tho. Newcomb for Richard Marriott. 1676

Autograph presentation copy from Izaak Walton, with inscription

on blank leaf preceding title-page;

—

"/'/'or mil lord chiefe

Justice Vaughan
IZ: AVA." AND CORRECTIONS in his AUTOGRAPH.

On the end papers at the beginning of the volume, is the autograph
of B. Malone, the celebrated Shakespearean editor and commentator,
together with the following autograph initial signed account of the

book,

—

"This book was a presentation copy given to Lord Chief Justice
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1 aughan, and ia corrected throughout by the author whose name and
handwriting ia in the leaf opposite the title-page.

Isaac Walton was bom iii 1593, and died on the 15th of December,
10S3, at the age of 00.

hi the year 1616, he opened a shop in the Royal Burse built by sir Th.
Oresham. He was a Sempster at that time, lie afterwards kept a hosiers
shop in Fleet Street.

Hooker's Life in 1604.

Herbert's Life was written not long before 1670.
Walton's Life of Sanderson which I have in a separate volume first

appeared before some of that bishop's pieces in 1077.

E. M."
Facing the above concluding lines, we And a further history of this

most interesting volume, as follows.

—

"This book was purchased by me at the sale of the books of the late
Edmund Malone, Esq., and presented by me, .!./>. 1825, to my friend and
brother angler, the Rev. 8. TUbrook of St. Peter's College, Cambridge.

Robert Clutterbuck."
Beneath is written,

—

•This book given by my lute father Clutterbuck, the Historian of Hert-
fordshire to the Rer. S. TUbrook was, after the death of the Rev. Til-

brook, given to me by his widow."
Walton's corrections made in the text will he found at eight open-

ings ; some of thern following those noted in the list of Errata and others
are independent of it.

Thus, the history of this copy is to be traced for a period of over 150
years. Printed in 1670. it must have been given by Walton to Chief
Justice Vaughan very shortly after, as that judge died in 1674 ; but
there is every probability that it reposed unknown and unnoticed upon
the family library shelves until sales by auction became more common
in the latter part of the eighteenth century.
From about 1770 to 1810. Malone was an active literary man, a friend

of Johnson, and a member of the circle of wits and writers gathered
around the great lexicographer.

Clutterbuck, the next owner, was the historian of the county which
was beloved by Walton, who fished in its streams, and immortalized
them in his "Complete Angler."
For a notice of Walton, see an account of him and his last will

(which was made in 16s."> I in Hawkin's Ace. of his Complete Angler,
1760 and 1775.

•

641. Walton (Izaak) and Cotton (Charles). The Complete Angler..

Edited by Richard Le Gallienne. Illustrated by Edmund If. Xcw.
12mo, full crimson levant morocco, large centre ornament on both
sides, inlaid with green and white flowers, gilt edges, silk linings, by
riviere. London: John Lane, 1904

000. Wight (J.). Mornings in Bow Street. See, Cruikshank (George).
[No. 164]

(145. Wilson (Charles Heath). Life and Works of Michelangelo Buonar-
riti. The Life partly compiled from that of Commend. Aurelio
Gotti. Illustrated. First Edition. Royal 8vo, half hlue calf,

gilt. London, 187 (i
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646. Woodward (C. M.). Original Pencil Drawing: "A New made
Knight and his Family setting mil for Margate. "Signed,

"Woodward delin." Framed and glazed.

A singularly attkactive specimen. Original drawings by this artist

are rare.

6-17. Miscellaneous Books. Doyle (A. Conant). The Captain of the Pole-

star; Hale (J. I».). Famous Sea Fights; (J rant (Mrs. Colqnhoun).
Queen and Cardinal. A Memoir of Anne of Austria; Crane (Fd-
ward A.). The Second French Empire; Escott (T. II. S.). King
Edward VII. and his Court: Mathew (Arnold II.*. The Life

and Times of Rodrigo Borgia, and others. Some illustrated. To-

gether, .'51 vols. 8vo, and smaller, cloth and wrappers, (mainly

cloth). Various places and dates

Interesting collection.

JAPANESE COLOR-PRINTS

|

Numbers 6 is to 675 inclusive]

648. Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Kunichika and Toyokuni.

Three different subjects.

Group of figures.

649. Japanese Color-Peints. Triptychs by Shigenobu, Shigemitsu and

Yoshitoslii. Three different subjects.

A landscape and figures.

650. Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Toyokuni and Kuniyoshi.

Three di fferent subjects.

A group cl' figures ami landscape.

651. Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Yeiscn and Kuniyoshi. Three

differenl subjects.

A group of women and landscape.

652. Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Sadatora, Yeizan and Toyo-

kuni. Three differenl subjects.

Group i>f portraits of women.

653. Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Kuniyasu and Kuniyoshi.

Three differenl subjects.

A group ut figures.

654. Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Eiroshige and Sadahide. Three

differenl subjects.

Landscape and figures.

655! Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Kunimaru, Fvunisada and
Kuniyoshi. Three differenl subjects.

Landscape and figures.
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656. Japanese Color-Prints. Diptychs by Kuniyoshi and Toyokuni

Three differenl subjects.

A group of portraits of women and landscapes.

657. Japanese Color-Prints. Pentoptych by Kunisada. One subject.

Procession of Daimio in the Ueno Temple.

658. Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Toyokuni and Hiroshige. Two
differenl subjects.

Portraits of women.

659. Japanese Color-Prints. Triptychs by Kuniyoshi and Eunisada. Two
differenl subjects.

Group of women with landscapes.

660. Japanese Color-Prints. Pillar-Print by Shunsho. One subject.

Watanabe-no-Tsuna, a great warrior, fighting with demon.

661. Japanese Color-Prints. Pillar-Print by Yeizan. One subject.

Two girls playing with doll.

662. Japanese Color-Prints. Pillar-Print by Toyokuni. One subject.

Hanamurasaki, a Yofehiwara beauty, reading ;i love letter.

663. Japanese Golor-Prints. Kakemono-Ye by Yeizan. One subject.

Yoshiwara icirl wearing a pink and green kimono.

664. Japanese Color-Prints. Print by Shunzan. One subject.

Watanabe-no-Tsuna fighting with (lemon at the gate of Shurakuden.

665. Japanese Color-Prints. Five prints by Hokusai.

From Fujiyama and Bridge Series.

666. Japanese Color-Prints. Ten assorted prints by Hiroshige.

Landscape and figures.

667. Japanese Color-Prints. Seven assorted prints by Hokusai and others.

Landscape and figures.

668. Japanese Color-Prints. Assorted Surimonos by Hokusai and others.

Seven different subjects.

Portraits of women.

669. Japanese Color-Prints. Small Surimonos by Hokusai. Ten differ-

ent subjects.

Landscapes. From Tokaido Series.

670. Japanese Color-Prints. Small Surimonos by Hokusai and Shieenobu.
Ten different subjects.

Landscapes. From Tokaido Series.
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671. Japanese Color-Prints. Prints by Hiroshige and others. Eight

different subjects.

Landscapes and figures.

672. Japanese Color-Prints. Chuban Prints by Kiroshige. Six different

subjects out of eight views of Toto.

673. Japanese Color-Prints. Chuban Prints by Sadanobu. Six different

subjects.

Landscapes of Kioto or called "Miysko."

674. Japanese Coloh-Prints. Chuban Prints by Sadanobu. Six different

subjects.

Landscapes of Kioto.

675. Japanese Color-Prints. Upright Prints by Eiroshige. Eight different

subjects.

Views of Sum ide River (Sumidagawa Hakkei).
One of the famous upright landscape.

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION,
Managers.

THOMAS E. KIRBY,
Auctioneer.



IMPORTANT NOTICE

A LARGE PART OF THE LIBRARY OF MR. AUSTIN WAS
ACQUIRED FOR HIM BY CHARLES SESSLER OF PHILADELPHIA.
MR. SESSLER'S INSTRUCTIONS WERE TO GET THE BEST, AXD
HE USED EVERY EFFORT TO OBTAIN THAT WHICH WOULD
COMPLETE OR ADD TO A SERIES. OR WORKS. OF A CHARACTER
ALREAY OBTAINED BY MR. AUSTIN.

IX PURSUANCE WITH THESE INSTRUCTIONS Ml,'. SESSLEE
PUCHASED JEST PRIOR TO MR. AUSTIN'S ILLNESS AND UNFOR-
TUNATE DEATH SOME IMPORTANT ROOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS.

FEELING THAT IT WOULD BE TO THE ADVANTAGE AND
INTEREST OF ALL TO OFFER TERSE ITEMS AT THE SAME
TIME AS THOSE IN THE AUSTIN LIBRARY, MR. SESSLER, WITH
THE APPROVAL OF THE EXECUTORS OF MR. AUSTIN'S ESTATE,
HAS CONSIGNED THEM TO THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION
FOR SUCH PURPOSE.

THE CATALOGUE THEREOF IS UNDER SEPARATE COVER.
THE ITEMS ARE- NUMBERED —109A, 112A, 473A, 173B, 473C,

473D, 485A, 585A, 6R3A, 639A, 639B, G39C, 639D, 639E, 639F, AND
639G. THESE WILL BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE
CORRESPONDING XUMERICAL NUMBERS IX THE AUSTIN
CATALOGUE.
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AND OTHER PURPOSES

The American Art Association
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ART AND LITERARY PROPERTY
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DESCRIPTION
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